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The end and the beginning
Merged;
One was not as expected,
Nor neatly separated from
What followed.
I learned the uncontainable in-between was all there
was...
“…Surely God
had his hand in this,
as well as friends…”
said the wise poet.
And I, to her:

Jen Petersen, May 2011
(quotes from Mary Oliver’s Thirst (2006)

For Gloria, Liz and Neil
When I am among the trees,
especially the willows and the honey locust,
equally the beech, the oaks and the pines,
they give off such hints of gladness,
I would almost say that they save me, and
daily.

When I am in the streets,
especially the busy ones
crowded with feet,
wheels 2&4, human and motor powered
swerving and idling through daily rounds,
deliveries and calls,
they give off such glimpses of humanity
I would almost say they save me, and daily.

I am so distant from the hope of myself,
in which I have goodness, and discernment,
and never hurry through the world
but walk slowly, and bow often.

I am so distant from my self echo,
where I can easily lose other voices,
become stuck in self-made jams.

Around me the trees stir in their leaves
and call out, "Stay awhile."
The light flows from their branches.

Around me the streets call out:
"look here - a limping old woman
with a sad story" and "narrow passage ahead"
or "sweeping skyline - praise be!"
The hope rises up,
tirespun and absorbed.

And they call again, "It's simple," they say,
"and you too have come
into the world to do this, to go easy, to be
filled
with light, and to shine."

And they insist:
"see me! --each rounded, emotional curve—
stay alert, use my rhythm, feel what I
convey,"
they hum,
"believe that all shall pass, but you must
move through me first."

- - When I am among the trees
Mary Oliver (2006)

--When I am in the streets
Jen Petersen (2009)
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ABSTRACT
This dissertation explores the conditions under which New York City’s streets, beginning
in 2006, became a target for the city government’s “sustainability” goals. Long famous for
their unique quality of public life, from the 1920s, a gradual shift to automobile-centric
urban planning began to eliminate streets’ social multi-functionality. These early decisions
re-designating the public domain for private, motorized movement cemented a long
generation of sunk infrastructural costs and lost productivity down economic roads too
congested and unpleasant to travel. Following this story’s tracks through to contemporary
New York City, through interviews, participant observation, and secondary analysis, the
project examines the political and economic circumstances that accelerated the
automobile’s local habitat loss, and how this is related to competing visions for the City’s
future. Even as automobility was still firmly cemented in the street systems and growth
models of most US cities, how did human-scaled mobility planning become so immediately
visible in the streets of New York? This dissertation illustrates the changing terms and
stakes of wielding power through infrastructural transformation. In it, I demonstrate how
economic elites, government technocrats, and historically marginal social movement actors
mobilized a common entrepreneurial agenda to preserve New York’s global city status.
These unlikely groups found common ground over access to streets and public space in
New York City’s greening asphalt.
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Chapter 1
Streets in the entrepreneurial city
March 20, 2010
Los Angeles, CA
The Occidental College theatre was full on a Thursday night. I had biked the 5 or so miles from
home, arriving at the campus a couple of hours before. Using my office as a locker room to change into heels
and a dress in time to attend a dinner for the honoree at the President’s house, I again shook my head in
slight disbelief about the bizarre string of events that had led to this moment. New York City’s
Department of Transportation Commissioner would receive an honorary doctorate from her alma mater
tonite, in exchange for some inspiration about how to fix the streets of Los Angeles. My bi-coastalism was
paying off.
At the dinner, I approached her and introduced myself, an Oxy alumna but now also an adjunct faculty
member in Sociology. After earnestly thanking her for making the journey I asked whether she’d received
the card I’d left with other ‘Welcome to LA’ items at her hotel.
“Oh, so that was from you?” she asked.
“Yes,” and I meant every word, I thought to myself. “We’re so glad to have you here.”
In the note, I wrote that her enthusiasm and practical, no nonsense way of mobilizing her own agency’s staff
in New York was vital for technocrats and advocates alike to see in LA. I even remember writing:
“We’ve grown accustomed to hugging the curb and gutter here—we need you to bolster our confidence to
demand more of our streets and of our City’s leadership.”
By now I had seen Janette Sadik-Khan speak many times in New York—at conferences and local
advocacy events, and had also met her before. Suited up as a bike rickshaw rider on the morning of New
York’s inaugural Summer Streets event in July of 2008, I had stopped pedaling my rig to thank her for
her bold efforts to give over the streets for those couple Sunday mornings so people could bike, run, skate,
skip, dance and walk along car-free Centre Street/Lafayette Street/4th Avenue and Park Avenue, from
the Brooklyn Bridge to Central Park at 72nd Street. And then I thought to ask Clarence Eckerson of
Streetfilms to snap our photo.
After the dinner, a group of Urban Environmental Policy Institute (UEPI) faculty, staff and students
who’d organized her visit to coincide with the City’s first ever StreetSummit set to happen two days later,
escorted her up to Keck Theater. I stood around in front greeting friends and colleagues from all over the
City—planners, advocates, people I’d seen that week at a meeting of the Green LA Transportation
Working Group (GLATWG), and people I hadn’t seen since leaving the City in 2003. I was heartened
to see plenty of students in the audience, including some from my Social Movements and Revolutions
seminar.
Professor Bob Gottlieb, Director of UEPI, began his introduction of the Commissioner by invoking the
Situationists’ Paris of 1968:
“Beneath the pavement, the beach!” he began, with more radical-sounding fervor than I knew he had about
streets. As he highlighted the Commissioner’s bio and credentials, he wound up to his main point:
1

Through her efforts in New York, this alumna is helping us see possibilities in our own pavement. She is
an imagineer, but also a pragmatist—she has become a “guerilla bureaucrat,” waging a people-scaling war
quietly, creatively, within acknowledged ideological limits and stuctural constraints. She is drawing New
Yorkers back into their streets, in their skin, and it is ushering another city. Planning agency staff, elected
officials, students, Angelenos of all classes, ages, ethnicities, physical abilities have a lot to learn from her.
She is helping her own City rediscover itself—the beaches and parks clawing for release—and she can help
us move with this kind of conviction, too, wielding the power of demonstration in our everyday lives, living
the City we wish to see.
“Beneath the pavement, the beach!” he repeated, and asked for audience participation for a final
declaration:
“Beneath the pavement, the beach!”
The room was dead quiet during the Commissioner’s talk. I’d heard her deliver this talk before—filled
with images of some of the street-transforming projects she’d led since assuming her role in Spring of 2007.
The Broadway “beach” at Times Square, reclaimed from car traffic since that fall, the reconfiguration of
Madison Square, whose triangle-shaped pedestrian island had been pulled from the morass of travel lanes
that used to hinder and confuse where 5th Avenue and Broadway converged at 23rd Street. Green pavement;
granite blocks leftover from the Manhattan Bridge’s construction; planters and umbrellas now formed a
protective—if still asphalt—spot from which to admire Madison Square Park to the east and the iconic
Flatiron Building to the southwest.
“Cycle tracks” on 8th and 9th Avenues had relieved the street of one lane of car traffic, swapped the lefthand parking lane for a buffered bike lane and moved a floating parking lane to protect cyclists from
moving cars instead of the usual model, where cyclists navigated the thin line between opening car door on the
parked side, and moving cars on the opposite. She scrolled through the statistical and anecdotal evidence her
crew had been collecting on the projects—traffic accidents down, cycling up, demands for seating at an
unprecedented high. On Broadway “beach” the DOT couldn’t put out chairs fast or multiple enough to
accommodate all the butts. The business community had committed to maintaining the street furniture and
their own sales receipts were already garnishing returns.
“We’re building it, and they’re coming,” she said more than once referencing the notion that leading
innovation in streets worked just the same as a baseball field culled from corn. And charmingly, with
disarming humility, she stressed the importance of pilot projects her DOT had done—each of the above were
instances—in order to move closer to their ultimate aim of reapportioning space more equitably in the public
domain.
“We just play with the street and see what happens,” she said, as if dedicating infrastructure to a wholly
different purpose was child’s play, a simple matter of changing the set, rearranging the props.
“In New York we were set up to win: we knew things couldn’t get any worse, so as long as we could show
enhanced safety, improved traffic flow, air quality, noise, eased some of the strain on our transit system by
offering nice places where people tomove themselves, we were ahead of the curve.”
Silence from the audience, folliowed by loud and long applause.
The Q&A portion of the evening was especially revealing. From different angles, the audience posed the
“How on earth…?” question, and each time, the Commissioner was careful to point to the ultimate
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facilitator of her work: Mayor Michael Bloomberg’s citywide sustainability plan, released just before she was
hired.
“We’re lucky to have Mayor Bloomberg’s leadership. When you set out goals and targets in a planning
document like PlaNYC, and your mayor holds you accountable like ours does, you have to show him how
you’re progressing. He expects results and is trusting us to bring them about.”
It was that simple. She mentioned the essential input of the advocacy community in New York, who’d
“…been doing this since long before me,” and “taught me a lot about what we needed to do here,” but also
the new media wing of that community:
“Clarence Eckerson at Streetfilms, Aaron Naparstek at Streetsblog, and their staff have done so much to
raise the profile of streets—and they’re reaching the world.”
Indeed, Naparstek’s idea to create a journalistic “street beat” back in 2006 in New York City had
spread to LA, San Francisco, and Washington, D.C., where there were now well-informed, very vocal
street-watchers tracking and spreading the word on the street. Simultaneously, the Streetfilms crew had
made films from all over the world, showing, projecting the streets-for-people design innovations, bus rapid
transit, bike share programs, and portraits of the leaders who could re-value people in streets.
Still, each time the Commissioner cited the Mayor’s catalytic initiative driving her street-to-beach
experiments, I felt a pang of longing for Mayor Bloomberg’s City of the Moral High Ground, from which
I’d returned to my City of Angels, exactly one year before.
I and many of the audience members had heard Los Angeles Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa declare his
intention to “make LA the greenest city in America,” during his campaign for a
second term, and some were trying hard to hold him to this—or more accurately, to help him learn what it
meant. These advocates and policy experts relished their bi-annual meetings with the Mayor, the platform
his “green LA” target gave them for nudging policies related to making more “sustainable” the City’s
infrastructure—water, transportation network, power, green space. Now, offered a comparative glimpse into
NYC-style street change driven by Bloomberg’s enterprising initiative, she seemed to me like a messenger
from an ever-distant world, where a Mayor both spoke and followed through.
I had lately become disenchanted about the potential reach of Villaraigosa’s leadership towards a more
environmentally and socially just city. Just a couple of months back, the Living Streets sub-committee of
GLATWG had met with the Mayor’s transportation staff to offer a particular set of proposals about ways
LA might implement the state-level Complete Streets legislation recently adopted by the State of California1.
We were met with disinterest and brusqueness instead of curiosity or the smallest expression of thanks—
how could they fail to understand how revising the scale of movement possible through these streets would
lead to a more lucrative and resilient economic geography in the region? What kept these political leaders
1 The Complete Streets Act of 2009 had been passed by the California legislature and signed into law by
Governor Schwartzenegger in January 2009. As urged by its national legislative counterpart, the law required
that, at such a time as California municipalities re-assessed the mobility element of their general plans—a
process required every four years—they had to assess their street networks with an eye for how well they
served all modes and all users. Where they failed this newly-important equity measure, the City was to create a
plan for remedying the problem.
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from seeing the refreshing fluidity and flexibility of this infrastructural network, as I’d been witnessing in
New York? Lord knows it wasn’t a problem of scarcity—we had plenty of asphalt—streets, highways,
parking lots.
“The only difference between LA and New York,” I’d often said to my fellow street sympathizers,
“…is that we have more street to play with.”
But the lack of imagination about what place-specific good streets could nurture in this beautiful City of
Angels if only they were viewed as a resource for people instead of an engineering problem, was a formidable
obstacle.2
This “street blindness,” as I’d come to think of it, extended past its functions as vital economic circulatory
integument, and covered over what other respiration it could perform. From making air cleaner to
demystifying strangers, when moving differently, these streets could put a beautiful city in motion.
The prevailing blindness was nowhere more discouraging than as it manifested itself in the demands and
expectations of LA’s street advocacy community. A nascent “bike movement” had grown increasingly
active, attracting mainly young crowd, but had focused narrowly on bikes instead of what streets could
become for people. Not only had “the movement” been reluctant to frame an accessible message for noncycling constituencies, there were even distinct camps among cyclists—divided along a line separating old and
new guard, or those who’d been advocating in an established organization and those whose activities were
much more situationist-inspired, direct-action oriented.
When the old guard had tried to penetrate the streets technocracy, their demands focused narrowly on bike
lanes instead of livable streets, even though some were also sympathetic to public health, transit and
pedestrian advocates. But in their demands, they’d so frequently been met with:
“No, we can’t do that, we can’t be held liable for that [enhanced bike or pedestrian facility]… it violates
AASHTO street design guidelines;” or
“…it’s too expensive,” or “we can’t spend money on X project because we need the money for transit,” that
advocates were always on the defensive. It was as if they hadn’t realized car-crowded streets—even if filled
with hybrids—were still a losing proposition for what could become a powerful, local growth coalition. By
framing theirs as a bike movement, they’d clipped the possibilities of their struggles; for as long as streets
spoke only of speed as a bar of entry, precious few Angelenos would self identify as cycling advocates.
I was trying to reframe things in this way in GLATWG and at UEPI, and in the Op/Ed pieces I’d
submitted to local papers during the year. It was with this unifying idea that I brought together the Living
Streets group, insisting GLATWG lead the City of LA in implementing Complete Streets before the
DOT started in with their own devices. The new message was simple, and so accessible:
Streets are for people, not cars.
Often met with a puzzled look, I’d continue with just a few of my favorite anecdotes and quips:
This observation is one instance of “seeing in the pavement,” a form of spatial exegesis for interpreting the
“statement” state and market together form in the ways urban infrastructure is experience by its users. As it
serves its designated purposes of moving people and goods, conveying electricity, water, fuel, it sets the terms
of capital’s anchoring. These terms communicate state values about how growth’s benefits and externalities
ought to circulate and accrue within the broader public. Such an interpretation is grounded in a definition of
infrastructure formulated by Edwards (2003), and honed in the praxis-based triangulation between macro,
meso, and micro scales of analysis used in this project. A more extensive discussion appears in Chapter 2.
2
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“streets optimized for cars can’t move a healthy city because:
“--the better streets are for cars, the more deadly they are for children and seniors, the less accommodating
they are to human-powered modes of life in general, in fact. In pole position, we let them separate us instead
of connect us, force us into discouraging traffic jams instead of person-to-person encounters with strangers
and neighbors.
“--Left unchallenged, these streets support the region’s land abuse, were the car’s limitless appetite for speed
and space and funding finds its match in the apparent abundance of land.
“--They make us imagine we can’t go anywhere without a car, that unlimited access to distance by this mode
is the ultimate freedom. But think about it: as soon as we reach our destinations in cars, we just want to get
rid of them and then can’t find enough cheap or free parking. And as soon as their thirsty tanks rumble we
curse the rising price of gas, not pausing even for a second to register the fallacy of free parking for our city
or cheap gas for our globe. How easily our cars’ bottomless tanks make us complicit in ongoing violence in
the Middle East, and in the terrible spread of collateral damage to the human and animal inhabitants of
the Gulf of Mexico.
“--If streets don’t show us we can use our bodies to get places, we forget how to use them—that they can
handle some distances even better than cars. And so we just hop in our cars when we need a couple things at
the store less than a mile away and pay hand over fist for gym membership. We forget that it feels good to
use our bodies to get things done, to insert exercise in the in-between and at the same time we miss
opportunities to develop a more finely-textured view of our neighborhoods when moving through them at a
slower pace.
“—Faster cars can’t spend money to support local businesses, but slow-moving people can.”
Rather than claim all this proudly in answer to the resistance they encountered among the City’s street
stewarding agencies, and in the votes of elected officials from reactionary parts of the region, I’d seen
alternative transportation advocates allow their demands to be shaped by the narrow terms of funding
debates. These terms had been set by false modal partitions erected within state and federal transit coffers—
where bus, rail, bike, and pedestrian projects had long competed against each other for pocket change, once
the lion’s share was already allocated for moving cars. Only one instance of the subtle put powerful ways we
can easily allow what infrastructure rolls out before us to shape our perceptions, I worried about the limits of
advocates’ own sense of the possimobilities.3 If they could build a shared vision of streets that serve people,
bring them together, make them healthier, more fluid, safer, etc., etc., etc., they’d have a chance. Only if
these advocates filled in their own blind spots would they be able to offer alternative visions to the Mayor
and City Council, convince them to evaluate what good this land use was doing the City now, and whether
it was really worth preserving for a similar future.

3 I use the expression “possimobility” or usually in the plural, “possimobilities,” as a merger of the word
“possibility” with “mobility”. This is an idea of crucial importance in conceiving of future scenarios in resocialized streets. Free from the rigid constraints of automobilic uses, they may serve multiple functions in
flow and in staying, changing up the experience of streets as well as their users’ departure and destination
points.
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While many advocates liked the idea of “reclaiming streets for people,” their campaigns’ framing and
strategies seemed to lack evidence that this made any intuitive sense to them. My own belief in the
transformative power of streets had been growing since I gave up access to a personal automobile in 2000.
I’d done this because I didn’t like the limited view it offered of my city, how it exacerbated my tendencies to
grow impatient and angry rather quickly, and for a whole host of other reasons having to do with the
problems of pacing a life after a car’s energy capacities. Over time, I’d invited my friends, colleagues, and
students into this slowed way, and many were so struck by the alternate view of LA, self, and others I’d
cultivated, a few had followed suit, gradually weaned themselves from their cars and now regularly reported
on their own self-city-other discovery. The power of demonstration, as I thought of it.
Funny thing was, my move to New York City in 2003 had at first been disorienting because leaving Los
Angeles had meant losing this very intentional place. It seemed that among urban sociologists like I was
learning to be in New York, my “exceptional” street-level empathy was commonplace, a pre-requisite.
During my 6 years of training, however, I slowly realized my uniqueness from most other street seers I’d
encounter. Much like it had been in Los Angeles, my view really did appear out of the asphalt, but only
once I quit trying to wring out of it what I thought it should offer more readily: friends, good moods, secret
shortcuts, nice weather. New York streets had distinct offerings, would have their own way with me. I
learned this gradually through a choice to stay in them despite my disorientation, in all weather and moods.
Just keep pedaling into the fierce headwind, embrace the rainstorm, dress accordingly, smile at everyone—
especially the most timid pedestrians and aggressive motorists.
Back at Keck Theater, the number of hands raised to ask a question of the Commissioner seemed to be
multiplying. Several members of the audience stood up simply to thank her. Two different street planners
from the Riverside and Orange County Departments of Transportation each praised her for her efforts to
spread the word down through their ranks, redeem their profession and help them feel less alone in their
local efforts at the same.
Towards the end of the Q&A period, a well-known cycling activist stood up and asked what kind of paint
the DOT used to stripe their bike lanes—was it a special kind of reflective epoxy? Where could he get
some? Some members of the audience giggled.
The Commissioner also chuckled knowingly, dodging the question with a vague:
“We always use regulation materials, and I’m sure the Los Angeles DOT does, too.”
Roadblock, a nickname his imposing stature earned him, was among a handful of quasi-anonymous
members of a crew calling themselves the “Department of DIY” (Do It Yourself) who, under cover of night,
had honed art of renegade bike lane striping on strips of LA streets judged particularly dangerous by
cyclists.4
The forum ended and the crowd slowly left the theater, although many small groups of friends and
professional associates stood around talking. A handful of people had rushed up to the stage to thank the
Commissioner or ask more questions.

4 An article about LA’s DIY lanes appeared in the July 2009 issue of Bicycling Magazine, reviewed on Los
Angeles Streetsblog on June 2, 2009. Available at:
http://la.streetsblog.org/2009/05/29/las-diy-bike-culture-featured-in-bicycle-magazine/.
Accessed 20 April 2011.
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The following day, the Commissioner joined students, alumni, faculty, and staff to bike around the
surrounding neighborhood. They offered her some views of the streets we’d been trying to make more inviting
to pedestrians and bicyclists. Next she headed to City Hall via the Metro Gold Line, and met with a small
group of officials and staff from the Mayor’s office, City Council, City Planning Commission (CPC),
Community Redevelopment Agency (CRA), LA County Department of Public Health (DPH),
CalTrans and the Department of Transportation (LADOT). Later still, she rode the Metro Blue Line to
Long Beach, where she would take a bicycle tour of those transforming streets. Less than a year before, the
transportation chief in the City of Long Beach had tapped nationally-known bicycle advocate Charlie
Gandy, convincing him to move from Austin, Texas to fix its streets. Since Gandy’s arrival, Long Beach’s
efforts to increase cycling and walking by slowing cars, building out the city’s bicycle network and extend the
public realm were garnering regional attention. In between the day’s stops, the Commissioner would chat
casually with her rotating entourage; at various times I saw LA advocates and especially the City Planning
and Public Health staff buttonhole her with various pragmatic questions.
“…How did you recruit your staff…find such talented people who would know what kinds of pilot projects
that might work in which places?” a colleague overheard Jean ask Janette at one point. Jean Armbruster
was a DPH program manager—most recently overseeing two different multi-million dollar grant programs
funded by the US Centers for Disease Control (CDC). Both the Healthy Cities and RENEW programs
supported collaborative efforts between LA County public agencies and non-profits developing particular
projects to improve access to healthy food and active lifestyles in the built environment. Jean was trying to
find staff to administer a recently funded program among these.
Janette shook her head and said definitively:
“You’ve got to bring in the advocates.”
Jean looked surprised.
Janette continued:
“They care the most and they understand the problems best, and they don’t let us get into those urban
renewal-type situations,” she finished, clearly accustomed to this question.
I had heard her similarly exhort a crowd of traffic planners at Walk 21, an international gathering that
had convened in New York the previous fall. Of course what she didn’t say was:
“But that’s easy for me to say because in New York we have an exceptionally talented advocacy
community—many of them with graduate degrees in urban planning—drawn to the exceptional quality of
urban life they can have here anyhow,” or
“naturally we have our pick of passionate, qualified people—it’s harder to not care about the streets of New
York; the average New Yorker practically lives in them. Everyone at least has an opinion.”
This was in stark contrast to the human resource base for street interventions in Los Angeles.
The following day the Commissioner would kick-off the StreetSummit, an alternative I proposed to followup the previous year’s Bike Summit, which UEPI had organized to bridge the schism in the “bike
community.” Back in November, when faculty, staff, and students began meeting to plan the second Bike
Summit, I and another colleague had prevailed upon Gottlieb, UEPI’s director, to reframe the event
around streets instead of bikes. Subsequently, we’d raised funds from the Kaiser Foundation, DPH, and
some smaller foundations all of which were drawn to the broader public health platform. Now, on the day of
the event we had attendees from all over the County—and beyond. It was more multi-hued than any bike
or streets gathering I’d been to anywhere; I was especially pleased to see heavy representation from
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environmental and social equity-focused community groups from East LA and the San Fernando Valley,
in addition to the central city. The plenary talks featured local and national planner/advocates who
addressed the public health, economic development, environmental and social justice angles on reforming
mobility infrastructure—combined messages that hadn’t ever shared a stage on the issue of LA streets5.
Lunch was catered by several food trucks that parked across the street from the student center at LA Trade
Technical College and a few workshops included a “walkshop,” where, in this light industrial south
downtown neighborhood, participants could survey and sketch, imagining a more progressive relationship
between streets and land uses.
As the event concluded and its organizers stood around outside cleaning up and collecting evaluation forms,
many attendees thanked us. One veteran activist even commented that “This was the best conference I’ve
been to in years,” and went on to explain that the diversity of interests and neighborhoods reflected—
“plenary speakers to lunch trucks”—had given her the first hope she’d had about the potential for building
a real streets movement in Los Angeles.

1.2 Strategic Streets
Through what chain of events had New York City’s Department Of
Transportation (DOT) Commissioner become an international celebrity, greeted like a
rockstar over and over, across the country and on other continents during her tenure? And
in Spring 2010, Los Angeles where the Trustees of Occidental College had voted to award
her an honorary doctorate, was listening with bated breath to what she’d brought—what
she could bring—to resurface streets for use by public feet. Since taking the lead at the
DOT in 2007, Sadik-Khan had seemed to revolutionize the ways streets were done in New
York, catching the attention of the average New Yorker. At the time of her address at Oxy,
she still enjoyed more-or-less favorable treatment by the press and was moving speedily
along on space-re-appropriating projects as set out in the DOT’s Sustainable Streets strategic
plan. But she also had the mandate of an unwaveringly pro-growth Mayor who had ducked
The event was widely written up in local blogs, and Clarence Eckerson of streetfilms.org flew to Los
Angeles from New York to make a film about the gathering. The event’s full schedule and links to press can
be found at: http://departments.oxy.edu/uepi/lastreetsummit/. The Los Angeles StreetSummit 2010 film
Eckerson created can be viewed at: http://www.streetfilms.org/l-a-street-summit-2010-building-momentumfor-change/. Accessed 21 April 2011.
5
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many of the assaults usually faced by US mayors in the post-urban renewal era of
scattershot development and mega-projects. From the start of his first term, Bloomberg
had set out first to “rebuild” New York, and then, in the name of global competitiveness
and sustainability, devoted himself to changing the very blueprints that had guided—or
impeded—City growth for almost a century. He undertook massive revisions to the City’s
zoning map and seemed to calculate potential returns on land prepped for particular uses
as only developers, project by project, had done for the last many decades. But PlaNYC—
Bloomberg’s sustainable growth plan—aimed to revise the infrastructural networks that
would prop up these new and old land uses—reprogramming them for energy and cost
efficiency. The plan’s implementation was the purview of Deputy Mayor Dan Doctoroff,
and changes to the City’s mobility infrastructure seemed to be among his top priorities.
The DOT had been re-orienting since early 2006, when the Agency joined the City’s
economic development agencies already under Doctoroff’s supervision. From then, a core
of engineers and planners had been at work on an unprecedented strategic plan requested by
Doctoroff.

Following release of DOT’s strategic plan, the agency adopted “sustainability” as its
framework for managing the streets, bridges and tunnels it stewards. Even before it laid out
its new priorities in the 2008 document, the Agency stepped up efforts to increase street
safety, improve traffic flow, and more seamlessly connect streets to the City’s open space,
through experimental modifications to street design and organizational innovations that
permitted and eventually codified them. During the 2007-2011 period under study here, the
severity of traffic-incurred injuries and rate of death steadily declined while traffic sped up
overall; more people were induced to ride bicycles on 255 miles of new bike lanes across all
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five boroughs and dedicated bus lanes and synced signalization also sought to speed bus
service as part of DOT’s Green Light for Midtown program. This Complete Streets
approach—intended to promote intermodal balance of shared street space—also extended
to a new pedestrian plaza program. Periodically converting the streets to recreation space,
DOT launched Summer Streets--a repeating, car-free streets celebration on a major artery
from Manhattan’s foot to Central Park on successive summer weekend mornings. Onstreet parking was reformed and the Department developed a new Street Design Manual to
replace the federal highway standards that directed its street planning for many decades
before that. The DOT’s fast and inexpensive interventions were lauded among public
health, children and senior, bicycle and pedestrian advocates in New York and around the
world. Their efforts were upheld as the most ambitious such efforts in the US. SadikKhan’s leadership reached beyond the five boroughs—as of 2011, she served as president
of the National Association of City Traffic Officials, and was Chairperson of the
Transportation Research Board’s Committee on Transportation Issues in Major U.S. Cities.
She consulted with various cities’ elected officials, exhorting them to launch low-tech, lowcost “pilot projects” that “play with the street,” reallocating its valuable space guided by a
people-first vision, and using only a paint can, brush, and in some cases, beach chairs.
“Sustainable streets,” in fact, became the moniker for this paradigm shift. This dissertation
tells a story of how streets—ubiquitous, neglected, gray spaces of the fleetingly quotidian-became a target for New York’s growth aspirations.
In New York as many U.S. cities, the value of streets was being recalculated. Once
central to the social life of cities, suburbanization made possible by daily, fast and far
automobile travel during much of the last century, reduced urban streets to the status of
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engineering problems. As with highway construction built to catalyze and service dispersed
patterns of development, ubiquitous automobile ownership created a political and
economic imperative to press city streets into the service of an impossible goal: ensure the
unimpeded movement of growing volumes of cars (McShane 1994). This transformation
did not happen overnight, and was not the simple outcome of consumer choices (Jackson
1987, Holtz-Kay 1997). The dampening of streets’ socially richer functions was an outcome
of organized lobby groups’ efforts and federal and local policies to remove impediments to
the automobile’s speed, space and time imperatives (see McShane 1994, Freund 1993 and
Norton 2008).
Particularly in US cities of the East and Midwest, global economic restructuring
helped to hollow once vibrant industrial economies—a process broadly referred to as
deindustrialization. This process was aided on a regional and national scale by highway and
road construction and more efficient freight operations—incentivizing the race towards
increasingly cheap, abundant land and labor well outside of industrial city centers.
Widespread automobile ownership and policies favoring suburban development added
devastating population loss to industrial flight, leaving behind decimated central city
commercial and residential districts (Jackson 1987, Beauregard 2003, 2006). Rising crime
rates and ethnic tension were inevitable outcomes of this flight, making cities unlikely sites
of potentially restorative public and private investment (Sugrue 2005). In time, these
dynamics were institutionalized in city, state, and federal policies, reproducing city-harming
practices for a long generation. In this dissertation I will refer to this kind of urbanization
as distance dependent growth, where the survival of post-industrial cities came to depend on the
most mis-matched spatial import from surrounding, loose-knit and sprawling regions: the
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private automobile.6 The heavy drag of automobiles on the value of land in US cities from
the 1930s can be traced in the obvious: minimum parking requirements for housing and
commercial developers, parking lots, and highways—but also in the bad air quality, high
rates of asthma and obesity, and local economic costs of traffic congestion that are the
secondary and tertiary exactions of distance.
But a certain kind of growth has resumed in US cities aspiring to retain the most
lucrative roles in the contemporary global, information-based economy. Density, rather
than distance and separation of uses, is considered the most valuable asset among these,
since concentrations of particular people and resources create the synergies known as raw
materials for productive dominance in the creative, technology (Florida 2002, 2005),
finance, and real estate economies (Fainstein 2001) that are its most lucrative and powerful.
Questions of how to grow—this time back towards effiently value-multiplying centers
rather than further out into the distance—immediately point to the catalytic role of
infrastructure and zoning that are the DNA of cities. How will urban infrastructure
effectively provide for the circulatory needs of more and different kinds of people and
goods? Where and how will they live? How will amenities like parks, playgrounds, squares,
and pools continue to serve greater volumes of users? The value of streets, as both
infrastructure and crucial public spaces for social and economic exchange, literally
resurfaced as a gilt part of the urban palimpsest. In such cities, the long externalized costs
of distance dependent urbanization were indicted for directly undermining efforts to
develop propinquity-grounding assets (Jacobs 1970). And the widespread use of the

6

Chapter 3 develops the idea of distance dependent vs. distance diminishing growth.
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automobile, a quintessential technology of modernity,7 spins off all of these externalities,
paying for none of them.
The Bloomberg administration struggled unsuccessfully in 2007-2008 to win
permission from its counterparts in Albany to institute congestion charging and begin to
shift some of these costs to motorists entering Manhattan’s CBD. But in certain New York
neighborhoods, revisionist ‘master planner ’ Sadik-Khan was re-prioritizing the needs of
human-scaled movers over those of the private automobile. Places of staying were wrested
from car lanes—green asphalt pedestrian plazas sprouted at Coentes’ Slip, Times Square,
Madison Square and Gansevoort St. In them, lunching tourists and business people now
lounged at café tables, buffered from slowed traffic by bollards and potted plants. Bicycle
commuting increased by 26% between 2008 and 2009, more than doubling since 2005. The
optimization of New York’s streets as habitats for green space, propinquity, slow
movement and thick ties between people signaled a belief that these traits would anchor
and move desired forms of capital. In certain other New York neighborhoods, it was
slower to appear and even more difficult for its residents to imagine.8

1.3 Whose streets for whose city?
In 2006, Mayor Michael Bloomberg announced a citywide growth project to bring
New York City’s aged infrastructures into closer alignment with the City’s “competitive

An extensive discussion of modernity and infrastructure appears in Chapter 2. Here I refer only to a scalar
attainment made possible by automobiles and directly compromising what movement and built forms
flourish in slower, lower environments.
8 Chapter 6 contains an extensive discussion of opposition that arose to Sadik-Khan’s distance diminishing
street interventions.
7
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advantage.”9 In the name of “sustainability” Bloomberg surveyed New York’s
water/sewerage, power, transportation, open space and waterfront networks with an eye
for how they could continue to attract and retain the well-educated, enterprising, highly
mobile, international populations of the future. In the case of the City’s street network this
involved refocusing on the very local: ground level pollution, inducements to exercise in
the comings and goings of everyday life, safety. While based on the same simple, shrewd
calculus drawn from the first-line logic of real estate and used to justify up-scaling growth
projects—that land ought to serve its highest and best use—Bloomberg’s highest and best
use differed qualitatively from its equivalent in the up-scaling modernist era. Unlike airport
expansions or port modernizing,10this project that took aim at moving targets, did not
displace the poor, dirty the air, create more traffic, or smother neighborhoods under
concrete highway supports. On the contrary, it cleaned the air, dampened noise, eased
traffic, improved safety. On no other count than its origin within and execution by a
central planning process, could New York’s strategic street human-scaling—intersection
neck-downs, leading pedestrian interval singalization, replacing moving and parking car

The “competitive advantage” hypothesis, made popular by business scholar Michael Porter (1985) asserts
that successful corporate strategy is best formulated from a firm’s knowledge of the discrete ways its activities
generate costs and create value for its buyers. It developed a heuristic—the value chain—subsequently
wielded by managers as a way to glean and assess their firms’ strategic and operational activities, in order to
determine which were most valuable in differentiating firms from their competitors. Later, in Competitive
Advantage of Nations (1990) Porter elaborated these ideas for application at the nation or city scale. In a period
where mobile capital found countries and cities competing for anchorless private investment and ultimately
access to prosperity, his ideas focused on the local, microeconomic climates instead of macroeconomic forces
that decided these industry-like competitions. What found particular traction with enterprising leaders was the
idea that localities could distinguish themselves for preferred “clients,”—the most desirable firms—thereby
securing productivity. Localities could optimize productivity by establishing the conditions desirable
companies required to flourish—information, incentives, competitive pressures, and access to supporting
firms, institutions, infrastructure, and pools of insight and skill. From the time of his first term inauguration,
Bloomberg’s economic, social, and environmental policies suggested he was an acolyte of Porter’s hypothesis.
10 For an in-depth study of up-scaling infrastructure as global city strategy, with particular emphasis on the
uniquely post-World War II local political processes that accompany and impede such efforts, see Steven P.
Erie Globalizing L.A.: Trade, Infrastructure, and Regional Development (Stanford University Press, 2004).
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lanes with pedestrian crossing islands and plazas, bus-only lanes, bike lanes—be accused of
replicating urban renewal-style redevelopment. Neither could Sustainable Streets be confused
with the semi-private, do-no-harm-style mega-projects that elicited similar resistance from
urban communities especially since the 1970s. In effect, the Sustainable Streets agenda was
more like extending parks to streets in order to foster and accommodate growth.
The plan to make New York’s streets “sustainable” is a unique entrepreneurial
response to a configuration of historically rooted local political pressures embedded in
global economic competition. The co-classification of urban density as both economically
advantageous and environmentally sustainable in New York has bridged a rift between
classically opposed interest groups—the city’s propertied and non-propertied. In both
groups it is possible to find historic preservationists, urban planning technocrats, traffic
engineers, public health advocates, fiscal conservatives, rich, poor, old and young. In the
streets that comprise New York’s dense circulatory system, all of these groups come and
go, mingle, bump into or pass each other in graceful but improvised choreographies.
Fluidity and access, even if en route to very different destinations, is a universal priority.
But even in a city of iconic sidewalks and subways and parks, automobile dominance
within and outside of the City’s central business districts was an unevenly-expressed but
nevertheless totalizing force, presenting an enormous set of obstacles to finding common
ground on how to make its streets “sustainable.”
The scalar adjustments to movement that followed even the earliest pedestrian
plazas, traffic re-routes and protected bike lanes invited according adjustments in the scale
of their use for accessing commerce, employment, education, housing. As adjustments
were made, the DOT was especially careful to engage and build support in the business
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community through existing relational channels, but only with the help of streets-forpeople-advocating social movement organizations. Such groups have a long history of
championing the social importance of New York streets, but the movement in their
message gained new traction once passed through an economic filter. The influx of elite
financial and relational resources into these organizations also bolstered and broadened
advocacy efforts, raising the profile of people-scaled spaces and modes, structurally altered
these groups, and increased their visibility in local and global media. Related, a multimediasavvy wing of the streets-for-people movement also arose, politicizing streets around the
world through a New York-based network, with staff in San Francisco, Washington, D.C.,
and Los Angeles, but user/members throughout the globe. The Streetsblog and Streetfilms
provided on-line venues for resourcing planning professionals and policymakers, hosting
discussions about street planning priorities through films and blogs. A more people-centric
streets planning paradigm in local government meant a more direct role for many of these
professional advocates—long recognized as specialists in their fields. Once treated as
bothersome bike enthusiasts by the DOT, several such professionals were recruited from
their advocacy work to planning and policy positions in the organization.
Because infrastructural changes in New York are carried out by appointed City
agencies that answer first to the mayor, the more general support of the electorate was at
first less influential in rearranging streets. In the same period, expensive, public subsidyreceiving local development projects that appeared more likely to benefit tourists, visitors,
or a very narrow population of residents, were greeted with resistance. Expensive new
sports stadia or development related to the City’s 2012 Olympics bid and an expansion of
the City’s main conference facility coalesced around risky financing structures, public
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subsidy for private profit, increased traffic congestion, noise and strain on infrastructure or
more generally. For reasons I explore further in the chapters ahead, the people-promoting
street interventions led by the DOT were implemented swiftly, through demonstrationstyle pilot projects meant to experiment with ways of improving safety and traffic
conditions, justified thusly by the dearth of pre-existing data to estimate their potential
effects. As well, the DOT made strategic choices about project prioritization and
geography, focusing on enhancing connectivity in the well-used parts of its existing
network, targeting streets with room for ‘play’, and where social climate and economic
composition are already benefitting from movement. Instead of funding these projects out
of the DOT’s capital budget and as such initiating lengthy land use review and public
engagement processes, it drew on its Traffic Operations budget and in some cases private
donations to the Mayor’s Fund for New York City (Gorton 2009). Simultaneously, the
DOT rewrote the City’s street standards, re-centering asphalt movement priorities on
intensifying human connectivity—slowing down traffic where it was appropriate and
speeding it up where necessary. But whereas unclogging jams once involved adding car
lanes, now it meant eliminating them, narrowing intersections, introducing pedestrian
crossing islands. And since all this needed to happen quickly, to demonstrate previously
un-thought possimobilities that could then be refined for longer-term remedies, the DOT
concentrated its efforts on simply reapportioning the already-existing space between the
curbs. Redrawing lines and colors was not subject to state environmental review, and so
allowed the agency to delay cumbersome environmental review processes required for
more traditional, dramatic street and park construction projects. This fast-action and
creativity is something of a mayoral mandate for effective, outcomes-based agency
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operations, but to most outsiders familiar with US municipal bureaucracies, the DOT’s
actions were miraculous, alchemic.
As pragmatic as it was, certain aspects of their agenda were protested vociferously,
received with the familiar Not In My Backyard (NIMBY) aplomb reserved for growth
resisters to major quality of life interference in their neighborhoods. Protest of Sustainable
Streets’ implementation was more than anything resistance to the values re-calibration that
drove it—and especially the far-reaching institutional disruptions entailed. Human-scaling
projects that appeared in the name of “sustainability” began to upset an automobile-scaled
monopoly not only in New York’s streets network, but also in the institutional structure
and politics that had long maintained it. As with the city’s car-prioritizing projects of the
previous era, community-level support or opposition acted as important, albeit qualitatively
different, shapers of recent street outcomes. The novel blend of advocacy, private, and
public agencies involved in streets remaking under the Bloomberg administration provides
a partial explanation of this difference. But somewhat less tangible features of the
development climate in New York City—one related to widespread support, and another
to opposition—could be seen in street-level reactions to redrawn streets.
The lingering specter of a vulnerable, post-9-11 New York in the Bloomberg years
may have established a countervailing ‘recovery’ and ‘rebuilding’ mandate offered by a
surprising plurality. The city’s resilience was demonstrated with growth. Business recovery
funds were created with federal and local monies, while targeted neighborhood up and
down-zonings stimulated development, even if their outcomes could also be contentious. It
was in this city re-making context that a specifically “green” long-term planning vision was
also cast—culminating in the 2007 release of Bloomberg’s long-term land use plan.
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PlaNYC2030 “would [strive] to make our city greater, not just for ourselves, but for those
generations to come,” (Bloomberg 2006). The plan was meant to ready the City’s
infrastructure and natural resource use to accommodate the 1 million new residents
expected to migrate to New York before 2030, while also curbing greenhouse gases. In
carrying out these and other growth initiatives, Bloomberg amassed a sizable amount of
political capital from diverse constituent groups, though he appeared to gamble it recklessly
at times, as in his early West Side Stadium plan and his dogged fight for congestion pricing.
And it was indeed this latter initiative, itself a keystone of PlaNYC over which a virulent
car-threatening battle was fought.
The politics of outer borough and broader regional mobility formed the major bloc
against a proposed congestion pricing scheme—a fee required of personal automobiles
entering the busiest parts of Manhattan during certain times. Collected revenue would have
buffeted the MTA’s budget against impending state budget cuts in order to carry out badly
needed capital improvements and longstanding projects like the Second Avenue subway
line. Disapproval among voters and their elected officials from Queens, Staten Island and
the Bronx, together with suburban Westchester County residents probably forecast hurdles
for other US cities seeking regional support to shift transportation spending priorities from
single occupancy vehicles to shared and low-impact modes. Compared to other US cities of
similar density, even these boroughs had very low levels of car ownership. But the politics
of automobility were paradoxically abiding, imbued with shared symbols of personal
freedom, upward economic mobility, status. As public automobile subsidies shrunk in
growing urban areas, the lowest income citydwellers further from densifying centers
appeared likely to be saddled with the truer costs of distance—economic but also
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environmental and social—as auto-dependent development would persist longer in these
peripheries where depleting tax bases and competition between core and periphery made
public transport extremely difficult to fund. This geographic dynamic was poised to shape
mobility politics and matters of rights, which, as I will suggest in Chapter 7, are a crucial set
of considerations in the post-automobilic city.
As may be seen in the long age of federal and state highway building, public
investment in infrastructure is by no means equitable by simple definition of its publicness
(Altshuler and Luberoff 2003). Plenty of ‘fluid’ but very targeted mass transit projects, such
as central business district-looping monorail or streetcar routes, have been used to
underwrite the movement of certain goods and people at direct, high cost to others. In
glaring instances of uneven development, such projects can concentrate many kinds of
deleterious social and environmental costs (Pellow 2004) by curbing the motility (Cresswell
2006), or movement potential (Canzler et al 2008), of lower priority people and their places.
Whether because such places are walled off from other parts of the city, as in the case of
urban highway construction, or because their infrastructure and according life and
commercial patterns are pegged to no longer productive infrastructure, many mobility
projects can deepen already-existing spatial inequalities. Even in the case of street projects
that re-prioritize the human scale, seek to lower pollution levels and ease congestion by
maximizing the human-handling capacity of streets, it is the nature of their collision with
existing car streetscapes and adjacent land uses that ultimately affirm or challenge their
sustainability claims.
In all forms of urbanization, streets deserve special attention because they are the
habitual spaces of our preparation for the rest of life. Metaphorically and practically, they
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convey and connect us, serve as spatial and cognitive transition zones between home and
work, school, play, and commerce. As places of process, they are reminders of a given
city’s restless dynamism more generally, an idea central to any people-originating just social
change (Harvey 1976). And though we spend increasing amounts of time in them—
whether in our skin, on bikes, buses, or in cars—it is easy to neglect how profoundly they
suggest the terms of our relationships to each other—as strangers and friends—and with
the surrounding city, let alone the political and economic struggles that have laid them.
Their transformative potential, too, is easily hidden in the asphalt’s apparent permanence—
it is a work of imagination to picture them apportioned for different modes and speeds of
travel, or leading to destinations other than those we know by repeated use. And yet, it is
these constrained or open pathways that also prioritize certain forms of economic life over
others, influence levels of environmental pollution, and even impact our personal health as
we follow them in active or passive movement, by human or motor power.
While by no means representative of approaches to local circulation patterns and
modal priorities in all US city streets at the time, the New York case appeared to point
toward institutional and political dynamics that could unfold nationwide as cities seek to
retrofit their infrastructures and encourage local economic systems, together with the social
value they can multiply, and environmental detriment they can reduce. Conflicts over
growth-in-reverse infrastructural strategies re-open a set of questions having to do with the
economic conditions, institutions and organizations through which urban growth of any
kind may occur. If human-scaling streets is attempted in other kinds of cities, can it bring
about growth with equity when executed by the same local agencies and politics that have
long re-produced distance dependence? If not, what transformations need to occur within
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them to foster locality-nurturing growth through infrastructure? Not only could distance
diminishing growth strategies be stymied by aged institutional roadblocks, they also could
also stir up opposition that shape urban political coalitions no matter what the scale of
growth project.

1.4 Chapter organization and logic
Though this project focuses in-depth on the production of New York’s
“sustainable streets”, it develops a replicable way to analyze the governance of street
reprogramming as US cities begin to remediate the long term spatial and economic costs of
automobile-dominating infrastructure. Following Edwards (2003), it approaches the
question: “How have streets become a particular site for New York City’s ‘sustainable
growth’ aspirations?” at three linked scalar sites. In Chapter 2, I lay out a heuristic for
understanding the production of infrastructure at these macro, meso, and micro-structural
scales. But because this is a study of infrastructure’s strategic governance, I situate the force
of action at these scales in the well-developed literature on urban growth politics—which is
also useful to interpret the links between scales, revealing the nature of their relationships
with each other in a regulation theoretical frame. The final section of Chapter 2 discusses
the methodologies I enlisted to gather and analyze primary and secondary data at the 3
nested scales, in pursuit of the political and economic alignments that moved Sustainable
Streets and the reactions they provoked. Chapter 3 is an historical and conceptual chapter
meant to establish the principal macro-scalar dynamics operative in the New York case. It
accomplishes this in 2 ways. First, it fills out a mobility governance analytic of automobility
and its complement form of urbanization—distance dependent growth. From roughly the
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1920s, widespread reliance on automobiles extended urbanization’s possible lucrative
landscapes in the US and globally. From the 1930s this new unbounded scalar “fix” for
urbanization made profitable the inefficiencies created by at-will access to distance.
Economically, people separated from themselves, people separated from each other, and
people separated from places—home, work, school—shored up demand for even more
distance-supportive infrastructures (highways, bridges). It underwrote demand for
automobiles, single-family housing and privately consumed goods, sprawled retail
complexes instead of their tightly woven predecessors in older, dense industrial cities.
The governance of city streets shifted from local to national (and arguably global)
forms capable of coordinating the infrastructure, laws, and markets for a boundless system
of distance dependence. The extra-local state and market terms set to sustain distance
dependence etched an according economic path dependency for city futures—one that
imported the externalities of distance rather than capture and multiply local natural and
social resources. Even if the sorts of streets that grew from this model produced lucrative
economic growth on a national level, they did so at the expense of locality, contingent as
they were upon directly competitive external economic and political forces, unlimited land
and fuel. Ironically, however, automobility also cemented a very particular politics of place,
one that presumed at-will access to distance was worth preserving. And so, on the way to
answering the question of how “green growth” was germinated in New York’s streets, the
second function of this chapter is to characterize the market and governance conditions
that led up to Mayor Bloomberg’s entrepreneurial-seeming declaration of this bundle of
automobilic inheritances as “unsustainable.”
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A conceptual framework for infrastructure as growth governance established, I
move on to the local state/market/civil society [meso] institutions that were translators of
a different, post-distance intention for New York’s streets. Pointing out further links
between macro, meso, and micro scales, I examine the confluence of people and place that
upset the distance dependent growth model: the quality of mayoral leadership and his
global vision for the City, and the organizations that anticipated, engineered, paved and
striped new possibilities. Interpreted through theories of state-led environmentalism,
Chapter 4 lays out how growth in reverse—or distance diminishing urbanization—became a
priority for the Bloomberg administration. The chapter addresses how growth’s reversal
emerged as an imperative from the political and economic aftershocks of post-9/11 New
York City, and how this agenda was advanced through a curious return to centralized
planning. Irrespective of what critical variants on the word “sustainability” might resonate
in academic circles, in the growth-focused visions of Bloomberg and Deputy Mayor
Doctoroff, the city streets they inherited could be thought of as unsustainable for two
simple reasons. First, they violated Bloomberg’s market vision for the City: in the service of
distance they gambled away critical features of New York’s global “competitive advantage”
of place. Some of the City’s economic possibilities of propinquity had been curbed by
traffic congestion, air and noise pollution, a shortage of public green space, limited badly
needed revenue for public transit investment, leading to distance-served destinations seen
as undesirable for the Mayor’s preferred resident. Second, the City’s streets were
unsustainable simply because both the institutions that had produced them and their usable
conditions were beyond local control. For an increasingly future-focused Mayor, this was a
threat not only in the present, but imperiled his New York legacy. Chapter 5 delves more
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particularly into the direct and most visible agents of infrastructural change. At the meso
scale of sustainable streets’ designed and built forms—the processes and products—I
discuss the effects of DOT re-organization on carrying out an unprecedented strategic
plan. Chapter 5 also deals with the unique intersection and blending of the DOT with the
social movement organizations long advocating for streets to be turn over for people. I
assert in this chapter that this inter-sectoral alliance was particularly effective at carrying out
its ambitious plans because the DOT imported both the human resources and the power
of demonstration that grew out of the City’s historied social movements for peopleprioritizing streets.
In Chapter 6, I explore features of mobility infrastructural change that found
expression in local politics through analysis of where and how resistance to Sustainable
Streets arose, and how local media portrayed the “bike backlash” that whipped up in the
winter of 2010-2011. While resistance appeared in place- and in certain cases personalityspecific ways, each instance illustrates generalizable features of the user scale—or micro—
experience of distance dependence. These politics of automobility are those that promise
to translate to almost any US municipality looking to re-value their asphalt. Chapter 7 is the
concluding chapter, which summarizes and restates the core findings of this study, as they
contribute to a necessarily post-disciplinary, post-automobilic urban studies. It
acknowledges the limitations of the research, and also raises questions about postautomobility for investigation by subsequent researchers. The chapter closes with a
proposal for a generalizable re-formulation of mobility rights that emerges from the New
York City case. Namely, I propose a re-rendering of mobility rights responsive to the many
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costs of distance dependence to individual bodies and bodies politic in a resource scarce
world.
The scalar recalibration behind New York’s shifting street thinking opens two
related, urgent conceptual issues of post-industrial urbanization, which I deal with in this
conclusion. First, how might targeted human-scaling of streets induce complementary
transitions in productive, consumptive and social reproductive urban environments —and
how do these transitions exacerbate or ameliorate pre-existing uneven geographic patterns
of development beyond those targeted areas? Second, what are the social costs to urban
dwellers of life pegged to different mobility scales across varied post-industrial urban
economic geographies as mobility is re-valued? What new forms of social exclusion might
emerge from the re-prioritization of human-scaled or distance diminishing urbanization?
The replacement of car movement priorities with people-retaining ones in the name of
“sustainability”—even if slowly and in targeted ways—in this closely watched city, may
have global effects.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review and Methodology
Asphalt Phrenology
Introduction
This chapter discusses the primary theoretical bodies of literature to which this
dissertation makes a contribution and outlines its particular methodological approaches.
Illuminating the project’s unique approach to its primary question, I begin by making a case
for infrastructure as a worthy object of inquiry into social organization—in this case
urbanization. The pediment of modern society, infrastructure is literally made of the very
same components that organize modern life. In capitalist urbanization this means state and
market and expressions they find through actors and institutional processes at linked
macro, meso, and micro scales of social organization (Edwards 2003). As such, they
reinforce the institutional conditions for their own reproduction within the forms of
urbanization they support. By definition, then, what forms of urbanization they do not
support—those disrupted by their initial construction and those smote as null hypotheses
by their fixity—become virtually impossible to imagine and discover—let alone capitalize
on. More than conceptual underpinnings, these understandings of infrastructure have set
up this project’s research strategy and presentation, together with the ways it inserts itself in
urban sociological debates about the political implications of controling urban space.
Since this dissertation addresses the economic and political conditions that
brought about a change in the directive beneath the streets of a global city—how the
streets of New York became a target for its sustainability aspirations—it could focus on
many analytical issues at any of the composite scales of action, and contribute to research
in fields as disparate as transportation and urban planning, modernity studies, technology
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studies, economic and political geography. But the goal of this study is to illuminate
interactions within a multi-scalar process borne out in infrastructure’s form and intended
functions. On the way to answering “by whom?,” “for whom?,” and later, “at what cost?”
and “to whom?,” three scales of action were observably operative. And so methodological
strategies were sought to uncover the catalytic actions, together with the mechanisms that
linked them at macro, meso, and micro scales. Its findings are intended to contribute to
debates in urban sociology about the role of urban land—and especially infrastructural
transition—in urban politics.
The multi-scalar approach is unique because both studies of infrastructural change
and studies of urban growth politics have typically limited their inquiry to one or at most
two scales of action. Studies of infrastructural development in the modernity studies
tradition have usually limited their analysis to the meso, time-and-place-specific actions and
conditions that culminated in the technology’s proliferation. Sociological and historical
studies of highway development, for instance, have emphasized technology, culture, and
the institutionalization of expertise as causal variables (Goddard 1994, Lewis 1997, Seely
1987). These studies do not situate their analysis on a timeline of capitalist urbanization,
nor do they generally consider the historically specific nature and society paradigm that
infrastructures embody in their technical function, which would be the realm of the macro.
Urban growth politics, meanwhile, have most often drawn on the micro and meso scales. I
combine these two approaches within the macro, changing nature and society paradigm
“sustainable growth” directives introduce, together with their expressions in global intercity competition and local mobility governance. Following a discussion of infrastructure in
urban politics, I lay out how participant observation, interviewing, and secondary research
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worked together to untangle the complex actions and structures contemporary and past—
at macro, meso, and micro scales—to explain what rolled out in City asphalt. Finally, the
chapter acknowledges the necessary limits these together impose on the study’s findings.

2.2 Infrastructure behind and before
Streets are one among many socio-technical systems—infrastructures—of modernity.
As networked social systems, infrastructures are both a product and producer, affected by
and affecting both local and extra-local sites of modern social organization, spreading
physical conditions and their institutional forms and agents through pipelines, powerlines,
streets. But because they also comprise a technical complex, infrastructures are a proxy for
the state of the art in engineering and materials sciences and prevailing ideas about the
control of nature (Edwards 2003). This feature is of special importance in this case study,
since “sustainability” was the primary public explanation for system change. Together with
“highways, roads, bridges, public transit, airports, water supply, wastewater treatment, solid
waste disposal, communications, power production, railroads, schools, public housing,
hospitals, parks, and prisons,” (Bridges 1991: 202) streets are meant to support public
health and safety and promote general welfare. Like many of these, New York City streets
are centrally-planned, publicly-funded and accessible, meant to pluralize production,
consumption, and social reproduction opportunities (Rose 1994 (2004)).
And yet, infrastructures’ publics and intended functions are not straightforward,
nor are experiences of infrastructure in daily life universal or equitable. The tensions
hidden in the aforementioned categories—the ‘how?’ ‘for whom?’ and ‘to what ends?’—of
streets are of vital importance. As Edwards states:
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[Infrastructures] create opportunities and limits; they promote some interests at the
expense of others. To live within the multiple, interlocking infrastructures of
modern society is to know one’s place in the gigantic systems that both enable and
constrain us…building infrastructures has been constitutive of the modern
condition, in almost every conceivable sense (Edwards 2003).
Once in place and moving cars, storm water, power and communication, infrastructure
assumes a quality of permanence, essentiality, becomes law-like. For this reason,
infrastructure is commonly thought of as a stolid pillar of the “modernist settlement,”
(Latour 1999) appearing rigidly cemented in a functional co-dependency with modern life,
immutable in physical form and function. As such, infrastructure also masquerades as a
natural environment, supporting the illusion of control over time and space (Nye 1997,
Edwards 2003), providing protection from the natural environment. But because
infrastructures can fail—as in the case of broken levees in flood or thick, hazardous smog
and widespread obesity when highways proliferated—it may also be said that
infrastructures bear out systemic vulnerabilities (Edwards 2003). Consequently, while
intended to protect public interests, infrastructure in its capacities as nature’s interlocutor
can bear out “revenge effects,” (Tenner 1996). The naturalization of infrastructures,
including streets, cleverly conceals the social forces that have set them in motion, sown in
the preferences and risks they distribute. Reading infrastructures, and in this case asphalt,
can divulge important clues about the political and economic conditions out of which they
have arisen.
At their most abstract, streets mediate and express period specific relationships
between force, time, and social organization. They are concerned with flow—in the words
of Castells they are a “space of flows” (Castells 1992)—where these relationships manifest
in correlating geo-spatial productive, consumptive, and social reproductive processes and
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environments. In this way, infrastructure and modernity are engaged in an ongoing process
of co-construction and co-deconstruction—fostering the forms of the others’ fluidity.
Following the conceptual and methodological urgings of Edwards (2003), changes in New
York City’s streets are examined for how they derive from the macro—the mutually
formative relationship between New York City and trans-historical currents in global
capitalist development. This interpretation of the macro is adapted from (Erie 2004,
Kirkpatrick and Smithh 2011). The local translators of global market and state relations,
especially the specific politics and techniques that act most directly upon streets, are the
terrain explored on the meso scale of this inquiry. This move also follows Erie, and aims
to reveal both how streets are shaped by conditions within the local organizations and
institutions that plan, fund, and regulate them, and how streets in turn shape these. But
these local interventions also are informed by feedback spun off the micro scale of their
use, where the fluidity of streets is most observable.
As Fischer (1992) demonstrated in his study of the mechanisms that transformed
the telephone from a telegraph-like workplace aid to an instrument of social connectivity,
the telephone’s social purposes took on a life of their own, meeting a felt but unarticulated
need for connection in the presence of physical distance. Following Fischer, streets in this
study can be seen as shaped by and shapers of individual lives in and between places they
connect. Different from telephones, however, streets direct human bodies rather than data,
and so their designs have implications for individual and community-level physical health
and safety. Mobility infrastructure like streets occupy a middle ground between human and
geo-physical force, offering “reliable, invisible, socially-useful capacities to control and
contain energy,” (Edwards 2003). Streets’ useful capacities are many, but in a modern
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context streets are used for movement. As connectors through movement, they are
relational spaces, informing and reinforcing individuals’ understandings of their own and
others’ bodies. But their relationality is also a function of the ways they connect people to
places. Connecting people and places through movement, finally, makes streets a site of
public performance, and this is an important pre-condition for their unique flexibility as
infrastructure. Streets taken out of commission—as in the case of a blizzard where snow
removal takes longer than expected, rendering them impassable by wheeled vehicles, or
forcibly appropriated to suit the needs or preferences of an individual or group—as in a
Friday night, critical mass bike ride—can perform differently than their design and
regulation supports. In such instances, the possible array of street experiences are also
transformed—for all users. The relational nature of streets is a direct feedback loop
between streets’ functions and their users. This power of demonstration links micro scalar
action to both temporary and more permanent change in streets.11 In the following section,
an addendum to this micro scale introduction, I elaborate the different experiences and
expectations streets can construct for their users, on the way to setting up an entry point
both for the urban power debate subsequently discussed, and for the methods used to
examine it in street change.

As Whose Streets? was being edited during the Summer of 2011, a film about the power of
demonstration was circulating among cyclists on social networking sites. In it, a busy New York
City intersection was filmed from far above, the spontaneous, relational movement of pedestrians,
cyclists, and motorists highlighted as each at their own speed sought openings to slip through and
maintain the flow. If one did not know a traffic signal was the designated choreographer, this could
easily be missed; the general movements of motorists are the only slight indication of vehicular
ordering/modal right-of-way. At the same time, pedestrians and bicyclists in the film far
outnumber automobiles. The film can be viewed at:
http://news.yahoo.com/s/yblog_upshot/20110610/od_yblog_upshot/3-way-street-artist-videotracks-scary-traffic. Accessed 13 June 2011.
11
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2.3 Streets in motion
Streets have always served to extend the human reach into the world—whether two
blocks afield or two miles. But “how fast and far?” or more to the point, “by what energy
source?” are key questions at the intersection they occupy both as catalysts of social life and
also prevailing understandings of nature. For a person in motion through streets, the time
and force difference between uses of human versus machine power are most tangibly felt
as speed and distance in daily life. The matter of how much speed and distance is on offer,
and in what forms, is the complex state-market outcome explored in this project. From the
1920s, as will be further elaborated in Chapter 3, mobility infrastructure in cities began
meaningfully to support a pattern of urbanization only made possible by widespread
automobile use. As such, for a long stretch streets were designated for a very circumscribed
function—to manage the traffic congestion caused by the car. Fixing common experiences
of force, time, and by extension social organization, streets sought to preserve individual
access to speed and distance even after market demands, politics, technology, and the costs
to natural and social resource bases were shifting or failed to offer the same rationale they
once had. Streets became indistinguishable from their purpose, preventing scrutiny of
speed and distance even as costs stacked up. The costs of a “traffic jam” caused by masses
of motorists crowding streets offers an illuminating example of how this confusion took
root. In places that depended on automobile movement to them, and in places that could
only flourish if the automobile moved swiftly through them,12 it made sense that this ought

The very notion of a traffic jam in fact, as will be further elucidated in Chapter 3, is an
historically-contingent construct of modernity imposed on streets. A street in the condition of
“traffic jam” has always depended on the presence of automobiles, since it was their addition to the
melee of industrial city modes—walking, horsecart, track-bound streetcar, elevated rail, bicycle—
that solidified the exclusive “movement” end expected of streets.

12
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to continue. To motorists who had built their lives on this assumption of distance, lost
time was a palpably frustrating exaction. As such, more space for cars was the commonly
formulated political demand and social expectation. In the prevalent sprawling urbanization
pattern of the US, whether and how well streets could deliver speed and distance for
motorists became the sole indicator of how well mobility as a public good was delivered.
While this phenomenon had aggregate effects in global politics, local and national
social life and environmental health, perhaps the highest cost was place itself. Where speed
and distance prevail in streets, the many alternative social needs they could meet are
increasingly difficult to discern. For instance, streets can offer connection between people and
place in pursuit of a destination if known through a daily walk or even for keeping warm
side-by-side or being chased out of one’s makeshift home on a cold night. These streets are
mechanistic for slow and local processes and become imbued with accordingly scaled
meaning, feeling—positive and negative—informed by habitual, person-to-self, person-toperson and person-to-place embodied, sensorial experience. Just as easily, and with only
slight alteration, streets that offer connection between disparate destinations may prevent
connection between a person and herself, between people, or between people and interstitial
space, heavily mediating and mutating these relationships through the technology of the
automobile. The resulting self, person-to-person or person-to-place encounters are only as
informative as the technology is proficient translator of meaning and sentiment between
man and machine. But if the technology is unreliable as an interlocutor—or at least limiting
in comparison with unbuffered human sensation—the quality of encounter with whatever
self, person, or place permutation may be drastically diminished. In such instances, the
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mediating technology can abscond even with one’s own confidence in one’s own senses or
physical capacities, convincing her that reliable encounters—especially safe, comfortable,
efficient ones—depend on mediating technology. As infrastructure, the street can easily be
mistaken for whatever imperatives its machine interlocutor places on it, irrespective of
what more general social needs it might meet. At the same time that questions of how,
where, for whom, and at what costs infrastructure works are municipal, national, and global
in scope, they are also very personal, bearing out direct consequences for individuals and
communities. At the same time that demand for individual access to speed and distance
spread to serve people further and further afield, the footprint of its infrastructure alone—
massive concrete conveyors interrupting pre-existing land uses—has been lauded for
providing needed employment, for opening “under-developed” landscapes for private
investment, for “solving” traffic congestion. But in its monopolistic scale, large-scale
automobile-designated infrastructure has also been contested, even by those who wish to
pattern their own lives after at-will access to speed and distance. Here among the
paradoxes of modernity and infrastructure is where the most abiding conflicts over power
in urban places can be traced.

2.4 Infrastructure and growth
Just as all urban infrastructural innovations, modifications to streets are indicative
of cities’ economic priorities and aspirations. And because streets serve as state-constructed
arteries of urban circulatory systems, the places they connect and how space in them is
allocated and regulated are important indicators of which landscapes will thrive in the
future. The political decisions that direct these are inherently contentious, since, in addition
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to possible experiences, they affect peoples’ life chances in cities. Thus, they can threaten
existing spatial arrangements that have profited many; control over cities’ current and
future possimobilities are a significant source of political power. As a crystallization of the
combined character of states, markets, and local actors, extended from but also far beyond
a particular historical moment, urban infrastructural systems are a revelation of the past,
present and future of power’s concentration in urban places. Any change that begins to
work itself through their networks are pre-determinants of growth, but different from
isolated “mega projects,” because they control “flow,” infrastructures have system-wide
effects. At the same time that large-scale infrastructure generates construction jobs and
channel development to certain places, it can curtail possibilities for smaller-scale
development, selectively promote health and welfare, and can generate other negative
social and environmental externalities in adjacent locales. Not surprisingly, infrastructure
projects have often been a catalyst for urban political conflicts (Logan and Molotch 1987
(2007), Altshuler and Luberoff 2003), uniquely expressing ongoing territorial struggles for
the ‘right to the city,’ (Lefebvre 1968, Harvey 2008) and in the process fueled an age-old
debate about power cemented in the urban landscape.
But the studies of urban power struggles conducted in this tradition have always
explored the politics of up-scaling infrastructure like highways and tunnels meant to
intensify development by fueling outward expansion. The same dispersing infrastructures
conversely serve to ease city access for those who follow the call outward, and along with
them the imported environmental, social, and economic costs of dispersal. In the New
York City case explored here, however, the local state-led shift toward “sustainable streets”
is a down-scaling mega-project—public, system-wide, meant to spur targeted growth—but
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guided by different, “sustainable” intentions meant to nurture propinquity-based expansion
dependent on a human scale. Also different from many urban growth case studies, because
New York’s infrastructural innovations both resulted from and continued to travel through
international policy networks, its system-wide effects spanned international borders,
bearing out potential to affect the lives of people far beyond the five boroughs. The stakes
of this growth project are no lower than highway construction, but are qualitatively
different. Their contribution to the urban power debate is significant because
infrastructural retrofits and human-scaling meant to spur climate change-proof growth
were increasingly common “sustainable growth” strategies, spreading through international
policy networks such as C40 Cities at the time this dissertation was written.
The urban power debate has classically been captured in the simple question of
structure vs. agency. In situations of growth projects, this has been posed: to what extent
do broad structural forces versus the agency of individuals shape infrastructure? And on
the other hand, how much can be explained by the agency of individuals and institutions?
Earlier studies of urban redevelopment politics have principally drawn upon and
contributed to two strains of theory that in many ways represent the structure vs. agency
debate. My approach, in this case of streets’ changing role in urban growth, seeks a middle
ground. It explores structural factors and agent-driven innovations operative at nested
scales, global to local, macro to micro. My ultimate assertion is that scalar changes in the
priorities that shape asphalt are best examined as an expression of broader, period-specific
trends in capital’s accumulation and circulation in the urban landscape, as regulated at local
scales, and as experienced and reproduced by individual and collective actors (Harvey
1985).
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In globally-networked cities like New York, reliance on urban land development to
focus economic growth in key, desirable industries has been a resonant response to
intensified inter-city competition, demographic shifts over decades and massive
accumulations of wealth and private sector power more generally. In analytical terms, such
dynamics lend insight into the interplay of economic change and political forces—local,
regional and global—that determine city futures. Thornley and Newman (2005) note:
“Planning lies at the interface of market and politics. It is a vehicle for influencing the
market, drawing its legitimacy from politics. Urban planning is in the business of molding
and shaping economic activities,” (52). But this is a far from unanimous view of planning,
or of the market-politics nexus that generates changes in the infrastructure of cities.
Furthermore, even if an agreed-upon use of political force, land use policies don’t
necessarily ensure local, just distribution of the productive or social reproductive surpluses
that can accrue as a result of urban infrastructural development.
In spite of the complex, ongoing processes of global economic change that
continue to influence what counts as “local” growth politics in some cities, onedimensional approaches to understanding urban redevelopment are still in use. An early
normative, economistic viewpoint was espoused by Peterson (1981), whose City Limits
argued that politics had no role at all in redevelopment. According to him, cities had been
[wrongly] conceptualized as autonomous nations—with a great deal of agency and by
extension a large role for local politics in influencing city government decisions. On the
contrary, he asserts, economics determine local policy, and politics have very little effect on
development outcomes. Peterson is writing into the community power debates that had
been underway since the 1960s, where classic redevelopment case studies such as Floyd
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Hunter’s (Atlanta) and Robert Dahl’s (New Haven) treated their objects of analysis
(decision-making in matters of urban redevelopment) as if in a territorial vacuum, where
external pressures, and particularly economic ones, were not adequately considered.
Instead, Peterson argues, city politics unfold within the limits of their economic concerns,
and economic growth-fostering redevelopment activities/policies in particular have the
smallest place for politics; they will always, inevitably benefit elites. That Peterson
interprets this as apolitical is mystifying, and his narrow view inspired many efforts to
discredit his already empirically weak position (Gottdiener 1987, Mollenkopf 1983).
In their work on the city as a growth machine, Logan and Molotch acknowledged
the escalating stakes of urban redevelopment politics in light of global economic shifts, and
changing inter-scalar governance relations that weigh on cities. Though Logan and
Molotch’s theory drew on the Marxist notion that cities were primarily functional for the
“production of some kind of urbanization as a ‘rational landscape’ within which the
accumulation of capital can proceed,” (Harvey 1985: 190), they introduced the role of local
actors in the “production”—or redevelopment—of urban land. Their growth machine
hypothesis suggested that land-based capital accumulation (what I will refer to as
urbanization throughout this dissertation) had made urban land itself a local commodity,
traded in a marketplace for use and exchange, but over which there are ongoing struggles
to secure the benefits of growth. Two primary groups with qualitatively different interests
engage in this contest. Exchange value-interested ‘rentiers’ seek to influence local politics in
order to secure policies to develop land to its highest and best use. Theirs forms an
“apparatus of interlocking pro-growth associations and governmental units,” led by place
entrepreneurs, or “people directly involved in the exchange of places and collection of
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rents [who] have an interest in trapping human activity at the site of their pecuniary
interests,” (Logan and Molotch 1987: 29).
By contrast, use value-interested agents and organizations mobilize in defense of
conditions maintaining their quality of daily life in cities. The interests of these two groups
are usually mutually exclusive. But problematically for balanced competition, use valueinterested parties may not agree about what use conditions are worth preserving, while
rentiers almost always maintain their cohesion. For even if they differ on many public
policy issues or are competitors in other political and economic dealings, “virtually all
place entrepreneurs and their growth machine associates, regardless of geographical or
social location, easily agree on the issue of growth itself,” (32). Key to uniting the often
class-diverse members of growth coalitions is the neoclassical economic notion of “valuefree development,” a local face of the overarching belief in the free market’s role as
impartial arbiter of how and where production takes place in the urban environment.
Logan and Molotch’s critique of “value-free,” was a direct rebuttal to Peterson. In
fact, pro-growth coalitions can win unlikely allies by portraying growth as a public good
because it fosters economic activity that benefits the whole community—bringing jobs,
expanding tax bases, and footing the bill for urban services. In this sense, they show: “city
governments are wise to do what they can to attract investors,” (1987: 33). Logan and
Molotch’s critical framework is portable—it can and has been readily applied to growth
processes in a variety of contexts. But growth’s negative externalities and local states’
approaches to adjudicating urban land-based competition are not uniform across localities,
nor is the composition of either interest group vying for social or economic returns (Ward
1996, Peck and Tickell 1995, Jessop et al. 1999). The organization of local use and exchange
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value action in the presence of extant, time-specific structural economic conditions and by
extension the politics of growth also varies between cities, defining, for instance what may
be considered a “wise” means “to attract investors.” Logan and Molotch’s apparatus is thus
most usefully wielded with consideration for what spell the terms of inter-group
competition in a given city.
Several studies have contributed nuanced understandings of the original growth
machine model with such time and place specific detail. In particular, studies of variations
on anti-growth coalition formation, resistance to value-free growth ideology (Logan et al
1997), are multiple. The strength of anti-growth sentiments in 700 suburban municipalities
surveyed by Schneider (1992), had made value-free residential growth politically unpopular
in the 1980s, when the associated rising cost of public services was viewed as a detractor
for the labor and capital sought by localities. Globalization, and an according delocalization of property markets and their investors have also been shown to influence the
configuration of land-based growth interests. Molotch and Logan (1984) found that this
interplay had reduced the impact from local development, by reducing growth’s multiplier
effects as commercial forms diversified. Purcell (2000) in his study of the efficacy of Los
Angeles’ growth machine from the late 1980s thru 1990s, noted that despite mayoral
administration change that had broken up a longer-operating growth coalition, growth
interested groups still influenced city politics. He noted, however, that growth-driven
consolidation of power had withered significantly because of regional fragmentation and an
according diminution of growth’s imperative overall. But he also found that ‘globalization’
had redirected economic elites’ attention from urban land-based accumulation to a host of
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other investment streams. Together, these dynamics had interrupted the archetypal growth
narrative in Los Angeles.
In his study of growth politics in San Diego Troutman (2004) explored the ways
land-based elites elaborately “re-packaged” growth to temper the skepticism of anti-growth
locals concerned about environmental externalities in the region. This finding reinforced
the outcomes of an earlier San Diego-based study that showed a shift in targeted growth
areas from outskirts to downtown redevelopment, as a response to growing concern about
negative environmental effects. “Smart growth” coalitions are a more recent phenomenon
which, Gatrell and Jenson (2002) propose, are led by advocates seeking to reconcile the
polarization of pro and no-growth groups, particularly around environmental issues. Such
advocates do so by softening growth’s countenance by formulating plans that pitch to a
more palatable triple bottom line—environmental preservation, economic growth and
higher quality of life for all.
Germane to the present case study, Steven Erie’s Los Angeles-based study of
particular “world-class” growth-promoting infrastructure projects examines the issue in a
slightly different frame. Erie seeks a middle ground in the power debate, showing how
structural pressures to secure growth in the face of global, inter-city competition
necessitated modernization of LA’s port and airport. But instead of taking up Peterson’s
claim that resulting development was simply an economic matter, disconnected from local
politics, Erie shows how these projects influenced coalition building and elections across
two mayoral administrations as voters wrestled with the fiscal costs of these growth
projects. For mayors seeking to secure long-term growth, infrastructure is essential but
politically challenging to pursue—term limits, pressures to raise campaign contributions
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and handling the various expressions of use versus exchange value-derived protest were
forces across the mayoral administrations Erie studied. Growth coalitions formed in the
LA case along the classic use vs. exchange value lines, seeking promises for environmental,
social, and financial extraction from the projects. Rather than global economic structures
imposing certain limiting conditions on cities, Erie’s case study brings in to focus some of
the local structural constraints US mayors must confront on the way to building
infrastructure. Erie is ultimately a proponent of these infrastructure modernization
projects, suggesting they would not only secure LA’s future foothold as a global port, but
also spin off fewer environmental and social costs on use value groups. As a study in
infrastructural change, his is also important because it examines these specific projects in a
regime theoretical frame, where infrastructural directives are at least meant to map on to
desired urbanization—the approach I take here. At the same time, Erie’s study does not
shed much light on the exceptional case of growth politics that emerge from a system-wide
reprogramming like the Sustainable Streets plan unfurled with far-reaching and immediate
effect, but without the expense and footprint of a classic mega-project.
Taken together, the scholarship inspired by the original growth machine construct
is of enduring relevance for several reasons. First, it has vividly portrayed the local tensions
that arise between citydwellers when land is traded as a commodity. This is instrumental
for understanding essential dynamics in urban politics, and how it is that matters of land
development seem to elicit people’s public engagement more than any others. While rife
with structural findings about property taxes and fiscal solvency, urban investors and their
investments, the growth machine literature is also a richly social/cultural one, showing how
irreplaceable is a sense of place for urban dwellers. Case studies of development projects
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capture the subtle but profound changes in urban form that result from often long drawnout or piecemeal spatial change. For doubters of the idea that development plans predict
capital’s accumulation priorities—and likely future directions—chronicling unfolding
conflict over the stakes of such change indicates how much the material and less tangible
social currencies of place matter, and to how many. They build coalitions that have hung
together and affected urban futures—by electing candidates, passing and obstructing
policies—that long outlast a given development battle. This phenomenon gives credence to
the argument that all local politics are in some way traceable the control of land—by
whom, for whom, and to what ends.
But the growth machine literature has also tended to leave unexamined—and so to
endorse—assumptions about a few fixed oppositions in matters of growth. Use versus
exchange value is of course its primary social actor opposition. As part of the original
construct, this notion was thought fundamental especially during the long stretch of
distance dependent growth that evacuated upwardly mobile residents and footloose capital
from cities that seemed accelerated from the post-World War II era onwards (see Chapter
3). When cities began to repopulate, class alliances reconfigured themselves based on revaluation of density. Newcomer investor (nouveau rentier)-class residents and pre-existing
property owners (rentier) who outlasted industrial decline and disinvestment from their
cities and who subsequently benefit from city renaissance, may in fact have very different
ideas about the shape growth takes even if they share common “pecuniary interests.”
Similarly, in cases where the re-valorization of density continues to host non-rentiers and
rentiers alike, the two groups share common dependencies on the public realm—mass
transit, parks, schools, streets. As improvements in these are increasingly an outcome of
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linkage fees from private development, nouveau-rentier and rentier class residents may
more readily agree on the good(s) of growth. As well, the classic assertion that growth only
occurs at the expense of place preservation has been a primary assumption of the growth
machine model. Related is the notion that all growth is about widening or heightening the
scale of urbanization in a given area, to the detriment of those whose interests lie at a
smaller scale. But the recent attempts to study growth regimes of different varieties—
“green” growth or “smart” growth—challenge these primary oppositions. How, for
instance, will growth planned to ameliorate the externalities of earlier phases of growth—as
in the case of adaptive re-use of an old, polluting manufacturing complex or the re-wiring
of a City’s infrastructure network--reorganize heretofor staid coalitions or invite formation
of entirely different ones? And what of growth that lines the pockets of place-based
investors, who, as neighbors to a given development, also wish to enjoy it? Or what of
those other growth inducements that, in the name of energy efficiency or sustainability, are
uncomfortable or appear to undermine use values in the short run but will protect both use
and exchange value in the future? In cities whose advantages of place have already retained
prized industries and residents (see Molotch 2002), localizing and anchoring both the use
and exchange valued benefits of growth signals an investment in sustaining, not
marginalizing place. The language of “sustainability”, in fact, has become common parlance
in city economic development planning that seeks just this growth strategy. How has the
notion of place come to be quantified so differently than in Logan and Molotch’s original
thesis?
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2.5 Sustainable growth in the global city
Rather than the nuanced, critical renderings of “sustainability” forged in the
development studies literature, I have treated the concept of “sustainable growth” in the
New York case on the terms set for it by Mayor Bloomberg. While a more analyticallynuanced rendering might distinguish “sustainability” values as ones that acknowledge
ecological limits, move toward intra- and intergenerational equity, seek to balance and
integrate economic, social and environmental priorities, and to broaden decision-making
about growth (Haughton 1999a, Bridge and Jonas 2002), the “sustainability” behind
Bloomberg’s PlaNYC was defined simply as not borrowing from tomorrow to pay for
today (Bloomberg 2006). Either way, “sustainable” urban growth poses a dilemma for
more traditional, immediate profit-generating growth principles, whose long-term
environmental and social costs were simply deferred rather than reflected in the bottom
line. This is a fundamental distinction between two models of growth, representing a
qualitative distinction between “gray” and “green” growth. But this distinction is yet to be
meaningfully examined in regime theoretical studies of US urbanization. According to
European Neo-Marxist scholars, as well as ecological modernization theorists however,
local state and private industry-led environmentalism is imperative for capitalism’s survival
in a resource-scarce world (see Mol and Sonnenfeld 2000, Mol and Spaargaren 1992, Mol
1996, Mol 2003). Though their case studies are limited to European regulatory contexts
and tend to focus more on firm-initiated environmentalism than on specific state actions,
their theoretical argument finds its empirical, city-scaled application in the case of New
York City streets. These scholars suggest that if local states and private capital fail to
regulate environmental externalities, capitalism will be destabilized and accelerate towards
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collapse. The Bloomberg administration’s “sustainability” policies—whether spurred by
inter-city competition, growth projections, or as a result of institutional enlightenment—
are also an attempt to secure the long-term profitability of capitalist urbanization.
Several scholars draw a connection between the structural condition of global intercity competition and state-led environmental interventions. Short (1999) has asserted that
preparing the way for knowledge economy-based growth in post-industrial cities first
involves promoting the place as a clean and attractive place to locate—industrious but not
industrial. While, Jonas and Gibbs (2004) in their study of “sustainable” growth projects in
Leeds and Manchester, UK suggest there may be such a close relationship between
environmentalism—“the internalization of negative externalities associated with urban
growth or the promotion of positive urban environmental externalities,” (550)--and current
enterprising forms of urban governance that have arisen from intensified inter-city
competition, that remaking urban environments and ecologies have in fact become a precondition for cities wishing to spark preferred forms of economic growth. Keil and Desfor
(1996) emphasize local state-led environmentalism as primary to preparing ground for new
business and residential investment—projects in cleaner energy or waste infrastructure can
promote growth by lowering costs for businesses (While et al 2004). And though not a case
of public infrastructure projects, Dilworth and Stokes (2010) suggest that local state-led
“green growth” initiatives—such as the green buildings bill discussed in their Philadelphia
case—are also congruous with the functions of the classic, patronage-based urban political
machine, concerned as it was with growth-oriented environmental policy.
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2.6 Methodology: asphalt phrenology
As illustrated in the previous chapter’s opening vignette, this project was spurred
by one individual’s experience. A seemingly implausible entry point to any revelation about
socio-technical systemic change, position is everything. At the level of experience by an
individual user, substantive change in streets can be perceived by how it meaningfully
altered an encounter with two of their three structuring agents—time and force. The
importance of the micro scale in this project is not only ethnographic—it was also the scale
permitting an ethnological approach to street change. Because my persistent pedaling
adjusted the scale of my life—its pacing, patterning and habitus—and by extension the
scale at which I knew streets, this point of entry effectively eliminated the line between
research and life (Petersen 2007). Following the integrated heuristics and research methods
proposed by scholars of the “mobilities turn,” my approach to this project attempts to
“…fold analysis into the empirical in ways that open up new ways of understanding the
relationship between theory, observation, and engagement (Buscher 2009).
Pedaling on contested turf where automobile speed and exhaust, exacerbated by
motorists’ according “blind spots” imperiled my safe daily journeying, was also politicizing.
Accordingly, I developed a street power analysis long before I knew anything about the
role of strategic infrastructure projects in inter-city competition (Erie 2004) or had read any
theories of mobility justice or their politics (Cresswell 2006). Instead, I read or felt these
things in the streets. My involvement in political campaigns to make streets more equitable
was an inevitable outcome of this experience-led analysis and my self interest in curbing the
threats they posed to me and fellow members of the feeblest street using class. By the time
my research began, my position in streets had already introduced me to some of the meso
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and macro-scalar forces that shaped streets across US municipalities: automobility,
transportation funding streams to municipalities, local agencies and how they were
structured. I had also gone looking for best practices in bicycle and pedestrian
infrastructure, and which were the US and international cities who had done most to limit
the automobile’s dominance on their own streets, by traveling to them and riding their
streets on my own or borrow bicycles. I sought out this knowledge simply to understand
my daily life better, through the possimobilities offered by different political and economic
forces than the ones I knew. But through these encounters I also would develop an analysis
of what more equitable street policies I could support, and was accordingly positioned to
recognize policy-transferred streets when they showed up beneath my wheels. The more
official phases of “research” began when I set out to find the linkages between macro,
meso, and micro scales I knew were at work in the changes I began to feel.
In the sense that it privileges embodied knowledge, the micro-scale of my
approach shares some traits of mobile ethnography. Morris’ research ‘walking with’
Peruvian farmers (2004), or more germane to knowing streets, Kidder’s research with
bicycle messengers (2006) and Blickstein’s with participants in New York City’s critical
mass (2010), offer instructive precedent for integrating theory, observation, and
engagement. While it seeks to employ comparable approaches, the project at hand is
empirically and ontologically distinct from these earlier mobile studies because it is neither
a study of the self nor of a particular modal experience. Instead, my approached is
premised on the notion that something new could be discovered about streets by adjusting
one’s lifestyle to use them in ways fundamentally distinct from their engineered intended
purpose. These earlier studies do not seek first to reveal the composition of infrastructure
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over which their chosen modes traverse, the dynamics beneath the surface. They also are
remiss on instructions in scaling up, locating the linkages formed between individual
experience and the macro and meso-level social forces structuring them. Forging my own
path in pursuit of these linkages, the project sought the complete integration of life and
work, of place and self, as a way to lose one in the other, much like the model
demonstrated by Jane Jacobs bearing witness to the “street ballet” she knew as a witness
and also a daily performer, in Manhattan’s West Village (Jacobs 1961).

2.7 Cutting a rhythmanalytic groove
Theorist Henri Lefebvre also affirmed individual experience as a reliable portal into
broader social forces. In his methodological meditation on rhythm as an analytical tool for
unmasking the choreographic structures (time and space) of daily urban life, he wrote:
The everyday is simultaneously the site of, the theatre for, and what is at stake in a
conflict between great indestructible rhythms and the processes imposed by the
socio-economic organization of production, consumption, circulation and habitat
(2004: 73).
Lefebvre asserted that everyday ways of knowing take root in urban dwellers as a relational
bundle of place, time, and energy expenditure, through the repetitive practices that
structure their pursuits of economic productivity and social reproduction. In other words,
the range of everyday steps invited by infrastructure in capitalist urbanization is not terribly
wide. As such, it can best be understood through immersion in and observation of these-rhythmanalysis. For Lefebvre, the city was an iterative attempt to address primary human
needs in their conjunctive, separated, or extended forms. But he saw the states and
markets whose heavy hands mediated productive and social reproductive city life at best
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compromised in their capacities to do so, instead obfuscating human needs through
commodification. Urban public spaces—streets included—were thus the site of struggle
over emancipatory human development on one hand, and capitalist accumulation on the
other. Lefebvre’s refusal to accept the effective blotting of this connective infrastructure
inspired political activists of his time to act in defense of public spaces--“qualified
places…of simultaneity and encounters, places where exchange would not go through
exchange value, commerce and profit,” (148). The Situationists he inspired were part
ethnologists, part performance artists, and part political activists. “Beneath the pavement,
the beach!” they insisted, playfully seizing public spaces in demonstration of re-peopled
uses. Following Lefebvre and the Situationists I have cultivated a view of mobility
infrastructure from the moving seat and pedals of my own daily rhythms, willfully scorning
the expressions and invitations reproduced through more common, modern reliance on
the at-will access to speed and distance streets usually support.
My experiment in cutting a new groove began in Spring of 2000, while I still lived
in Central Los Angeles. As a nascent urbanist, I wished to open up what was hidden in the
black box of Southern California’s “car culture” used to explain so many socio-spatial
phenomena. In a region where land abundance had fashioned a global producer and
consumer of distance (real estate, shipping, automotive industry, manufacturing) and in
turn a local state and market whose fixtures were best set up to plan and pave this scale
into streets and highways, in turn pulling distance and speed into and out of its producerconsumers, I sold my car and began to live by bicycle. Though it had been founded on
streetcars and expanded with inter-urban rail, the Southern California region in 2000 was
not developed to accommodate the limits and possibilities of human-powered lives.
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Among the many social and spatial consequences of this growth footprint is that among
US urban areas with greater than 3 million residents, Southern Californians, at least for the
last 20 years, have lived with the lengthiest commute times, as measured in wasted time
(Texas Transportation Institute 2010)13. Friends and family thought I would suffer,
harmfully limit my lifestyle and work options.
In Southern California as elsewhere, the automobile is not only for commuting; the
separation of land uses that is a feature of development wed to distance, together with carprioritizing streets, also extend to the sidewalks and shoulders of the road. The result is an
unaccommodating pedestrian and cycling environment that makes it “easier” for motorists
to use cars even for short trips. In fact, outside of commuting, the average trip in Southern
California is shorter than 5 miles—a distance easily traversed using human power. The
automobile aggregated, in other words, has produced a totalizing form of urbanization that
supports car reliance even in places not explicitly dedicated to its requirements. The
everyday life patterns of Southern Californians are mediated in the subtlest but most
profound ways by the presence of the automobile in that landscape. Car reliance shapes
one’s knowledge of their neighborhoods, work and school environments, and especially the
spaces in between. (Davis 2006, Banham 1971 (2009)). The daily experience of carmediated distance conditions expectations about what it means to go to the store, what is
an appropriate distance for getting there, and how much one brings home afterwards. Even
those residents who do not own or make regular use of an automobile know its totalizing
Traffic congestion is commonly measured in two different ways. Wasted Time is a function of Travel Time
Index (TTI), or the ration of time required to complete a trip in no traffic versus congestion. The second
measurement is Wasted Hours, or yearly delay per auto commuter—extra travel time per year resulting from
congested conditions, divided by the number of people commuting in private vehicles. The former
measurement includes commutes of non-motorists as affected by congestion, while the latter only considers
impact on motorists. Neither are measurements intended to demonstrate correlation between geo-spatial
form and commute times.
13
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presence in the built and political landscapes—on unaccommodating sidewalks to
resistance in wealthier parts of the region to innovations like bus rapid transit.
But car use also mediates a driver’s experience of time—and especially the
relationship between time and space. It is far more common, for instance, to hear in
answer to “how far away is such-and-such?,” that “it’s about 30 minutes.” This “car time”
is the clock to which Southern Californians sync up on plans for themselves and with
others. Aside from an assumption of common “pacing” en route, it is assumed that the
usual road complications—traffic on the 101, a huge accident at the off-ramp from the 405
north at Veteran, and increasingly, pesky cyclists crowding the shoulders or “jaywalkers”
crossing against the light—will be encountered as everyone finds their separate way. So too
will their journeys begin or end with the same “needs,” like ample free or cheap parking,
nearby gas stations, drive-thru restaurants. Finally, the perceptual experience extends to
self-capacity and one’s physical strength to overcome it—the time and force to use
mobility infrastructure for connecting instead of separating. Together, these are instances
of how the quality of speed and distance-serving streets may be so easily conflated with the
more general purpose –and indeed many possible purposes of mobility infrastructure. If
streets are sentenced only to serve the speed and distance capacity of automobiles, their
users reproduce their own personal need to preserve life at particular speeds and distances.
The result is an impossibly narrow destination-driven observational standpoint and a whole
lot of missed “non-places” (Augé 2009).

2.8 The view from slow and local
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And so, following the psychogeographic coaching of (de Certeau 2002), I began to
cultivate a slower view of my city and by extension myself, by imposing constraints on my
access to capacities to carry myself places in a region whose built environment, politics, and
economic geography offer virtually no incentive to do so. I lived a simpler, more local
lifestyle that entailed less daily travel, but when I did travel more than 20 miles from home,
I was likely to stay longer—even overnight. My relationships were in these ways altered by
my downward mobility choice—I would go to dinner and sleep over, instead of hitting the
highway for a lengthy, late-night drive. These were not originally part of an ethnographic
choice, but 7 years into my experiment in lifestyle re-calibration in pre-modern mobility
time/space, I realized these choices positioned me to see urbanization differently wherever
I was in the world. By the time I officially began my New York-based dissertation research,
I was re-positioned to see and feel streets from a post-distance vantage. In other words, I
had learned to make the next, distance-diminished model of post-petroleum urbanization
by pedaling ahead into it, to feel it before it was sown in the streets I used. I was wellpositioned to see when the state stepped forcefully in to begin to reverse the deep imprint
of distance on New York City’s streets because I had been yearning for precisely these
kinds of interventions.
Dispensing with daily distance this way was methodologically advantageous in
several ways. Foremost among them was how it proposed a solution to the challenge of
scholarly distance. In an economic geography like that which sprawls across Los Angeles,
at-will access to distance via a personal automobile is a class privilege. That privilege
affords the above-mentioned sprawled personal production and consumption-scape
premised on the speed made possible by the car’s fast track. In our lives of academic
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production we likely arrange our meetings, office hours, teaching, and possibly our
publication schedules on the car’s spatio-temporal map—with its built-in limitations like
rush hour traffic and the multiplication of non-places in our circuitry. Other than the
experience of irritation at an unexpected reconfiguration of flow, a car vantage is simply no
class position from which to catch a downscaling change on the horizon. From car-drawn
speeds and distances, we are insulated from microform changes in place—simply do not
have time to see—and vitally, to feel, substantive, revealing environmental changes at a
human scale of movement. Nor in fact do we want to; the motoring mobility scholar has
erected a conflict of interest barrier derived from the quantity of life costs sunk in
preserving speed and distance in our mobile lives. Because I quit needing the streets for
what they were intended to do—by necessity, not intention—I began to free up my
imagination to see multi-functionality—possimobilities—in the asphalt.
Among the slower, nearer-to-the-ground movers in a very distance dependent
region, I also gained empathy for those least like me—obligatorily transit dependent,
vulnerable in streets, circumscribed in their employment and social options. At the same
time, pedal-seeing put me in a privileged place that ironically wasn’t on offer to most who
chose the conventional mobility privileged life. I learned secrets like how to ride a bicycle
to LAX, how to wiggle past the parking lot guards at Dodgers Stadium, how to ride from
downtown to Santa Monica on virtually car-free streets. This way of knowing my place was
ultimately emboldening and hope replenishing—it was a quick, life-saving match for my
Attention Deficit Disorder long before I had been diagnosed—and it settled me, cleared
my thoughts. I went looking for its New York translation as soon as I relocated.
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From the fall of 2003, I commuted through the streets of Brooklyn and Manhattan
daily, becoming most familiar with routes between North Brooklyn and Manhattan below
34th Street, via the Williamsburg or Manhattan Bridges—the very zone that was the DOT’s
area initially targeted for bike network expansion and several prominent pedestrian
plaza/complete streets projects from 2007. I pedaled through rain and snow and sweltering
heat and humidity, fundamentally reworking my expectations for how infrastructure would
buffer me from nature—namely not expecting it to protect me at all. I knew the city by
pedals from as early as 4:30 am during the summer of 2008, when I rode a bicycle rickshaw
for a Manhattan bakery, and as late as weekend night entertainment would lure me out in
either borough. But I also occasionally pedaled to and through Queens on rides I looked
most forward to—those that led to LaGuardia or John F. Kennedy Airports, to which, like
LAX, nobody bikes. During the winter of 2008, I learned many ways to connect City Island
in the North Bronx with lower Manhattan and Brooklyn—another highly improbable
route. Positioned in this way, I was an eyewitness when street transformations accelerated
in early summer of 2007.
The trade-offs and advantages of this lifestyle-cum-research choice were slightly
different in New York City, though still in many ways class-based. Eschewing another of
the scholarly protocols, in a place where many academics I knew did a lot of their reading
on the subway, I did not. I rarely rode the subway, in fact, never owning an unlimited ride
metrocard. Rather than travel underground, whisked through dis-placing bedrock-blasted
tunnels, I preferred streets, journeying from departure to arrival points, through everything
in between. As in Los Angeles, this meant ground-level particulate, and especially in east
Brooklyn, Queens, and parts of the Bronx, it meant speeding motorists. But in New York,
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there were far more parked car doors to stay alert to, and in lieu of blindness to slow
movers, many more New York motorists showed impatience and overt aggression towards
cyclists.
New York cyclists have also to coordinate with many more pedestrians for the
road’s limited slowable space than they do in Los Angeles. I came quickly to understand
that this negotiation was shaped first and foremost by automobile dominance on streets.
Just as bicyclists looked for gaps to slip through to avoid being caught behind idling cars,
or treated traffic lights like stop or yield signs, pedestrians would cross the street midblock, taking advantage of a queue of traffic stopped at a signal, or a rare few seconds
when no car was in sight. My pedal sight soon adjusted to pedestrians stepping out from
behind a large vehicle in the middle of the street, and I came to expect the seemingly blind
and stooped Chinese immigrant pedestrians in Chinatown, who had their own traffic code
that found no complement in the pedal way. When I did occasionally walk, I realized just
how congested the sidewalks can be—sometimes requiring the patience of a group hike—
and why pedestrians might bolt across the street, against the light, at even a momentary
opening. And I got it: our relations had been rigged, pit against each other in an active
competition for the slim pickings of human temporality in street space unfairly allocated to
automobiles. Bicycle dependence in this way served as an accountability mechanism to
ensure a way of seeing and feeling the multiple costs and injustices built into carprioritizing streets mis-fit for a city of people. Pedaling ahead of the infrastructural curve
(Petersen 2010) became a predictive, hopeful pathway to one city’s next streets, mapping
them on heartscape before hardscape, risk and all. In the spirit of Robert Park’s wellknown observation about the peculiar power of human action in cities, I sought
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transformation of both city and self as an object but also a strategy of inquiry. Though I
read far less than my subway-riding colleagues and published almost nothing at all because
I preferred thinking on my feet, I developed a uniquely synthetic research intelligence.
Beginning on the bike saddle, I immediately contributed to the growing volume of
cyclists whose street use—and rates of injury and death—underscored the need to
accommodate ways of being human and fast on streets still designed to maximize
automobile space and speed. Until spring of 2007, when Mayor Bloomberg announced that
outgoing DOT Commissioner Iris Weinshall would be replaced by Sadik-Khan, this daily
bicycle commute also associated me with bicycle and livable streets advocates relegated for
an extended generation to the margins of street planning. Before I read a press release or a
strategic plan, the streets told me my mobile status had been changed from ‘ignored’ or
‘subversive’ to priority: I read it in the increased bike lanes, public visibility of the DOT,
the fast redesign of dangerous intersections. And as a subject of this new infrastructure, my
bicycling —and eventually walking—habit felt like a daily pilgrimage. Each use of a greenpainted bike lane was a legitimating act, a retort to accusations of unsightliness leveled by
its motoring neighbors. These habitual uses became politically important as backlashes
from upset motorists garnered much media attention from the fall of 2010, when the
DOT’s cycling statistics came under scrutiny. But before that it helped me see ahead to the
tensions that could erupt as more space was forcibly removed from car space; for ten years
I had sought to understand and minimize these intermodal tensions with pedestrians and
motorists.
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2.9 Linking the scales
“What was the catch?,” I asked in different ways, over and over. I understood the
efficiency, safety, and environmental rationale for remaking the City’s streets, but how did
this system-directing change happen so swiftly—become such a clear priority at the DOT
and presumably in this pro-growth Mayor’s office? Sustainability unleashed systemically on
streets could only be an outcome of grassroots community activism—of the antimodernization or de-modernization environmentalisms proposed by Ullrich (Ullrich 1979)
Illich (Illich 1992) and Gorz (Gorz 1994). Could these fast changes be a case of state
regulatory activism for actual public social good, where de-privatizing public space was seen
as valuable enough to put out some political capital in its pursuit? In an era of urban
governance often critiqued for its market-minded, productivity-incentivizing redistribution
of goods and services, a state-led sacrifice of the sacred cash cow of American streets at
first appeared incongruous and unlikely. But this initial cynicism was of course more
related to my years of marginalized movement on the streets of Los Angeles. I was hardpressed to imagine circumstances under which a highly entrepreneurial mayor would
mistake these blacktopped spaces as a mechanism for socio-spatial redistribution.
My starting place for scaling up to discover the meso-level mechanisms at work in
this story was foretold by a biased interpretation of “slow” as “growth limiting,” as it
would be in a distance-patterned place like Los Angeles. I thought for sure grassroots
activism was in some way behind these changes. I became involved in a large local
advocacy group (Transportation Alternatives), which had long sought people-prioritizing
street changes political mobilization of its membership. In this capacity, especially between
Spring 2007 and Winter 2009, I volunteered to organize and staff events from borough
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bike tours to Park(ing) Day. Concurrently, I attended events in the professional/non-profit
world of urbanism in New York. I went like an acolyte to events that engaged urban
planning issues: at the Municipal Art Society (MAS), Center for Architecture, The Center
for Urban Pedagogy (CUP), City College’s University Transportation Research Center
(UTRC), and NYU/Wagner’s Rudin Center for Transportation Research. When the DOT
released its Sustainable Streets strategic plan in 2007, which, together with its subsequent
annual reports, were an important reference document in this project, I attended the
reception at MAS. It was here that I first witnessed the striking enthusiasm for Janette
Sadik-Khan that was palpable in the advocacy world. Curious to learn more, I had my first
casual conversations with DOT staff, some of whom I would later interview. And in the
late Winter and Spring of 2007, when the Museum of the City of New York hosted a
multi-sited exhibit on the life and work of the ‘master builder’ (Robert Moses) himself, I
visited all three locations and attended multiple lectures. In the meantime, Transportation
Alternatives in particular had grown dramatically, extended its efforts and been rearranged,
bolstered by a series of resource injections by a committed private donor. Some of its staff,
together with private consultants and Project for Public Spaces’ employees had meanwhile
been hired into the DOT’s new office of Strategic Planning and Sustainability. I began to
learn of the elite interests that were actively investing in tipping the scales on New York’s
streets; these were a vital link between meso and macro-scalar influences behind sustainable
streets. Everything was blurry.
By the spring of 2008, my pedestrian involvement had tapped me into an
international movement for more equitable movement in streets—an essential additional
link between micro, meso, and macro scales of the shift. Early that summer, I traveled to
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Portland, Oregon to attend the annual gathering of Car-Free Cities, a European network
for activists, urban planners, scholars and real estate professionals, led by figures best
described as the ‘rock stars’ of the streets movement. Here, I learned about city
innovations in street-based social re-engineering from Bogotá, Colombia to Copenhagen,
Denmark and many other lesser-known places in between. Among the many sessions
offered during the 4-day conference, I attended a panel on entrepreneurial opportunities in
bicycle-based businesses, and another where medical and public health professionals
presented current research into health and daily opportunities for movement. I chatted
casually with Gil Peñalosa who, as the former Parks Commissioner of Bogotá, had led a
conversation that began in the 1970s about health and the public domain, and over thirty
years opened up 91 km of streets for car-free ‘park’ use on Sundays—the Ciclovía. His
model for Situationist-style temporary street reappropriation would be exported and
replicated in many cities around the globe. Peñalosa had become foremost among the rock
stars, and in his most recent capacity as President of 8-80 Cities, a Canadian non-profit
focused on “creating vibrant cities and healthy communities…based on what would be
good for an 8 year-old and an 80 year-old which would result in great cities for all.”
But as with all remote fieldwork, I also caught an outsider’s view from this and
subsequent international gatherings of ‘livable’ streets advocates, of the impact New York’s
street changes were having in other cities. The staff and crew from New York-based
streetsblog.org and streetfilms.org, folks I commuted and socialized with, were attended
with cheers and a packed room when they spoke about the possimobilizing power of
images and of changing the ‘word on the street’. They shared many local and extra-local
anecdotes about waging the ‘streetfight’ for people-centric, car-free cities from New York
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City, recounting reports from faraway cities where the minds of street engineers and
elected officials had been opened by their portraits of possimobility. It was at this
conference that I first discovered how thoroughly transporting and transportable postautomobilic street innovations had become. Fluid infrastructure, I had learned, meant
cross-functional—as in streets for moving and staying (see Jacobs 1970, Varnelis 2009,
Mostafavi and Doherty 2010). But from then I saw streets also as roads to international
networks and the parallel infrastructures they could produce in dissimilar places, by making
their way into meso-level agencies and actions. On top of that, it appeared that the very
same social infrastructure that made New York City a global media headquarters has
facilitated the inter-scalar movement of social movement actors like the streetfilms and
streetsblog staff on hand here. New York City’s global city status had catalytic functions in
what was once a fringe movement. This experience continued to grow my lengthening list
of people from whom to collect the details of change in New York.
New York City hosted the annual Walk 21 conference in the Fall of 2009, and
afforded me a longer look into the organizational personality behind Sustainable Streets.
Playing host to advocates, planners, officials and academics eagerly touring their
“sustainable streets” interventions from all over the world, NYCDOT staff functioned as
guides and resource people during the conference. DOT staff were ‘on’ all week, laying
wide open their planning maps and sharing the strategies—technical and political—they’d
used to begin to turn over New York’s streets for human use. It seemed that if
infrastructure was going to travel well beyond the five boroughs, so too would the
bureaucrats. And this was a 2-way street, I learned, as I amassed a news archive about the
DOT. Early in her tenure, the Commissioner and her then Deputy Commissioner of
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Traffic Operations had traveled to Copenhagen to tour its street treatments. And they’d
brought back another of the livable streets rock stars, Jan Gehl, widely known for the
innovative, people-prioritizing street designs he and Gehl Architects spread around the
world (Gehl 1987, 2010) Deputy Mayor Dan Doctoroff, I soon learned, had also become a
European streets importer, most intent on bringing the best of London to New York. The
macro, meso, and micro scales weighing on New York’s streets blurred further. To bring
some order to the bundle of lines out from these streets, I found strategically-positioned
inter-scalar “linkage” actors, conducting formal and informal interviews with approximately
20 advocates, planners, economic development professionals and various transportation
specialists in New York, each of whom would recommend additional interviewees and/or
written primary and secondary sources I ought to consult.
I collected a library’s worth of DOT publications—studies, reports,
presentations—and closely monitored Department press releases, where it regularly
announced new programs and provided updates on its projects. I did likewise for the
Mayor’s office. Economic development studies and reports—usually commissioned by the
City’s Economic Development Corporation (EDC) or else conducted by non-profit
groups—were also an important data source; the majority of these documents were found
on the groups’ websites. I continued to compile a log of street news articles primarily from
the New York Times and Daily News websites but also occasionally The Post and other local
papers and tabloids. From 2007 through the time of this document’s submission, I kept
track of anything dealing with streets, traffic or congestion and economic development.
Finally, I began to collect and review secondary sources that would help me situate the
contemporary street against inherited institutional landscapes. If I wished to contextualize
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the meso-scale dynamics that made Sustainable Streets a unique local mobility governance
project, it seemed to me I’d need to understand how they had come to be viewed as
unsustainable—a special target of Mayor Bloomberg’s and the DOT’s. Following Edwards
(2003) and Harvey (1985), I began with the inherited institutional landscapes of
automobility as they were expressed locally—and to which Sustainable Streets was a reaction.
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Chapter 3
Automobility and the diminishing returns of distance

When the physical and social landscape of urbanisation is shaped according to
distinctively capitalist criteria, constraints are put on the future paths of capitalist
development.
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--David Harvey (1989)
Introduction
This chapter combines conceptual groundwork with local and national institutional
conditions on the way to answering the project’s primary question: under what conditions
did New York City’s streets become a target for its “sustainable growth” aspirations? It
toggles between narratives of local and national institutions that produced automobility,
together with their bi-scalar spatial manifestations. It is the “macro” historical in the
project’s macromesomicro framework, setting the stage for exploration of the
operative contemporary macro and meso conditions that found consensus on “sustainable
streets.” These, and most especially the mechanisms that linked the 3 scales, are explored in
Chapters 4 & 5. Drawing on well-researched US street histories14, I highlight the
forerunning elements of street use for cities that appeared to have hinted at their early
automobilic receptivity and birthed a subsequent century of distance dependent urbanization.
The historical snapshot also captures the function and flow of streets while they were still
matters of local commerce and politics, and the means by which streets and urban mobility
in general, became a mode of urban and eventually national growth governance. Enlisted to
feed a changed national accumulation landscape, city streets ‘forgot’ how to connect and
anchor locality. This change dramatically limited New York City’s own growth possibilities,
14 For general pre-19th century New York City history, I referenced Burrows, E. G. (1998). Gotham: A History
of New York to 1898. New York: Oxford University Press. And for the history of the automobile in US
urbanization, I drew on the ‘asphalt’s fault’ account: McShane, C. (1994). Down the Asphalt Path: The Automobile
and the American City. New York: Columbia University Press. For a more global take on the externalities, or
negative costs of widespread automobile use, I drew on Freund, P. and G. Martin (1996); The Ecology of the
Automobile. Black Rose Books, and Holtz-Kay, J. (1998). Asphalt Nation: How the Automobile Took Over America
and How We Can Take It Back. University of California Press. For an account of the transformation of public
safety perception and regulation, Norton, P. (2008). Fighting Traffic: The Dawn of the Motor Age in America. More
recent social theory-aiming accounts of “automobility” or “the car system” include: Urry, J. (2004). The
'System' of Automobility. Theory and Society , 21 (4), 25-39. Dennis, K. a. (2009). After the Car. Cambridge, UK:
Polity. Featherstone, M. N. (2005). Automobilities. London: Sage.
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usurping local autonomy and producing “unsustainable” infrastructure, its institutions, and
social forms among street users in the decades leading up to the “sustainable” growth
period under examination in this study.
Economic spaces produced through political processes, the streets of all US cities
reflect both local political conditions and national and state-level regulatory policies—and
the growth agendas they may accordingly support. Though still supported by the federal
government and many localities, New York’s distance-supporting infrastructure was
deemed an ill match by the Bloomberg administration. The Mayor’s aggressively futurefocused, global city competitiveness-bolstering agenda set during his first and second terms
(2002-2005 and 2006-2009) re-examined the costs of distance and found what his
predecessors seemed to have missed: the City’s infrastructure would not make inroads to a
stronger future. From late 2006 he reframed this agenda as “sustainable,” and in targeted
ways began to challenge the local fixtures that held distance’s pattern in the City’s streets.
The underlying structures—physical, together with their professional planners—had been
borne of automobility.

3.2. Mobility Governance before the automobile
How streets behave for urban places sets up all other forms of socio-spatial life.
While this claim is well understood within the fields of transportation geography and urban
planning, the different conditions framing the production of streets have seldom been
explored in sociology. These have been blurred into the backdrop instead of treated as
legitimate objects of inquiry (Urry and Sheller 2006). And yet, the relationship between
infrastructural investment and economic growth is well studied. Economists have long
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been consulted to forecast and analyze returns on public investments in transportation
infrastructure—in terms of job creation and revenue generated from resulting
development. Transportation geographers have mapped the ways transportation
development has heralded changing urban spatial form over time (Adams 1970, Schaeffer
and Sclar 1980). And as outlined in the previous chapter, especially since World War II,
political scientists and sociologists have taken interest in the political coalitions that form to
support or contest public infrastructure projects, and the role of such projects in post-war
urban politics in general. And yet, the above strands have yet to be gathered and woven
into a coherent analytic on the way to interpreting the social, environmental, and economic
mechanisms that trigger scalar changes in mobility infrastructure over time.
Geographer John Adams (1970) usefully demarcated 4 distinct periods in U.S.
transportation development—an empirical model showing how each spurred subsequent
kinds of spatial change in metropolitan areas, from 1800. His progressive model presents
the expanding urban footprint as a technologically prompted, culturally inevitable longterm process of suburbanization. The “American ambivalence about cities,” according to
another geographer (Muller 2004) meant that the confluence of rapid industrialization that
followed the Civil War, technological innovation, rising wealth, and the growth of urban
populations, made the country’s ample underdeveloped landscape irresistible to expansion
once passenger rail and later the personal automobile were in wide use. Throughout these
periods, however, the changing way of the city street reveals subtle but nevertheless
profound forms of regulation that pushed out city bounds.
Streets had particular legal underpinnings that shaped the currents in these fluid
spaces. British common law adapted to the 19th century US had much earlier established a
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formative construction of streets as inherently public property. A primary rationale for
upholding the publicness of “rights of way” was for the protection of commerce, as
exchange in the capitalist city of old and new worlds was viewed as a fundamentally moral
thing (A. Smith 1759, Rose 1994 (2004)). “Commerce, of all practices, is ever more
valuable as more participate: markets expand and create opportunities for specialization,
and we all become exponentially richer as more of us "truck, barter, and exchange," writes
property rights theorist Carol Rose, reflecting on the inherent publicness of streets (Rose
1994 (2004)). As channels for social and economic exchange, streets and waterways were
seen to possess a unique alchemic property. They were necessary local conduits for
emergent social and economic value creation, but could also expand value through
systemic, physical distribution of prosperity (i.e. their connecting function). At the same
time, they could only be as valuable as the humans and commodities that could move freely
through them and in turn coax value out of the surrounding built environment. In this way,
streets, waterways, and later airways were destined to reflect the specific commercial
interests of a given period and place (‘moving’). But as a pre-condition for any subsequent
form or scale of growth, the street would become a site of conflict for control over the
possible forms of value they could support. As such, streets would also express growing
pains along transitional pathways between periods of urban growth.
Regulating mobility in US city streets for much of the 19th century aimed to guard
their conditions for staying, for what was local. They were unique expressions of individual
cities’ topographies and settlement patterns which were by definition centralized.
Contemporary accounts from New York City show streets were elemental anchors for
domestic and public life, and for commercial, recreational, and otherwise civic activity—
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not just for movement. They teemed with people and horses, but also with market stalls
and various ambulatory services, bringing market to residents rather than the reverse
(Nasaw 1986). They also stood in where tenement walls ended and their infrastructures
were limited—as auxiliary bathrooms, laundryrooms, and dustbins, streets were breeding
grounds for disease as well (Burrows 1998). These streets were social infrastructure—fluid,
flexibly facilitative public space. As such, the first forms of regulation to recognize streets
as a coherent network of spaces did not address itself to movement or leaving these spaces,
but to the public health concerns that jeopardized their integument functions. And yet, the
first set of street-regulating ordinances made by the New York City Board of Health aided
in the process through which streets came to prioritize movement over staying. Not long
after the Board’s founding in 1866, they ordered removal of encroachments and also
centralized the control of street cleaning. Soon after, in New York and other industrial
cities, public health concerns justified widening streets to ensure ample light and air
circulation, as well as drainage. Each of these measures also began to concentrate power
over street conditions. In the pre-motorized city, they were important initial steps ‘down
the asphalt path,’ (McShane 1994) towards distance and speed-prioritizing streets.
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Figure 3.1—Hester Street c. 1898. Photo: Byron Company, from the collections of the Museum of the City
of New York.
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Figure 3.2—Orchard Street c. 1898. Photo: Byron Company, from the collections of the Museum of the
City of New York.

Though only the wealthiest residents traveled by horsecart with any regularity,
street uses for commercial connectivity between dock or rail and market were of increasing
interest to business owners. Until the last decades of the 19th century, street surfaces were
intended to best accommodate horse hooves and aid drainage. Macadam, which had been
developed for use on English turnpikes, and was produced by alternating stones of various
sizes, was soon in use for the benefit of horsecars in New York. Frederick Law Olmsted
and Calvert Vaux laid New York City’s first macadam-surfaced road in Central Park in
1858 (McShane 1994). Elsewhere in the city, however, many “abutters,” or those whose
buildings were adjacent to streets, opposed paving which would invite speed and
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compromise their childrens’ safety and their customers’ ease of access to the street. Still,
streets were far from orderly; by the end of this period steady population growth produced
congestion and squalor on the industrial cities’ streets: merchants selling wares, horses left
to rot on the shoulders alongside children at play, and piles of rubbish. Their heavy use for
staying and conveying was soon not limited to humans and commodities. By the century’s
final decade, public health concerns urged recognition of streets’ importance as suprainfrastructure, and cities began to use street right-of-way to build out their sewerage
networks and water supplies, their two oldest co-generational purposes. These conveying
functions further reinforced the idea that streets were for fluidity, and had to be kept clear
of obstructions.
The control of streets was a powerful political tool. From 1863-1870, when William
Marcy [Boss] Tweed served as the City’s Deputy Street Commissioner, presiding over Civil
War reconstruction funds, he increased the department’s budget from $650,000 to $2
million. He expanded its employee base significantly—by fourfold—winning support for
his political machine by dispensing badly needed employment. Real estate-interested City
elites supported Tweed’s favortism approach to streets because they knew more pavement
would literally smooth suburban growth (Callow 1965). Even after the late 19th and early
20th century waves of municipal reform centralized control of street paving and
maintenance in boards, streets continued to serve outward dispersal more than locality.
Intended to restrain and democratize favoritism-fueling tax expenditures on city
infrastructure, the public health-concerned policies of the boards were also early local
endorsements of dispersal. Traffic engineers were heavily represented on these boards, and
their interests in the ‘best’ paving materials and ‘most efficient’ street design began to
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institutionalize a view of streets as ‘expert’ terrain. Well before the end of the century, they
leant their hands to solving the public health and circulation problems of streets. Slowly,
the earlier precedent of protecting abutters’ access rights fell away in the interest of regional
suburban growth. While trolley tracks still greased the highest street speeds, abutters who
opposed street improvement measures were portrayed by these boards and in media
accounts as resistors of modernity and city health (Norton 2008).
The “Electric Streetcar Era” (1890-1920), in Muller’s account dawned when electric
traction motors were simply attached to existing horsecarts. Average travel speeds in streets
tripled to over 15 miles per hour, and as a result accelerated housing development on the
outskirts of many cities—the first-ring “streetcar” suburbs. And even if 20 miles from city
centers, most suburban development still occurred within walking distance of the lines,
making it a density-complementing, intermediate form of urbanization. In most city
centers, slow speeds and predictable (track-bound) routes also meant human traffic
continued to course more-or-less freely, and streets generally retained their public space
and commercial functions (Norton 2008). Steam trains, interurban rail and subways
gradually formed mass transit networks over this period, all of which were subsidized by
private housing developers interested in accelerating urbanization outside the city core. The
rails brought relief to residential over-crowding and the health risks they posed for city
centers, and were touted as progressive steps towards the modernization of commerce
(Muller 2004, Brown 2005, 2006, and Brown et al 2009).
But as with the previous era of mobility modernization, movement forward was
not conflict-free in the streets of New York. The City’s first elevated trains were steampowered, privately owned, and in fact built in Brooklyn in the 1870s and 80s. Hotel owners
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funded the first lines to connect upper-middle class Manhattan and Brooklynites to the
seaside resort destinations of Coney Island, Brighton Beach, and Manhattan Beach. The
various businesses that popped up at their depots were a sign that this technology could
foster other forms of economic expansion, too. The Brooklyn Union Elevated Railroad
Company built elevated trains that connected downtown Brooklyn with its own suburbs of
Midwood, Bensonhurst, and Lefferts Gardens, and crossed the Brooklyn Bridge to Park
Row in lower Manhattan, enabling regular commuting. But elevated trains also significantly
compromised the staying quality of street life, creating shadowy and dirty spaces, and as
such contradicted the public health component of “right of way.” An important legal
precedent was set in New York State when a group of New York City property owners
claimed elevated rail had diminished the value of their property. In the Elevated Railway
Cases of 1883, the court added an easement contour to the simple idea of ‘public right of
way,’ which had governed rail infrastructure up to that point. By extending light and air
protection to the rail’s abutters instead of simply their access, the ruling established a more
expansive, process-protecting notion of property rights. This was a brief stopover en route
to public works that served what its experts deemed in the interest of the greater good. But
it was also an early recognition that the goings of some in a city’s fluid spaces could
dramatically harm the staying of others. The City prohibited construction of elevated tracks
in its most crowded sections after that year. In the last decade of the 19th century, the
seaside lines and Brooklyn Union lines merged to form the Brooklyn Rapid Transit
Corporation, heralding the connectivity that would be required after the city’s 1898
consolidation (Burrows and Wallace 1998).
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Meanwhile, Manhattan’s Interborough Rapid Transit (IRT) system—the subway—
was constructed from 1900 to 1904 through a private contract with John B. McDonald’s
Rapid Transit Construction Company. A year before its opening, the IRT acquired the four
elevated rail lines owned by the Manhattan EL, and provided for their connectivity with
the IRT’s underground lines. The subway’s construction was seen in New York as a
necessary economic modernization measure to accommodate its growth while preserving
the City’s unity following the recent annexations of Brooklyn, the Bronx, and Staten Island.
At the IRT’s opening day ceremonies in late October 1904, Mayor George McClellan Jr.
trumpeted how essential was the subway’s pull on City growth:
Without rapid transit Greater New York would be little more than a geographical
expression… It is no exaggeration to say that without interborough communication
Greater New York would never have come into being...
The present boundaries of our city included ten years ago a multitude of
independent and heterogeneous communities which would have continued in all
human probability to work out their own destinies independently had not modern
genius and modern enterprise afforded their population the possibility of
movement.
When the Brooklyn Bridge was opened Greater New York was born. Every
addition to transit facilities has stimulated her growth, which can only reach its full
development when a complete system of rapid transit shall be rapid in fact as well
as in name.
Every step in the direction of interborough communication has tended to improve
conditions not only in the borough immediately affected, but benefits the city as a
whole. The constant shifting of population among the boroughs, acting and
reacting upon them, results in the increase of the population of them all. (The New
York Times 10/28/1904)
And so the tidal flow of commuters, now carried via elevated steam rail and tunneled
subways would spill into downtown streets, joining local residents bound for work and
shopping, or simply persisting in their claim on the space as public. The City’s population
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continued to grow and shift, but Manhattan’s and Brooklyn’s central business districts
retained the expanded City’s core commercial functions. At the same time, mass transport
networks pluralized access to distance and offered an early escape route from the noxious
aspects of life in a crowded industrial center.
But the new mix of modes on streets also provoked conflicts of space and place.
First, the variable speeds mixing in them translated to a dramatic up-tick in traffic
collisions. Playing children and many adult pedestrians were struck and badly injured or
killed by motor cars or horses spooked by them. And as the vehicles traveled through
poorer parts of the city, where streets stood in for limited or nonexistent park and
playground access, they were greeted by children as unwelcome invaders. In some notable
New York City cases, neighborhood children attacked motorists with rocks when they
passed through, setting off class-and-ethnicity-based tensions building as the motorcar
became a more regular mode for the wealthy. Still, the streetcar suburbs that grew as a
result of the intermodal mix through early 20th century city streets did not disperse
populations beyond dependence on shared spaces of movement (streets, streetcars, trains).
Interdependent land uses and public spaces in generally were still important anchors of
first-ring suburbs, and their rail dependence preserved the relatively compact footprint of
industrial urbanization, even as prosperity spread.

3.3 The Automobile and the City: the road to uniform regulation
Though it was still a luxury item, the motorcar was rapidly multiplying on city
streets, bringing unpredictable speed and more congestion. The character of streets shifted
decidedly towards movement; everything else was unpleasant and risky. While still viewed
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by residents as matters of local concern, street paving and regulation by municipalities had
been swapped from party bosses to engineers focused on the smoothness of their surfaces
and ease of circulation it promised. The still resonant protests about the dangers of cars
voiced by mothers and safety advocacy groups were treated by street officers and portrayed
in the media as an obstruction to progress. Particularly after 1908, when Henry Ford’s
Model T was made so widely affordable, the number of collisions skyrocketed. New York
City’s car ownership rate far outpaced other US cities, making the City a leader in
automobile accident rates as well. That same year, a 12-miles-per-hour speed limit was set
in New York City out of an effort to protect the shared interests of pedestrians, trolleys,
horses, and cars. The first local pro-automobile political groups succeeded in blocking the
law when a state court ruled that its own 25 mph limit superseded the City’s. And in an
effort to avoid indictment for harm caused by their vehicles, motoring groups also
supported school and community safety campaigns that placed the burden of responsibility
on children and parents. But soon the chaos and number of collisions between cars and
slower street users begged intervention. Traffic required regulation (Norton 2008).
By 1909, New York City had the world’s first traffic code, authored by early traffic
regulation advocate William Phelps Eno (Montgomery 1988), and for good reason—by
1912, vehicles powered by internal combustion engines outnumbered horses on City
streets. By 1916, more than 2 million automobiles were on the road across the country, but
still concentrated in the wealthy northeast. Congestion’s grip on city centers now prompted
petitions for relief from business organizations, and in many municipalities, automobile
lobby groups won favorable regulation and restraint on “jaywalkers” and oblivious children
whose street playgrounds they now ruled (Norton 2008).
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In the last decade of this span, these pressures motivated the US urban planning
profession’s City Beautiful movement, whose acolytes were concerned by the general
decline of human dignity in crowded city centers. For City Beautiful planners, the growth
of suburbs was promising; they hoped it would yield popular access to better housing,
more open space, and generally healthier lifestyles. But if the electric streetcar and subway
introduced a gently centrifugal force at city centers, the automobile’s capabilities poised to
ramp it up like a stuck accelerator. And under the circumstances, a positive consensus
easily emerged--the future of cities was in the rumble seat. Fast automobile circulation
planned into the city limits, meant planning for their demise (Brown 2005, 2006, and
Brown et al 2009). A dramatic transition in metropolitan spatial development took place
between 1920 and 1945, when the proliferation of car ownership accelerated loose-knit
patterns of consumption and production to go with the now de-centralized housing
patterns ringing cities.
Automobilic streets’ technical experts were given a new mission in this period,
charged by city leaders and business owners with devising ways to relieve congestion’s
political and economic fallout. The founding cadre appeared committed to multi-modal
remedies to the many problems stacking up in city streets (Bartholomew 1924, Knowles
1925, McClintock 1925 in MacDonald 1927). In the 1920s, a Harvard-based traffic
research institute (led by McClintock) put forth a comprehensive regulatory code for
pedestrian and motorist movement, intended to deal with the dead-ends, jogs and
unregulated intersections that slowed up car traffic in city streets. Through place-sensitive
assessments, these early planner/engineers were hired by cities across the country to
develop “major traffic street plans”. An expression of the City Efficient movement’s belief
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in the use of science and technical expertise to solve urban problems (Peterson 2003), their
plans emphasized rectilinear grids, street widening and signalization as keys to traffic
efficiency. The planner/engineers proceeded with an understanding of streets as an
integrating system for balancing motoring and non-motoring street users, all of whom
needed to be connected to surrounding land uses for healthy regions (see Olmsted et al
1924).
Cars kept coming—the 1920 national motor vehicle registration total of 8 million
had nearly quadrupled to 26.7 million by 1929--(Office of Highway Information
Management 1995). Just as public transportation advocates had noted thirty years prior,
“The better the service of street railways, the faster does the city population grow, the
more do the people ride, and the greater is the congestion of traffic, and the louder the
complaints of the public. The demand for rapid transit facilities increases faster than the
supply,” (Clarke 1892: 567), so it was with automobiles in the city. Traffic plans of course
weren’t the only inducements: suburban home building and buying was a rapidly expanding
industry, greased by automobile manufacturing, steel, and domestic oil production. As early
as 1922, 135,000 suburban US homes were completely dependent on the automobile—they
were out of the streetcar or inter-urban rail line’s reach (Flink 1975: 14). The consumer
completed this circular track of carinfrastructuresuburban expansion, and as more and
more drivers wheeled onto city streets, the demand for each was magnified.
Construction on the subways and elevated trains of New York, Philadelphia,
Boston and Chicago had mostly concluded by 1920. Their use made sense for central city
circulation, but as the automobile’s affordability continued to bolster suburban expansion,
their reach was seen as inflexible, aged, and eventually irrelevant. Though New York’s IRT
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and BMT (Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit, the company formed when the BRT elevated lines
were purchased and combined with existing Manhattan elevated lines) remained privately
held, the City built several streetcar and elevated lines beginning in 1913, which were
operated under “dual contracts” by the IRT or BMT. In the early 1920s, the City sought to
build additional subway lines, but as a sign of the changing times, could find no willing
operator. Urban mass transit systems across the country lost ridership, signaling to their
private owner-investors that land-based profit was occurring outside their reach-- in spite
of, not because of them. The outcomes were predictable: private suburban developers
ceased to invest in rail that no longer fed their investments. Cut loose, operating companies
could not raise fares, and struggled to offer reliable service and maintain their systems.
Local governments were required to step in and subsidize no longer profitable public
transportation in many cities. By 1940, even the indispensible IRT and BMT had gone
bankrupt and were taken over by the City of New York. Meanwhile the automobile’s
lengthening reach in residential and commercial life begged regulation an unprecedented
scale.
By 1924 the extent of consumer demand for the automobile’s capacity for speed
and space was generalized: inter-urban but also interstate. Whereas traffic codes had so far
been a matter of local control, the automobile’s disregard for jurisdictional boundaries first
motivated commercial interests, usually proponents of local sovereignty, to advocate for a
uniform, national system to regulate speed and increase safety and by extension consumer
confidence (George 1928-1929). The federal government had already shown willingness to
invest in motor car infrastructure when, led by President Wilson in 1916, it had first funded
public roadways for the sake of postal service access. So, in 1924 when the National
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Conference on Street and Highway Safety was organized by Secretary of Commerce
Herbert Hoover and funded by the AAA, insurance groups, the National Automobile
Chamber of Commerce, and various safety groups, the motor vehicle’s uniform regulation
was presented as more exigent than any dangers innate to its moving parts. The Committee
on the Motor Vehicle, composed of chambers of commerce and safety representatives,
reported in their summary to the Conference:
It would seem to be unnecessary to argue about the desirability of uniformity in
motor-vehicle regulation throughout the country, in view of the fact that state and
municipal boundary lines really mean nothing in highway traffic. Unfortunately, the
history of legislation in this country and the present state of regulation indicate the
necessity for keeping up a fight for uniformity until some real measure of
uniformity shall be attained. (cited in Damon 1958)
These advocates insisted on uniform regulation for safety’s sake, and that same year the
American Association of State Highway Officials (AASHO, now known as AASHTO)
petitioned for a national, standardized highway system to provide for increased
connectivity across jurisdictions. Meanwhile, at the insistence of many cities’ downtown
business groups, the first limited access urban freeways were under discussion among that
erstwhile group of traffic planners. There is little evidence that any of these groups
considered how the scale of movement offered by the automobile, or the scale of its
requisite infrastructure could out-compete other land uses, movement modes, and by
extension scales of growth.
As vehicle ownership hit 30 million, a shift in urban transportation was fast
ushering a scalar phase shift in the markets facilitating American life. Rapidly multiplying,
at-will access to distance and its derivative speed were incompatible with the concentration
that made mass transportation lucrative for the private sector. Aggregated access to daily
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distance drove a wedge between housing and urban transportation industries, whose
linkage had formerly defined urbanization’s spatial organization. Suburban home building
and buying continued as a growth industry, as did the auto-steel-petroleum super-industry.
Now carried out by cars beyond city limits and more scattered than transit lines could reel
back in, what mobility forms and spaces were productive in dense urbanization became
impossibly expensive and inconvenient in diffusing urbanization. The death knell sounded
for municipal mass transport--new construction on urban rail systems did not resume until
1960, with San Francisco’s BART. To ‘fix’ traffic’s increase and connect car owners in
ever-distant suburbs to central cities where many jobs remained, the first urban highways
came barreling through.

3.4. Local streets  national growth project
This chain of events through the 1930s culminated in the birth of automobility,
which grew up to become a nationwide form of low-density urbanization articulating to the
scale of the automobile. As will be further illustrated below, distance dependent urbanization—
at local and national levels—matured as the result of mutually-facilitative state and market
interactions, all of them concerned to profit from separating things—people from
themselves, people from other people, land uses from other land uses, and permutations of
the three. While many political and economic institutional conditions at national and local
levels conspired to strengthen automobility over its life cycle, its continued vibrancy rested
on one chief pre-condition—a steady supply of cheap energy and space. As long it was
readily accessible, cheap petroleum would ensure long-term demand for automobiles to
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access employment and investment in the spread of US urbanization, encouraging the
consumer economies it spun off as well.
Many scholars have pointed out the automobile’s deep tire tracks to social and
economic transformation not just in the spatial organization of cities, but throughout all
forms of urbanization, around the world (Sheller and Urry 2000, Seiler 2008, Urry and
Dennis 2009). “[T]he technology of automobility has defined public space,” (Jain 2004: 61)
but also private life, cemented in car-prioritizing street planning and design, regulated and
extemporaneous street behavior, and individual users’ general street paradigms. By
dispensing speed to its users, the automobile’s ubiquity as a household durable good
dramatically re-scaled all aspects of life, obliterated locality (see Bachmair 1991), including
conceptions of distance. The result of speed-and-distance redrawn social maps deepened
and reproduced socio-economic class divisions that found their way into local, state,
national and global politics.
The politics of automobility best reveal the paradoxes upon which it is built.
Considering the necessary political/legal economic, and social convergences that produced
automobility’s concrete expressions, it is easy to conclude that “automobility” through car
use for transport simply does not exist (see Thrift 1996, Slater 2001). There is nothing
about car dependence that happened automatically; it is the outcome of a geography fixed
for limited access and by extension limiting forms of economic and social life. This is also
the case on the level of individual user experience. The ‘fixing’ of space for automobility—
together with its environmental, social, and economic externalities and personal costs—is
so ubiquitous that it is hidden from view, lost in the swirl of daily speed and distancing.
Not only has this fashioned a uniquely American myth about the ease of movement, it has
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conflated automobility with political and economic liberalism (see Rajan 2006).
Automobility, in American mobility thinking, planning, and practice, is doxa (see Bourdieu
1977).
The cadre of actors and institutions in whose interest automobility lies has grown
up with the regime; as both “product and producer of modernity,” (Rajan 2006: 113)
automobility is lucrative not just for petroleum, automobile, and aerospace-related
producers, but also those industries whose growth trajectories it has dictated or
reinforced—especially housing and retail (see Adams 2005 and Whitelegg 1997). Passage
of the Interstate Highway Act, it has been said, was the wedding band symbolizing
partnership between suburban growth and street militarization (see Jackson 1987); in the
wake of World War II and with the threat of Soviet invasion, suburban development’s
acceleration has also been interpreted as a securitizing urban de-densification measure,
inviting the speed, space, and time-greedy automobile to displace human-scaled streetlife
and modes of urban commerce that flourish in slower-paced contexts (see Jacobs 1961,
Davis 1992, Freund 1993).
Automobility was not ever, as Urry originally suggested, a “self-reproducing or
autopoietic” system (Urry 2004). Such renderings paint automobility as a “free” market
idea supportive of culturist claims on the car as an instrument of “personal freedom,” or a
simple outcome of “consumer demand” for interesting new technology. The form of
urbanization that resulted from widespread, individual access to distance-connecting
asphalt or ‘gray growth,’ was in fact always unstable. If not for cheap fuel, expensive
infrastructure, land abusive policies, inexpensive single-family housing, the emergence of
the automobile industry and the ‘cheapening’ of car ownership, even as wages fell and it
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ceased to be a significant employment base—it may not have endured for as long as it did.
But from the 1930s, the federal government committed itself as architect of a distance
dependent urbanization program and its according infrastructure, petroleum subsidies, tax
incentives and land use regulations, all of which were legitimated by property law and the
economic expansion mandates of modernity.

3.5 Summary: the tenets of automobility
When the housing and transportation markets diverged, a cascade of events rapidly
slashed the positive returns to scale that made locality a worthy investment. In effect, this
turned the tide of urbanization such that older, industrial city-shaped economies of scale
were actively hollowed, as distance seemed to promise more profit than propinquity. As its
capacity for speed and distance extended returns on investment to a cross section of
Americans working class to landed class, the automobile and its infrastructure became a
primary means of production in a distance-driven economy. It had achieved the status of
mobility regime.
Public takeovers of cash-strapped mass transit, the first of which occurred in
the 1920s, formed automobility’s first regulatory tenet. But public takeover of what
had been the most productive and efficient way of moving people around cities signals
several other key conceptual features of the automobility regime. This was also a regulatory
concession to scale: different from mass transit, neither private transport companies nor
local governments could afford the staggering costs of automobilic infrastructure
built extensive enough to accommodate the automobile’s boundary ignorance. After the
turn of the century, very few municipalities even retained rules that mandated abutter
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payment for street improvements, and with the exception of bridge and tunnel usage fees,
street use, the public way, remained free for motorists.
The automobile’s moving disregard of jurisdictions also ensured its entrance into
the realm of national growth regime; the automobile’s legal regulation could only be
coordinated at an extra-local scale. Local sovereignty over street decisions for these
financial and regulatory constraints became a practical impossibility—speed, registration,
and most importantly street signalization, paving and marking slowly became a matter of
state-level (and most often suburb-serving) standards. Thus, even dense localities that
survived the automobilic transition and further density-dismantling global economic
restructuring after World War II, relinquished designs on equitable street planning. Under
both political and economic pressure from rising regional car ownership rates and the
workforce they delivered, even localities with diverse local economies were forced to
pave for cars in what became a self-destructive gesture. In other words, the
infrastructure at first demanded by a trickle of motorists and a handful of downtown
business owners only ensured more automobile ownership, and more disincentives for
growth at the scale of slower and local. Automobility in this sense was totalizing through
scalar dominance.
This path dependency revealed another economic tenet of automobility: its fragile
dependence on limited competition from the most ecologically, economically, and
socially beneficial forms of production and consumption. Automobility could master a
vast scale of movement, but required monopoly conditions in its ecology: distance instead
of propinquity, speed instead of slowness. The automobile was moving, between city and
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suburb and over state lines, bringing a regularity of American attainment lifestyle that
seemed to disregard place-based characteristics.
But automobility required local institutions and actors to shift the pavers. The
gradual transformation of integrated street traffic plans to plans for automobile speed
planted a pillar and lowered a roof on automobility. One was the urban highway itself—
the single most expensive way to move people through crowded city centers. Not
only did these infrastructural feats cost more in their construction and requisite commercial
and residential relocations than any earlier mobile ecology, they were the least space
efficient in valuable central city land and lease respectful of the delicate and valuable
balance of fluid and built social environments required to nurture dense locality. They
violated the real estate market’s very first rule of maximizing land’s highest and best use—
bulky cars bearing one passenger on limited access urban freeways paved over entire vital
economic and social systems. Pitching to a different scale of distance navigation, they
undercut public transport, but also clean, safe, naturally lit streets. They suppressed street
commerce and informal social exchange. Over time, they carried potential consumers out
and away from central cities, instead of in to patronize businesses. And where consumers
were still compelled to shop, the streets were clogged with car traffic.
But the second cost of the urban freeway was institutional: it devalued integrated,
place-sensitive street planning as a profession, and threw it instead behind a class of
professional, scientific street plumbers trained to remove clogs with throughput and
capacity formulae, using the latest in cement-casting equipment. The emergence of
‘highway engineer’ as a profession became synonymous with ‘transportation planner,’ and
in a qualitative sense ‘urban planner,’ as increasingly, what urban planning that remained a
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part of urbanization’s sprawling form involved producing an environment to best
accommodate the automobile. The resulting institutional closure posed an ultimatum to the
earlier cadre of context sensitive street planners that wanted to fit the automobile into
existing places instead of the reverse: they had either to embrace this ‘innovation’ or be
dubbed obsolete and unemployable. Since car-speeding street and freeway/highway
projects had set the precedent for public, extra-local mobility infrastructural funding, and
indeed founded both the modern public and private transportation agency and engineering
firm, mechanisms and metrics for planning (and budgeting for) more integrated street
facilities were an aborted institutional feature. The cycle of car-driven planning and
funding—a combined professional and political process—was the roof over
automobility. Moreover, state and federal transportation funds came to depend on sales
receipts from car-related transactions—primarily gas taxes and vehicle registration fees.
Worse still, states’ individual federal funding allocations were determined according to
Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT)—those states with the highest aggregate distance covered in
surface vehicles received the highest appropriations. The inter-dependency between
automobile-refined petroleum product sales and all other transportation funding
were a form of weatherproofing that guarded automobility. Together with the interdependencies this created between the US and oil-producing countries around the world, a
global politics of automobility emerged to safeguard it. And of course, especially following
the 1973-74 oil crisis, federal military expenditures meant to secure oil supplies ran fluidly
offshore as conflicts over wealth and territorial rights deepened in the Middle East.
Distance dependent accumulation became a total institution (Goffman, 1968). While still in
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its nascence, this national growth regime created impossible conditions for propinquityproducing forms of growth and their local governance in US cities.

3.6 Creative Destructions of distance
Distance dependent growth required massive investment in new forms of
dispersing infrastructure. Often constructed as a proof point in the thin history of US
social redistribution, from the 1930s, federal investment in distance-serving mobility
infrastructure essentially redistributed cities out of themselves. One early sign of
automobility’s green light was the deployment of unemployed industrial city workers for
distance-driving infrastructure projects. The 1930s Works Progress Administration-era
public works projects—especially roads, highways and bridges—composed a sizable social
and fiscal investment in this new growth regime. Between 1936 and 1939 alone, WPA
expenditures totaled $7 million, providing needed post-Depression employment. Over the
course of its 8-year effort, the WPA built 651,087 miles of highways, roads, and streets; and
constructed, repaired, or improved 124,031 bridges and in the process “revolutionized the
priorities of the American state, radically transforming the physical landscape, political
system, and economy of the United States,” (Smith 2005: 1). After the WPA was disbanded
in 1943, federal investment in “modernization” infrastructure—most especially highways,
dams, airports and military bases—continued, but without the WPA’s stated intent to shore
up unemployment with social reinvestment. Culminating in the passage of the Interstate
Highway Act of 1956, these interventions—whether intended as public remedies to
unemployment and/or as triggers for a flourishing private sector-led future—required
federal-level thinking and planning for growth’s place-diminishing scale.
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In so far as unemployed industrial workers built gateway structures to dispersing
urbanization, the WPA led these workers to dismantle the features like locality-serving
streets that had nurtured industrial growth. As a federally funded city deconstruction
project, this action signaled not only that dense urban centers were worth draining. But the
social and fiscal investment in distance dependent urbanization during the WPA also set a
course for the future of urban governance. At the same time that federal and state
governments made transfer payments to ease the effects of economic decline in city
centers, they steadily increased their investment in urban highways, bridges, tunnels, and
eventually an interstate highway network. For city leaders, this was active disempowerment,
ensuring a growth future that couldn’t possibly be regulated on local levels. When Congress
passed the National Interstate and Defense Highways Act of 1956 (NIDHA), it signaled an
enduring commitment to a future of automobile-scaled urbanization, linked directly to
militarization. The outflow of federal resources from cities to suburban places added
momentum to an according decline in the quality of life in cities as residential and
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commercial tax bases dried up.

Figure 3.3--Source: New York State Dept. of Motor Vehicles, Passenger Vehicle Registrations, New York
City, 1930-2007; US Census 1930-1980; DCP Census Adjustment figures 1990-2000; DCP Population
Projections 2005-2007.

Automobility barreled into New York on highways, roads, and bridges, but also its
political institutions and mobility bureaucracy. Robert Moses, “master builder,”15 and the
original “structural speculator” place entrepreneur (Logan and Molotch, 1987 (2007) led
this process in the built environment, but also put in place the out-of-reach, experts-only
planning technocracy that upheld it through the end of the century. A champion of

All text and analysis highlighting the contributions of Robert Moses to the New York City
automobiliascape and its equated national growth regime were assembled from the following texts: Jacobs, J.
(1961). The Death and Life of Great American Cities. New York: Vintage. Caro, R. (1975). The Power Broker: Robert
Moses and the Fall of New York. New York: Vintage. Flint, A. (2009). Wrestling with Moses: How Jane Jacobs Took
On New York's Master Builder and Transformed the American City. New York: Random House. Brandes Gratz, R.
(2010). The Battle for Gotham: New York in the Shadow of Robert Moses and Jane Jacobs. New York: Nation Books.
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“modernizing” his city through embracing speed and annihilating distance, he trained his
sights on streets and the mobility forms they’d accommodate in order to stimulate a new
quality of urban life. During the WPA era, the vast costs of these projects played an initially
stabilizing role in the local economy. But they did not re-start the City’s industrial growth
beyond World War II (Hyclak and Lynch 1979). Instead, over 44 years, Moses’ distancesupporting infrastructure paved New York City out of itself, parks and public housing
projects be dammed. Siphoning off the city’s tax base but drawing their cars (and pollution
and parking lots and congestion and safety risks and fear of strangers) back in daily—at
least for awhile—Moses:
…through a system of highways and infrastructural transformations,
suburbanization and the total re-engineering of not just the city but also the whole
metropolitan region…[prompted]…a radical transformation in lifestyles, bringing
new products from housing to refrigerators and air conditioners, as well as two cars
in the driveway and an enormous increase in the consumption of oil. It also altered
the political landscape, as subsidized home-ownership for the middle classes
changed the focus of community action towards the defense of property values and
individualized identities, turning the suburban vote towards conservative
republicanism. Debt-encumbered homeowners, it was argued, were less likely to go
on strike. This project successfully absorbed the surplus and assured social stability,
albeit at the cost of hollowing out inner cities and generating urban unrest amongst
these, chiefly African-Americans, who were denied access to the new prosperity
(Harvey 2008: 27).
A savvy salesman of distance dependent growth, Moses succeeded in securing state
and federal backing for outbound parkways and highways as early as the 1920s. His
prescient plans for a vast scale of future urbanization preceded both those of many other
cities of the region as well as national policy and spending priorities that later sealed the
future of other US cities in car-dominated streets. But at the time of his earliest parkways,
the federal government’s intervention in state highway projects was still in its experimental
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phase. As it turned out, Moses’ parkway and highway evangelism sold the streets of New
York as a proving ground for the federal transportation policies that came to support
distance dependence and the loss of local autonomy over street planning for the rest of the
century.
Moses’ traffic management approach was not uncontested. Though he insisted
more highways and bridges were necessary to accommodate the swell of motorists,
groups like the Regional Plan Association had maintained since 1929 that a “balanced
transportation system” was necessary to sustain city growth—they seemed to understand
well before traffic engineers that adding road space only lured more traffic. They pleaded
for parity investment in mass transit but Moses held the City’s local bridge and tunnel tax
revenues as well as state and federal transportation funds with a tight fist that only
opened for automobile projects. From 1947-1954 alone, during which time Moses’
autonomy over infrastructure expenditures reached its apex, he spent nearly $300 million
of the City’s own revenue on highways—far more than the total amount spent to relieve
widespread overcrowding at schools and hospitals over the same period. Though it built
88 miles of new highways during this time, the City did not build a single mile of new
subway track. Moses simultaneously dismantled elevated rail and tore up trolley tracks,
erasing in certain parts of town even the memory of earlier multi-functioning, sociable
streets. Dismantling these close-knitting conveyors of urbanization, together with the
“slum clearance” program that toppled old buildings and dense neighborhoods for
modern public housing or a highway were the overtly destructive tools of the creative
destruction process facilitated by Moses.
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It is questionable how much of the destruction wrought by automobiles in cities is
really a response to transportation and traffic needs, and how much of it is owing
to the sheer disrespect for other city needs, uses and functions. Like city rebuilders
who face a blank when they try to think of what to do instead of renewal projects,
because they know of no other respectable principles for city organization, just so,
highwaymen, traffic engineers and city rebuilders, again, face a blank when they try
to think what they can realistically do, day by day, except try to overcome traffic
kinks as they occur and apply what foresight they can toward moving and storing
more cars in the future. It is impossible for responsible and practical men to
discard unfit tactics—even when the results of their own work cause them
misgivings—if the alternative is to be left with confusion as to what to try instead
and why (Jacobs 1961: 336)
An ingenious reformer of organizations, Moses built the one-track-mindset into the
City’s planning and transportation departments, the City’s 1961 zoning code (which
dramatically increased parking requirements for new development), effectively cementing
the car as a priority in a not-yet-poured mobility future. He also sold these ways and means
to Washington, playing a direct role in shaping the course of federal transportation
spending, and as such shepherding the transition to a nationally-executed local mobility. He
taught the federal government and other US and foreign municipalities how to minimize
inconvenient resistance to highway projects, and particularly how to write the most carexpedient policies into highway manuals, traffic codes, and department charters,
irrespective of what harmful externalities or opportunity costs they brought with. These
were the particular institutional routes of a cost-blind “plumbling” mindset in local
transportation agencies. Over time, the technical expertise guarding street ways limited how
local transportation issues were debated and understood by the public. Largely as a result
of Moses’ legacy, federal government intervention in the short automobilic century had
two regulatory tasks: to defer the many problems of automobility as a long-term
urbanization strategy, and to underwrite and stabilize the extremely fragile, resource
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profligate automobilic ecology. Even though the federal redistributive hand in cities was
withdrawn from many social programs by the 1970s, it maintained an explicit commitment
to hollowing cities by pumping funds in to highway widening, bridges and tunnels.
As with all uniform interventions, local effects of automobility’s regulation varied,
depending on the social and spatial traces of industrial urbanization that went before it.
Patterning common infrastructure across uncommon urban landscapes, connected by the
rectilinear directives of national road standards, it became lodged not only in the local
transportation and law enforcement agencies, but also in the priorities of elected officials,
whose transportation agendas, except in rare cases like Oregon from the late 1970s
onward, were usually most attentive to those constituents with the greatest at-will access to
distance. Over the automobilic century cities displaced people from their streets and
continued for several decades on a course where their circulatory systems were clogged
with narrow profit-generating private automobiles. Though new highway building with
federal funds was all but curbed with the state highway system’s completion in the 1970s,
its massive scale came with enormous maintenance costs. To relieve growing congestion,
federal dollars continued to support highway widening—at the misguided request of
localities—instead of investment in alternative transportation like rail and buses. At least,
so went the argument, cars generated fuel tax revenue, which replenished the federal
budget for all transportation modes. Particularly during the late 1980s when financial and
professional services saw dramatic growth, and again during the late 1990s tech expansion,
‘edge cities’ and suburbs adjacent to these industries’ headquarters began to idle in traffic
congestion, air pollution and lengthening commute times. And still, the question of
whether the forms of connectivity and separation facilitated by continued automobile
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investment would undergird the forms of growth best-suited to the country’s human and
environmental resource base did not prompt a meaningful reassessment of the kinds of
places to which streets could lead, nor what they might obstruct.

3.7 Post-industrial automobility in New York City
The post-industrial US economy emerged long before it knew its growth would
hinge on diminishing the long-accruing costs of distance. As urban populations increased
and traffic intensified, federal, state and local governments continued to support the
reproduction of distance through narrow views of infrastructure. But the steady loss of
federal dollars for most urban social reproductive programs, local adjustment to postindustrial global economic restructuring and increased inter-urban competition for a
limited supply of globally mobile capital, began to force the issue. Post-industrial economic
research, meanwhile, developed metrics for understanding the costs of traffic congestion
for localities. Public health research discovered a variety of high-cost health conditions
attributable to distance-derived growth, from passive lifestyles to limited access to fresh,
nutritious food. Such costs were usually highest among populations for whom distance was
least attainable and locality most punishing. For these burdens, environmental justice social
movement organizations have formulated civil rights agendas and pursued legal action
against localities. Local infrastructure networks that support the needs of sought after
industry and residential populations gradually reintroduced the street.
Harvey characterizes the post-1970s urban governance period as ‘entrepreneurial,’
where local governments, cut loose from federal funding streams, are entirely responsible
for the stability of their economies. In entrepreneur-like fashion, the local state, together
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with other place-interested actors, concern themselves with recruiting investors. As he
states: “the task of urban [entrepreneurial] governance is, in short, to lure highly mobile
and flexible production, financial, and consumption flows into its space,” (1989: 11) driven
by a political economy of place, and not territory. Place has become a bargaining chip to
lure footloose firms, and their qualities must out-bid both suburban places and other cities
globally (Jonas and Wilson 1999). Harvey points to four often co-existent strategic
manifestations of urban entrepreneurialism at the local level (8-10). First, city governments
reduce land costs through a range of tax breaks to the private sector, and also try to
diminish labor costs by supporting moves to devolve labor controls from the national level.
Secondly, they seek to enhance consumption opportunities to lure elite, increasingly
discriminating consumers. Thirdly, cities whose economies hinge on “command and
control” functions (Sassen 1991) invest entrepreneurial energy in bolstering the
infrastructure that attracts agglomeration—that which improves connectivity—airports and
teleports to high-speed communications. Finally, pointing to localities almost wholly
dependent on the public sectors such as military, education and health-related primary and
secondary employment, he notes that federal redistribution at local levels still can offer
primary economic sustenance, even if it is hidden from sight behind private contracts or
secondary employment.
But so effective was the blind spot created by car-attentive street planning, that
long in to New York City’s post-industrial emergence as a global command and control
center, politicians failed to see how much their accommodations for distance cost. In this
era of “entrepreneurial city” governance and intensified inter-city competition, the City’s
streets enjoyed surprisingly durable insulation from scrutiny by the free market logics that
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prompted Times Squares’ clean-up by Mayor Giuliani or new, strategically-placed parks
improvements (Fainstein 2001, Sites 2003, Low and Smith 2005, Hackworth 2007). The
condition of New York’s public transport system—a reliable litmus for the health of
streets—was visible proof that post-industrial growth trends had yet to touch local mobility
policy (Mollenkopf 1983). By the end of the 1970s, for instance, the City’s subway system
was near collapse from the City’s tight embrace of street policies still devoted to living with
distance. Commuter rail was overcrowded, local trains frequently derailed, its cars caught
fire, its stations were in bad states of disrepair--it appeared an infrastructure most useful for
supporting crime and graffiti. The New York City Transit Authority was on precipitously
weak financial ground after years of neglect and declining ridership. Finally in 1982 under
the leadership of MTA chairman Richard Ravitch, the MTA proposed a 10-year $14.4
billion capital investment program based on a thorough assessment of needed system
improvements. With a combination of city, state, and federal funding, the Capital Program
intended principally to restore the system to a state of good repair and also to add capacity
on the commuter lines (Seaman 2004). According to a study conducted by NYU’s Rudin
Center for Transportation Policy and Management, by 2003, New York City Transit trains
were far less likely to fail—instances of failure dropped from 6,640 miles Mean Distance
Between Failures (MDBF) in 1981 to 140,000 in 2003. Time performance was drastically
improved from 1981 averages (80% to 97%) and a graffiti eradication program begun in
1989 had accompanied a steady increase in customer satisfaction as well. New, CNGburning buses had been purchased in the early 1990s and came equipped with wheelchair
lifts, enhancing accessibility for the very most propinquity-dependent New Yorkers.
Capacity was added to commuter rail lines, and by 2003 their system approached a full state
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of good repair. The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey estimated that for every
$1 of the $68 billion invested system-wide by 2003, approximately $1.20-1.40 in immediate
positive economic returns were generated for the State of New York (PATH, 2003 in
Seaman 2004).
Illustrating the same principle that drew more cars as highways, bridges, tunnels
and re-apportioned streets at the birth of automobility, transit ridership grew noticeably
between 1981 and 2003. The improvements convinced reluctant riders who had commuted
by car during the 1970s, when system ridership was declining. As conditions improved in
the 1980s, ridership began to turn around, and by the 1990s, it began to increase more
rapidly than job growth. But ridership and job growth in the 1990s also induced an 11%
rise in vehicle traffic on the City’s streets. And though pedestrian fatalities declined moreor-less steadily from 1990 to 2001, among all street users, pedestrians were most likely to
be killed in a street collision; the slowest and most vulnerable still paid the highest costs of
distance. When total traffic crashes on the City’s streets reached a total of 701 in 1990,
pedestrians accounted for 52.2%. In 2001, the streets were safer overall—only 392 traffic
deaths occurred that year—but pedestrians, represented 49% of the total fatalities
(NYCDOT 2008). Given that all transit riders are also pedestrians and increased transit use
meant more people in streets, without modification, streets promised only to intensify the
public health threats they imposed and the costs they enacted on these non-motoring users.
Rather than pause to consider and act on this equity and growth inhibitor, local elected
officials treated streets as quick political capital-conveying mechanisms, optimized in speed
and as few constituent complaints as possible. Though there were some individual
exceptions, New York City’s Department of Transportation, as any hierarchical
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bureaucracy without terms-altering leadership, continued to function as automobility’s local
maintenance arm. Yet, global and local reasons kept stacking up, urging reassessment of
mobile spaces as part of the City’s growth portfolio. It was only a matter of time before a
strategically-positioned place entrepreneur came along to conduct this overdue audit and
discover found streets co-conspiring with distance in a money-losing proposition.

3.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, I have provided an overview of mobility governance as an
urbanization or growth strategy. Until just after the start of the 20th century, the governance
of mobility was a matter of local concern, regulated to foster local economic and social
connectivity. As interest in at-will access to speed and distance grew in cities, guarding its
reproductive mechanisms—regulations, paving, rights of access [way]—began to serve
important political purposes. But as the production of speed in the personal automobile
was made more affordable and suburban housing widely attainable, the automobile was no
longer a tool for locality. Its regulation and accommodation in public space became an
urgent priority for cities and the country overall. The resulting institutional shift in time and
space choreography grew out of a local boundaries-breaking partnership between
marketplace and state, forged to address the scale of commerce that followed the
automobile’s boundless access. At-will and often solo, daily navigation of distance became
a characterizing feature of American life. The necessarily expansive regulatory forms and
fiscal stabilizers that grew up around the automobile’s mainstream accordingly dictated
local mobility governance terms and possible routes to urban growth from the 1930s.
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This was automobility—an infrastructurally cemented, distance dependent form of
urbanization that gave rise to speed-and-space prioritizing spatial forms. As a politicaleconomic geography, automobility’s governance redirected local and national resources
from supporting density in urban centers to pushing out urban peripheries. This form of
development was extraordinarily costly; it required a national commitment not only to its
infrastructure, but also to subsidizing the social, economic and environmental externalities
spun off both in the places that grew and those that were hollowed in exchange. For urban
regions that developed as a result of distance dependent growth, sprawled and resourceintensive single-family home and commercial development patterns were lucrative for as
long as the scale of federal regulation stabilized its contradictions. And because of the
imperative to build a car-supporting national network, in local governance, automobility
meant a loss of control over place-prioritizing mobility policies. From the era of US
highway building begun in the 1930s, through the 1970s and 80s for most US cities, local
street planning was limited to reactivity. The ill effects of distance were a foregone
conclusion brought home by actions at the national scale, limiting the terrain of local street
governance to managing the human and environmental impacts of cars where it was
unavoidable. The governance of mobility in New York City over the same period
articulated to a scale of circulation that connected the City to regional suburbs.
Because of its resource intensity, ignorance of ecological systemic principles of
urban life, and ultimately the ways it yoked local prosperity to a fragile accumulation
pattern, it can be said that automobility as a national project was unsustainable. In post-911 New York, a particular quality of entrepreneurial leadership cadre entered City Hall,
from the start running numbers on the possible outputs of this global command and
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control headquarters. The import costs of distance were subtracted from the value of
placemaking in New York City, most especially where propinquity-based industries could
anchor and flourish. In the following chapter, I examine the emergence of a City leader
who moved to reverse the course of streets. The Bloomberg administration became a key
link between the macro global economic conditions reflected in New York City’s postindustrial land and mobile capital configuration, and its mobile infrastructure.
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Chapter 4
The City code switch: Mayor Bloomberg and the rise of New York
Introduction
Public transportation is what separates New York from almost every other American city. It is the reason
that our city is growing once again in the 21st century. Mass transit allows our city greater density of
population than any other in our country and with it comes a density of job opportunities, economic crossfertilization, cultural, educational and social opportunities. It is this very density, which only mass transit
allows, that has always allowed our city to attract the wealthy, the middle class, and the poor, all seeking
one or more of these opportunities. The density that mass transit facilitates is even more important to
attracting these groups in our 21st Century information age society.
--US Senator Charles Schumer, 2005
Five years prior to his appearance at the Partnership for New York gathering where he
extolled the place advantages of New York’s density, Schumer had formed the Group of
35—a committee of business and non-profit executives, economic development staff from
the Giuliani administration, and labor leaders—tasked with forecasting the City’s economic
outlook over the coming 20 years. Their report was released only a few months before
September 11, 2001 and had one resounding conclusion: even if population growth slowed,
within a few years, its commercial growth would be cut short. Citing the high rents of
office space alongside very low vacancy rates, combined with a construction slow down,
Preparing for the Future: A Commercial Development Strategy for New York City advocated specific
measures to jumpstart the office building market and better distribute growth outside of
Lower Manhattan and Midtown (Berg 2009). Specifically, it proposed rezonings that would
create new central business districts in Manhattan’s Far West Side, downtown Brooklyn
and Long Island City, Queens, together with secondary districts in Harlem, Jamaica and
Flushing, Queens. It also urged the use of commercial tax incentives and of eminent
domain (“condemnation”) to clear underproductive land. Finally, it stressed the importance
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of investing in the City’s infrastructure and especially adding public transit capacity to the
City’s network in order not to welcome increased automobile congestion as economic
expansion occurred. The intervening four years since the Group’s report was released had
been monumental. The City’s core had been shaken by the September 11 attacks,
deepening a recession that ultimately left the city with 250,000 fewer jobs. But per the
report’s recommendation, the Bloomberg administration had begun targeted, citywide
rezonings not just to recover office space lost on 9-11, but to begin a new blueprint for
housing construction in transit-rich corridors, along the City’s waterfronts and in formerly
industrial areas. Downzoning actions had also begun, intending to prevent out-of-scale
development in the City’s highest car-using neighborhoods. Mayor Bloomberg had made
the Hudson Yards, the Far West Side whose development Schumer had stressed, a
centerpiece of his first term’s development project.
In many ways, Schumer’s Group of 35 report foretold the governance approach
that would begin to displace distance in New York’s streets in the coming years. It was also
the first citywide post-industrial development forecast that had found political traction with
a mayor. Indeed, during the 3-term Bloomberg administration, growth plans/reports more
generally became a mechanism for the resurgence of a long eschewed political tool:
centralized planning. Sustainable Streets drew its lineage to the Group of 35 report, and as a
class of policy tools, Bloomberg-style growth plans and reports formed essential links
between all three scales of urban social organization that weighed on the City’s
infrastructure during his terms. Their potency and persistence was at first mistaken for a
targeted city branding strategy (Greenberg 2008), another in the line of inequalitiesdeepening pro-growth maneuvers characteristic of the piecemeal deal-making done by
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Bloomberg’s immediate predecessors (Sites 2003, Moody 2007). In the administration’s
discovery of what place-making agendas shrewd centralized planning could advance, and
long before “sustainable streets” had even been whispered in City Hall, the Hudson Yards
Plan was a dry-run for a mayor interested in recovering some of the fiscal and political
autonomy distance-serving development politics had conceded in the previous generations.
The Far West Side rezoning had been adopted by DCP earlier that year, following a
lengthy state and local environmental review. It was subsequently approved by City Council
in December 2005. But two weeks prior to Schumer’s speech, the state’s Public Authorities
Control Board declined to approve state funds for the Hudson Yards’ centerpiece Olympic
stadium. Winded but not deterred, Bloomberg and his economic development Deputy
Mayor Dan Doctoroff recomposed themselves and found a new site for the sports center,
alongside Shea Stadium in Flushing, Queens. Together with Schumer, they continued to
stress the importance of the Far West Side in capturing future City growth. Now, before
members of the Partnership for New York City, an association of business leaders
organized to promote growth in the five boroughs, Schumer continued to promote his
grand vision for the area. In the speech, he urged leaders to rally around his plan to find
funds outside of the MTA’s capital budget for the No. 7 subway extension considered
catalytic for the area’s renewal. Though the subway system was finally in a decent enough
state of repair that it could look towards future expansion, there was conflict among local,
state, and federal elected officials about which way the system should point. The Mayor
and Senator agreed on the necessity of building out the Far West Side, while State
Assembly Speaker Sheldon Silver and then State Senate Majority Leader Joseph Bruno
were less convinced. The two had expressed reluctance to spend MTA capital funds on a
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$2 billion project meant to serve anything other than rebuilding Lower Manhattan. But the
two also appeared offended by the unrelenting conviction of Mayor Bloomberg and
Deputy Mayor Doctoroff, that the 2012 Olympics and the Far West Side redevelopment
were more urgent than anything else. To these state officials, Mayor Bloomberg was
proceeding doggedly, as if the projects had unquestionably citywide benefits. Anticipating
the worse possible outcome of the MTA capital budget under review with Bruno and
Silver, Schumer suggested that federal funds, together with the sale of Hudson Yards’
development rights and anticipated tax revenues would more than pay for its needed transit
investment.
In the same speech, the Senator framed the site in historic context, recalling how
profitably Robert Moses’ leadership expanded the region’s infrastructural network in the
1940s-1960s, supporting subsequent City and regional economic growth. He appealed to
these business leaders to imagine the present as a pivotal one, where the City could ‘again’
be proactive, planning for itself, dictating paths of its own choosing. The Hudson Yards
moment, he suggested, was one where the City could turn the tides from what his late
colleague,
Senator Pat Moynihan—a tireless public transit advocate—used to observe that while New York
receives a lot of what he termed “disaster relief” from the Federal government – welfare, Medicaid
and Section 8 housing dollars – we do not receive enough Federal dollars for things that generate
economic activity and create jobs, like transportation and military bases (Schumer 2005).
It is unclear whether Schumer understood the paradigmatic difference between shaping a
city for regional, distance dependent growth imported on highways as Moses had, and
tunneling through City bedrock to create arteries of density-serving growth. What is
apparent, however, is that Schumer’s appeal invoked a shared pride-of-place that
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accompanies acting as a city’s place-makers. These wealthy and powerful individuals, all of
them with material interests in the New York City’s future, were invited at that moment to
become the class of place entrepreneurs that Logan and Molotch have called “structural
speculators,” who “speculate on their ability to change the relationships of a given place to
other places,” so as to change the very “conditions of the market,” (Logan and Molotch
1987 (2007): 30). Schumer’s appeal also indicates the governance lever repeatedly extended
to these elites, particularly during Mayor Bloomberg’s first two terms. Establishing a link
between global capital and the meso-scale execution of infrastructural change, the social
and financial capital investment of these structural speculators could spur the distancediminishing growth that would also recover this particular mayor’s autonomy in matters of
mobility planning. Their investment in an infrastructural network for staying could also
insure the long-term reunion of classically opposed growth machine groups—rentiers and
non-rentiers—that would inhibit the kind of growth Bloomberg seemed poised to
promote. Their particular form of structural speculation could indeed help insure reliable
import of the goods of distance—via high-speed technology, tele-conferencing, and the
marks of a world class city—with far fewer of the externalities that had accompanied
investment by regional suburban commuters.

4.2 Where Bloomberg came from
Michael Bloomberg was elected to his first term as Mayor of New York City at a
particularly dynamic moment in the City’s history. The 2002 mayoral election was held not
even two months after the 9/11 attacks on the World Trade Center, at the heights of
damage assessment and mourning citywide. This event’s global visibility and resonant
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effects in the local voting population at that time forged an unusual consensus about
growth, which over time, Bloomberg harnessed successfully enough to write himself into a
third term. The A global corporation’s founder and former CEO, the new Mayor’s growth
visions and policy agenda from 2002 until 2011 in this way were expressive not only of
local, but also and very explicitly, of global circumstances. For a wounded New York,
Bloomberg was at first a reassuringly strong-armed manager—well-connected in the
financial sector whose savvy, political-outsiders would be among his appointees. It seemed
plausible that he could navigate inter-governmental political channels and harness the
private sector’s essential role in recovery.
But from the time of his election, growth under Bloomberg was cast not only as an
economic but also as a moral imperative—primary to stabilizing New York’s present and
securing its future as a “world class” city. The language of “world class” and attention to
growth was familiar, but their active translations were distinct from Mayors Giuliani,
Dinkins and Koch. Much different in the Bloomberg mayoralty can be traced in some way
to his unique positioning as a self-financed politician, and also to the quality of leadership
style he developed as an upstart financial sector entrepreneur. Both of these attributes
freed him, particularly in his first two terms, to lead aggressive, future-oriented city
planning efforts. These were guided by studies and reports produced by economic
development experts who more commonly advised private sector clients on matters of
competitive advantage. Their projections were incorporated into the strategic planning
processes Bloomberg mandated for the social and physical infrastructure stewards of the
City during his tenure: Housing Preservation and Development, Department of City
Planning, the DOT, and the Departments of Environmental Protection, Sanitation, Health
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and Human Services. Particularly in the categories of housing, education, energy, city and
waterfront planning and transportation, City departments under Bloomberg and
particularly his first economic development Deputy Mayor Daniel Doctoroff, aimed to
alter the City’s DNA. The revised visions displayed by these departments were driven by
confidence that long-term growth would result from the City’s singular “competitive
advantage” among its peer cities.
New York’s superiority in finance, real estate, professional services, higher
education, health and creativity/entertainment were well-known to the new Mayor and his
predecessors. But in many ways, the preceding mayors’ growth policies seem to have been
guided by fear of losing precarious footing in these industries, rather than conviction about
the City’s unique strengths that held onto its economic diversity to through post-war deindustrialization and the City’s post-industrial booms and busts. The elaborate tax relief
and corporate subsidy packages they doled out forewent an enormous sum of City tax
revenue over the preceding decades.
Taken as a category of reactive economic retention efforts, they were assembled
from under-valuing locality—perhaps a poor self-image holdover from the City’s dramatic
1970s decline. Major components of its FIRE and service sector-led recovery had been
presided over by Mayor Koch. The “restructured” economy’s social scouring, meanwhile,
was attributed to Giuliani. And in spite of the vital infrastructural reinvestment efforts led
by Koch, and Mayor Giuliani’s commitment to purging corruption inside government and
to swidden sidewalks and squeegee men eradication (thanks to Mayor Dinkins’ early 1990s
police force expansion), their growth policy approaches overall reflected an assumption
their “industry” competitors were regional and the City’s workforce as well, and so
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accommodating distance—was vital important street life support. Whether for fear of
angering constituents and jeopardizing re-election in the near term, lack of imagination, or
simple entropy, Koch and Giuliani-style growth planning in streets suggests they believed
the City’s future was dependent on suburban or global inputs and their place-gambling
costs.
By contrast, shortly after he took office, Bloomberg did as CEOs do—he called in
the experts to show him a mirror in to the City for which he had to plan. In Spring 2002,
the Mayor asked McKinsey & Company, among the largest and most reputable global
management consulting firms, to conduct a pro-bono study to show him the City’s market
positioning—or value proposition—compared with its closest competitors for “command
and control” top seed. Bloomberg already knew he’d have to follow London and keep tabs
on Tokyo and Los Angeles, but he wanted to know more intimate detail. Based largely on
interviews with corporate executives, it offered a City portrait in the eyes this preferred
“clientele”.16 Among the most oft-cited advantages of doing business in New York were its
talent pool, cultural amenities, and public transportation network. Its perceived
shortcomings were many—environmental unfriendliness, public safety and its public
schools—in addition to the usually high costs of living and taxes. The findings from this
study seem to have ushered a paradigmatic shift in Bloomberg’s approach to the
governance of growth in New York. Particularly in his first term, the language of
“competitive advantage” and his knowing repetition of the City’s most sought-after
characteristics peppered his public statements on growth.

The firm’s report on the City wasn’t made public, but its content filled out “A Survey of New York,” series
of short articles that appeared in the February 17, 2005 issue of The Economist.
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The McKinsey report seems to have seeded Bloomberg’s place-enhancing
economic growth agenda. While Lower Manhattan recovery efforts were still nascent, the
report propelled the Mayor to look deeper and further in to the City’s future. Meaningful
response to the findings would mean spearheading serious structural reform—bolstering
the public and private institutions and infrastructure that literally made its people New
Yorkers—if he meant to build a City not just worth stopping through, visiting, or
commuting to from Westchester, but living and doing business in. What Bloomberg took
from the “competitive advantage” study was a core message that in fact the City’s people
were those that endowed it with place advantage. People built the organizations and
institutions that generated wealth locally and globally, and were the raw materials of
creativity, ingenuity, and entrepreneurship that New York claimed. Bloomberg was also
sobered by the discovery that, in spite of the 1990s economic expansion, even before the
recent recession and September 11 tragedy, more New Yorkers were still leaving the City
than were arriving. Judging from his subsequent actions, the Mayor took this particular
finding like the CEO of a company who had come upon the same discovery about his star
employees: as a serious problem, a sign of some core misalignments. From this point,
Bloomberg’s leadership would continue to involve the assistance of private and non-profit
sector consultants, expert-credentialed policy advisors, entrepreneurial managers—to ‘fix’
the City for its ‘clients’ long term stay—or at least until 2030.
To this end, ‘Recovery’ from 9/11 was quickly transformed from a defensive
gesture meant to salve the economic and spatial wounds inflicted by the tragedy, to an
opportunity to re-think Lower Manhattan’s future. Expert-led ‘Strategic Planning’ as
governance seemed to have emerged from the World Trade Center’s ashes, but in fact it
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was the Bloomberg Way (Brash 2011), lending growth visions an unassailable credibility
and creating a space for accountability that could be fulfilled measurable outcomes.
Monitored progress could both assure voters and were translatable to local and extra-local
stakeholder-investors in the City’s economic future. Reports and plans would justify
infrastructural improvements worthy of a globally competitive future city where people
wanted to—and could afford to—live.
Bloomberg’s three terms also coincided with the growing popularity of ‘green’ and
‘smart’ growth models of urban re/development all over the world. Escalated awareness of
the role of cities in public health and climate change outcomes--nation and worldwide—
together with the rising costs of fuel in turn shifted debates and approaches to city systems,
land use and their possible profits. During this 10-year period, ‘green’ city images and
messaging spread through various global professional planning, architecture and design and
urban real estate networks. Recognized leaders—Bloomberg included—have touted them
as the resilient, responsible and competitive ways to build cities. The many goods of green
growth have thus dubbed doubts and garnered support among constituencies with
traditionally opposed interests in growth’s outcomes. Bloomberg has emphasized the
‘competitive advantage’ and ‘world class city’ rationale before investors, real estate
professionals, and others whose interests in urban growth have centered on sustained
profit. And for traditional ‘use value’ interested groups—environmentalists,
preservationists, and progressive social equity-focused organizations—he has emphasized
‘livability,’ ‘sustainability’, ‘quality of life’, and health, together with appeals to ‘city of the
future’ images. Particularly since 2007, when PlaNYC2030 was released on Earth Day, the
Bloomberg administration pursued a highly visible locality-enhancing growth agenda.
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Between 2007 and early 2011, this overlap was nowhere more palpable and influential in
New Yorkers’ lives than it was in the Department of Transportation’s street interventions
on behalf of pedestrians and bicyclists.
By his third term, Bloomberg and sustainability’s street-tinkerers, most especially
DOT Commissioner Janette Sadik-Khan, had attracted international recognition. The
Mayor’s green growth visions in New York City in 2010 won him the chairmanship of C40
Cities, a “climate leadership group” of the globe’s “largest cities committed to tackling
climate change,17” founded earlier that decade by London’s first Mayor, Ken Livingstone.
Even as his local popularity waned in the Fall of 2010,18 Bloomberg took his green growth
show on the road. While fundamental conflicts of immediate interest held off a global
climate agreement between nations, Mayor Bloomberg achieved star status in international
urban governance networks for his bold climate change leadership. Even if the company
he’d founded and the city he governed were shaping global growth long before, in 2010
Bloomberg was shaping how the terms of “green growth” would be set well outside the
five boroughs. His deputy mayors and Commissioners were dispatched to other US cities
and around the world to trumpet their innovation-driven efforts, and to return with the
techniques and strategies they learned elsewhere. Sustainable streets were among their most
prominent and powerful imports and exports.

www.c40cities.org. Accessed 16 December 2010
In a Quinnipiac University poll conducted shortly after Mayor Bloomberg had announced his controversial
choice of Kathy Black to serve as the City’s Schools Chancellor on November 24, 2010, the Mayor’s approval
rating among New York City voters was at 55%, as low as it had been in June 2005. As of December 2010,
the 75% approval rating the Mayor received in January 2007 remained its record high. By contrast,
Bloomberg’s predecessor Rudy Giuliani achieved his record 79% approval rating in the two months
following September 11, 2001, and his lowest, 37% was found in April 2000.
http://www.quinnipiac.edu/x1301.xml?What=&strArea=&strTime=
Accessed 16 December 2010.
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Under the politically promiscuous and financially independent Bloomberg, “green
growth” did not require a supportive coalition like that which coalesced around the West
Side Stadium. Nor would PlaNYC 2030 require a bond issue or controversial financing
mechanism. With the exception of one cornerstone provision, it didn’t either require state
approval. Much like the citywide rezonings, begun less than a year after Bloomberg took
office and still underway at the time PlaNYC was released and adopted by the Council and
Community Boards, the plan was also billed as a way to regulate future development. Also
unlike earlier plans, PlaNYC appeared to be structurally feasible—Bloomberg’s outcome
orientation and management innovations in agency leadership and structure seemed
promising and possibly capable of shepherding a progressive agenda. By the time the
PlaNYC process was complete and announced to the wider City in December of 2006, the
implementing agencies had been readied with new leadership, strategic planning
departments and channels established for inter-departmental communication and
coordination. Deputy Mayor Doctoroff’s urging hand was instrumental in these changes,
and at least in the case of the DOT, the new long-term planning approach did not sit well
with pre-existing leadership and so necessitated a new Commissioner. Though individual
provisions would later be decried, the plan as a whole did not become mired in growth
machine politics. Instead, its designers facilitated a careful community input process,
soliciting direct involvement from community groups and the City’s urban planning brain
trust at the Regional Plan Association, Municipal Arts Society, and within local university
institutes. It acknowledged their contributions in the final plan—which was not introduced
for a vote of citywide approval, as a charter amendment, or for adoption by City Council
initiative before its release on Earth Day 2007.
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Placing “sustainability” imperatives on the City’s infrastructural networks was an
unprecedented and so unrecognizable pro-growth plan. In fact, because Mayor
Bloomberg’s vision for a prosperous New York had everything to do with its close-knit
layout, the argument for stewarding its infrastructure and open creative and hard-working
people he most wished to attract in the first place. It wasn’t a growth plan whose success
depended on suburban New Jersey commuters, or on New York’s ability to outcompete
Jersey City for affordable office space or lower tax rates or other forms of subsidy—all of
which were the inheritance of distance-dependence. The place investments proposed in
PlaNYC were intended to protect the social value the City already generated and prepare its
systems to support more of the same. If the systems of this small place failed or the fragile
conditions that nurtured intense economic and social exchange were harmed, so would
follow its competitive advantage. Just before Bloomberg’s third term, those citydwellers
whose home lives and businesses had been built on the assumption that propinquityplanned (“green”) growth would not challenge their investments in distance and its primary
mode of dispersal, again began to notice otherwise. The politics of “green growth” are the
subject of Chapter 6.

4.3 Another Republican Mayor in a City of Democrats
A lifelong Democrat turned Republican, Bloomberg had emerged the clear favorite
from his party’s primary in 2001, beating Herman Badillo by more than 50%. In the
November 6 election, he narrowly beat out his Democratic Party opponent Mark Green,
earning 49% of the popular vote to Green’s 47%. Bloomberg channeled a record $74
million of his own money into television ads and direct mail in the month following his
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September 11 nomination by the Republican Party. Aside from his record spending,19 his
triumph has been attributed to two campaign dynamics (Mollenkopf 2004). First, racist
campaign literature distributed by Green supporters and smearing his Democratic primary
election opponent Fernando Ferrer is thought to have cost him a bigger portion of the
African American and Latino vote (Nagourney 2001b). By then, however, Green had
depleted his public campaign funds, and the television spots he’d been promised did not
materialize. But many analyses suggest the 9/11 attacks played the heaviest hand in electing
billionaire entrepreneur Bloomberg, who had presented himself as the next Giuliani
throughout the primary campaign (Nagourney 2001b). Though flagging at the time of the
attacks, Mayor Giuliani’s approval rating sky-rocketed after 9/11. He was lauded for
effective management of the crisis, and leveraging key financial networks to expedite
distribution of federal recovery money (Eakin 2001). Late in September, he lodged an
ultimately unsuccessful request with Bloomberg and the Democratic candidates, to extend
his mayoralty a few months and “maintain the unity that exists in the city,” (Steinhauer
2001). Following the Democratic run-off between Fernando Ferrer and Green in early
October, Mayor Giuliani announced his endorsement of Bloomberg (Nagourney 2001a).
19

Bloomberg’s spending in 2001 was a city record, but was also more than had yet been
spent on an election even by a US presidential candidate. Since then, spending on
California gubernatorial elections and certain controversial propositions have been
exorbitant. Until Meg Whitman’s 2010 run for California governor, during which she spent
a reported $141.5 million, Mayor Bloomberg’s 3 campaigns each broke spending records
for self-financed candidates.
(see NY Daily News, 01/15-2010, accessed 11/24/2010 from:
http://www.nydailynews.com/news/2010/01/15/2010-0115_bloombergs_campaign_tab_10837168501_getting_relected_to_a_third_term_as_nyc_
mayo.html and Los Angeles Times, 11/2/2010, accessed 11/24/2010 from:
http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/california-politics/2010/11/political-flashback-megwhitmans-campaign-spending-shatters-american-political-records.html ).
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Later that week, Bloomberg’s popularity among likely voters got a boost and he was almost
tied with Green (Nagourney and Connelly 2001). Bloomberg made haste to portray himself
as Giuliani’s defender, attacking the reformer image that had earlier been Green’s strength:
“He wants to tear apart Rudy Giuliani's City Hall,'' Green related in an automated phone
message that went out that week. The New York Times poll found a widespread perception
of Bloomberg’s “strong qualities of leadership,” and the election’s exit polls, held by a
surprising diversity of New Yorkers.
Bloomberg’s leadership appeal was undoubtedly related to his vaunted CEO status.
Irrespective of how many voters knew of his humble origins (see Bloomberg and Winkler
2001, Purnick 2009), his success as founder and CEO of Bloomberg LP, the financial
information services firm that had made Bloomberg a billionaire, was common knowledge.
His campaign played heavily to the simultaneous mystique and accessibility of a self-made
success, an image as resonant in New York as the legacies of Cornelius Vanderbilt, Andrew
Carnegie, and John D. Rockefeller. While it is impossible to know just how contingent
were the election’s outcomes, 9/11’s collective psychological impacts, material losses and
economic threats re-cast the outsider, entrepreneurial mayor as city recovery specialist
(Mollenkopf 2005, Purnick 2009). Once granted Giuliani’s commission, Bloomberg’s
appeal could match the tragedy’s indiscriminate scale, promising to apply a non-partisan
salve to the City’s physical and collective psychological wounds.

4.4. Bloomberg hits the ground running
At 12:30am on election night, Green conceded to Bloomberg the title of 208th
Mayor of New York City. Bloomberg’s acceptance speech played to his populist appeal as
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enterprising, problem-solving, independent, and importantly with Mayor Giuliani’s baton, a
legitimate leader of this fragile New York. His words foretold what would be his brand as an
anointed CEO turned politician:
''New York is alive and well and open for business!'' he said. ''We are clearly going to have
enormous problems, but I know we are up to the task. We can do it… Tonight is not
about Republicans and Democrats, it's about New Yorkers,'' (A. Nagourney 2001b). And
indeed, 30% of voters in the election reported their vote cast for Bloomberg was a result of
9/11, while only 14% of Green’s voters were similarly compelled. As John Mollenkopf has
written, September 11 “shifted attention away from the moral imperative of helping “the
other New York” to the economic imperative of rebuilding a shattered city,” (Mollenkopf
2005: 210). The history-laden politics of geography and class for which New York City’s
mayoral campaigns have often been an escape valve (Herbert 2001) were quelled by a citywide fear—of further attack, but mainly of deepening economic loss that could extend
from the liberal and well-off Upper West side to notoriously conservative Staten Island.
But fear and shared city-bound economic interests weren’t the only ideological unifiers—
the human toll of and response to the event was cross-class, an episode of grave loss
among the City’s middle class firefighters and policemen, as well as its wealthy financiers.
The mayor-elect spent the two months between the election and his inauguration
learning what opportunities ‘crisis’ and leading ‘recovery’ presented in areas his mayoralty
would subsequently prove most influential. He sought council with policy experts and
those close to the scene of infrastructural, human, and economic loss, while at the same
time learning the intractable issues waiting on the city’s embattled political terrain he’d
inherited (Purnick 2009). His subsequent staffing choices, structural management
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innovations, and early, aggressive policy undertakings suggest he was well aware of the
underlying issues 9/11 had both magnified and obscured, and which could be dealt with as
part of ‘recovery’. September’s tragedy had intensified the pre-existing 2001 recession—an
estimated 143,000 jobs per month were lost in the City’s finance, professional services,
information, arts and entertainment, management, and manufacturing industries in the
months following 9/11 (Bureau of Labor Statistics 2004)20. And so the strong recovery
mandate Bloomberg bore came with golden political and economic opportunities. Targeted
action to stabilize and reassure the existing business and residential community of Lower
Manhattan would be greeted by citywide popularity. And if Lower Manhattan recovery
interventions were successful, they could spur a more general recovery. This entrepreneurpolitician converted crisis into opportunity, and made haste to act with the latitude his
upstart status granted. His calculating approach and others like it would fill out his CEO
governing style, finding favor and opposition over time, but were always compatible with
his focus on growth.

4.5 Bloomberg’s growth crew
Bloomberg chose a mix of political insiders, campaign alumni, and well-trusted
corporate talent to lead in his administration. Unchecked by party obligations to retain
Giuliani appointees and debt-free from operating a campaign on his own political and
financial capital, Bloomberg could rely on his networks to fill key positions with talent who
brought competitive dominance drive along with them. His ‘A’ team economic
20 In September 2000, New York City’s unemployment rate was 4.9%. In August 2001, the rate had risen to
5.7%, but by December, the rate reached 6.8%. (Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics 2010,
http://data.bls.gov/PDQ/servlet/SurveyOutputServlet?series_id=LAUDV36356406&data_tool=XGtable,
Accessed on 12/19/10)
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development picks, together with the structural changes Bloomberg would go on to make
in the interest of their strategic coordination, were the first structural measures that lined
up to foster an aggressive, goals-driven approach to growth.
Growth under Bloomberg would be organized and led by the Mayor’s Deputy for
Economic Development and Rebuilding. Bloomberg recruited financier Daniel Doctoroff,
who had charged into the City’s political life in 1994, upon catching a vision for New York
City as host of the 2012 Olympics (Brash 2011). A savvy manager of his own investments
and those he’d been responsible for at the private equity firms where he’d worked,
Doctoroff had founded and appointed himself chief visionary of NYC2012—the city’s
private Olympic bid. He recruited real estate investors who understood the power of mega
events to expedite urban development more generally (Burbank, Andranovich and Heying
2001). Tapping into personal networks that extended to his first job at Lehman Brothers in
the 1980s, Doctoroff drew the games enthusiasm of two influential economic development
graduates of the Lindsay administration. Alexander Garvin and Jay Kriegel drafted what
would become the Hudson Yards Plan, where Doctoroff also owned several buildings. The
proposed Olympic stadium would house the New York Jets, winning them back from
Jersey. But the broader vision for West Side redevelopment would eventually morph into
an exigency known as the Hudson Yards Plan, which Mayor Bloomberg doggedly
championed over the coming years.
Needless to say, long before Doctoroff had implemented a single project, the
ambitious scale of his plans were on display for Mayor Bloomberg and the elite real estate
development community. At a moment when rebuilding—and to a Bloombergian scale of
recovery—was of crucial importance, Bloomberg appealed to an ego whose luminosity
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seemed to match his own. Though reluctant to leave the Olympic bid’s helm, Doctoroff
was the first member to accept Bloomberg’s invitation to co-architect what, beyond
rebuilding Lower Manhattan, “recovery” growth would compose (Robbins 2004), and his
visions were immediately grand. From the start of Bloomberg’s first term, he performed
like an indefatigable engine of the development team.
The Mayor-elect’s second most important development team choice was for head
of its semi-private development agency, through which all city-backed projects were
executed. If Doctoroff would be chief co-growth visionary with Bloomberg, the president
of New York City’s Economic Development Corporation (EDC) would mobilize the
resources to carry out the administration’s initiatives. Though the position was an essential
interlocuting one, the EDC President didn’t have the same visibility and prestige as
Doctoroff’s position. The EDC existed in “the murky world lying at the intersection of
government and the private sector,” (Brash 2011, 84) in many ways shielding plans from
politics as they gestated. Given the perception of threat 9/11 hung on the financial sector’s
future in Lower Manhattan, the strategic importance of this position was significant.
Though lesser known than Doctoroff in the real estate community, Bloomberg’s
pick for EDC president had a proven track record in the investment finance world. At the
time Bloomberg tapped him for the post, Andrew Alper had been a partner for more than
a decade at Goldman Sachs, the youngest yet to reach this stature in the company’s history.
Climbing up through the organization, Alper had served as a Vice President and then
Managing Director of the firm’s finance department, and at the time he was approached by
Mayor Bloomberg and Doctoroff to take the helm at EDC, he was the company’s Chief
Operating Officer for global investment banking. Bloomberg’s decision to invite Alper on
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board had to do with his successful track record of deal-making with companies—a
strategic skillset the Mayor knew would be important in the City’s rebuilding effort.
Apparently Alper, like Doctoroff, didn’t immediately accept the invitation to join the
administration, but was later convinced by a sense of duty to offer his expertise to promote
the City’s recovery. But Alper also saw potential in Bloomberg’s CEO city management
style—it was pragmatic and seemed to hold promise for reform from City Hall (Brash
2011: 85).
Bloomberg approached Amanda Burden, an existing member of the City Planning
Commission (CPC) to lead the Department of City Planning. Burden was a long-time
acquaintance of the Mayor’s, an heiress and socialite but also a well-known and successful
Columbia University-trained urban planner. Interestingly, Burden’s pedigree as a planner is
traceable to the human-scaled city-advocating planner/sociologist William H. Whyte.
Whyte’s belief in planning for the public space needs of urban dwellers as a way to “restore
the center” of cities, had strongly influenced Burden. She had exhibited these priorities in
her work designing Battery Park City’s public spaces in the 1980s. And also like Whyte,
Burden knew the economic value of carefully-planned, inviting public spaces, even if her
professional training and experience had best prepared her to influence their physical
design. Rather than a give-back begrudged communities, Burden viewed the public realm
of parks and public spaces—even streets that invited regular use—as a strategic economic
priority (Brash 2011, 89). Emphasizing the high stakes of big decisions made by CPC about
planning in the City in general, two years later Burden would sum up this orientation in a
presentation about the DCP-led rezonings, delivered in several professional and academic
venues: “…everything really comes down to how it affects the vibrancy and street life of
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communities…I believe good design is economic development,” (Burden 2004). To the
real estate and investment-savvy Doctoroff and Alper, Burden added public sector
legitimacy and professional planning integrity to what would unfold as Bloomberg’s unique
take on property-led economic growth.
The shrewd Bloomberg immediately instituted a change in the structure of
economic development’s governance. Soon after he was sworn in and these key economic
development appointments had been made, Bloomberg reshuffled city departments related
to economic development and recovery, placing them under the oversight of Deputy
Mayor Doctoroff. New channels of coordination were opened between the once minimally
synthesized DCP, EDC, Department of Housing Preservation and Development (HPD),
Department of Small Business Services, and the Lower Manhattan Development
Corporation (LMDC), a city/state hybrid agency that had been established in late
November 2001 to oversee redevelopment of the areas most damaged by 9/11.21
Henceforth, the agencies would develop and coordinate strategic efforts through the
Economic Development Agency Council (EDAC), established as an umbrella economic
development supra-organization. While minimizing lingering silo effects that could
undermine swift execution of administration-initiated growth strategies, it also increased
the agencies’ mutual accountability under Doctoroff’s close watch.

21

LMDC would help articulate the terms of recovery for Lower Manhattan, and especially
for the financial sector, whose interests were heavily represented in its Board and staff
composition. But more generally, LMDC’s founding indicated the Bloomberg
administration’s commitment in Lower Manhattan to leveraging local and extra-local
political and private sector resources, using policy tools and financial deals perfected by
Giuliani during Times Square’s redevelopment.
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But ambitious growth-targeting structural/cultural change also came to the
individual agencies. Early in 2002, EDC President Alper announced that his would be
reorganized, in an effort to improve its internal efficiency, enhance communication and
coordination between in its divisions. Among other management innovations from his own
industry, Alper instituted a “client coverage” division whose staff were experts in various
city industries, positioning EDC to respond with greater speed and flexibility to the
business community’s needs. As Alper would testify that year in the City Council
Economic Development Committee’s fiscal year 2003 budget hearing, the new model was
intended to facilitate “proactive relationships and dialogues with businesses large and small,
throughout the five boroughs, to make sure we were being responsive,” (Alper 2002a).
Doctoroff later explained that close tracking with the business community’s needs was
essential not only to obviate the needs of firms--or clients as they were henceforth
known—but could also serve as a feedback or crowd-sourcing mechanism to inform the
City’s economic development initiatives. The new user-friendly agency design allowed the
EDC “to understand how we, as a City, can add value to their businesses and make sure we
are a better host for them,” reported Alper (Alper 2002b in Brash 2011).

4.6 Global recovery
In place of Davos, Switzerland, the January 2002 World Economic Forum was held
in New York City. An unprecedented move, the international gathering of heads of state,
ambassadors, cabinet ministers, and NGO, labor union, and university leaders was strongly
symbolic—almost pilgrimage like. That the World Trade Center belonged to the world
wasn’t lost on Bloomberg as he welcomed the City’s guests, thanking them for their show
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of solidarity and fearlessness. His remarks were strongly emblematic of how he would
subsequently present recovery’s features in his travels and addresses to audiences all over
the world:
I came here for the same reason you did. We all know that when New York was hit, it wasn't
just an attack on one major city.
It was an attack on the kind of world we all want for the 21st Century. A world where ideas are
interchangeable. Where freedoms are available to all.
(…)
This attack occurred because New York is a proud commercial capital, not just of America, but
of the global economy and partnership of civilized nations.
It happened because of who we are. No city in America, perhaps in the world, has been more eager
to embrace the newcomer, the immigrant, the visitor. This city is at the center of world dialogue. At
the center of the daily transaction of the world's business. To the hateful and the narrow-minded,
that dialogue is very threatening.
New York was about globalization long before we knew the word. For more than a century, the
torch held high by the Statue of Liberty has been a beacon of freedom. The best and the brightest of
the world have been drawn by that vision. That is true whether you choose to live here, study here,
or do business here.
That is why when you go to Mulberry Street, you will find yourself in Italy. That is why a few
blocks over, you find yourself in China. Go to parts of Brooklyn, and you can walk from Russia
to the Ukraine. Go around the boroughs, and you can take the subway from Latin America, to
West Africa, to Poland.
In the 1940's, the United Nations did not stay in San Francisco. I have nothing against that
jewel of a city. But the UN moved here because when the world wants to get together, the world
wants to come here. If New York City were a stand-alone economy, we would be the 10th largest
in the world, exporter of $89 billion in goods and services, importer of $119 billion in goods and
services from every member of this Forum.
Many cities have something they call a world trade center. But only one place was known by that
name throughout the world.
Almost three thousand people died in the World Trade Center on that day in September. Among
the dead were 400 New York City firefighters, police officers and emergency service workers who
rushed in to save others. They died to save our friends, family and colleagues and we will never
forget them.
As mayor, I have to account not just for them, but for losses for families around the world. In all,
people in 26 countries grieve over loved ones lost in the World Trade Center attacks. People from
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Japan, Mexico, China, India, Turkey, Britain and Pakistan. And so many more.
Your solidarity in New York today supports the idea that we are not meant to live or work apart
as strangers. Your presence here disproves the belief that different civilizations must be enemies.
By coming here, you are supporting the kind of world we all want to build. (Bloomberg, News
from the Blue Room: Remarks to the World Economic Forum 2002)
For Bloomberg and the industry that had long been his frame of reference, 9/11
wasn’t ever a local tragedy, and so neither would its recovery. The outpouring of support
from all over the world underscored to New Yorkers how prominently the City’s marred
skyline was on display in places they’d never visit, and to whose news they rarely attended.
And even as federal and state funds pouring in precluded a repeat of the City’s solitude
during its famously haunting 25 year-old memory, immortalized on the front page of the
Daily News (“Ford to City: Drop Dead” New York Daily News, 10/29/1975), the WEF
gathering and many others like it were prime political opportunities for the new mayor to
extend the table. In speech after speech, he would reassure New Yorkers that their
recovery was secure—in the world’s hands. In practice, the questions of how to
reconstruct damaged buildings, stem job loss, and threats to the financial sector’s flight
from his global city—and not just now—were his to answer. But he included the globe in
their pursuit; his vision was informed by and targeted a geo-politically expansive
“electorate” from very early in his term.
4.7 Growth restructured
In economic terms, the September 11 tragedy hadn’t been a dramatic disjuncture so
much as a conjunctive event that intensified pre-existing concerns about Lower
Manhattan’s resilience. The 1980s building boom had left it with an office space glut when
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anticipated tenants didn’t materialize or chose Midtown or Jersey City for superior
amenities or affordability. After 9/11, the City’s toehold in the financial sector appeared
further threatened. In an effort to coax a community out of a 9-5 office district, the City
had cooperated in the creation of Battery Park City in 1989, planting seeds for a new,
mixed-use district in soil and rock excavated from the World Trade Center’s construction
and sand dredged from the Harbor. In the 1990s, attempts were made to lure developers
downtown, where office space was marketed for its residential capacity. But even before
the market downturn of 2001 and hollowing prompted by September 11, the pace of
conversion had been fairly slow (Fainstein 2001). After the federal government had
transferred $20 billion for subsidized commercial and residential rents as a stop-gap
stabilizer for the area, the Mayor turned his attention to maximizing the possibilities
opened up by the hole in Lower Manhattan. In late 2002, Bloomberg announced a plan not
only to replace the office space lost in the World Trade Center collapse, but in fact to erect
an entire community in Lower Manhattan. Appealing to historic sentiment, he announced
that 10,000 new units of housing were needed to realize the vision of a 24-7 neighborhood
downtown, restoring Manhattan’s birth place. In his “Vision for Lower Manhattan,”
Bloomberg spelled out the combination of housing, commercial and public infrastructure
that would accomplish this end.
The report was an early public display of the Mayor’s strategic planning penchant,
the first sharp turn from the piecemeal approaches to growth undertaken by his immediate
predecessors. Vision offered a familiar refrain about the importance of public investment to
spur private development, specifying three targets at which these expenditures would take
aim: to connect Lower Manhattan to the world around it; to build new neighborhoods; and
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“create public places that make Lower Manhattan one of the most appealing places in the
world,” (Lower Manhattan Development Corporation 2002). The public space part of the
vision, he noted, could perhaps even stretch into the River, where the City might create a
“wonderland of open space,” (LMDC 2002: 12). Like the PATH and subway stations
injured in the Trade Center collapse, the streets of Lower Manhattan required a lot of
repair. They were treated in Vision like a cornerstone of the public realm—it proposed in
certain instances to eliminate the line between street and park as repairs were made. The
DOT was called upon to develop a plan to facilitate this growth.
Likely indicative of internal operations before Doctoroff called on the DOT to act
as a swift-moving economic development agency, the DOT plan incubated for a long time.
The agency was also facing the challenge of leading a multi-stakeholder planning process,
which, at least on a neighborhood scale, was not consistent with DOT’s dominant service
model (Weber 2009). If the Mayor’s hope of recreating a neighborhood was realized,
Lower Manhattan would likely see greater volumes of multi-modal traffic. Not an inherent
challenge in a congested city, the more formidable task for the DOT was accomplishing
these circulation and neighborhood-bolstering goals in the presence of deepened concern
for area security. The LMDC, Port Authority, law enforcement agencies, and Silverstein
Properties, who owned the Trade Center site, accordingly expected that the DOT would
design security into their street planning. In their January 2005 document New York New
Visions: Lower Manhattan Transportation Issues, the DOT laid out the chief difficulties it would
address in its eventual Lower Manhattan interventions. Eliminating “Super Blocks” like
those that fronted the WTC site were crucial to achieve LMDC’s goal of improving the
pedestrian environment. So, too, were clearer routes connecting West Street with South
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Street (on the east side), for commercial traffic and especially tour and transit buses. The
DOT contracted with a well-known Northern California-based engineering firm to draw
up a framework for accomplishing these tasks, and though the plan was not adopted in its
entirety, many of its elements were worked into DOT plans over the coming year.
The state and federal governments were also direct and vital partners in the
redevelopment of downtown and would fill out the Mayor’s experience of the ways in
which strategic planning in New York City differed from a similar process in a private firm.
For instance, New York State’s Housing Finance Agency and the City’s Housing
Development Corporation would have $1.6 billion in tax-free financing (“Liberty Bonds”)
to offer developers of new and converted multi-family housing. Though the Mayor’s
landmark New Housing Marketplace Plan to create and preserve affordable housing citywide
was also still in the drafting room at HPD, Bloomberg’s Housing Commissioner Shaun
Donovan together with Senator Schumer led a successful appeal to HUD. In 2003, the
federal agency allocated an additional $50 million for an affordable housing set-aside
program for developers accepting Liberty Bond financing (Lower Manhattan Development
Corporation 2002-2007). Additional state and federal monies were designated to absorb
shock among commercial tenants and help anchor the area’s employment base—
particularly those adjacent to the Trade Center site.
This was one of several times the vexing structural binds that resulted in corporate
subsidies challenged the Mayor’s “competitive advantage” approach to distancediminishing growth in New York. Bloomberg spoke as if the poorly monitored business
retention deals made by Mayors Giuliani and Koch—several of them in Lower
Manhattan—were not consistent with the New York he sought to bring about. And yet,
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many Lower Manhattan retention deals were negotiated in the two years following
September 11, 2001. Some—like a lengthy negotiation over plans to subsidize the new
trading floor proposed by the New York Stock Exchange—had been passed down from
Giuliani. In October 2003, Bloomberg withdrew the City from what had become a $630
million subsidy proposal with the NYSE, at which time he boldly proclaimed the deal had
“ended corporate welfare as we know it,” (Saltonstall 2003). As CEO of Bloomberg LLC,
in 2001 the Mayor had turned down a subsidy proposal from Mayor Giuliani, for the firm’s
new headquarters. At that time, and with the authority of a successful businessman
accustomed to budgetary control, he had told a reporter: “…any company that makes a
decision as to where they are going to be based on the tax rate is a company that won't be
around very long... If you're down to that incremental margin you don't have a business,”
(Good Jobs New York 2006)22. Though it was meant to appeal to the sentiment of
corporate elites, Bloomberg’s resolve on the issue of deal-making translated well for critics
of his predecessors, who saw the approach as hypocritical during an era when social
welfare spending was hollowed for low and moderate income residents, in the name of
budget shortfalls (Sites 2003, Moody 2007).
Multi-stakeholder negotiation over the future of Lower Manhattan would play out
for years to come. While the careful brokering necessary to move efforts forward stalled
groundbreaking at Ground Zero several times, the process gave Mayor Bloomberg the
An analysis of 10 retention deals made with firms that threatened to leave the City in the 1980s and 1990s,
revealed that as of June 2002, instead of bolstering employment and generating City tax revenue, some 3,000
jobs had been lost and $120 million of the $418 million allocated had been spent Good Jobs New York and
the Fiscal Policy Insitute, “Know When to Fold 'Em: Time to Walk Away from NYC's Corporate Retention
Game,” www.goodjobsny.org, 2004 йил February, www.goodjobsny.org/pdf/GJNY_report_final.pdf (accessed
2011 йил 8-April ).. The study alleged that the subsidy approach during that period lacked effective
monitoring and was too informal—stating but not enforcing rules about financial penalty (“clawbacks”) for
failure to comply with the agreed-to employee retention minimums.
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opportunity to learn the ways of 30-year veteran New York State Assembly Speaker
Sheldon Silver, with whom he would have to contend as he pursued visions for other parts
of the City in the years ahead. An earlier and successful collaboration with the
Assemblyman had yielded an agreement meant to appease Silverstein Properties, the
primary leaseholder at the World Trade Center. According to another in the series of
watch-dogging studies produced by Good Jobs New York, Silver’s subsidy package passed
in 2005, together with the 2006 agreement between Silverstein Properties, New York City,
and New York State, known together as “the Marshall Plan,” would add up to $300 million
worth of lost city and state taxes. The packages included per-employee monetary incentives
and sales tax reductions for build-out costs to firms relocating downtown, commercial rent
tax relief meant to absorb loss for existing tenants, and additional tax incentives for
developers looking to convert commercial space for housing. New York State agreed to
provide $250 million in direct aid to Silverstein’s redevelopment efforts at Ground Zero
and transferred half of the remaining Liberty Bonds to the development company (Good
Jobs New York 2006).
Obviously somewhat unique, as an early experiment in world class city place
entrepreneurship, the Lower Manhattan redevelopment process exposed the Mayor to
many of the challenges that would greet attempts to fill out this or any growth vision for
the City. As recommended by several groups historically influential in New York City
planning issues, the Mayor made an early commitment to removing structural obstacles
that had made land development especially unwieldy. Similar to his purported distaste for
piecemeal subsidies, the City’s confusing and antiquated zoning code, which was constantly
appealed to for variances at significant cost to developers, was also a high priority for
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reform. Deputy Mayor Doctoroff accordingly asked CPC to work a systematic study of
land use obstacles into its strategic planning process soon after Bloomberg took office.
Beginning with the areas targeted in Schumer’s Group of 35 report, CPC Chair Burden
dove into surveying existing zoning in those communities. By Fall of 2002, CPC had
completed the first of more than 100 rezonings it initiated over Bloomberg’s 3 terms.
As expressions of leadership from City Hall, the individual rezonings and rezoning
as a growth project in general were both notable. Together they communicated that even if
New Yorkers held a wide range of views into the City’s future forms, this administration
was a supra-stakeholder in those next neighborhoods. As an expression of this, a coherent
land use plan was also a course change from the post-urban renewal, uncoordinated
property-led economic growth model, where zoning variances awarded under questionable
circumstances attracted other similar development, eventually yielding dramatic
neighborhood change and especially displacement and loss of affordable housing (WolfPowers 2005, Sites 2003, Moody 2007). Each of the CPC or community-issued rezonings
also involved Community Board engagement and extensive review, which is where clashes
typically arise in the course of articulating a specific growth agenda. With a few notable and
high stakes exceptions, CPC reports reveal relatively tempered resistance to the
administration’s efforts (Watanabe 2010). Throughout the 9 years CPC went about this
template-transforming growth project, it was consistent to act according to its stated
intentions for the rezonings—to foster growth in areas with underused transit capacity and
expired industrial land uses, and to preserve “neighborhood character” with protective
rezoning (downzoning) in less transit-rich neighborhoods. In line with the administration’s
affordable housing ambitions, the rezonings also significantly extended reach of the City’s
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inclusionary housing program (formerly limited to Manhattan’s core). Provided its proper
enforcement, the program held potential to re-capture much value generated by highdensity private development in the most effected areas—funds for affordable housing, but
also needed public investment to accomplish the waterfront access plans developed in the
Mayor’s waterfronts re-envisioning plans. At the same time, the protectionary rezonings
appeared at odds with the Bloomberg administration’s overall distance-diminishing growth
program. Unless transit capacity was added in the City’s outer-lying areas where car use was
most common, the downzonings could lead to a shrunken scale of what counted as local,
accessible in the City. If less dense areas like Bay Ridge, Brooklyn, the easternmost portions
of Queens, and Staten Island deepened their dependence on distance—and especially
regular private automobile use—as more central parts of the City densified and humanscaled, these communities could face escalating costs in order to cross scales and
contribute to and reap from distance-diminishing growth.
In many more ways than those recounted here, Michael Bloomberg’s first term
brought about remarkable change in New York City. His 2005 re-election campaign
pointed proudly to his skill at leading recovery and his capacity to direct City agencies to
move with strategic future focus. His contentious Hudson Yards Plan and Doctoroff’s
Olympics mission if nothing else were other venues where the Mayor’s scalar ambitions for
the City were on loud display. At the same time, planning advocates worried both about
the growth capacity of the City’s aged infrastructure, and also about how affordable
housing would be built if developers were left alone to shape the newly-opened residential
land and airscapes. Parks advocates and environmentalists participated in the waterfront
planning process, but also worried that increased density allowances would barricade the
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waterfronts with glassy condo towers. Bloomberg began his second term with the
confidence that a comprehensive Lower Manhattan or Hudson Yards or waterfront-style
plan was necessary for the City as a whole. A workable strategy for mitigating the growthchoking traffic congestion the City could face, together with inevitable transit funding
shortfalls were foremost priorities. EDC accordingly tapped Alex Garvin, the City’s former
Planning Commissioner, to create a citywide, long-term land use plan.

4.8 Strategic planning goes citywide
Five months into Bloomberg’s second term Garvin’s firm of ‘public realm
strategists’ presented its resulting “opportunity analysis.” In a way typical of the Bloomberg
administration’s proactivity, the plan trained its sights on welcoming a desired future city
form. Drawing on GIS maps and satellite photos, ownership data, tax assessments and site
visits, the plan reported on where the City could anticipate growth to accommodate
imminent population growth. Platforming underused tracts like railyards, reclaiming
waterfronts, intensifying development in zones already well-served by public transport
(‘transit-oriented development’), were each covered in their own chapter. With knowledge
of these opportunities, the City could begin to lay physical and financial infrastructures—
zoning and transit improvements to development incentives—so as to “manage” growth in
advance. Such steps would in turn stimulate targeted private investment in the City’s
housing stock by up to 325,000 units—far beyond the 65,000 the Mayor set out in his first
term. Growth of this planned variety would maximize land use potential, and also be
minimally disruptive, not jeopardizing the City’s “leading edge.” Visions for New York
painted an alternative picture of growth than that which collides with an unprepared
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cityscape, where the noxious side-effects of distance—like increased automobile traffic, air
pollution, and strained City services—would make an already crowded place unlivable.
Overall, the kind of planning that would spawn managed growth was “entrepreneurial in
nature,” because it sought “to identify an overlooked market or to create one that currently
does not exist,” (Alex Garvin and Associates, Inc. 2006: 6).
Visions also urged more expansive uses of the public realm, which would go a long
way toward securing the City’s long-term “leading edge:”
The city's streets, sidewalks, parks and plazas can become a "mixed-use" public
realm that balances pedestrians and cyclists with motor vehicles and mass transit.
Greening boulevards, protected bike lanes, Sunday closings, and pedestrian
reclamations are four strategies to create this balance on streets throughout all five
boroughs (Alex Garvin and Associates, Inc. 2006: 2).
Chapter 4 of the plan was anchored in an observed disconnect between the City’s
“remarkable parks,” and the streets and sidewalks that connect these vital green spaces,
which in turn become less accessible because of the unpleasant and unsafe-feeling
conditions pedestrians encounter en route. Furthermore, because more than 63% of the
public walks to the subway or bus stop on their daily commute’s first and last leg, the need
for safe streets resonates wide and deep in the population. As such, the quality of daily
street experiences could make the difference between losing or retaining upwardly mobile
young families to other cities or suburbs perceived to have safer streets and sidewalks. And
so, instead of focusing narrowly on traditional park expansions to meet the needs of a
growing population, this chapter offered specific interventions that could draw out the
public space character of these interstitial, fluid sites. It went on to outline the positive
multiplier effects of such street management strategies in other world cities.
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Meanwhile, Deputy Mayor Doctoroff and Mayor Bloomberg had also spent their
maiden term learning from London, the City’s closest competitor. The first elected Mayor
in London’s history, Ken Livingstone, had taken office slightly more than a year before
Bloomberg. Unlike New York’s mayor, he was a career politician, having risen through the
ranks of the country’s Labour Party. Prior to his election as Mayor, Livingstone had served
as the leader of London’s second most powerful governing body—the Greater London
Council (GLC)—and also as a member of Parliament. Also unlike Bloomberg, Livingstone
had a career-long record of support for policies considered radical and socialistic. During
his Parliamentary term he was consistently at odds with his party’s leadership—this was
particularly true after Tony Blair assumed its lead role. Since Blair’s 1997 election,
Parliament had created the Greater London Authority (GLA) to replace its predecessor the
GLC, which had been something of a local service-dispensing entity for the national
government. The GLA would be an independent, representative assembly somewhat like a
city council, and headed by a Mayor. Livingstone lost his party’s nomination for the
mayoral run, but at the last minute changed his party affiliation to Independent, incurring
the wrath of Prime Minister Blair, who officially expelled him from the Labour Party.
Livingstone eventually won the 3-way election between his former party’s candidate and
the conservative nominee, taking office in late 2000. In spite of his socialist leanings, “Red”
Ken’s independent streak manifested itself in entrepreneurialism similar to Mayor
Bloomberg’s. He showed an early penchant for strategic planning and seemed well aware
of the global city competition in which his city faced off with New York. His first term was
also focused on preparing London for growth (see Hosken 2010).
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4.9 Bloomberg, London, and growth by climate change mitigation
In a statement that could have been written for Mayor Bloomberg or Senator
Schumer, when he released his plan for London’s long-term growth in June 2002, Ken
Livingstone said:
My plan is to use growth to help solve London’s problems. This means more
intense use of available land, higher densities and re-use of brownfield sites.
Economic development has to happen in tandem with infrastructure
improvements – especially in transport – that are necessary to support it
(Livingstone 2002).
Citing London’s emergent post-industrial global economic dominance and the population
growth—and especially immigration—it had attracted in the preceding 15 years, he rattled
off similar projections for the forthcoming 15 years. In a revelation of the underlying
difference between the London Plan’s primary provisions and what would develop from
the Garvin Report to PlaNYC 2030 nearly six years later, Livingstone continued:
Growth on this scale poses unique opportunities and challenges. It could add
pressure to existing housing, public health, homelessness, unemployment, poverty
and social exclusion problems in the capital or it could be used to benefit
Londoners.
The original London Plan outlined an ambitious and progressive vision of a future London
where the same growth obstacles facing New York—infrastructural capacity, housing and
transportation—were addressed, each attendant to environmental sustainability. But the
London Plan was rather more up-front about matters of human capital building and
anticipated the underside of growth. It contained public health provisions, addressed class,
gender and ethnicity-based inequality, crime and policing, institutions that served the city’s
youth. It demonstrated how consideration for these issues was crucial to securing equitable
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growth in London’s future. It set specific targets and spelled out actionable plans for its
themes—additional features that would wind up in PlaNYC.
During his second mayoral term, the London Plan’s notable successes to claim,
Livingstone became a global leader in addressing climate change issues. Frustrated by the
deadlock in climate negotiations at the global scale, he founded C40 Cities on the premise
that, as the largest contributors to global warming and also the most at stake in severe
weather events and natural disasters, it was the job of cities to alter their own operations—
and by extension the regulatory environment—setting new terms for business and growth
conducted within them. The inaugural meeting of C40 Cities took place in London and was
attended by leaders from 18 “leading world cities” (C40 Cities Climate Leadership Group
2010). By the end of their initial meeting, the group had made a decision to serve as a peerresourcing group, “accelerate the uptake of climate-friendly technologies,” by reforming
public operations and in turn alter the terms of private investment in their jurisdictions and
by extension in the world city network.
Back in New York in mid-2006, another growth plan was released, laying the
economic case for ambitious action to mitigate traffic congestion. As if in direct reply to
Senator Schumer’s call to action and cued by Garvin, the Partnership for New York City
produced a study Growth or Gridlock: The Economic Case for Traffic Relief and Transit Improvement
for a Greater New York, pegging the annual economic costs of the City’s congestion at $13
billion, plus the loss of 52,000 jobs.23 The study characterized what amounted to the drag

The study, one of many produced annually by the group to help shape the forms of private investment in
City, can be downloaded at: http://www.pfnyc.org/reports-2001-2006.html. The report summary has been
included in this document’s Appendix A. The reliability of such studies is still evolving. Most rely on pervehicle counts to determine costs—in time and money loss. Because so many of New York City’s surface
vehicles—especially buses—transport more than one person but are still counted as a single vehicle stuck in
23
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of distance dependence as “market failure”(see Figure 4.1 below). But careful not to reach
into the realm of anti-growth, it distinguished “economically efficient” traffic—a sign of
growth—from “excess congestion,” which had gone “beyond the tipping point” and
would mean “loss of business revenues and increased costs for virtually every business and
industry sector in all five boroughs and across the region” (The Partnership for New York
City 2006).
Also included in the study was a section entitled “London’s Experience: What is the
Competition Doing?” which summarized the market corrections produced when that city
instituted a per-vehicle congestion charge on distance imported into London’s own central
business district. The fee generated money for transit, increased bus ridership, improved
trip reliability, reduced traffic and CO2 levels, plus altered behavior by commuters who
switched to transit, bike, rideshare, or changed their travel times.

traffic, figures in such studies are likely undercounting. The US Federal Highway Administration tracks
quarterly and annual trends in “urban congestion” nationwide and in individual cities, but via highways rather
than city streets. The Texas Transportation Institute compiles the most oft-cited information about urban
mobility in its annual Urban Mobility Report. The TTI, based at Texas A&M University, continually seeks to
improve the reliability of its data, which is currently drawn from a combination of state and local DOT
statistics as well as travel time information collected by a private firm. Individual city reports can be
downloaded at http://mobility.tamu.edu/ums/congestion_data/ (Accessed 4/10/11). A copy of the New
York/Newark/New Jersey/CT report has also been included in this document’s Appendix A.
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Figure 4.1—Growth or Gridlock (The Partnership for New York City, 2006)

Though Mayor Bloomberg was initially skeptical about including congestion
charging in New York’s own growth plans, he appointed Doctoroff to explore the details
as he figured out what of Garvin’s recommendations the City could work towards. The
Deputy Mayor responded by divvying staff responsibilities between the political and the
practical/policy implementation side of the planning process. For the policy development
portion, Doctoroff’s economic policy advisor Marc Ricks sought out Rohit Aggarwala, a
former USDOT staffer from the Clinton administration, who at the time was working as a
consultant with McKinsey & Co (Karni 2007). In addition to his transportation credentials,
Aggarwala—or Rit as he was better known—had an MBA and a PhD in history from
Columbia University. At the time he was recruited to help architect PlaNYC, he was also
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writing a book comparing the economic development trajectories of 19th century New
York City and Philadelphia. Rit left McKinsey to suss out details of the ambitious
congestion-relieving initiatives Doctoroff most wanted to import from the London Plan—
not only congestion charging, but also bus-only lanes, and a built-out bicycle network. A
planning advisory board formed to work closely with Rit and Doctoroff. According to
reports from the transportation advocacy world, Rit dove in with intensity and
commitment to the technical details of the sustainability plan’s moving parts, and in spite
of his analyst’s disposition, was very inclusive and attentive to the counsel of community
groups citywide. As if to foreshadow a period where community organizer-style leadership
would enter city agencies, Rit skillfully led many of the town hall-style meetings organized
to contour the plan’s provisions and build support. “Rit was basically the original City Hall
insider-advocate,” recalled Noah Budnick, a long-time cycling advocate (Budnick 2009),
harkening to a future of cyclists in City Hall and the DOT. Rit’s work included financial
projections and analysis for the creation of a transit financing authority that would capture
and distribute anticipated revenue from the congestion pricing scheme, allowing the City
greater autonomy from Albany as it tried to fill the regions $31 billion transit funding gap.

4.10 From “green growth” to World Class Leadership
On December 12, 2006, Mayor Bloomberg unveiled the primary challenges and
goals that his administration’s sustainability plan—PlaNYC—would address. But first, he
told his constituents how this long-term land use plan became a sustainability plan,
choosing neutral, simple language:
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…we discovered the sheer scale of what was ahead - the intricacy, urgency, and interdependency of
the challenges we face. We realized that unless we considered the full range of challenges to our
city's physical environment, the progress we'd worked so long and so hard for might be at risk.
And it became clear that to secure a stronger, cleaner, and healthier city for our children and
grandchildren, we had to start acting now. In short, we realized that New York needed - not a
long-term plan for land use, but a long-term plan for sustainability ( (Bloomberg, PlaNYC
2030: Accepting the challenge 2006).
Later in the speech he pointed to the dramatic increase in building permits that
were advance signs of what was to come when the City added “the equivalent of Boston
and Miami to the five boroughs.” A growth-filled future held the promise of great
riches—“billions of dollars in new economic activity.” As if in direct response to
anticipated protests about who benefits from growth, he pointed to DCP’s rezonings as a
check on its harmful effects. He restated his commitment to protecting affordable housing
in the years ahead, and to continuing the City’s investment in transportation systems. He
outlined all of the key infrastructural goals of the plan--for sustainable water and power
supplies, and fully functional streets. He cited the need for air quality improvement to
lower asthma rates, to add green space, and reduce the City’s overall footprint. This sort of
planning, he said, was taking responsibility for what growth would cost: “Refusing to
saddle our children with those high costs is what fiscal responsibility is all about,” he
explained. Congestion pricing was not mentioned in this introductory speech, nor did he
use any of the city competitiveness language he’d drawn on at other times.
Following a four-month-long, citywide process where the plan was shopped
around to meetings and vetted with experts, PlaNYC was finalized and released to the
public on Earth Day 2007. Rit was put in charge of the newly created Office of Long-Term
Planning and Sustainability which was tasked with developing a monitoring system for
progress towards the Plan’s 127 goals. A month after PlaNYC’s release, Bloomberg
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delivered the keynote address to another gathering of C40 Cities. Finally able to boast
among his peers that New York had entered the ‘greening cities’ competition, C40 had
been invited to New York City. In his speech he emphasized the importance of cities as
leaders in the effort to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and outlined the process through
which New York had arrived at the notion that growth wasn’t incompatible with green.
The city that would continue to grow, he reminded his audience, much like the innovative
company capable of reinventing themselves through industry and market changes. But
unplanned growth could bring grave quality of life threats to the City. He spent half of his
speech underscoring the profit potential in anticipating global climate change—both for
cities competing for investment in the global urban marketplace and for the private sector.
There’s nothing wrong with “enlightened self-interest-and even self-preservation,” he
stated, citing the words of a CEO in a recent Business Week article about the business of
going green. Bloomberg noted the prescient steps taken a week earlier by Rupert Murdoch,
who had publicly committed to reducing Newscorp’s net carbon emissions to zero by
2010. If Murdoch was doing it, surely planning for green growth was good for business,
which meant it was good for cities:
No one has ever identified Rupert Murdoch as a tree-hugger, but no one has ever accused him of
being inattentive to business, either. And for that reason, it's worth noting some of his remarks.
'Acting on this issue,' he said, 'is simply good business. Reducing our use of energy cuts costs.
Inviting our employees to be active on this issue helps us recruit and retain the world's best.' And
Rupert Murdoch is just one of a growing roster of top business leaders who are rising to the
challenges of climate change. (Ibid.)
Bloomberg’s unwaveringly pro-business branding of the plan earned him the usual
criticism from groups doubtful of the genuine, indiscriminate good of the plan. According
to these, PlaNYC’s public engagement process was flawed and insincere, its initiatives a
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green foil for smart growth. Its use of the expression “transit-oriented development” was a
thinly veiled rationalization of the high-density luxury housing that would spring up along
rezoned corridors and deepen gentrification in the City. The measures themselves—most
notably increasing New Yorkers’ access to open space and an initiative to plant 1 million
trees to help clean the air—appeared to be disjointed and random. In short, to critics of
property-led growth strategies, the plan was merely another tool for accelerating and
rationalizing an insidious process through which the City was being sold off to local real
estate developers and global Real Estate Investment Trusts. Furthermore, the plan was an
ingenuine imitation of the London Plan—it lacked local specificity by definition since it
had been born in the policy room instead of the town hall—and was destined to fall flat for
lack of legitimacy, especially since the Mayor had not bothered to walk PlaNYC through
the official City Council approval process (Angotti 2008a and 2008b, Cowett 2008). Finally,
critics comparing it to the London Plan noted the obvious: that Bloomberg’s cum-Garvin
plan was not a socialist one. Because the plan failed to treat the City’s institutions of social
reproduction—namely schools and hospitals—as part of its infrastructure networks and
resource base, its physical measures would only go so far towards fixing New York’s
biggest problem: its wealth gap (Petersen 2010).
Unfortunately, these general critiques failed to engage thoughtfully with the unique
potential sustainability contribution of streets that even began to turn over for humanprioritizing uses. Congestion pricing and the eventuality of Bus Rapid Transit were given
attention, though usually attached to a remark about the inevitable failure of good ideas
that by-passed democracy on the way to CEO-speed implementation (Angotti 2008b). The
street, however, was nowhere to be found in such critiques. The thorough entrenchment of
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distance dependence in the City’s streets seem to have prevented this critic from
recognizing how profound were any proposals to redraw street stripes or curb externalities
to pay for widening transit and human-scaled access. The streets-for-people social
movement organizations began to raise questions about DOT’s capacity to plan for streets
if they really were to bring together so many vital city functions after generations of serving
only automobiles: public health, economic exchange, public space, in addition to circulating
goods and people and water run-off. Their responses are the subject of Chapter 5.
To a great extent, planning for a sustainable New York City—growth in reverse
through food harvested on rooftops and electricity generated within the five boroughs and
streets sped up by narrowing, filling with fast pedestrians on two wheels—was a project of
imagination. As collective imagination appears a metaphysical impossibility, and especaially
within the limited capacities of existing institutions, it is a leap to picture a “communitybased” planning process capable of producing anything that could have approached an
actionable sustainability plan. Irrespective of how PlaNYC landed with professional
planners, community groups, academics and policy analysts, it was a remarkable
undertaking for a mayor in a City that hadn’t ever produced a unified growth vision.
Furthermore, the plan was not a plan for next week or to be completed before the next
election cycle—it was a plan beyond the current daily scope and scale of life’s
configurations. In many ways, this meant beyond the capacity for care and meaningful
engagement by a lot of New Yorkers who’d be more interested in a plan that would affect
them in the near term. The contentious politics of place and the question of whose right it
is to shape them were skirted by expert analysis of physical limits and opportunities in City
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infrastructure, housing, air, water, energy—and by the moral high ground on which
Bloomberg earned not only local but also global visibility for his leadership.
But there was something else, something simpler. PlaNYC, according to the DOT
staffer who had led his agency’s contributions to the plan, was just pragmatic—a document
for solving problems related to population growth. If it had politics in it, it was a politics
challenging the free ride distance had been given on the City’s streets, where it had never,
ever paid its way. If there was reason to move swiftly to implement street changes called
for in PlaNYC, this was the reason; this part of the plan could severely hobble its chances.
In an interview in early 2009, one and a half years after the major street transformations
suggested by PlaNYC had begun, the DOT’s Deputy Commissioner for Strategic Planning,
reflected:
PlaNYC was clearly seen as the plan with the proposal for congestion pricing, and
125 other initiatives…the genesis of the plan was a population forecast that City
Planning did in 2005. Have you heard this schpeel before? And so you know, okay
8.2 million people today is an all-time record (woo hoo!), and then, “oh my god,
there’s gonna be another 900,000 people by 2030…where will they all live, first
question. Then, how will they get to work, where will they work, where will they
play? Will we have enough water for them? Will we have enough energy for
them?” And, it was really, it was a growth and infrastructure plan. But then Al
Gore’s movie came along in the spring of 2006, and I really think that it was a
catalyst and that there are certain milestones on a path…what I’ve been trying to
say for 45 minutes…we didn’t wake up one morning and say “we’re gonna become
the complete streets/sustainability agency”…it was an evolution that happened
over time. And setting up the strategic planning office was one stepping stone
(Weber 2009).
At least on the agency implementation side of Sustainable Streets, Mayor Bloomberg’s
decision to draw a sustainability plan out of a strategic plan—whether for global
competitiveness or a genuine concern for the future of New York on a hot and crowded
planet—was insignificant. According to this planner, global warming had been accepted as
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a reality and it was widely viewed as a real threat to New York City and the globe. For an
agency that had only ever reflected the neighborhood-by-neighborhood, provincial
concerns of local elected officials, it was a novel and important undertaking to now turn its
attention to offering up New York’s streets for the resilience of that globe. Ironically,
however, the way to get there was to go local. Though theirs was a task of global
significance, and influenced by models in London, Copenhagen, Amsterdam, Bogotá and
beyond, the call to re-examine asphalt for how it made the City healthier, cleaner, more
productive, self-sufficient, and was more distance-diminishing, more locality nurturing than
ever. Hidden in years of wider highways, stepped-up parking requirements, free streets,
more traffic fatalities, noise pollution, dirty air, idle time stuck in congestion, high rates of
asthma, obesity and diabetes, distance had crept into the City and gradually lodged itself so
imperceptibly that its dead weight was a foregone conclusion. But its presence had limited
New York’s growth in many ways, and the entrepreneurial Bloomberg was positioned to
begin to unload it. In contrast to critics who claimed that PlaNYC lacked an economic
development plan, I wish to suggest that prioritizing the long-term resilience of the City’s
physical substructures—however incompletely and imperfectly and neglectful of an
interwoven plan to bolster New York’s human capital-sustaining institutions—was a
brilliant, bold innovation in growth politics that had global support. PlaNYC was a
blueprint for a future New York well aware of its reliance on external inputs and outputs
and even throughputs of people and natural and material resources. And though the City
remained dependent on the actual materiality of these resources throughout its boroughs,
PlaNYC was a sure initial step towards refusing the exactions of at-will, individual access to
distance that had accompanied them for nearly a century. Whether formulated by a
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McKinsey transportation expert or Alex Garvin or Community Board 6, to tax distance by
instituting congestion pricing, recover circulatory sovereignty by reducing the City’s
dependence on state and federal monies to fund transit expansion, to build out the City’s
bike network, improve park access, build pedestrian plazas, implement bus rapid transit
and bus-only lanes, were all proposals towards an inherently more equitable more city.
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Chapter 5
The Power of Demonstration and the Guerilla Bureaucracy
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Introduction
That July morning I’d come upon Dani while pedaling over the Manhattan Bridge.
Slowed by the shared constraints of heat, an incline, and our human energies, we spent the
commute talking instead of rushing on, reading, or tuning out to music as we might if we’d
intersected on the subway. And of course if one or both of us had been in a car, interaction
would have been impossible. I was heading into Manhattan for my first day of work at the
Rapha Cycle Club, a pop-up hybrid high-end cycling apparel/coffeeshop/art gallery. This
would be my part-time “fun summer job,” a tradition I’d begun a few years earlier when I
did the bike rickshaw thing.24 I’d been recruited to work at the Cycle Club in a similar way,
in fact, chased down on another morning bike commute a month earlier, by a member of
Rapha Racing, a competitive team sponsored by the British apparel company. Our
exchange was comical:
“Hey,” he motioned to me, pedaling up alongside as I raced up the bridge’s crest, grooving to Fela Kuti in
my earbuds. I pulled out the right one and said hey.
“Do you have a job?” he’d asked.
“Well, um, it’s complicated,” I said. “I’m writing my dissertation, I teach…”
For musings on this tradition and the mobile factory floor I’d discovered playing in traffic on a work
vehicle, please see my March 3, 2011 blog post at: www.artsofstaying.blogspot.com/google-streetviewpeddler:-my-new-career.html.

24
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“Yeah, okay is that how you afford all that Rapha stuff?” he asked, gesturing to my backpack and white
[handlebar tape-matching] goatskin gloves.
“wellll…you know…to me it’s worth it to invest in stuff that…ummm…Hi, I’m Jen,” I said.
“Oh, Brett,” said he. “sorry.”
“well, so…” I began when he cut me off:
“So, Rapha’s doing this thing, this shop for three months on the Bowery, and we need at least one cute girl
to work in there…” I brightened (in a demure, feminist way) immediately thinking:
DISCOUNT!!
but instead I said: “Oh, interesting. I could dig on bikes/bike stuff for a few months, sell some things…”
Forecasting what would be closer to the truth, he interrupted:
“Well actually, you’d probably be most helpful looking cute, chatting up the guys who come in.” I laughed,
knowing he didn’t know anything about me--that I wrote about streets, would find some way to turn this
into an opportunity that’d serve my intellectual and political commitments, but then I said:
“Yeah, okay, I’ll give you my card.”
At the bottom of the bridge on Canal Street we pulled over and I fished a card out of my fancy backpack
and told him to shoot me an email.
The next week I met with Mike, who’d been hired to open and manage the store, and I told him more
about myself, and he brought me up to speed on the fuller vision of the Cycle Club. They would host special
events and race viewings and readings by bike book authors and so I asked whether they’d reached out to
the advocacy community or DOT, considered events that might bring their efforts to the attention of more
than well-heeled road racing fans. Had they thought about hosting an after party following any of the
Summer Streets events scheduled for August? Mike admitted they didn’t really have connections in that
world and so I offered to bring them with me, try to strengthen the bridge between racing and transportation
cyclists if he decided to hire me.
He was enthusiastic, and so was I.
And so, when I ran into Dani on the way to work on opening day at the Cycle Club, I was
thrilled—the streets had again been faithful to connect me with people I needed to see, and
more effectively by this not at all random mode we’d chosen than a random email would
have. I was offered my first opportunity to build that bridge I’d imagined.
Dani was a former Transportation Alternatives staff member, one of several
advocates Janette Sadik-Khan hired when she took the helm at the DOT in 2007. Dani and
I had only interacted cursorily while she was at TA, but on that morning, when I
mentioned the Cycle Club and our desire for additional bike racks outside, we were on
different terms. This was characteristic of the DOT under Sadik-Khan, where strategically
positioned staffers were also pedal-seers of the streets they were working to make better
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for people. Or, as the Times headline announced a few months later: “They Promote the
Lanes and Use Them Too” (Harris 2010). Though it referred to City Hall employees—
Councilwoman Rosie Mendez’s 60-year-old chief of staff, a 44 year-old sergeant-at-arms,
the senior policy analyst for Councilman David Yassky—the article had captured
something simple but which made a profound structural, cultural, and pragmatic difference
in the Sadik-Khan DOT: people who needed streets to behave better for people instead
were in charge. These professional traffic handlers and influential City employees
encountered unsafe conditions every day, feeling them in lungs and heartbeat and God
forbid—the occasional opening car door—or worse. “I would like to point out that last
winter they did an excellent job of plowing the bike path,” said Yassky’s staffer, of the
Hudson River bikeway he rides to and from work on Manhattan’s west side. Others came
from as far away as the Bronx, according to the article.
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Figure 5.1—Freshly plowed Brooklyn Bridge Bikeway, c. January 2011. During the period under study, many
City Hall and DOT employees cycled over the City’s East River Bridges to and from Lower Manhattan each
day. (Photo: Jen Petersen)

DOT and City Hall staffers pedaling from many parts of the City were as
vulnerable in New York City traffic as anyone, anywhere else—all unprotected street users
are equal next to a recklessly speeding car or opening door. Indeed, in recent years doctors,
college students, young children, and senior citizens had been killed by fateful encounters
with cars.25 And unlike the forms of access and privilege that accrued to City insiders in the

25 Pedestrians and bicyclists killed on New York City streets—even in absentia—remain important members
of the City’s community of individuals communicating bodily with fellow street users through the “power of
demonstration.” Since 1996, a group called Right of Way stenciled pavement to mark the sites of traffic
deaths. In June 2005, when a member of Visual Resistance, another public arts collective, came upon a Park
Slope intersection moments after Liz Padilla, a young cycling advocate, was killed after being launched into
moving traffic by an opening car door on her morning commute, the group began to place “Ghost Bikes” at
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governance of distance-dependence—illegal parking placards, ticket fixing dolled out
mostly among the City’s law enforcement agents (see Newman 2011), the general public
stood to gain when personal experiences prompted the cycling, walking Bloomberg/SadikKhan staff to pull strings to fix streets. Whether spurred by their own life-threatening
experiences or ones they witnessed, wielding influence through their access to local and
globally-networked resources had the same effect—it made street conditions safer, even
for motorists (NYCDOT 2008). Exposed and mobile “eyes on the street” (Jacobs 1961)
with direct access to power, like her fellow staffers Dani would offer advice on a normal
bike commute. Their own street encounters drove what got sown into the pavement,
lending street cred to the DOT’s safety messaging in PSA videos and posters, organizing
big events like Summer Streets, the placement and configuration of piloted bike and
pedestrian infrastructure. The DOT staff was also a street presence at activities and events
year-round—giving out bike lights, bells, and helmets during Bike Month (May) annually,
and in safety seminars they co-hosted.
In this chapter, I discuss the links between all three scales of action that brought
about swift changes in New York City pavement, focusing on the mutual transformation of
New York’s streets-for-people social movement organizations and the Department Of
Transportation under Commissioner Janette Sadik-Khan. At the macro level, and
beginning well before Sustainable Streets emerged as a coherent plan, I review the collective

the locations of pedestrian and cyclist deaths, to draw attention to the dangers posed to the street’s most
vulnerable users. The ghost bikes were inspired by a similar practice in St. Louis and Pittsburg. Since Padilla’s
death, the Street Memorial Project has sought “to cultivate a compassionate and supportive community of
survivors and friends of those lost and to initiate a change in culture that fosters mutual respect among all the
people who share the street,” (www.ghostbikes.org/new-york, Accessed 15 May 2011). Since 2005, 80 ghost
bikes have been installed on NYC streets, commemorating 128 known fatalities, including 47 individuals for
whom no information could be obtained. Now an international street headstone of sorts, Ghost Bikes appear
through local efforts in 21 countries in addition to the US.
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efforts of social movement and DOT organizations and actors that presaged the
contemporary effort. As one DOT staffer put it, the Agency had been fulfilling its
commission for several generations: “setting the dial to let the City move,” (Russo,
Interview 2011a), balancing mobility, access, and safety. But now, instead of exceptional,
pedestrian and cyclist-prioritizing mobility, access, and safety trumped the automobile’s
requirements, which were now seen as too costly and inefficient, an all-around unwise
public investment. Whereas some notable, earlier ped and bike projects had been the
outcome of a committed engineer’s oversight, completing these—fast—was an Agencywide directive (Hope 2006). Strategic planning and goal attainment plus the structural,
chain-of-command and procedural shifts it necessitated within the DOT were pivotal in
codifying the new aims and creating the metrics to track the success vital to their public
image (NYCDOT 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011; Weber, Interview 2009).
Sadik-Khan’s DOT ceased to seem and behave like an aged, bureaucratic City
agency. Even before the release of Sustainable Streets, however, the Commissioner brought
important structure and strategy reforms that enabled the Agency to function more flexibly
in order to approach as fluid the infrastructure of their purview. Indeed, the immediately
tangible alterations the DOT made to streets normally perceived as dedicated to a single,
car-moving purpose were only possible because of organizational change. Sustainable Streets
was more than anything a plan for reclaiming streets as a vital part of the public realm.
From an agency primed for scattershot quick fixes for local politicians, the Sustainable
Streets-enacting DOT was re-organized around a future vision out of sight for many New
Yorkers—and certainly well past the next election cycle. The DOT as such reconceived of
who was the body public to be served—they made streets to coax a next generation of
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active transporting New Yorkers with lower obesity and diabetes and stress rates, who
would breath better air and encounter safer conditions only brought about by making
them. These constituents didn’t yet cast many votes, resonate widely in elite circles, and
hadn’t yet unseated car owner/sympathizers on many Community Boards.
The DOT’s new fluidity was itself partially an import of the advocacy community,
partially the result of a shrewd, for-profit management style brought by the Commissioner.
The sudden embrace of a streets-for-people agenda by the DOT had powerful effects in
the advocacy community. The City’s largest such membership-based organization,
Transportation Alternatives (TA), had already welcomed staff and launched new campaigns
following an influx of elite resources that issued from agreement about streets for
people=profit, as had the streets media outlets Streetsblog and Streetfilms. But the bike
lanes directive from Deputy Mayor Doctoroff also deepened the value of technical, policy,
street smarts earned in the local advocacy community. The intellectual and strategic value
of these characteristics multiplied beyond the city limits as news of the changes underway
in New York spread through international networks of pedestrian and bicyclist-advocates.
Both TA and Streetsblog/Streetfilms became partners with the DOT, directly offering
their technical expertise and network connections to support Sadik-Khan’s policy and
planning offices. Together with newly-empowered, pre-existing DOT bicycle and
pedestrian planning/engineering staff, these professional planner-advocates were a potent
force of internal cultural change in the agency, which soon attracted legions of “idealistic
young Berkeley [Urban Planning] grads,” (Russo, Interview 2011b). True to its
entrepreneurial origins, the DOT/streets-for-people advocacy agenda was soon exporting
its lessons to planners and advocates of healthy cities all over the globe.
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Streets for people were streets repurposed for diminishing the costs of distance
they and their users had long been made to carry. But urged along by the Mayor’s and
Doctoroff’s global competitiveness priorities, and reflecting the long-standing agenda of
the advocacy community, the people-welcoming asphalt of the next city failed to engage
openly with the local political and economic institutional inheritances of automobility they
challenged in the process. The DOT’s closer attendance to how streets functioned to
enhance local public safety and health, the reversed traffic mitigation tactics they employed,
and their overarching concern for global sustainability were what set up the Agency for
conflict, or the “backlash” that later emerged, and which is the topic of Chapter 6. In this
way, the DOT’s work jumped scales, eluding the meso-scalar local and national influences
that had so strongly shaped local street planning since automobility’s birth. In the interim,
however, this scalar skipping positioned the Agency and its advocate allies to share in a
citywide demonstration of the possimobilities in urban growth through Sustainable Streets. In
fluid streets, a fluid DOT demonstrated the mutual mapping of state organizational
structures and public infrastructure (Edwards 2003), discoverable through the multi-scalar
“asphalt phrenology” I outlined in Chapter 2.

5.2 Streets for People: advocacy from the curb takes the center lane
After the round of access and public space-related street struggles waged by parents
and non-motorists in the 1910s and 1920s were won by automobility’s proponents, the
car’s habitats could expand virtually roadblock-free (see Chapter 3). In New York, the
1930s-60s era of high modernism in city planning had cemented the car not only as the
primary mode of urban transport, but also as the pre-conditioning feature of city space and
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everyday life. Tellingly, in spite of the scalar mismatch between New York City’s density
and the car’s draw on distance, residents seemed resigned to its resulting poor air quality,
gridlock, and rapid rise of street fatalities. When protest did arise against the various costs
to a city retrofit for distance, it was elicited by large-scale, “neighborhood character”compromising projects. By far, the two best-known street struggles of this generation were
the fights against Moses’ proposed Lower Manhattan Expressway (LoMax), and the 1969
proposal to build a 12-lane highway to replace the deteriorating West Side Highway—a
battle that lasted 15 years and which some have subsequently characterized as the most
important anti-growth struggle in City history (Brandes-Gratz 2010, Flint 2009)
The anti-highway struggles that arose in 1960s New York were part of an
incubating general frustration with the destruction wrought by local and federal
government urban renewal-style redevelopment tactics. And though this radical view—
essentially about the most authoritative scale of thinking about cities—was well developed
in the writings of Jane Jacobs and Lewis Mumford, a more general streets for people social
movement did not arise in New York until the 1970s. While the two attacked the fallacy
commonly used to justify highway construction, that is was good for city circulation, their
position wasn’t readily taken up in politics. Instead, instances of resistance to urban
highways tended to be isolated, assuming a very NIMBY character. Their fixation on local
projects often bypassed a critique of the systemic threat posed by automobility to urban
places more generally. They framed their concerns about neighborhood property values, air
and light quality, congestion and safety as local issues rather than systematic manifestations
of a distance dependent national growth regime that compromised. The earlier warnings of
Jacobs and Mumford about the car and attrition of local economies, allocative injustice,
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public health, or equitable access seemed mostly forgotten (Mumford 1968, Jacobs 1970
and 1985, Flint 2009).
But by the early 1970s, the environmental movement had gained momentum in
some US cities, and the essential question: “whose streets?” was revived (Furness 2010). In
1972 a group of subversive New York urban planners and bicyclists, heavily influenced by
Parisian and Swedish movements to reclaim streets for people, came together for the City’s
first anti-car bicycle demonstration since automobility’s birth. The ‘demonstrations’ of
these activists involved inhabiting public space in ways that could both draw attention to
the power dynamics constraining their use, and model thoughtful alternatives (Ibid.). This
was the tradition of the Situationists—a loose-knit group of Marxist activists whose
influence extended well beyond their native Parisian streets. The Situationists were
especially critical of how the automobile’s scalar dominance interfered with agency in the
everyday life of citydwellers (de Certeau 2002, Debord 2007). Like their European
counterparts, the group recognized the zero-sum trade-off between reproducing
automobilic habitats and urban spatial equity. Accordingly, the demands of Action Against
Automobiles included a ban on private automobiles in Manhattan, increased funding for
mass transit, and an end to public spending on highways. The rally included a ride-by of
the Greater New York Auto Show before heading down Fifth Avenue toward Washington
Square. A second moving demonstration was organized several months later, this one
calling explicitly for bicycle lanes on city streets. It was the first of many spearhead by what
became the City’s primary membership-based advocacy organization for bicyclists. The
group was concerned with multiple issues surrounding automobile dominance—air quality,
congestion, safety—and saw a bicycle network as an essential infrastructure for cleaner,
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more efficient alternative transportation. Among the group’s approximately fifty cofounders, there was some disagreement about whether TA ought to focus on anti-car or
pro-bike advocacy efforts. TA’s first large demonstration on May 19, 1974—attended by
around ten thousand people—was more like a bike parade down Broadway. Its costumed,
festive riders pedaled bicycles streaming with “Bike Lanes Now!” balloons, suggesting that
for then at least, ‘pro-bike’ would be the message to carry the group forward (Furness
2010).
In a many ways predictive of the Sadik-Khan DOT’s tactics thirty years later,
during a 1980 transit strike the City “accidentally” discovered the conditions under which
they could justify heeding TA’s urgings. In the wind-up to April’s strike that year, a
volunteer from American Youth Hostels went to see Sam Schwartz, a chief transportation
planner in the Koch administration, and offered to mobilize volunteers to stake out
temporary protected bike lanes if the strike did occur. As Schwartz recalls in a 2006
Streetfilm, when the strike was called, the AYH crew put out cones on Broadway, 5th , 6th,
and 7th Avenues during commuting hours for 11 days. Tens of thousands of people rode
their bikes to school and work during that 11-day demonstration of the people-scaled
version of “if you build it, they will come” more commonly applied to highway widening.
Mayor Koch was also thrilled, and inspired by the droves of Chinese bicycle commuters
he’d witnessed during a recent trip to Beijing, commissioned Schwartz to build permanent
buffers for lanes up 6th Avenue from Washington Square to Central Park, down Central
Park West to 7th Avenue, feeding into Broadway and finally 5th Avenue, where the
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southbound lane led to its terminus at Washington Square Park.26 Unfortunately, Schwartz
explained, likely because of the volume of new cyclists on the street, 3 pedestrians were
struck and killed during a six-week period that summer. Anti-cyclist sentiment whipped up
and grew, he recalls, since pedestrian turf was already marginal before cyclists hit the
streets, intensifying competition for space safe from automobiles. Adding fuel to the anticyclist heat on Mayor Koch, some cyclists began to speak up as well: confined to a lane
they were being relegated to 2nd-class citizenship. Such cyclists didn’t use the lanes and they
filled with pedestrians. Eventually, the Mayor “couldn’t go anywhere without hearing
complaints about the bike lanes.” Though Schwartz and his staff along with TA’s growing
membership insisted they give the lanes more time to lure back the timid riders, the Mayor
caved, and the lanes were scrubbed within months.
During the nearly 38 years since its founding, TA members—8000 of them as of
2011—continued to mobilize for safer cycling and walking environments on the city’s
streets, waterfronts, and in its parks, as well as public transit improvements. The group’s
formative car critique continued to underpin its pro-bike and pedestrian policy campaigns,
but its early anti-car rallies gradually gave way to decidedly ‘pro’ approaches. Over time, it
attracted a highly professional staff that grew from 4 to 24 between 2004 and early 2011,
made up of individuals credentialed in urban spatial analysis and community organizing. In
addition to involving its members from all five boroughs in local campaigns—to fix
particularly perilous intersections, improve pedestrian access to neighborhood schools,
As Schwartz tells it, Koch was in fact enthusiastic about other “lessons learned” from the strike and asked
his staff to make some proposals for new traffic management strategies. In another demonstration of
distance penalizing interventions to come, vehicle occupancy minimums and congestion charging were
among these proposals and earned the support of Mayor Koch. The proposal was passed through the local
legislature that Fall, but was ultimately halted in development when the local AAA chapter and Garage Board
of Trade filed a suit against the City, and which the City lost. Schwartz’s testimony may be viewed at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=awfNxaoqjjk. Accessed 11 May 2011.
26
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stripe a local bike lane, make park access safer for pedestrians and bicyclists—TA
undertook a diverse array of citywide campaigns—a foiled car alarm ban (2003-2004),
Mayor Bloomberg’s congestion pricing plan (2007-2008), an indoor bike parking ordinance
for commercial buildings (2007-2008) were among TA’s well-publicized policy pushes. The
group advocated for public transit improvements—a larger share of revenue in the State
and Federal transportation budgeting process, bus-only lanes, and bus rapid transit projects
the group linked to creating healthier, more inviting public spaces for pedestrians and
bicyclists. In these and its localized campaigns, it often worked in coalition with other New
York City neighborhood organizations and Community Boards (Transportation
Alternatives 2011; Steely-White, Interview 2011; Budnick, Interview 2009). During the
period under study the group’s director, Paul Steely White, became a minor celebrity,
appearing regularly in local media. Steely-White was often quoted in streets-related articles
and TV news spots, and wrote several Op/Ed articles and periodic columns in print
publications.
Among advocates from other US cities, TA was recognized as a forerunner in the
country’s bicycle and pedestrian accessibility movement (Mapes 2009, Furness 2010). The
group’s Safe Routes to School Program begun in the Bronx at the end of 1996, for
example, was made City policy in 2002, and subsequently became a federal program,
implemented by advocacy groups around the country. Not long after, TA’s Safe Routes for
Seniors was funded by a grant from the New York state health department to increase
senior citizens’ activity levels, spurred similar programs around the country. The
organization’s staff was active in national and international street policy advocacy networks,
serving as board and resource people for a variety of influential groups. A shared
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commitment to ameliorate the uniform problems of automobility unified these networks,
and TA’s encounters within them enhanced its array of New York-specific tactics, political
considerations, and outreach techniques. Not surprisingly, many of the policy initiatives TA
espoused over time were imports from other US and international cities. TA played an
important role in circulating research generated locally and globally about the deep fiscal,
public health and environmental costs of automobility on the one side, and the benefits of
public investment in people-scaled infrastructure and active transportation, on the other.
The importance of sound research and measurable outcomes in its proposals were in fact a
crucial element of what became TA’s role in street planning once Janette Sadik-Khan was
appointed DOT Commissioner. The organization’s position in a city that headquartered so
much urban planning talent, educational and research institutions, and creative media
abilities positioned its staff and allies to raise up New York’s streets as an innovation
laboratory not unlike Robert Moses had as he sought to spread automobility well beyond
New York City.
But TA also held a commitment to the power of [pedal] demonstration that can
only be practiced in local time and space, organizing several large, yearly fundraising bike
tours (not races) inviting New Yorkers to experience their streets car-free as they raised
support the organization. Each of the five yearly borough bike tours the group organized
were typically routed to highlight areas best accessible by the City’s growing bike network,
and to celebrate other such public realm improvements—pedestrian plazas and new
waterfront parks. Very often, TA’s political demonstrations still happened on two wheels
or included a walk/march—to a Borough Hall or City Hall—where a press conference
would be held and particular demands presented. Though the group’s political tactics
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matured and its analysis grew more contoured by lessons gleaned from post-automobilic
street remedies around the globe, it retained a playfulness and levity of character. In 2008,
TA revisited its beginnings at the New York International Auto Show, taking to a stage in
the Show’s main hall where popular political personality Reverend Billy and a dozen robed
acolytes of his “Church of Stop Shopping” officiated in a mock wedding between a
costumed “Lady Liberty,” and the American Automobile. His invocation:
We are here today to celebrate the sacred ritual of marriage, the marriage between the American
Automobile and Lady Liberty. Do you, Lady Liberty, take the American Automobile as your
loving husband after being in love with him for 100 years?”
The coughing Lady Liberty wheezes a distressed “NO!” just as “Mr. Mass Transit,” TA’s
Policy Director Noah Budnick, ‘pulls up’ in a cardboard bus, sporting a suit and an
oversized Metrocard, and saves the day. Greeted by applause from his choir, Rev. Billy
continues:
“She says that she wants her freedom! Mr. Alternative Transportation is stealing the heart
of Lady Liberty!”
The applause continues and Rev. Billy elaborates:
“Now Lady Liberty can walk and bicycle and take light rail and mass transit.”
As the newlyweds blush, the attendants sing the chorus of a thematic hymn, to the tune of
“She’ll be Comin’ Around the Mountain”:
“don’t you drive, don’t you drive that automobile…” as they exit the hall and continue
preaching the “repent and be saved” anti-car message to convention joiners, on the street
outside. Just before Reverend Billy is displaced by Convention security staff from his pulpit
and microphone, he can be heard saying:
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“I’m so glad to be invited to speak today at the church of the automobile show. Amen,
hallelujah,” as the newly-wed couple pull away from the curb in a pedicab hung with a
large, hand-lettered ‘Just Married’ sign.27

Figure 5.2—Reverend Billy preaches the car-free gospel at the 2008 New York International Autoshow
Photo: Transportation Alternatives (2008)

But the power of demonstration assumed another even more fundamental micro role in
Transportation Alternatives’ efforts. In their daily rounds cycling and walking in a City
whose streets still disproportionately represented the automobile’s speed and space
impositions, TA staff and members were seldom without reminders of why their streets
needed fixing. As TA’s senior policy director Noah Budnick put it in a 2009 interview:
at TA we say our roots are in cycling but we’ve branched out. Cyclists are like the
canary in the coal mine on streets, they’re like the barometer, the eyes and ears on
The 2:32 minute film, produced in 2008 by Elizabeth Press of Streetfilms, may be viewed at:
http://www.streetfilms.org/lady-liberty-marries-mr-transit/.

27
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the street…for any streets movement, cyclists are a key part—for the experience
they can provide and for the information they can provide, and for the energy and
activism that comes out of the cycling community (Budnick, Interview 2009)
Their use of streets by these vulnerable modes, in advance of the streets’ re-engineering,
was first a demonstration for and by these street users themselves, of the inadequacies and
bodily threats car-drawn streets pose for human bodies. The according introduction to
distance’s limitations and possibilities for finite human energy, and similarly a body’s
capacity for speed and endurance are also powerfully demonstrative for those who
encounter them. Secondly, because bicycling and walking regularly imposes on streets
certain safety and life quality expectations, what might otherwise remain an abstract
dialogue about street safety features, migrates straight to the heart and lungs. Here, the
need for infrastructural elements like bike lanes clear of snow, ice, debris and trash, parked
cars, potholes and sink holes; together with traffic signal timing; bicycle parking; safe bridge
crossings and safe intersections, are all imprinted boldly on the vulnerable street user’s
physical memory. So, too, do these individuals best encounter the environmental preconditions of human-scaled mobility--like shade and clean air—in their absence. This
power of demonstration, by opening a pathway to biological reactions like fear and
experiences like choking on exhaust, provokes an anticipatory sense of what humanattentive streets ought to be. It upsets the fixity with which habitually-used built
environments appear in the imagination—and by extension in the asphalt itself. Finally,
human-scaled mobility impositions on car-serving streets are a powerfully demonstrative
act for motorists. Cyclists and pedestrians using streets that lack safe, equitable
infrastructure to serve their slower needs often place themselves directly in the path of
harried motorists, at best causing motorists to travel at lower speeds and pass with greater
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care. Sometimes such bodily ‘occupation’ of contested terrain instead provokes anger and
impatience in motorists who instead of care, choose to pass threateningly close, yell, honk,
or otherwise use their vehicles as a weapon of road rage. But the demonstration effect is
still the same—by putting themselves squarely on motorists’ paved pathways, they become
de facto streetshaping entities, landed in motorists’ mindmaps.
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Figure 5.3—New York City Park(ing) Day 2008. The power of demonstration helps generate demand for
human-accommodating streets by putting people in them while they are still filled with automobiles that pose
a spatio-temporal threat to humans. (Photo: Jen Petersen, September 2008)
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Figure 5.4—A buffered bike lane and narrow sidewalk stretch between Brooklyn Bridge Park and Pier 5,
traversing not-yet-completed parkland in between. The combination of bookend parks and protected
bike/pedway converted a fast one-way no-go zone for humans in the shadow of the Brooklyn Queens
Expressway into a ‘make the park by walking’ transition zone, extending to unsuspecting park users the
power of demonstration (Photo: Jen Petersen, May 2011).

And though strikingly phenomenological and subjective next to a rigorous traffic
safety study, these powers of demonstration—a shared set of understandings among most
people-prioritizing street advocates—were an essential, underlying mechanism through
which TA retained staff, spirit, and actively spread its vision of safer, healthier, kinder,
more functional streets since its founding. At a pivotal moment, broad-based agreement
about the importance of extending the power of demonstration to New Yorkers of all ages,
physical abilities, and socio-economic groups, served to solidify strategic alliances among
some well-positioned champions of green growth. And on the technical side of green
growth’s street-level administration within the DOT, the classification of “demonstration
projects” re-made politically- and bureaucratically-immovable gray asphalt overnight. These
low stakes paved experiments became an incubator for the next city’s mobility patterns and
the users who would animate them. Once inert and subjected to engineers’ exactitude, New
York’s “sustainable streets” became patient teachers of alternative, human-scaled potential
to advocates, street planners, and a growing population of newly-converted pedal pushers.

5.3 New York City Streets Renaissance and the power of demonstration
In 2005, TA joined with two other local organizations—The Open Planning
Project (TOPP) and Project for Public Spaces (PPS)—and launched the well-publicized
New York City Streets Renaissance (NYCSR). This move would be transformative at TA
for the influx of resources and new staff hires it generated, but also the symbiosis it
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spawned between TA and its new partners. The three groups fashioned and framed a
campaign that re-presented TA’s core pro-bike, pro-walk, pro-transit agenda rooted in
environmentalism, into an urban livability campaign. It set out as its intent:
o Educate New Yorkers about potential transportation policy changes that will
improve quality of life across New York City
 Promote a rebalancing of this public space away from private vehicles and toward
community needs
 Demonstrate the widespread public support for reform on these issues
 Tap the potential of New Yorkers to re-imagine their own streets (New York City
Streets Renaissance 2006)
The campaign’s launch took the form of a multimedia exhibit held at the Municipal Art
Society from January-May of 2006, when it migrated to the Conde Nast building in Times
Square and later to the Brooklyn Public Library at Grand Army Plaza. Rooted in the
observation that car-dedicated streets may only serve cars but people-dedicated streets are
multiply functional, the exhibit was full of counter-scenarios assembled from evidence of
what car-free streets were doing elsewhere--principally their often overlooked function as
neighborhood-unifying, inviting public spaces (Project for Public Spaces 2006).
In many ways, this re-messaging was made possible by Project for Public Spaces, a
non-profit planning consultancy formed in 1975 to implement the urban planning and
design ideas of sociologist William H. Whyte. In the 1970s and 80s, Whyte had led several
studies examining the relative social value generated in public spaces adjacent to New York
City streets. Through them he developed both an argument about and a framework for
meeting the needs of people, rather than cars in streets, laying them out in his book and
film The Social Life of Small Urban Spaces (1980) and later, in City: Rediscovering the Center
(1988). As Whyte’s organizational legacy, PPS developed a community-based design
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process referred to as “placemaking,” and by 2010 had been contracted for projects in over
2500 communities all over the world. Verbiage and images from some of these streets
renaissance projects made up the bulk of the NYCSR launch exhibit. But mock-ups of
New York City spaces that could be remade to better serve human needs—including the
results of a “placemaking” process PPS had facilitated for the Meatpacking District’s
Gansevoort Street—were also included.
But the NYCSR was more than an urban design exhibit. It also lent legitimacy to
what might otherwise have been whimsical or dangerous experiments with street space—
the artful uncovering of pavement’s potential languishing beneath car tires. Since
reconceptualizing what streets are for only occurs as feet are redirected on familiar
pavement, traveling from asphalt to the minds, lungs, and hearts, the campaign’s vision was
only realizable by winning concrete improvements. The enactment of temporary and
interim people-serving street change, more often thought of as the goal of advocacy
efforts, was presented both as means and end for a ‘streets renaissance.’ And the
organizational union poised to support this ‘virtuous cycle’ held the creativity,
technological, sociological, political, and planning knowledge to activate a demonstration
process where streets were approached as public spaces. As Budnick said of TA’s role in
the NYCSR:
…there’s a balance between self-identifying as a cyclist and going overboard,
proposing cycling as a panacea to every ill that we’re facing. Because you can ride a
bike and you can go around and tell people about how you organize your life
around it, but they aren’t going to believe you. We don’t live in a country that’s set
up for bicycling, unless you live in Portland. So you need to put cycling in this
context of alternatives to driving…
One of the strengths of Transportation Alternatives is that we understand the
broad palate of transportation and planning issues and are involved in a variety of
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campaigns to offer people more and better ways of getting around (Budnick,
Interview 2009)
Through special, yearly events like Park(ing) Day28, and the launch of a website through
which neighborhoods could publicize, collaboratively plan, and win funding to support
their own block parties, the NYCSR offered technical and financial support for
spontaneous street-level celebration throughout the five boroughs29.
The technical resources, staff time, and mini-grants for both Park(ing) Day and
Block Party NYC were made possible by technology and finance entrepreneur and
philanthropist Mark Gorton. TOPP, the non-profit organization he’d founded in 1999, was
Gorton’s first of many significant social investments in reforming New York City’s
transportation planning process using tools from the industries he knew best. A bicycle
commuter, Gorton had been traveling to work daily through Central Park from his home
on the Upper West Side, since he’d moved to the City in 1993. Along the way, he
developed an intuitive critique of the priorities that seemed to order the City’s street
conditions. As he put it:

Park(ing) Day is an annual, global event begun in 2005 by San Francisco-based arts activist group ReBar
(http://www.rebargroup.org/). Park(ing) Day encourages citydwellers to transform metered parking spots
into a park-for-a-day making a visual, public comment on the shortage of quality open space in American
cities. The event’s originally-stated intent was: “to reprogram the urban surface by reclaiming streets for
people to rest, relax and play and to:
--Promote a critical dialogue among artists, designers, activists, citizens, corporations, and government
regarding the need for urban open space and they way in which streets are currently used.
--Energize civic life by questioning basic assumptions about urban space while offering provocative and
meaningful alternatives.
--Connect artists, designers, and activists with ways to permanently reclaim the street for people,” (Source:
http://www.rebargroup.org/projects/parkingday/, accessed on 02 March 2011).
By 2009, Park(ing) Day had spread to 140 cities in 21 countries, where more than 700 parks appeared.
(Source: http://parkingday.org/. Accessed 02 March 2011).
28

The NYCSR launched Block Party NYC (http://www.blockpartynyc.org/index.html) in 2008,
institutionalizing as part of “streets renaissance” a long-standing New York City Spring/Summer
phenomenon. Please see: http://www.streetfilms.org/block-party-nyc/. Accessed on 02 March 2011.
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you ride a bike around this city and, you know, you almost get killed, so it tends to
activate you, just, you know, almost just like a self-defense mechanism, if nothing
else. And then you think about it and you think “well, this isn’t fair, you know, like
here I am, and you know riding a bike which is like a less harmful thing than riding
in a car, and yet, I’m almost getting killed, and the people who are doing you know,
taking more space, polluting, threatening people, like you know they’re favored by
policies in the city.”
And I just started thinking about this stuff, and after thinking about it for awhile, I
realized there are a set of policies that you know, it didn’t have to be that way…it
wasn’t some sort of critical imperative that we have cars everywhere all the time; it’s
just sort of that that’s the way it worked out to be… (Gorton, Interview 2009).
A successful investment banker, Gorton was unaccustomed to marginal treatment in the
public realm, and motivated largely by his own vulnerable encounters, began to develop
ideas about rebalancing the equation on the City’s streets. He explained:
I remember one time in particular when…I mean for awhile when First Boston
was in Midtown, I used to commute through Central Park, and I used to think:
“this is crazy!” Because it’s actually really scary riding on the loop road, on your
bike, because cars are whizzing by you and they’re going like a foot away from you,
or 6 inches from you, at you know like 40 miles an hour.
And I remember thinking “this is crazy, I’m in Central Park!”
And that was sort of the first thing. (2009)
Like most activists, the frustrating conditions Gorton encountered in daily life
catalyzed his critiques. And so TA’s long-enduring campaign to ban cars from Central Park
was a logical point of entry to Gorton’s streets advocacy. But by the Summer of 2002,
when Gorton attended his first TA gathering—a town hall meeting for a Car-Free Summer
in Prospect Park—he had already set out with his technological savvy to “beat traffic,”
since he’d “beat the stock market so early in life.” The Open Planning Project’s initial aim
had been to develop an open-source traffic model to demonstrate how vehicles would
behave differently if street space was reallocated and reregulated. But upon beginning to
tinker, Gorton and his team of software developers and programmers quickly realized that
simple data necessary for traffic modeling—like the location of streets—wasn’t easy to
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come by. And so they set to work building GeoServer, a program that compiles geographic
data from all over the world into a standard source format.
As he recalled:
I was very naïve at the time. I thought: “oh, so I’ll build this open source traffic
model, and I’ll show how traffic can behave differently, and people will magically
see how things can be better…which is absolutely untrue, and now I know better.
(Gorton 2009)
Meanwhile, Gorton began to closely track with TA’s campaigns to politicize the streets he
was confronting as a technical problem. This exposure to the City’s complex urban
planning politics compelled him to make his first of many social investments in the group
in 2003, when TA sent out a request for donations to support its citywide car alarm ban
campaign. As Gorton remembered thinking: “if I can get rid of car alarms for $10,000 I’ll
do that!” So, you know, I gave them $10, 000 and the bill never got passed,” (2009). Still,
the offering diversified Gorton’s street change investment portfolio, and initiated his now
long-term relationship with TA’s grassroots advocacy efforts that complemented his own
technology-focused ones.
Serving as a portal for transparency in the urban governance processes often veiled
from the public domain gradually became TOPP’s core mission, which now reads:
OpenPlans is a non-profit technology organization focused on civic engagement
and open government. We use journalism and open source software to turn data
into accessible, useful information. This work engages the average person in
shaping their community.
Openness is at the core of all of our work: open data, open source software, and
open lines of communication. Our approach to technology mirrors our approach
to social change. All of our software is open source. We believe that technology can
transform city functions — like urban planning and transportation — and we
believe that openness contributes to good government.
(The Open Planning Project 2011a).
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TOPP has grown into a diversified umbrella organization for a mutually-supportive cluster
of non-profit and revenue-generating products and services all using communication
technologies to increase civic literacy. Together, its various projects are staffed by 50
software developers, designers, policy experts, educators, and journalists.30 Streetsblog and
Streetfilms, both founded in 2006 shortly after the NYCSR’s launch, became TOPP’s bestknown projects. Among urban planners, advocates, and transportation officials around the
world, these outlets became network nodes, educational resources, and strategic support
tools in the effort to remake streets that prioritized people. Streetfilms became
international in scope, its crew traveling to cities around the globe shooting and producing
stories of people-centric street innovation. Streetsblog launched with a New York focus as
“a daily news source, online community and political mobilizer for the Livable Streets
movement,” (The Open Planning Project 2011b), but by 2011 supported bureau staff
reporters covering the streets of San Francisco, Los Angeles, and Capitol Hill. Consistent
with TOPP’s philosophy, both Streetfilms and Streetsblog remained open source, their
discussions and films available for free on the organizations’ well-trafficked websites.
The idea for a blog that would cover local transportation originated with freelance
writer and streets activist Aaron Naparstek31 who, in September 2005 successfully pitched a
cover story idea to New York Magazine, about Mayor Bloomberg’s intention to propose
congestion pricing at the start of his second term. Naparstek began to assemble his front-

Streetsblog (NYC, Washington, D.C., San Francisco, and Los Angeles) and Streetfilms, OpenPlans
Transportation, OpenTripPlanner, Gotham Schools, and Open 311 are all housed within TOPP. For full
descriptions of each, visit: http://openplans.org/projects/.
31 By the time of Streetsblog’s launch in June 2006, Naparstek had written Honku: The Zen Antidote for
Road Rage, “a book of humorous haiku poetry inspired by the unique brand of motorist sociopathy observed
from his apartment window in Brooklyn,” written for the Department of Traffic column in New York’s
weekly New York Post, and served as a campaigns coordinator for TA, focusing his efforts on traffic calming
in Prospect Park (Naparstek 2011).
30
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line knowledge with gather targeted research and quickly realized his “article” was more
unwieldy, in-progess epic than cover story. He explained:
…it’s the problem sometimes when you’re sort of not like just the objective
journalist, but you’re also really into it—I kind of got way too caught up into it, and
meanwhile turned in this like 40 page draft to them, and said “you’ve gotta help me
figure out what the hell this story is about,” because there was so much stuff going
on at that time, like behind the scenes, and also with the New York City Streets
Renaissance Campaign starting up, that basically…nobody was writing about it, the
mainstream media did not care at all, and there was this whole range of stuff going
on from the neighborhood level battle over a bike lane, to either the larger question
of how’s New York City going to deal with climate change? And people were
working on every aspect of this and there were like these really intense fights taking
place in neighborhoods, and there was, you know, a long-term sustainability office
being set up…and nobody was writing about any of it. So, I was working on this
story about it—I was like: “Oh I gotta mention that! Illegal police parking on
Canal Street—that’s a great lead. No, I should just do the whole story around
Mark Gorton, just like make a profile of him; that would be a good story for them,
because he’s rich, he’s like a New York Magazine reader—perfect—I’ll do it that
way…no no no…”
… so every week my story kept changing and I basically turned in this 40 page
thing that was like 5 stories. And so A, I completely annoyed the editor.
But, B, I also realized that there was like a daily beat here…there was a set of issues
you could write about basically everyday, and that nobody else was bothering to
cover except for a kind of like cutesy story in the Sunday NYT. And so that was
what made me realize that, you know, there was this set of issues in New York that
could be a blog, and I had just done a bunch of interviews with Mark because I
thought I might write a profile of him… (Naparstek, Interview 2009).
Naparstek approached Gorton in early 2006, and pitched the Streetsblog idea as a
complement to the NYCSR. Together, Gorton and Naparstek decided the blog’s
overarching goal was to create a new journalistic beat. Through daily reporting, it would
politicize the street as a place where New Yorkers’ disparate-seeming quality of life
concerns came together, prompting more astute engagement with neighborhood issues.
Familiar as they were to city planning issues and livable streets advocacy, Gorton and
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Naparstek knew how easy it was to miss the inter-connectedness of issues. Recalled
Naparstek:
…there is this range of issues from the neighborhood bike battle to the illegal
government parking, these things that New Yorkers, you know, congested streets,
things that New Yorkers feel really intensely about and affect their daily lives and
also have this bigger, broader impact on the environment and the economy, and
that just aren’t being written about…like the illegal cop parking has something to
do with the speed of their bus, and the inability to bike safely…so if we’re just
putting all that stuff in the same pot, and mixing it up everyday, it becomes clear
that this is a comprehensive set of issues (Ibid.).
But Streetsblog NYC—originally just Naparstek (who moved on from his Editor
position in 2010)—grew to a staff of 6 writers by 2011, also grew into an organ for
exposing what activists viewed as retrogressive streets stewardship at the DOT. They
wanted this coverage to reach City Hall, where they knew a sustainability planning process
with an important role for streets and transportation was underway—and saw their
opportunity to influence the outcomes. He recounted:
The third thing was we really wanted the blog to be read by a very select group of
people and City Hall. You know, we wanted if not Mayor Bloomberg, then at least
Dan Doctoroff, or his people reading the blog, and we wanted everyone at DOT
reading the blog…
…And I don’t know if this is a sub-goal, but very purposeful goal of the blog was
to try to get rid of Iris Weinshall, who is basically politically untouchable. She’s
Chuck Schumer’s wife, we felt that she’d been holding transportation policy in
New York City back for years, and it was time to get someone in there who had a
different vision for that job. So that was part of it too—we created this thing called
Weinshall Watch, and we just like, made it clear that, like the next time she came to
a community meeting and said “My job is just to keep the traffic moving,” or the
next time she came to a community meeting and said: “Thank you, I’ll take that
back, I’m not a traffic engineer, I’ll take that back to the traffic engineers,” that we
were gonna quote her saying that stuff, because she said it all the time, you know
and it’s like she’s basically deferring policy to these people, these traffic engineers
who only really seem to be oriented around moving cars through the city (Ibid.).
Indeed, between 2006 and 2008, Streetsblog became the streetnews outlet of record—
referred to as such at a variety of international livable streets gatherings, where, in
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workshops about the role of media and the livable streets movement, Naparstek and his
growing staff, together with the Streetfilms crew, were consistently greeted as rockstars.
And their influence was palpable in City Halls and local transportation agencies—most
importantly, their own. Lastly, Streetsblog was intended to catalyze and unite advocates by
establishing a network of people well-educated about issues often veiled in technical,
engineering language, who could in turn join together with confidence in their ability to
propose people-serving alternatives to car-driven street planning. And to Naparstek’s mind,
by 2009 they had succeeded in “…kind of rallying all these people, who turned into their
own little mini activists—you got Christine Berthe for Hell’s Kitchen, and Ian Dutton, in
the West Village…”
I mean just, a lot of people started, very quickly actually, started to become aware
of these issues and I feel like all these activists started to feel like they had a place
that they could go to, you know there’s Streetsblog and Streetfilms existed—there’s
somebody out there fighting for them and helping them educate, so that they could
feel like they weren’t just like these little pillars all over, all alone allover the place—
suddenly everybody’s starting to come together and I think that Mark throwing
these parties and starting the New York City streets renaissance…even at the event
last Wednesday or Tuesday, we all went out to dinner afterwards…which was kind
of funny, like “wow, you know! This is really happening!” (Ibid.).
Shortly after Streetsblog’s founding, Gorton tapped local videographer Clarence
Eckerson to work with him building Streetfilms--a related, visual archive about streets and
transportation. Gorton had first encountered Eckerson’s pedal videography in 2004 at a
Transportation Alternatives rally for a Car-Free Central Park, where Eckerson’s short “The
Case for a Car-Free Central Park” was screened before an audience of 700. At the time,
Gorton had already begun to take an interest in film’s potential to clearly illustrate streets
issues and was in the early phases of planning with TA a co-produced documentary--
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Contested Streets (2006)—about the long-term effects of the automobile in New York City
life. Gorton and Eckerson began a conversation after the Central Park rally—which
resulted in a decision by the DOT to make several safety enhancements in the park for
pedestrians and cyclists—hired him to “produce shorts about communities' struggles to
make their neighborhoods safer from traffic.” The short films on the whole were “very
critical of government and documented the difficult, on-the-ground conditions for [the]
pedestrian life of New Yorkers,” and didn’t find a widespread audience beyond TA
members and other local streets activists (Streetfilms 2011). But after Streetsblog had taken
up the daily streetbeat, Naparstek began to run Eckerson’s ‘streetfilms’, and soon it made
sense that a video blog would complement Streetsblog’s reporting. Streetfilms was
launched in mid-2006.
From mid-2006 to 2011, Eckerson and his crew created films documenting postautomobilic, people-serving street design innovations from Portland, OR to Copenhagen,
Denmark. Lives-saving practices in traffic calming: curb bump-outs, chicanes, diverters,
leading pedestrian intervals, daylighting, and intersection neckdowns—each of them street
design features typically discussed only in traffic engineers’ professional meetings—are
explored playfully in Eckerson’s crew’s many films, each showing the social importance of
these easily taken-for-granted infrastructures of everyday mobility32. In several interviews
with international leaders of the livable streets movement, viewers are provided visual
evidence for the success of counter-intuitive solutions to traffic congestion, such as closing

A variety of films exploring these and other traffic calming techniques employed all over the world can be
viewed at: http://www.streetfilms.org/category/traffic-calming/
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streets to cars or instituting a citywide, low speed limit33. In one film, Gil Peñalosa,
Bogotá’s former parks commissioner who institutionalized his park-poor city’s now
internationally epidemic weekly car-free event—Ciclovía—takes the Streetfilms crew on a
tour around his city, demonstrating the health and financial equity case for his peopleserving mobility interventions. He also visits an upscale retail district made more pleasant
and lucrative after cars were excluded, proclaiming peopled streets as a win-win for his
city’s poorest and wealthiest.34 A similar film about Copenhagen features influential street
planner Jan Gehl highlighting the dramatic changes he and a handful of Danish planners
instituted over 30 years in that city’s streets, gradually converting Copenhagen to a yearround cycling city.35 And after 2007, when Janette Sadik-Khan took the helm at
NYCDOT, and PlaNYC and Sustainable Streets were being rolled out locally, more than
two-dozen films tout the innovations of her administration and explore the many city
places made safer through her leadership.36
True to TOPP’s mission, some films explicitly promote the centrality of open data
for fixing traffic. One film explains how public transit works more efficiently when real

Two such Streetfilms are particularly useful: “Copenhagen’s Car-Free Streets and Slow-Speed Zones” can
be viewed at: http://www.streetfilms.org/copenhagens-car-free-streets-and-slow-speed-zones/. “No Need
for Speed: 20’s Plenty for Us,” explains the safety, efficiency, economic, and quality of life rationale of one
York, UK-based advocacy group’s efforts to implement a 20 kilometers per hour speed limit in all of the
city’s residential areas, can be viewed at: http://www.streetfilms.org/no-need-for-speed-20s-plenty-for-us/.
33

“Lessons from Bogotá” (2008) can be viewed at: http://www.streetfilms.org/lessons-from-bogota/
A total of eight Streetfilms explore various aspects of Copenhagen’s bicycle culture that have resulted from
its’ leaders’ visionary efforts to reclaim its streets from the automobile that began in the 1970s. Both cultural
outgrowths and specific engineering strategies, plus motivational addresses by Gehl, and a film where Gehl
tours New York’s streets on bicycle with Transportation Alternatives staff, can be viewed at:
http://www.streetfilms.org/?s=copenhagen&searchsubmit.x=17&searchsubmit.y=19&searchsubmit=Search
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Many Streetfilms feature DOT Commissioner Janette Sadik-Khan are available on the site
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time data is made available to riders37, and in another, viewers accompany Eckerson on his
daily bicycle commute from Jackson Heights, Queens to Lower Manhattan, learning the
names of such bike network features as “sharrows,” and “bi-directional, floating parkingprotected bikeway.”38 Films such as Eckerson’s commute as alternative map-making
practice offer instructive examples of what to look for in a safe commuting route, but also
exhibit the forward-thinking acquired by cyclists through daily use of inadequate street
spaces. In one sequence shot on the Pulaski Bridge’s shared bike/walkway, Eckerson,
crowded into a 4-ft-wide lane of 2-way bicycle and pedestrian traffic, pans to the empty,
parallel car lanes beyond, and suggests this bridge, to better serve the pedal/foot
commuters of Greenpoint, Brooklyn and Long Island City, Queens, is a prime candidate
for conversion to a bike boulevard. And from the seat of his bicycle, the viewer can see
and feel the simple logic of more space to accommodate the swell of human-powered
movers.
By 2011, over 2 million visitors had watched Streetfilms. Among professional
planners, advocates, and many other transportation-interested groups, the films were an
essential resource for decoding mysterious engineering and mobility phenomena, but also
elucidated the efforts of advocacy groups all over, along with the pro-people innovations
of transportation departments from Washington, D.C. to Portland, OR and New York
City. By then, the frequency with which Streetfilms were shown and found instrumental in

“A Case for Open Data in Transit,” can be viewed at: http://www.streetfilms.org/a-case-for-open-data-intransit/. “Chicago’s Bus Tracker: Taking the Guesswork out of Waiting for the Bus,” a demonstration of
how open transit data works for bus riders in Chicago can be viewed at:
http://www.streetfilms.org/chicagos-bus-tracker-taking-the-guesswork-out-of-waiting-for-the-bus/.
37

“Mapping Your NYC Bike Commute” can be viewed at: http://www.streetfilms.org/mapping-your-nycbike-commute/. All above accessed on 18 March 2011.
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Mayors’ offices and Council transportation committee meetings well beyond New York,
was also well-known.39 In the group’s quest to find financial independence from Gorton, it
had begun in 2009 to seek sponsors for its work, and partnered regularly with bike
businesses and non-profit funders. “Mapping Your NY Bike Commute,” for instance, was
sponsored by a local bicycle shop easily convinced that a Creative Commons
Attribution/Non-Commercial film aiming to open the cyclists’ way of street-seeing was a
worthwhile investment40. In early 2011, The Fund for the Environment and Urban Life, a
New Jersey and Berkeley, CA-based family foundation41, funded a 10-part series of films
“Moving Beyond the Automobile,” which paints a picture of the many policy tools and
transportation innovations—public and commercial—that were steadily changing the built
and commercial options for post-automobilic life in cities—car and bike-sharing,
Many such testimonies to the reach and effectiveness of Streetfilms, from cities around the world, can be
read at: http://www.streetfilms.org/about/testimonials/.
40 ‘Mapping Your Commute’ was sponsored by Bicycle Habitat, whose owner and co-founder, Charlie
McCorkell, was a long-time bicycling advocate in New York City. Prior to the shop’s 1978 founding, he
served as Transportation Alternatives’ second Executive Director in the late 1970s and early 80s. In that
position, McCorkell organized illegal rides over the East River Bridges before they were passable to cyclists,
and led the campaigns to win bicycle and jogging paths on Central and Prospect Park’s perimeter roads. He
also helped to found the Department of Transportation’s Bicycle Advisory Council. In the early 1980s, when
Mayor Ed Koch banned bicycles from several Manhattan thoroughfares, Habitat raised money to challenge
the ruling, and also organized and paid the City’s bicycle messenger community to strike. Additional Bicycle
Habitat history can be found at: http://bicyclehabitat.com/articles/bicycle-habitat-the-history-pg540.htm.
In 2011, Habitat’s other founder, Hal Ruzal, was still a full-time mechanic at the shop, a local bike legend and
known outside of New York for his intimate knowledge of bicycles and the needs of urban bicyclists. Three
Streetfilms feature Hal inspecting parked bicycles on the streets of Lower Manhattan, pointing out the
effective and ineffective attempts of cyclists’ locking techniques. These can be viewed at:
http://www.streetfilms.org/hal-grades-your-bike-locking/ (2007), http://www.streetfilms.org/hal-and-kerrigrade-your-bike-locking/ (2008), and
http://www.streetfilms.org/hal-grades-your-bike-locking-3-the-final-warning/ (2009). Hal’s featured
knowledge prompted the UK’s Kent Metropolitan Police Service to hire him in May 2010 to consult with
their newly-created Police Cycle Task Force in a multi-day training, preparing the cycle-mounted police to
mitigate bike theft through public bike locking trainings and increased patrol of bicycle parking areas. The
MPS’s press release on the initiative can be viewed at: http://content.met.police.uk/News/New-PoliceCycle-Task-Force/1260267462689/1257246842383.
39

The Fund for the Environment and Urban Life was founded in 2009 as part of the Oram Family
Foundation, whose mission is “To fund projects and programs with promise of significant local and broaderreaching impacts on environmental quality and urban life…to initiate change.” Additional information is
available at: http://www.enviro-urban.org/index.html. All above accessed on 18 March 2011.
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congestion pricing, transit-oriented development, highway removal, parking reform, and
more.
In the 6 years since their founding, Streetfilms and the Streetsblog had established
direct lines of communication with the NYCDOT, and functioned as vocal partner/allies
in promoting the department’s efforts to make NYC streets safer and more accessible to
humans. Both outlets openly defended Commissioner Sadik-Khan’s bold leadership, under
seemingly constant attack in local mainstream media outlets since mid-2010. So, too, had
TA begun to mobilize members in defense of the DOT’s most controversial projects. As
Steely-White put it in a late 2009 interview:
Our Strategy and priorities have changed in light of some of the big changes that
have happened with the administration. And I think that it was a smart move
because we have bigger fish to fry now, and we are working in partnership with the
city when they say:
“we want to put in a bike lane here and there’s a lot of community opposition, but
we know you’ve got a lot of members in the area, you can marshal a strong
presence at a community board meeting,” yeah, basically we drop everything and
get people to go to that meeting and we get them on-message, and typically we
succeed in those kinds of situations. But this issue was made very public a few
weeks ago when Janette spoke at a TA event. And when I introduced her in saying
that when she came in there was a lot of internal debate along the lines of:
“we’re a watch dog—we’re not gonna become a lap dog!,”and then she got up and
said: “there’s no risk of TA becoming a lap dog.”
And what she meant was, we have—pretty much weekly—serious disagreements
on stuff—most recently on 1st and 2nd Avenue BRT. We’re really fighting for a
much more aggressive configuration that better prioritizes buses and bikes and you
know we’re not convinced that that is what the DOT is after there yet. So that’s an
example of where we’re still locking horns with them somewhat.
If I had to say one thing that has changed about TA since all this has happened, I
think that we are more versatile as an advocacy group. We haven’t forgotten those
other, more direct tactics, but we also have within our arsenal more nuance and
savvy and insider-type baseball moves at our disposal. And I think that we’re better
for it (Steely-White, Interview 2009).
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These advocates of streets renaissance had traveled a remarkable distance from the
conditions of their founding; it seemed their cause had been elevated overnight from
invisibility to most urgent status. And their earlier, traditional advocacy efforts like letterwriting, protests, creating a journalistic “streetbeat” and its visual equivalent in film, were
obviated by the forward-thought and quick movement of the very agency they’d targeted
for reproducing automobile-centricity. Shortly after Sadik-Khan became the DOT’s
Commissioner, it was her agency—not the advocates—who led the broader City’s streetusing public to encounter the power of demonstration. In short order, the slow movers
were granted the fast track as the NYCSR groups were suddenly political insiders—in a
matter of months these members of the City’s lower class of street users became its ruling
class. The groups’ various ‘demonstrative’ efforts had made an effective merge into longterm discussions about New York’s quality of public life, and politically-connected and
well-resourced donor/visionary Mark Gorton and other sympathetic elites had also built
entrepreneurial bridges. But what else was behind the sudden triumph of the pedal pusher,
the pedestrian, the park bench sitter?
In fact, what occurred between 2006 and 2011 was a dramatic organizational
melding, where advocates were given policy-making, infrastructure-shaping authority and
city officials became advocates of the slow, human way in streets. As with the rezonings
he’d led, Deputy Mayor Dan Doctoroff viewed redrawn streets as vital inroads to a
particular quality of economic growth. But unlike zoning designations, redrawn streets
affect both destinations and how movement occurs between them. For this reason, while
streets are called the DNA of cities, they are also thought of as the human circulatory
system--for places, they knit together locales but what they carry and how they carry it are
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powerful shapers of the built environment. In Doctoroff’s place advantage-maximizing
paradigm, streets themselves had to become lucrative places—they could not be sieves for
the City’s current or future revenue, whether lost in the costs of congestion or health care
for illnesses of passivity. And for the discriminating, mobile global elite populating
Doctoroff’s future city vision, they had to translate. Streets needed to achieve a comparable
feel to those criss-crossing other crowded global cities—most especially New York’s
closest competitor, London. They were also enlisted to maximize a potential experience
of—and so secure sources of investment for—the City’s iconic views, lifestyle offerings,
and social singularity that resulted from its unique diversity. They also had to be safe and
desirable enough that the City’s high costs—of doing business, living, raising families—did
not buckle the resolve of firms and talented people with choices to move out of New
York. None of these targeted growth-driving street functions were compatible with carprioritizing streets. Given the population projections laid out in the Group of 35’s report
and the Garvin report, maintaining a car-driving streets paradigm was an Orwellian
prospect: it would precipitate rapidly deteriorated quality of life, swiftly shutting down the
desired form of place-and-people-based growth. It remains unclear whether Deputy Mayor
Doctoroff deduced this lock-step scenario from history lessons and place-based
comparisons before rolling the DOT into his economic development domain. But what
matters most is that, in the name of “competitiveness” he did reconceive of the City’s
streets and their tending agency in the revelation of his future city, and initiated a
transformative, system-wide current that had only begun by the time he ceded his position
in late 2007. It all began with a strategic plan.
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Figure 5.5—A map of the five boroughs’ burgeoning bike lanes, emphasizing the dramatic interventions
brought by the Sadik-Khan DOT. (Image: New York Times, January 2011)

5.4 The New York City Department of Transportation
When Janette Sadik-Khan took the role of DOT Commissioner in 2007, it was a
4400-employee organization with a $600 million annual budget. Its jurisdiction extended to
the City's varied and far-reaching transportation infrastructure: 5,800 miles of City streets
and highways, 790 bridges and 6 tunnels. The DOT was responsible for installing and
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maintaining the 1.3 million City street signs, over 12,000 traffic signals, and 300,000 street
lights. The Department filled over 200,000 potholes every year, installed and maintained
63,000 parking meters, and operated the Staten Island Ferry, which carried 19 million
passengers annually. But just how the DOT had gone about fulfilling these responsibilities
differed in some significant ways from the long-term planning approach developed under
her leadership.
Sadik-Khan’s predecessor Iris Weinshall was hired in 2000 to serve as
Transportation Commissioner under Mayor Giuliani. She brought with her the training of
a professional administrator, having served in a variety of public and semi-public agency
positions in New York City after graduating from Brooklyn College and later New York
University, with undergrad and masters degrees in public service. Her legacy at the DOT is
traceable largely in management improvements; she had inherited what one staffer called a
“pretty incoherent” organization, and it showed up in the pavement. Her internal reforms
improved the coordination and speed of responses to complaints and requests from the
public, especially following Bloomberg’s 311 innovation (Russo, Interview 2011b).
Weinshall’s DOT is also credited with curbing total traffic fatalities, which during her
tenure reached a record low in 2004, at 298. Table 5.1 below shows the downward trend in
traffic fatalities between 1990 and 2006, in fact suggesting that the sharpest declines
occurred prior to Weinshall’s tenure (NYCDOT 2007).
According to Ryan Russo, who became Assistant Commissioner of Traffic
Management in the Sadik-Khan DOT, the diligent work of one controversial individual
was particularly instrumental in curbing pedestrian fatalities under Weinshall. Within the
Department Michael Primeggia was known as a dogged defender of pedestrians during his
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30-year tenure, famously insisting that all push-button walk signs be removed from City
signal crossings (Russo, Interview 2011b). But as a 2009 New York Magazine article
reported: “Some transportation activists called Primeggia “Dr. No” because he epitomized
the City’s entrenched car-first attitude. “He was as ornery and curmudgeonly as you can
get,” says Sam Schwartz, a Koch-era traffic commissioner who calls Primeggia his
protégé,” (Crowley 2009). Among Primeggia’s lasting contributions to the City public
domain was a template for creating inexpensive pedestrian plazas out of swatches of
leftover pavement, in order to meet multiple needs. The DOT‘s Deputy Commissioner for
Strategic Planning explained how the first such project, completed while Weinshall was still
Commissioner, resulted simply because he was frustrated by an encounter with space abuse
by cars in downtown Brooklyn:
…I think he was called for jury duty one day, and he was looking down one of “his
streets”—he saw them as “his streets”—and he basically saw a parking lot. There’s
nothing that will set Mike off more than when he sees someone in authority trying
to appropriate a privilege. So he conceived of that Willoughby Street plaza
essentially as a way to stick it to a bunch of court officers who were essentially
creating their own parking lot in a part of the public realm…for about $100,000—
invested in some planters and some very interesting bike racks and movable chairs,
you’ve got this great little enclave right in the middle of downtown Brooklyn
(Weber, Interview 2009).
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Table 5.1—Fatalities as Percentage by mode 1990-2006 (New York City Department of Transportation
2007).

Though this project and the other pedestrian-protective street measures undertaken before
2007 lowered pedestrian fatalities, they were outcomes of one insider’s initiative, not the
result of a thoroughly-interwoven set of values informing DOT’s overall purpose. This
approach would soon be challenged.
When the DOT came under Deputy Mayor Doctoroff’s supervision in 2006, like
the EDC and DCP after the Mayor’s 2002 inauguration, DOT was asked to develop their
own strategic plan. Commissioner Weinshall responded by forming a new Office of
Strategic Planning, whose charter was to develop the transportation elements of PlaNYC.
Steve Weber, who had been at the agency since 2002, was asked to lead this
“unprecedentedly multi-disciplinary project,” (Weber, Interview 2009). Weber had
originally been hired by Commissioner Weinshall to staff DOT’s Lower Manhattan
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Borough Commissioner’s office following 9-11. There, he had been called upon to develop
the street framework that would invite and support the Mayor’s Vision for Lower Manhattan
plan. Weber also served in Senator Schumer’s Group of 35, participating in the
development of distance-diminishing growth planning from its earliest. Over the four years
of his service, he was promoted from Deputy to Commissioner of the Lower Manhattan
Borough office, and played a lead role in this multi-agency, multi-stakeholder approach to
mobility recovery. Now as head of the DOT’s Agency process, he would coordinate
planning across Agency divisions and develop a unified strategic plan. Deputy Mayor
Doctoroff had made it clear that coordinated, clear plans to implement congestion pricing
and add to the City’s network of bike lanes were of primary importance (Weber, Interview
2009).
As recounted in Chapter 4 “congestion charging,” as its London counterpart was
called, had been a resounding success for that city—easing congestion by encouraging use
of other travel modes into central London and improving travel times by a significant
degree. London’s fees raised vital revenue for Transport for London, the agency that
oversaw its streets, public transport, and bike initiatives, and had lowered the overall costs
of idle time in traffic since it was first instituted in 2003 (Leape 2006). Ever the close
student of New York’s competitors, Doctoroff was an immediate enthusiast, viewing the
policy as a way to ease existing and anticipated congestion as the City’s population would
swell in the coming decades. It might also aid the City’s intractable transit funding shortage,
but those details would only be determined by entering necessarily complicated discussions
with the MTA—whose long-term planning processes were heavily influenced by Albany.
Doctoroff had also been inspired by European style-bicycle planning he’d witnessed in
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London and beyond. And though it is unclear how thoroughly he understood the political
implications of rapidly building out an integrated bike network in New York, his second
directive for the DOT strategic plan was to do this as quickly as possible. Very soon after
Bloomberg’s January 2006 inauguration, the Deputy Mayor made DOT a focus of his
attention—he wanted more bike lanes fast.
But the organization was not yet equipped for Doctoroff-style-and-pace directives.
As the DOT’s [no former] bike program director reported to the New York Sun following
his resignation later in 2006, Doctoroff’s initial requests were refused by DOT executives
(Hope 2006). In fact, Vesselinovitch himself claimed he was pressured by his superiors to
rebuff the Deputy Mayor’s requests, citing staffing shortages and obstructions from other
City agencies. Since taking his post in 2001, Vesselinovitch claimed to have witnessed the
Commissioner’s persistent refusal to empower bike program staff. It was with tremendous
effort that they’d made any headway towards implementing the City’s 1997 Bicycle Master
Plan. In a terse resignation letter Vesselinovitch emailed to agency colleagues and a few
advocates that July, he openly claimed:
There is much more that the bicycle program could have done than it was allowed
to do. The bicycle program, for example, could have produced plans for 40-50
miles of workable bicycle lanes each year. Instead, DOT installed little more than
15 miles, total, in the last two years. We could have saved the city settlements for
lawsuits (and residents injuries) resulting from the puzzling addition of unusually
high expansion joint covers on the Williamsburg Bridge.
…I waited for a long time for the direction from the commissioner's office to
change, or for the commissioner to be changed. I hope that you won't have to wait
much longer (Vesselinovich, quoted in Naparstek 2006a).
But Russo, who also witnessed the growing pains that accompanied Doctoroff’s new
oversight of DOT, suggested that a more significant obstacle than executive-level
resistance blocked bike lane production at the time. The DOT he’d known since his
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October 2003 hiring as Downtown Brooklyn Transportation Coordinator in that Borough
Commissioner’s Office, was simply not structurally equipped to implement a coherent
agenda. The DOT had functioned for local leaders as an agency through which
constituents’ neighborhood street concerns—over speeding motorists, parking regulations,
and so forth—could be addressed. This service model had dictated Commissioner
Weinshall’s leadership approach and the piecemeal stop signs, speed humps, and signage
that it produced had paved channels of work and inter-departmental collaboration—the
DOT’s machinery—for disconnected, rather than a unified Department effort. As Russo
put it, “this was an Agency without its own agenda,” (Russo, Assistant Commissioner of
Traffic Management, NYCDOT 2011b).
And so, even as Commissioner Weinshall’s public posture towards traffic
mitigation and improving the quality of pedestrian and bicycle environments seemed to be
shifting as the strategic planning process matured, it wasn’t entirely clear how their
implementation could keep pace with Doctoroff’s ambitions. In Fall of 2006 at a
conference on Manhattan transportation policy, she explained that the DOT was “carefully
considering a wide range of strategies to shift travel away from the automobile and onto
transit,” (Naparstek 2006b). These initiatives--Bus Rapid Transit, efforts to improve the
safety of pedestrian environments near schools, 200 miles of new bike lanes, parking
reform, and “plans to reallocate street space in neighborhoods in all five boroughs,” by
developing pedestrian plazas—were an abrupt shift away from what advocates called ‘carsfirst’ thinking that seemed to have stalled any such planning in the past. Her remarks were
also an indicator of the thought reversal at City Hall, where the same mayor who had
recently quipped: “we like traffic, it means economic activity, it means people coming
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here,” (Bloomberg, as cited in Naparstek 2006c), was urging ameliorative measures viewed
as progressive. Needless to say, the plans Weinshall highlighted had been bubbling up out
of the strategic planning office, and were heavily influenced by well-known people-focused
transportation planners and their downscaling congestion mitigation experiments in
Europe and Latin America.
Abruptly in early spring, Commissioner Weinshall resigned. The conditions of her
departure are somewhat murky, but all DOT insiders agree that the new, long-term
sustainability approach urged on the department from above and resounding in the
advocacy community, did not find easy agreement with Weinshall’s leadership. Bent on
bringing greater public scrutiny to the Commissioner’s inaction, Streetsblog’s “Weinshall
Watch” campaign had certainly provided a new vent for criticism. But whether this effort:
“ to embarrass her in front of her boss Dan Doctoroff, and be…really bold about it,” had
actually “helped move her along,” (Naparstek, Interview 2009) is a matter of lesser
concern.
What matters more is how Weinshall’s departure affirmed an essential process of identity
consolidation already underway in the livable streets community; TA members, Streetsblog
and Streetfilms followers could view their ideas and outlets as powerful enough to oust a
City agency head. The winning team’s self-perception as outsiders would be exiled for
several years. Second, and by extension of their belief in the righteousness of a pro-people
streets agenda, the status of their cause was also on the rise—a quick and almost bloodless
class revolution had occurred in the agency that controlled their streets. While the advocacy
community celebrated and sought to influence the Mayor’s replacement hire, Weinshall
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slipped from the spotlight to the position of Vice Chancellor at the City University of New
York.

5.5 What change found at the DOT
There is some speculation about how Janette Sadik-Khan came to serve as the
City’s DOT Commissioner. Paul Steely-White, TA’s Executive Director at the time, had
been told by his predecessor John Kaehny to get to know Sadik-Khan, indicating that she
was a well-qualified candidate to replace Weinshall, herself a bicycle advocate (SteelyWhite, Interview 2011). According to Steely-White, when Weinshall resigned, a particular
TA donor with connections to the Bloomberg administration may have met with the
Mayor and urged him towards her. Others suggested Bloomberg was somewhat agnostic
about the differences between Sadik-Khan and her capable competitors, and chose her
without a great deal of intention. Her credentials aligned with Bloomberg’s preference for
private sector-seasoned civil servants—she would leave her position as an executive at
large, international engineering firm Parsons-Brinkerhoff to take the helm at DOT. But
Sadik-Khan had earlier served as a senior transportation advisor to the Dinkins
administration, and in Washington, D.C. as deputy administrator in the Federal
Transportation Administration. She was also a native New Yorker, and had earned a J.D.
from Columbia University. It was made clear to Sadik-Khan that she was being brought on
to bring in to being the transportation elements of PlaNYC, released just weeks before.
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At the Mayor’s press conference announcing her appointment at the end of a
month of PlaNYC release speeches and politicking, Mayor Bloomberg openly stated all of
this:
Janette Sadik-Khan has a superb mix of public and private sector transportation
management experience and she will make great addition to our team…She's
joining us at an exciting time, as we use the last 979 days of our Administration to
enact policies to set this City on the course for a better future… Janette has the
skills and the experience to meet the challenges of overseeing our vast
transportation infrastructure, to ensure that people can move around our City
safely, and to continue to lead the DOT by implementing innovative and exciting
policies (New York City Office of the Mayor 2007).
Deputy Mayor Doctoroff also had a turn at the mic to note the significance of her
appointment. His remarks linked the Mayor’s selection to the DOT’s strategic position
among the economic development planning entities that would together achieve PlaNYC’s
goals:
Because we recognize that transportation is linked with land use, energy, housing
development, air and water quality, we truly operate as a team, and I know that
Janette will be an integral part of that as we work to meet the challenges that the
Mayor has laid out as part of PlaNYC (New York City Office of the Mayor 2007).
The Commissioner’s own remarks were indicative of her quick-to-form command of
agency parlance about what responsibility she would assume:
My first priority is the safety of our residents as they use the networks of roads and
bridges that connect our City, and I will focus on making our system more
sustainable and achieving a full state of good repair for our aging infrastructure
(Ibid.).
Still, the DOT would have to find a way to continue its piecemeal pothole fixes so pleasing
to politicians. Even Mayor Bloomberg had reportedly quipped about his penchant for
phoning his Commissioner to fix potholes struck by his car tires when Sadik-Khan’s
appointment was announced (Neuman 2007).
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The new Commissioner did not tarry. When Sadik-Khan began at the DOT in midMay of 2007, one of her first structural maneuvers was to re-form the body charged with
leading DOT’s long-term planning efforts. Taking PlaNYC as a blueprint for the agency’s
efforts to embrace sustainability as strategy, on May 29 Sadik-Khan announced that DOT’s
year-old strategic planning efforts set in motion by Weinshall would be rolled into a new
Office of Planning and Sustainability (OPS). This, she announced, would “bring a more
comprehensive and sustainable approach to the planning, design and operation of our
transportation network," (NYCDOT 2007). Accordingly, she hired a well-known
transportation consultant and researcher, Bruce Schaller, to serve as the Sustainability
Office’s Deputy Commissioner. A graduate of UC Berkeley School of Urban Planning, and
who had founded his New York-based private transportation policy research and planning
firm, Schaller’s dossier included projects undertaken for the City of New York, the MTA,
Port Authority, National Transit Institute, Federal Transportation Research Board,
Regional Plan Association, and several other local advocacy organizations, including
Transportation Alternatives.
As the Agency’s mission statement foretold, in April 2007 Schaller had released a
report on the many costs of traffic congestion in New York City, and proposed several
intertwined measures to untangle it. Known as “The Schaller Report” among advocates
and DOTers, it was a rather wonkier version of the Partnership for New York City report that
had spurred Bloomberg’s decision to include congestion pricing in PlaNYC. It catalogued
and analyzed environmental, economic, and health metrics of congestion, past and
projected into the growing City’s future. Made public just before PlaNYC’s April 22
release, it was essentially a case for PlaNYC’s most controversial element, plainly stating
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that the biggest source of traffic congestion in Manhattan was use of the personal
automobile. It showed how PlaNYC’s other near and long-term traffic planning measures
depended on curbed private auto use. Indeed, it suggested, traffic congestion is complex
enough and traceable to such diffuse sources that many solutions—whether street parking
reform, new bike lanes, bus rapid transit, or congestion pricing—are mutually dependent,
especially when considering the revenues necessary to invest in them. It summarized:
[1M<AAD>>JIB@NODJIDN<LP<GDOTJAGDA@ C@<GOC<I?@>JIJHD>KMJ=G@H<NR@GG<N<I
environmental problem. There are many reasons to address traffic issues.
[ DOTM@ND?@ION@SK@MD@I>@OM<AAD><I?OM<INKJMO<ODJI<NH<EJMKMJ=G@HNIJOEPNODI
Manhattan but throughout the city. New Yorkers believe the City is not doing
enough and want to see action to reduce congestion and improve alternative
modes.
[1C@KMDmary source of traffic congestion in New York City is the private auto,
more often than not driven by New York City residents. Policies to reduce traffic
must address New Yorkers’ auto use for commuting and other purposes.
[*<IC<OO<I<I?JPO@M=JMJPBCOM<ffic problems are closely intertwined. Traffic
congestion needs to be addressed on a citywide basis. Steps that reduce traffic
congestion in Manhattan will have citywide benefits.
[&I<??M@NNDIBOM<AAD>DNNP@N KJGD>T-makers can take advantage of the fact that most
trips in congested parts of the city are already by non-auto modes, and by the fact
that drivers have alternatives to their car for the vast majority of auto trips.
Transportation policy should build on the city’s already-extensive transit system to
further emphasize non-auto modes.
[I@AA@>ODQ@<I?N@IND=G@KG<IOJ<??M@NNOM<AAD><I?OM<INKJMO<ODJI>C<GG@IB@NRDGG
include a combination of steps that draw on three basic approaches:
[II m p r o v i n g t h e a t t r a c t i v e n e s s o f n o n - a u t o m o d e s , by making public
transportation, walking and cycling competitive with the auto on key
attributes of speed, reliability, cost, comfort and safety.
[B
B e t t e r u t i l i z i n g e x i s t i n g s t r e e t s p a c e by expanding bus and bike lanes,
which carry more people per lane mile on existing streets than do cars, by
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reducing cruising for parking, which produces unnecessary congestion, and
by improving street design and traffic management.
[A
A d o p t i n g p r i c i n g p o l i c i e s f o r r o a d u s e a n d p a r k i n g that discourage
unnecessary use of the auto, reduce through traffic in Brooklyn and Queens
neighborhoods and fund public transportation improvements. (Bruce
Schaller Consulting 2007)
Principally, the report served as a reference document for elected officials and other City
power holders, intending to demonstrate the full complement of issues tied up in traffic.
By addressing the relationship between outer borough and Manhattan congestion, it meant
to foreground a feature of traffic that can be easily missed: it is a system problem.
Congestion generated by excess trips from periphery to center meant through traffic in the
neighborhoods between, and so smart solutions addressed what they had in common.
Behind it all was an unfamiliar market logic of street space: it was a valuable resource. Its
espousal of non-auto modes was a statement about habitat—the quality of environment
offered users of alternative modes—whether bus/subway rider-pedestrians, pedestrians,
cyclists, skaters. By making these modes “competitive” alternatives to car use, Schaller
invoked a general feature of resources recognized as valuable: they are scarce and in high
demand. Could elected officials and doubting voters come to support putting a fee on
driving and parking if streets were understood as inherently precious, a resource to be
stewarded, a utility maximized for their communities?
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Figure 5.6—A Transportation Alternatives PSA on a Verizon public phone booth in Park Slope Brooklyn
graphically depicts the differential between space required to move the same number of passengers in private
vehicles versus by bus and bicycle (Photo: Jen Petersen October 2009).

5.6 From scattershot to strategic sustainability
As Sadik-Khan explained in a Fall 2009 presentation at NYU:
With clear goals in hand, we’re really on a mission to implement these projects and promises…I
think probably the biggest innovation we’ve got going at New York City DOT was transforming
the agency into a fast-acting transportation agency. That is not an oxy-moron: Fast-Acting
Transportation Agency. And I think a lot of the good reception we’re getting from the public has
to do with the fact that we’re implementing these projects relatively quickly. So we’re bringing the
reality of a greener city to New Yorkers, so they can see, touch and feel these projects and what they
mean. And I think New Yorkers especially are tired of projects that take years and even decades
to implement (Sadik-Khan, Rudin Center for Transportation Policy & Management
2009).
Schaller’s report and hiring were the inaugural steps towards the DOT’s strategic plan—
Sustainable Streets. With Schaller’s advising, Sadik-Khan filled out her own policy cabinet and
Schaller’s Office of Planning and Sustainability with professionals from the advocacy
world. She hired Jon Orcutt as her Senior Policy Advisor, who at the time was executive
director of the Tri-State Transportation Campaign, where he’d served since 1994. Before
that, Orcutt’s long history of transportation activism included steering TA as its executive
director from 1989-1994 (Naparstek 2007a). Less than a week later, the DOT announced
that Andy Wiley-Schwartz, a vice president at PPS with extensive experience in peopleprioritizing street projects around the country, would join Schaller’s office to carry out the
Agency’s transportation and public space initiatives—what would later become the
Agency’s pedestrian plaza program (Naparstek 2007b). A week after that, Dani Simons, a
current TA staffer, was hired to serve as Sadik-Khan’s Communications Director
(Naparstek 2007c). During that period of rapid “regime” turnover in Spring of 2007, the
advocacy world reeled in disbelief as the moving parts of Bloomberg’s management
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revolution flooded their streets. “File under: Totally unimaginable just a few months ago,”
read the opening line of one among several streetsblog articles published at the time
(Naparstek 2007a).
The strategic planning effort led by Schaller and Weber continued, now guided by
explicit directives to alleviate congestion, improve street safety, maximize public space,
clean up the air, and bring the city’s roads, bridges, and tunnels up to a full state of good
repair (NYCDOT 2008). But even during the year it took to complete the plan, the DOT
did not tarry. As the New York City Streets Renaissance Campaign was also forming, the
new DOT crew began work on the 9th Avenue protected bike lanes and implemented the
pedestrian plazas at Gansevoort, and were also developing plans for the Times Square
closure and Madison Square reconfiguration. By the time Sustainable Streets was received
with aplomb at an NYCSR-co-sponsored gathering at the Municipal Art Society, the new
DOT had already “stepped on the gas.” (Steely-White, Interview 2009).
In addition to the sector-blending hires that built new links and strengthened
already existing ones between the micro/user scale of street ways and means, the DOT’s
new people-serving values changed how projects were planned and executed (WileySchwartz, Interview 2009). Sadik-Khan shuffled the DOT’s Traffic Operations division to
act with greater latitude and coherence than it had under Commissioner Weinshall.
Working closely with the Office of Planning and Sustainability, engineers could quickly
install pedestrian plazas and protected bikeways as pilot projects and learn from their
effects, because instead of drawing on the Agency’s capital budget and initiating lengthy,
multi-agency review, these inexpensive projects were funded by the DOT’s operating
budget. After Mike Primeggia’s initial experiment in reclaiming space abused for parking on
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Willoughby in Downtown Brooklyn, the same inexpensive investment in colorful paint,
seating and umbrellas, and some playful art transformed a similarly under-used triangle in
the middle of Brooklyn’s DUMBO neighborhood. But these fast moves also harnessed the
power of demonstration—the only way to evaluate the potential of people-prioritizing
streets was to get people using them differently. Sadik-Khan was well aware of the strategy
here; as she put it in a 2009 presentation “outlining the kind of city we want to see we think
is extremely important, and so we’re actually able to take this space—reclaim it and
repurpose it—almost overnight” (Rudin Center for Transportation Policy & Management
2009). Among staff intimately familiar with streets’ threats and opportunities, the freedom
to “play with the street,” was essential to the success of these pilot projects. Sadik-Khan’s
innovations had the support of Mayor Bloomberg—who repeatedly declared open support
for her entrepreneurial displays.
However celebrated for their effectiveness and speed, the DOT’s experiments
ironically were in violation of federal “highway” design standards. So in 2009, the Agency
codified its new approaches, publishing its own Street Design Manual (NYCDOT 2010).
The manual was a self-conscious statement about the importance of the DOT’s new
mission, strategy, designs and tactics, and it also became a display piece that featured in
public presentations made by the Commissioner and others.
Along similar lines and as was characteristic of the Bloomberg approach to growth
citywide, the DOT’s own planning and reporting practice were both compass and log book
on the way to improving safety, adding to the City’s green space in pedestrian plazas,
improving bike network connectivity, and bringing streets, tunnels, and bridges to a full
state of good repair. Accordingly, the Agency released yearly reports on their progress
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towards these goals, in their Sustainable Streets Index (2008-2010). The Agency also
continued to closely track pedestrian and bicycling safety statistics and myriad other traffic
indicators formerly unsung—the cost of traffic crashes to the City’s economy ($4.29 billion
in 2010), the percentage of pedestrians represented in City traffic fatalities (52%), the role
of speed (high) and gender (80% male) in determining whether a pedestrian is killed in a
traffic crash, as well as reports on performance of specific projects the Department had
instituted. Travel times were improving for passenger vehicles and 130% faster for delivery
trucks who’d been re-routed to make deliveries during off hours, and congestion was
declining in general. The 2010 SSI concluded with an update to its plans for the coming
year based on these findings—all of which involved further improvements to make
intersections safer for pedestrians (NYCDOT 2011).
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Figure 5.7—Herald Square pedestrian mall, southward from Broadway (Photo: NYCDOT 2011).
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Figure 5.8—Diagram from DOT public presentation on Madison Square reconfiguration (23rd &
Broadway/5th Avenue), calling attention to the economic development and place-making value languishing
beneath the pavement. (Photo: NYCDOT 2009).
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Figure 5.9—Diagram from DOT presentation on Madison Square points out the people-inhibiting flaws of
the area’s traffic patterns in need of redress (Photo: NYCDOT 2009).
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Figure 5.10—Broadway & 5th Ave. split at 23rd street-level—6 lanes of southbound traffic and a street
crossing longer than a football field prior to reconfiguration (Photo: NYCDOT 2009).
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Figure 5.11—Broadway & 5th Ave. split at 23rd St, post-redesign. Protected green lane and sharrow lane
replace 1 lane of traffic, a pedestrian plaza extends 1 block north to 24th (Photo: Jen Petersen, May 2011).
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Figure 5.12—Pedestrians feeling safe enough to stand out for a photo opp in a moving traffic lane on 5th
Avenue, next to the Madison Square pedestrian island nearest to the Flatiron Building (Photo: Jen Petersen,
May 2011).
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Figure 5.13—Pedestrian plaza extending south from 23rd St. along Broadway (Photo: Jen Petersen, May
2011).
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Figure 5.14—Pedestrian island on Broadway becomes break-time pocket park (Photo: Jen Petersen, May
2011).

Just as Sadik-Khan had sought out the practices and personalities of the global
livable streets movement, traveling to Copenhagen and Amsterdam to import peopled
street features, her work in New York earned her a livable streets rockstar status all her
own. Between 2007 and 2010, the Commissioner spoke at more than 30 national and
international gatherings, asked repeatedly to tell the “New York story” as it had become
known among advocates. The infrastructural achievements of her leadership were made
more visible by Streetfilms and the talk of the urban planning-interested world via the
Streetsblog, which reliably broadcast best practices incubating in New York City streets—
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through PSA-style films, detailed reporting on street developments, and general infectious
evangelism at international conferences (Fieldnotes, April 2008 and October 2009). The
City’s streets were picked up by extra-local groups like Embarq, a 5-city global network of
Centers for Sustainable Transport working to disseminate resources about people-serving
transportation policy around the world. In August of 2010, the US-based group produced a
series of films to this end, of which New York was one subject. The film featured DOT
staff, including the Commissioner, touring Embarq through the plazas and bikeways that
were drawing such widespread attention. “I think that world class cities are understanding
that they have to do whatever they can to improve the quality of life in their city and so
what we’re looking to do is to make New York City the greatest, greenest city in the
world,” the Commissioner began as the film opened42. The language of world class had
made its way into Bus Rapid Transit, pedestrian islands and protected bike lanes, and just
as fluidly, they did not remain there but coursed through professional and advocacy
networks to Long Beach, CA and Washington, D.C.

5.7 Conclusion: A world class guerrilla bureaucracy
In this chapter, I have related how an entrepreneurial Mayor and Deputy Mayor
with a keenness for competitive advantage enlisted the city’s taken-for-granted street
circuitry as part of their global city vision. Growth priorities at City Hall necessitated
structural and cultural changes in the DOT, all of which are traceable to Mayor
Bloomberg’s PlaNYC 2030, released just weeks before he announced the appointment of
Janette Sadik-Khan. Rather than through lengthy and heated public processes or a
The Embarq film, part of the group’s “Cities in Focus” series, can be viewed at:
http://www.embarq.org/en/video/cities-focus-new-york-city. Accessed 12 May 2011.
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contentious political battle, this bureaucracy-defying speedy changeover was made possible
by management techniques intended to foster collaboration and protect the
experimentation and innovation necessary to implement unprecedented, people-serving
street treatments. The DOT’s charge to balance safety with the efficient movement of
people and goods had long been carried out following a well-worn service provision model
generally uncontroversial because it did not impinge upon automobility’s spatial, temporal
and behavioral right-of-way. But when Sadik-Khan replaced Giuliani’s Commissioner Iris
Weinshall, the safe and efficient movement of people and goods was redefined and the
personal automobile was de-prioritized, demoted for space, air, and energy abuse. The
wider public had little reason to expect that their feet, tires, and engines would shortly be
greeted overnight by different-leading pavement that would show them these new
priorities—to their delight or anger. As such, opposition only formed as a reaction to
experienced insult after it was painted in green pavement.
The green growth machine that cast its sustainability vision on New York’s streets between
2007 and 2011 hadn’t either formed from traditional democratic mobilization of a growth
coalition. Sadik-Khan’s revolutionary gestures were made possible by a mayoral reorientation towards the question of whom the City’s streets ought to serve, and how. His
answer upturned the DOT’s operating norms, landed advocates in positions of power, and
planted new service and safety expectations in the minds of street users. As word of this
change spread and its evidence appeared in the pavement, New York City became an icon
in the global, livable streets movement. Soon, the DOT was attracting qualitatively
different staff—who’d trained at the most progressive urban planning schools and came
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from advocacy background. Sadik-Khan was invited to speak at gatherings of advocates,
public health professionals, urban planners, and took on national leadership positions.
Economic elites also played an important role reconciling global competitiveness,
livability, and mobility justice and with dramatic effect. In particular, the cash infused by
“angel donor” Mark Gorton enabled formation of the New York City Streets Renaissance,
a coalition effort with a widely-accessible message focused on improving the place of streets
instead of conditions for a single, almost invisible mode: the bicycle. For business-savvy
Gorton, this was not charity but a strategic investment, and here was the link between use
and exchange value interests that created the solidarity between use and exchange valuing
groups sufficient to support some of the DOT’s most controversial projects. As TA staffer
Noah Budnick said:
It’s been a great example of venture philanthropy because Mark really cares about
the streets of New York and thinks about his funding really as investments in TA
to catalyze that change…just like in the business world venture capitalists invest in
companies and see a product at the end of whatever business plan has been
developed, this is a political business plan that’s been developed and there’s
political changes and actually real changes on the streets.
It’s not a blank check…and that’s what we’ve seen with more and more of the
venture philanthropists in New York. People support an issue because it’s an
interest of their own and so they are invested/want to know what their
involvement amounts to. And so with some private funders we have gone as far as
writing them a proposal and sending them bi-annual or annual updates on the
project, and whether a 5-page or longer report…you know, New York is a
business, it’s a work culture, it’s very formal…which I think is good. In order to
move these issues forward, you have to develop your ideas. And get feedback—
some funders will look over proposals and say: “well…I don’t think this is gonna
fly; if this is gonna work you have to explain it more…”…these supporters want to
see you succeed and they have seen you succeed, (Budnick, Interview 2009).
The fusion of use and exchange value in streets through this monetary investment in their
work prompted important organizational changes in the streets social movement. As
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Budnick testified, the new investment freed them not only to message and work more
broadly, but to further the work TA had been doing since its founding in the 1970s:
There’s 99.999% overlap between what we want to get done and what Mark wants
to see done…we’re still doing our bread and butter organizing…turning people out
to meetings, writing letters, doing reports…but his funding has allowed us to staff
up--now we can do things like Block Party NYC, which is the summer block party,
bring designers and planners in to do charettes…produce a documentary…the
foundational work is still going on but we’ve been able to branch out…there’s a
nice feedback loop…these new campaigns come back and support our longer term
campaigns… (Ibid.).
The same features of streets that aligned cross-class interests in them also bridged the
traditional divide between social movement and the local state. With the DOT’s swing
towards planning streets that alleviated congestion for car and human traffic while
improving public health, maximizing the utility of street space for staying and slow
movement, and also cleaning up the air as the rubber hit Sustainable Streets, they became a
“guerilla bureaucracy.” An organizational shift made this possible as advocates assumed
leadership roles in the DOT, bringing with them the long-gestating ideas and techniques of
peopled-streets activist-planners around the world. Instead of exceptional efforts seen
through by unusually committed or well-placed staff, and rather than the product of years’
worth of environmental review and design deliberation, streets now changed overnight.
They became public squares forcibly occupied by the paint, epoxy gravel, planters, and
bridge pediment ordered up by mission-driven technocrats rather than striking union
members or radical students. These changes also upset entrenched automobilic norms that
had dictated the structure and target of the organization’s work for generations. Few
understood the political ramifications and sharp battles forecast when the DOT came
under Doctoroff’s supervision, and Bloomberg chose Janette Sadik-Khan as Commisioner
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Weinshall’s successor. Though the advocacy community, dogged from generations hugging
the dangerous shoulders of car-filled streets, recognized the coup to come with this regime
change, many more New Yorkers were shocked to discover how significantly a little paint
and pedestrian crossing islands could change their daily lives. Once these experiments
reached into the lives of a few political elites, impinging on their at-will access to distance,
the writing was on the pavement. The power of demonstration legitimized in a restructured
public bureaucracy incited a vicious, anti-growth outcry confused on the matters of use and
exchange valuation of space that normally filled them. This is the subject of the following
chapter.
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Chapter 6
Tensions in green growth

Figure 6.1—“Shakedown Street,” by cartoonist and author Bruce McCall, appeared on the editorial page of
The New York Times on December 18, 2010.
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Introduction
Almost overnight, allocation of street space generated debates citywide in late 2010.
Two of the DOT’s bike projects attracted a particular amount of attention, and local
politicians were suddenly attuned to the word on the street. Sensational news articles began
to appear regularly in The New York Times, The Daily News, The New York Post, The Wall Street
Journal, New York Observer, New York Magazine, The New Yorker, and many city and streetthemed local and international blogs. The barbs flew on editorial pages. The sides of the
debate were generally portrayed in overly simplistic terms where bike lanes became
monopolists crowding out other possible street functions (McCall 2010, see above), their
advocates naïve or smug (Marshall et al 2010), their opponents as place-preservationists,
vengeful DOT retirees, or else helpless senior citizens (New York Post Opinion: Letters to
the Editor 2010). The DOT were painted as smug, untouchable technocrats fixated on
safety stats or a wild-eyed vision of a city full of reckless pedalers by those who felt
displaced by their pavement maneuvers, (Cuozzo 2010, Kramer 2010). But by fans, the
Commissioner was pronounced “a Latter-Day Robin Hood,” (Seaton 2011a). Mocking
cartoons appeared occasionally on editorial pages. The statistical evidence of safety
improvements and curbed speeding, and the extent of community support for these
projects were treated as if illegitimate and certainly not justification for the DOT’s swift
work (New York Daily News Editorial 2010). Elected officials became involved as
constituents raised protests—their idiosyncracies and indignance were also on prominent
display in these portrayals (Arak 2010, Naparstek 2011). Universally, the lanes in
Manhattan and Brooklyn were talked about as an entirely local issue—outcomes of Mayor
Bloomberg’s ‘odd’ preoccupation with healthy lifestyles, and his DOT Commissioner’s
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peculiarly sovereign, virtually inscrutable street tinkering (New York Daily News Editorial
2011). Some discussions in the press began to raise the bigger, philosophical issues about
whether centralized planning was really the best way to change streets, and what this might
mean for transportation planning in the rest of the country and the world (Shaer 2011,
Seaton 2011b). And then, the law was invoked. On March 7, 2011, two Park Slope
Brooklyn groups, Neighbors for Better Bike Lanes and Seniors for Safety, filed a lawsuit in
Brooklyn Supreme Court against the DOT for insufficient community consultation in their
planning for humanizing street measures on the Western border of Prospect Park
(Grynbaum 2011).
Outside of New York, bicycling and streets-following bloggers were attentively
tracking the developments. Advocates reporting from other US cities worried openly about
their own elected officials who needed much convincing about the benefits of bicyclingprescient infrastructure, and claimed to be limited by federal street standards. A reversal in
New York might threaten their own efforts to extend a gutter’s-width to a full parking lane
for human movers in their own streets. Only a few months before, controversy over
ambitious street-reallocating changes had led to the recall of Washington, D.C.’s bicycling
mayor—a symbolic battle for equitable streets that had also been attentively followed by
their advocates. What would become of New York’s pathfinding in the Bloomberg/SadikKhan years, as it had during the long Moses era, could shape the street politics of other
places. While they weren’t always privy to private conversations between members of ‘the
opposition’ (where it existed in an organized form)—whether car-favoring members of the
streets planning technocracy, reluctant elected officials, or organized, pro-car constituents--
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livable streets advocates knew how essential were ‘successful’ street re-models. They
stepped up their defense of turf that had been transformed for them.
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Figure 6.2—Bicyclists and other livable streets proponents assemble for a demonstration in support of the
Prospect Park West redesign, October 2010, (Phot:o: Jen Petersen).
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Unlike other localities similarly constrained by federal standards and still stuck with
streets from automobility-driven agencies, Sustainable Streets initiatives were most welcomed
where they matched an already-existing scale of commercial and residential life (Fessenden
2010). The business community did not organize to block pilot projects, even if they
expressed initial concern (Einhorn 2010). If not immediately, many could see how losing
some parking spaces to a protected bike lane, once the kinks were worked out for
deliveries and so forth, improved the feel of the place, eliminated decibels of noise, made
streets safer, and was generally good for business (Marritz 2011). New York, afterall, was
the US city with the lowest per capita rates of car ownership, and so what sense did it make
to give cars so much room (Kazis 2011)? Business Improvement Districts and community
groups had signed on to maintain the well-known pedestrian plazas in downtown
Brooklyn, DUMBO, Times Square, Madison Square, and Gansevoort. In addition, the
DOT’s Plaza Program had selected 8 of 22 applicants throughout Brooklyn and Manhattan
that had applied for funding for planning, design, and construction during the Program’s
first year alone (NYCDOT 2009). Given this support and the many ways slow and local
street design benefitted New York City property owners, the vexing question here is not
“why didn’t opposition to the projects arise sooner?” but instead, “why did it arise at all?”
In other, more distance dependent cities where human-scaling street measures
might someday induce—rather than complement—existing commercial and residential
density, the promise by advocates of a quality of street life for which there was no
precedent could appear outlandish, dim at best. Business owners had no immediate
incentive to jeopardize profits by making it difficult for their customers to find parking.
Elected officials knew this, but instead of confronting this problem of land use and
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development patterns, claimed concerns over the liability they’d accept by flouting federal
street standards, or about how encroaching on car space would exacerbate congestion. To
an already reluctant elected official, news of political turmoil induced by reallocating street
space become convenient evidence about the “impracticality” of swapping out car space
for bike and pedestrian prioritization without lengthy processes. They of course meant:
“that would be political suicide—or at least threaten my re-election chances or campaign
funds.” This was of course an inoperative set of concerns in Bloomberg’s New York,
where campaign funds came from the Mayor’s own pocket and political suicide had been
commit so often it was no longer a threat.
Different from many US cities, the overt revalorization of human capital exchange
in New York’s current venture places a premium on the returns of public space. Quality—
clean, safe, healthy—public spaces foster connection between people—entrepreneurs and
technorati to nannies and fashion designers. Whether in the middle of Ninth Avenue at
14th Street or on the southern banks of Newtown Creek in Greenpoint, Brooklyn, these
valuable transactions are backlit by iconic cityscape—the City itself a palimpsest of brickand-mortar’s potential within the city limits. Meatpacking succeeded by boutiques and an
elevated park by day host wine bars and meat markets after dark. A history of oil spills and
shipbuilding is reabsorbed by bio-remediative vegetation, accessed via contiguous
waterfront greenway. Such spaces, all of them fluid, are also translatable, imported from
post-industrial places that pulled themselves back together by pedaling a human scale in
Baron Von Haussman’s boulevards, or spreading sand on the banks of the Seine. These
places speak with the footloose fluency of “lifestyle” demanded by a post-distance
economic elite, but also working class pubic housing residents in the Lower East Side,
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where an Allen Street once obscured in the shadows of elevated rail then later paved for
speedy car traffic, was recovered in a linear park for movement and staying at the human
scale. Increasing the usability and safety of public spaces and extending them in to streets
was a distinct growth strategy. But as was demonstrated in Chapter 5, it was a strategy
whose feasibility depended on distinct institutional shifts within the DOT and social
movement organizations. These provoked a classic-looking growth politics struggle.
However view-shedding, the ironically low-cost conversions of street to square and
parking lane to protected cycle track were high-risk political moves in the first instance
because they altered institutional/bureaucratic landscapes that had served as a political
stabilizer for New York City elected officials. Second and related, though nowhere near as
entrenched as in most other US cities, the notion of motorists’ “rights” to public places
was still defended among New Yorkers. Retaking the pavement, planting new “street
signs” where this message had only been reinforced involved upending lifestyles,
challenging classpirational values, flip-flopping geographies potentially to produce new
streetscapes of both social exclusivity and inclusivity. As such, where the backlash
coalesced against street reallocation offers insight into what green growth could not so
easily tackle. Competing visions for New York’s present and future emerged, suggesting a
disconnect between those interested in locality’s use and exchange for staying and those
interested in its use and exchange for preserving at-will access to distance for leaving. This
is ultimately a conflict over future visions of a place, the right to shape that place after an
old or new set of values. The struggle to preserve access to vs. eradicate the costs of
distance in New York’s streets is the mobile equivalent of competition between use and
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exchange value-motivated groups in Logan and Molotch’s writing on “stationary” growth
struggles.
In this chapter I examine three particular Sustainable Streets projects that elicited
conflict over the anticipated benefits and losses of distance-diminishing growth. The
locations and nature of opposition, together with their particular expressions elucidate the
politics of growth in reverse. At the site of each, I demonstrate how competing values
about what infrastructure ought to do sorted green growth’s supporters and resistors.
These conflicts took place at the micro scale of action influencing New York’s specific
routes to Sustainable Streets, but were informed by and bore out subsequent action in both
meso and macros dynamics. Whether in the name of safety or easing congestion, resocializing streets was among the most challenging post-industrial US city projects because
it involved a scalar reappropriation of space from modernity’s structuring mode, its speed
and space. “Place” could be easily marketed to visitors, but could longer term resident New
Yorkers find their reflection in the vision of a greener, quieter, more intimate, distancediminishing City?

6.2 Infrastructure worth fighting for
As a prelude to his initial speech about the sustainability planning effort underway
at City Hall, Mayor Bloomberg’s December 2006 acknowledged the ease with which city
dwellers accustomed to certain essential, reliable services could take for granted what it
takes to deliver them:
For example, think about what you did to get here this morning. Maybe your alarm
went off; you turned on the lamp; you ran some water to brush your teeth; picked
up the paper, which had been delivered by truck; for breakfast you made some
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toast; took a phone call (from a Deputy Mayor, telling you not to mess up a big
speech you were going to give in Queens); made yourself some hot coffee; then
hopped on the subway to get here.
In other words, you relied on the City’s infrastructure – without ever giving it a
single thought. Its millions of components must work seamlessly, every second, day
after day, year after year, for all of us to survive. And, for the most part, they do
(Bloomberg 2006).
The long-awaited speech introduced in a light, anecdotal way the simple notion that turned
out to be a very complex matter, exciting much debate among New Yorkers during the
period under study: patterns of everyday, modern life can only be drawn on what
infrastructure supports. However innocuous seeming as a topic of conversation,
transportation, sewers, electricity, and open space make possible certain patterns of
development and use in daily life, at the same time prohibiting others. As discussed in
Chapter 2, this overarching trait makes infrastructural systems extremely powerful shapers
of daily life. There are several ways infrastructure is experienced at the micro level, closely
connected to ways it is physically conceived and built at the meso level through local
politics and bureaucracy that help explain the tension that arose over New York’s streets in
this study. As Edwards has written:
Mature technological systems—cars, roads, municipal water supplies, sewers,
telephones, railroads, weather forecasting buildings, even computers in the majority
of their users—reside in a naturalized background, as ordinary and unremarkable to
us as trees, daylight, and dirt. Our civilizations fundamentally depend on them, yet
we notice them mainly when they fail, which they rarely do. They are the
connective systems of modernity. (Edwards 2003)
Infrastructure like streets were a pre-condition of industrial expansion and
urbanization’s spread, and have continued to permit outward growth. Though these
systems are fixed features of modern life, we rarely think about where they came from or
the specific historical, institutional conditions that originally put them in place. Second,
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despite the appearance of fixity, they are never done. While designed to carry particular
materials and though they can reach capacity, infrastructure is far more flexible than the
lives we construct around them—they can change, but the lives we pattern around them
can be extremely difficult and expensive to alter. The assumption of fixity results from
daily use and the passive reproduction of lifestyles they can support. Recalling that, as was
discussed in Chapter 2 and made concrete in Chapter 5, infrastructure is a product of its
users as well as the engineers who actually design these systems, tacit acceptance of the
lives infrastructure supports is also tacit rejection of the alternative patterns and forms it
preclude. But there are values embedded in the decisions about how infrastructure does
what it can, and through passive daily use we embody and reproduce these without even
realizing it. These features of infrastructure are the most important to bear in mind when
considering the conflict over Sustainable Streets discussed in this chapter.
The illustration of water management in another global city brings the implications
of these characteristics into sharper focus. Even if everyone agrees that sewers should
“manage” water, two ways of doing so can articulate very different values. A water
management system might channel water as fast as possible to the sea, as the Los Angeles
River, re-structured by the Army Corps of Engineers as a “flood control channel” in the
1940s, was designed to. Alternatively, Los Angeles could manage its runoff by allowing
more of it to trickle through permeable surfaces than asphalt permits. In this approach,
volumes of rainfall can be reabsorbed and held in underground aquifers, replenishing the
region’s water table. That water which does pour into the River from the Santa Monica
Mountains, the Simi Hills, and the Santa Susanna Mountains might find a natural rather
than concrete riverbed and plenty of floodplain left undeveloped around it, allowing the
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River’s earlier alluvial floodplain to absorb periodic flooding. In both cases the needs of
Angelenos are served—water does not flood streets and homes. But in one case, the water
is removed from circulation in a region challenged by cycles of flood and drought. Water
that flows swiftly down a flat concrete channel does not either permit riverine ecosystems
to flourish as habitat for valuable biodiversity, whose organisms and microorganisms also
to do their part to filter pollutants from water for its re-use. A concrete river also ceases to
support food—for human and non-human creatures alike. Unless stocked, they are rarely
popular fishing venues, and wild watercress and miner’s lettuce that can grow in the
region’s natural watersheds cannot take root either. And yet, as recently as 2008, the Army
Corps of Engineers rebuffed the demands that the river be de-concretized. As the San Jose
Mercury News reported, in response to environmental justice groups in communities along
the LA River’s 51-mile reach, the Army Corps proclaimed Los Angeles “not a river town,”
(cited in Alossi 2008). Because infrastructure imposes practical values into the lives of city
dwellers, the process of their “sustainable” re-design can not only pose alternatives that
remedy the infrastructure’s current inequities, but also confronts patterns of life, together
with the values they bespeak and reproduce by its users.
The matter of values-laden infrastructure comes sharply into focus with the case of
streets designed to accommodate automobiles. As discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, the
combined speed and distance capacity, along with the space required whether moving or
stationary, makes the automobile a scalar monopolist in streets. There are resulting
sacrifices of place, human life, air quality, and community vibrancy that come with streets
planned solely for automobiles. The benefits of automobile use in the form of economic
prosperity have accrued to some communities while its negative effects find
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disproportionate expression in other communities that host its highways, collect its smog,
suffer limited access to local resources. And though it may be easy to see that this system
urgently requires replacement, practical approaches to its transformation are less
straightforward.
Because systems move, they bear potential to exacerbate existing uneven patterns
of development, even if their modifications are motivated by equity. Unless the new
element—in this case, the prioritization of people-accessible streets—is inserted
strategically and with consideration for the socio-spatial inequalities they meet, it could
chafe for a variety of reasons. If people-prioritizing streets are built only where they tend to
be most popular—where human-scaled commerce and healthy people already flourish—
they are likely to continue to benefit those already living free from the exactions of distance
in their midst. Meanwhile, the safety and security, augmented green space, cleaner air,
vibrant local businesses and healthy bodies that people-prioritizing streets can produce may
be most acutely needed in lower-income, historically marginal communities. But peopleprioritizing streets may be least welcome in such communities because of the persistent,
classpirational defense of at-will access to distance, at a premium in such places. Similarly,
redrawn streets might provoke resistance in these neighborhoods because they still bear
out the harm done by distance-serving infrastructure inserted at an earlier moment. Where
at-will access to distance is defended by those most disadvantaged by it, the binding,
inherited political and spatial hegemonies of automobility can be extremely difficult to
displace. It is thus easy to see how unseating a scalar monopoly on mobility set up class
conflict between those eager to maintain at-will access to distance because of its immediate
political or financial profit, and those who bore its costs most heavily while being told
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otherwise. Members of the former group were eager to hang onto their current advantage
and members of the latter group were split between those who would like also to benefit
from distance and those who wished to re-place it.

6.3 No more free rides: duties on distance
In many ways, the congestion pricing provision introduced in PlaNYC and fleshed
out in the DOT’s Sustainable Streets, set up the ultimate battle in automobility politics.
Congestion pricing had multiple aims—all of them pointing to a rediscovery of the value of
locality. It prioritized street life by encouraging clean and efficient use. It prioritized locally
controlled transit by providing a local revenue source that could ensure its expansion
through maintenance and construction, but also by freeing up more street space. Different
from street reprogramming through added bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure, nothing
about the point of charging motorists was concealed in the asphalt. Congestion pricing
would send an unmistakable message to individual motorists—that their mode of
contribution wasn’t welcome, could no longer be accepted as the price of life in the big
city. What’s more, much like citywide bans on trans-fats, smoking in bars and soda in
schools, congestion pricing imposed a value determined from above. After PlaNYC made
its public debut and shortly after the DOT released Sustainable Streets, Rit Aggarwala, by
then the Mayor’s Director of Long-Term Planning and Sustainability, summarized the
challenge in this way:
New Yorkers are keenly aware of the problem that we have in terms of
transportation congestion. Whether it's on the roads, on your daily subway
commute or just walking through Time Square, we all know that mobility is a
challenge. Everybody wants to solve the problem. The challenge is that nobody
really wants to pay for it. Everybody thinks that the other guy shouldn't be driving,
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but I'm driving for all the right reasons. Everybody says, sure, I want more people
on transit, but not on my train because I want to get a seat. And, yeah, we need
more money for transportation investment, but don't take it out of my wallet…
…The reason that congestion pricing is such a powerful concept, and the reason
that the mayor, who was initially skeptical about it, warmed to it and now has
obviously embraced it and believes in it quite strongly, is that it solves multiple
challenges at once. It reduces traffic while raising money for transit. And it gets
people to think more about the personal choices they make.
Just like you get charged every time you decide to take the subway, and that makes
you think about whether you want to use this scarce resource that costs money to
provide, you also want a price on making the decision to drive into one of the most
congested and transit-rich areas in North America. That's the goal (Aggarwala
2007).
The dramatic, year-long battle to penalize distance drug into the streets of Manhattan
played out in two phases. At his April 2007 release of PlaNYC, Mayor Bloomberg
introduced his pricing plan to charge motorists an $8 fee to enter Manhattan below 86th
Street between 6am and 6pm on weekdays. His proposal was introduced two months later
in the State Legislature, whose approval it required to form a local pricing authority. Later
that summer, the Legislature formed a 17-member Traffic Congestion Mitigation
Commission, made up of representatives chosen by the Governor, Mayor, the heads of
both parties in the State Senate and Assembly, plus the City Hall speaker. At the same time,
the MTA sought implementation funding for the pricing program and some correlating
transit improvements, through the USDOT’s Urban Partnership Program. Meant to scale
up duties on distance and simultaneously promote distance-diminishing economic growth
in localities, it awarded a total of $1 billion to projects around the country that involved
tolling, transit, telecommuting, and technology. In August, the City and MTA were
promised $354 million in funds—by far the greatest amount among the program
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grantees—pending State Legislature approval of the necessary fee-handling agency by April
2008 and program implementation by the following March (Schaller 2010).
The Commission held a series of public hearings on the PlaNYC pricing scheme,
ultimately proposing a modified plan to exclude the Upper East and Upper West sides,
eliminate the out-bound fee and replace intra-zonal fees with taxi and parking garage
surcharges (New York State Traffic Congestion Mitigation Commission 2008). If
successful, analyses indicate the plan would have reduced vehicle miles traveled by 6.8%,
and time spent in idle traffic by more than 30% within the pricing zone and more than
20% in adjacent areas. After annual operating costs, the fee would have raised $491 million
for transit improvements. The Commission’s recommendations were supported by all but
2 of its members, which had been appointed by Assembly Speaker Sheldon Silver. The
vote then proceeded to the State legislature where, given the classic city/suburb divide that
historically animated deliberations in Albany, it had surprisingly solid support. Locally, the
modified plan was endorsed by Mayor Bloomberg, Governor Paterson, a coalition of 135
local civic, business, labor, environmental, advocacy groups and the four major
newspapers. A Quinnipiac University poll at the time revealed a 67% showing of support
for the measure—so long as collected fees would be used to improve transit (Quinnipiac
University Polling Institute 2007).
New York City’s ultimately unsuccessful attempt to win approval for congestion
pricing in 2008 resulted precisely from the masquerade of personal liberty behind which
the inequities of distance-dependence flourish. After the City Council passed their
affirmative resolution, and with the federal funding deadlines quickly approaching, only the
State Legislature’s approval remained. The measure was expected to breeze through the
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Republican Senate, but was opposed by a local alliance in the Democrat-controlled
Assembly. Here, among New York City representatives, a cross-class alliance based in
preserving at-will access to distance obfuscated the class and geographic disparities
produced and maintained by their politics. This alliance formed an impasse that prevented
the measure from coming to vote before the federal funding deadline, and congestion
pricing was dead.
One group, comprised of legislators from eastern Queens and south Brooklyn—
both areas with higher than average rates of car ownership and sparse transit
accommodations—opposed the fee to protect their constituents’ own, near-term economic
interests in at-will access to distance. But opposition from the other group, made up of
legislators from transit-richer central Brooklyn, Queens and the Bronx, reflected the
pernicious class deceptions hidden in distance-dependence. Here, American ideals of
political and economic liberalism that had hitched themselves into both the automobile
itself and the streets bearing its rights of way protections intervened in this second group.
As all urban-dwellers failed by density dependence, these residents’ life chances had been
materially clipped by the spread of land and life-clearing highways, steadily creeping speed
limits, and bankrupt transit systems. And in spite of this, the automobile’s fabled generosity
was firmly upheld among them, manifest as a classpirational pursuit of automobility instead
of what really fueled this mode of accumulation—a very weakened foundation of
state/economy mutual supports. The outer boroughs’ resulting “traditional resentments for
Manhattan elites,” (Schaller 2010) neighbors who once set those pillars but who now
strained under their dead weight, were mistakenly cast as votes against a class- and placereconciling bridge. Mistrustful that funds would be spent on “bridges” of indiscriminate
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benefit, and as such unlikely to believe any promise of propinquity’s profit spread through
them, the struggle befell a classic mega-projects fate. Even where everyday life conditions
were replete with evidence of its failure, the century of distance dependent growth and the
still-widening socio-spatial wealth gap it produced in New York, still poses the most
significant obstacle to post-automobilic, class-reconciling policies. In some cases, its
reactive institutions—like class politics mapped onto automobility’s uneven geographies—
may in fact be the biggest blocks.

6.4 Clash of the anti-moderns
The first “bike lane backlash” episode arose in late 2008 from South Williamsburg,
Brooklyn’s Hasidic community, where the heavily traveled Bedford Avenue bike lane
connecting Bedford-Stuyvesant and Williamsburg ran right through it. Hassidic leaders
pleading for protection from the cyclist menace complained that the lane attracted scantily
clad female cyclists and was a waste of valuable street space. The accusation caused a stir in
the cycling community, and numerous blog posts and newspaper articles keyed into the
controversy. On November 30, the DOT began removing 14 blocks of the lane. Direct
action demonstrations were planned by its cyclist defenders, among them a topless bike
ride down Bedford that was snowed out. Six days after the costly removal (more costly
than its 2007 installation), guerrilla bike lane stripers repainted the lane during dark, early
morning hours. Among them was a neighborhood Hasidic cycling advocate. Two of the
stripers received summonses for criminal mischief. The action was of course filmed, set to
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heavy electric guitar, and posted to YouTube43. Another direct action group, Time’s Up!,
held a spirited, 2-wheeled funeral procession to draw attention to its users’ loss44. The
DOT never announced any specifics about their decision to remove this portion of lane,
only that it was part of “ongoing bike network adjustments in the area” (Solomonow, in
Fried, 2009). Some speculated that, given the Hasidic community’s historic support for
Bloomberg, the Mayor made a campaign promise to deal with the blight in order to secure
the South Williamsburg vote in November’s election.
But the case calls to attention another important feature of growth in reverse—
forced mixing. Though that particular stretch of the Bedford lane did not traverse the
recently-upzoned parts of Williamsburg, it did connect the two adjacent neighborhoods.
Amplifying the previous 10 -15 years’ influx of artists and young people in Williamsburg
together with open space and amenities drawing many non-Jews to the waterfront parks
and Central Williamsburg, new condo towers began sprouting ovenight next to old row
houses and decayed industrial buildings. Combined with the increasingly cycle-mobile
younger demographic filling rent gaps in adjacent Clinton Hill, Bedford-Stuyvesant and
Crown Heights, the demographic fluidity rushing through the Hasidic neighborhood made
a bike lane another of many agents for unbuffered trans-ethnic and class mixing. In this
sense, the bike lane could have been any public space in the community—which was also
surrounded to the immediate north and southwest by public housing projects home to a
significant population of low income African American and Latino residents.
The film “Repainting The Bike Lane On Bedford Avenue” can be found at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=19oo7Ejq9WI. As of 3/29/2011, the film had been viewed 149, 362
times.
44 The film Time's Up! “Bedford Bike Lane "Funeral Process & Vigil” can be found at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bHD9oK8WeaQ. As of 3/29/2011, the film had been viewed 4,402
times.
43
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It is thus unclear whether this historically separatist community chose the Bedford
lane as a symbolic stand against a fast-pedaling rising tide of demographic change. Growth
of the sort intended by the DCP’s upzonings and the DOT’s bike network expansion
would surely crowd the Honda Odyssey-driven Hasidim, who did not see traffic calming
by bicycle as a desirable road safety feature. Of the one-way bike lanes on Bedford, Kent
and Whythe Avenues, a neighborhood spokesman stated "My concern is that there are
three bike lanes right next to each other and so many children, so many schools, in a very
small area. Everyone understands and knows a bike lane is a nuisance," to an Israeli
English-speaking daily The Jerusalem Post (cited in Fried 2009). This statement is revelatory
of the hegemony of distance dependence as it draws deceptive lines in place-shaping
pavement.
That traffic slowness is a nuisance to school children and schools is a fallacious
assertion meant to conceal the geographic hedges built around the Hassidic community.
The private Jewish schools and schuls in the neighborhood attract students from other
parts of the extended New York City Jewish community, and many rely on exclusive,
Hassidic automobile and bus transport—rather than public transport—to shuttle students.
Unlike public streets through other ‘gated’ or enclave US communities, made private by
people-barring automobile dominance, the privatization of street space in Hassidic
Williamsburg renders both an ethnic and spatial monocrop of mobile public space. The
high Jewish-occupancy vehicles—buses to minivans—that serve the community’s schools
often operate by their own protective vehicle codes; they redraw the street by and for their
use. Practically, this means that buses picking up or disgorging Jewish school children pull
crossways across the street to prevent other road users from passing and mini-van drivers
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stop or pull out from parking often and abruptly, without signaling or apparent recognition
of fellow users in non-Jewish habit or vehicle. As I have experienced in hundreds of cycle
commutes on the Bedford bike lane and other heavily Hassidic local streets, cyclists pose a
special challenge to these practices because they slip through small gaps in the community’s
ethno-spatial monopoly as it resists modern road dictates. Sometimes, these and other city
cycling skills developed in the absence of clear, scale-appropriate street regulations for
pedal-bound people can elicit exceptionally violent gestures from this community’s
motorists. The Hassidic community’s distance dependence finds expression through
appropriation of ‘their’ streets as defensible space. Their use of streets is an act in defense
of tradition, homogeneity, and perhaps most important, a unique practice of time that
requires a specific combination of speed and slowness that does not match capitalist
production-drawn time/space logics, but instead a religious clock and calendar organized
around prayer, weekly Sabbath, and high holidays. In this way, the community’s street use
is selectively anti-modern. Unlike cyclists, however, the Hassidic move anti-modernity with
the bulk and speed of distance. The possimobility of at-will access to human-scaled
distance discovered by a growing number of cyclists drawn into streets paved for their
protection, were experienced as a vexing infiltration and usurping of another community’s
competing code of under-regulation. The values attributed this strip of infrastructure,
Bedford Avenue through Hassidic Williamsburg, reflected not only a cars first hierarchy
established by gray growth; it reflected a specifically Hassidic cars first priority not easily
compatible either with people and propinquity-serving streets for the slow mover, or with
non-Hassidic motorists.
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6.5 Power struggle on Prospect Park West
By far the most talked-about “bike backlash” took place where it was least likely. In
halcyon Park Slope, Brooklyn, on the western border of Prospect Park—among the most
precious gems in the City’s collection of open space—a one-way, 3-lane automobile
speedway had been tempered and park access improved. In July of 2009, Richard Bashner,
Chair of Brooklyn’s Community Board Six mailed a letter to Brooklyn Borough
Transportation Commissioner Joseph Palmieri, confirming the Board’s 18-9 vote approval
of the installation of a two-way protected bike lane running the length of Prospect Park
West. He wrote:
After hearing a presentation from the department at its April 16, 2009 meeting, our
Transportation Committee first wanted to thank the department for returning to us
with a substantial traffic-calming proposal. As you are aware, we have been seeking
relief from speeding traffic along the Prospect Park West corridor for some time
now, and we appreciate the opportunity to work with you to bring much-needed
traffic calming to this particular location. (Bashner, 2009)
The DOT’s plan resulted from a 2007 expression of concern from the neighborhood’s
Community Board 6, about dangers posed by Prospect Park West. The Community Board
also hoped to improve pedestrian and bicycle access to the Park. After three years of
extensive discussion in the Community Board and a design process with the DOT, with
the support of Councilmembers Levin and Lander whose districts met in the
neighborhood, in Spring of 2010, NYCDOT announced its intentions to move forward
with a reconfiguration of the street. As requested by the Community Board, the redesign
would remove a lane of traffic, replacing it with a bi-directional bike lane running the entire
Western border of the park, and protected by a floating parking lane. Improved pedestrian
crossings with protective islands would result in the loss of fewer than a dozen parking
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spaces, shorten crossing distance, and also offer a point of safe interface between
pedestrians and cyclists. The speed limit would be reduced and signals retimed to maximize
efficient automobile throughput. The DOT implemented the pilot design in the early
summer of 2010, and proposed a six-month monitoring period to gauge their success.

Figure 6.3—Prospect Park West before (L) and after (R) the DOT’s traffic calming,
pedestrianization, and bike lane installation measures that prompted tha most vociferous outcry
against Sustainable Streets.

The lane was an immediate hit with local and through-traveling cyclists. Cases of
speeding and traffic crashes declined, fewer cyclists were opting for the sidewalk bordering
the park, where many had formerly competed with pedestrians for space that felt safe from
speeding cars (New York City Department of Transportation 2011). By late summer,
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however, open opposition arose from a handful of residents along the street. Two of these,
both City government insider-residents attempted to advance their complaints, initially of
increased traffic and difficulty finding free, on-street parking, through inside channels
(Fried 2010; Russo, Interview 2011b). The two, Norman Steisel, a DOT Deputy
Commissioner in the Koch administration and Iris Weinshall, the DOT’s 3 years-departed
Commissioner and also the wife of US Senator Charles Schumer, had known a
transportation agency that bent for political favors—not the dictates of a plan, its
implementation, and the data it subsequently generated. As was later brought to light,
Weinshall and Brooklyn Borough President Marty Markowitz had in fact attempted to
wield insider influence and get the PPW plan scrapped altogether. In Markowitz’s October
2009 letter to Commissioner Sadik-Khan, he stated:

In closing, Markowitz indicated that community support be damned, the project should be
scrapped, filed away—he was Borough President afterall:

(Markowitz 2011).
But in the new DOT, and particularly in the case of the community-led reconfiguration of
Prospect Park West, abundant free parking and speed had been de-prioritized as desirable
outcomes. Instead, the DOT and CB6 wished to improve the safety of park access by
curbing speed, encouraging bicycling, freeing up sidewalk space for pedestrians by
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providing cyclists with a space all their own. The vestiges of distance-driven growth these
residents sought to protect were in fact seen as part of the problem the project tried to
remedy. Rebuffed by the data tables the DOT had collected monitoring the redesign’s
initial months, Steisel and Weinshall encountered the limits not only of their personal atwill access to distance in their own backyards, but also the expiration of their roles as
onetime gatekeepers of distance within city government. Now, instead of scattershot and
reactive to bureaucratic structures that had safeguarded the status quo, the DOT would act
in the service of a set of sustainability values—most especially the needs of people. What
happened next is a testament to the competing definitions of value that face off in this case
of growth in reverse.
The two, along with neighbor Louise Hainline went citywide with their outcry.
They began to speak to sympathetic press and whip up indignant allies among
councilmembers around the city, whose pet projects and piecemeal stop sign/parking
restriction/pothole requests had also been neglected under the plan-directed DOT. By
December, the three and their insurgent organizations Neighbors for Better Bike Lanes
(NBBL) and Senior Citizens for Safety (SCS) had re-messaged their assault on the PPW
lanes and the DOT. In a letter to the Times published in late that month, the three openly
accused the DOT of using questionable data to substantiate their claims to safety
improvements and eased congestion, along with increased cycling following the street’s
redesign. Their letter concluded with a reference to bicycles as “life-threatening high-speed
vehicles,” that ought to be licensed, their riders ticketed for violations (Hainline, Steisel and
Weinshall 2010). Even after Councilmen Lander and Levin of CB6 found that 70% of the
3,000 respondents to an in-depth questionnaire supported the redesign (Fried 2010b), the
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groups cried fowl about the community process, alleging that street re-design and
implementation had been undertaken without sufficient consultation in the community.
Soon allegations of secrecy were added to falsifying numbers, and Councilmembers from
around the city were demanding more accountability from the renegade Agency (New
York Daily News Staff Writer 2011).

Figure 6.4—The Daily News was among the most critical and mocking of Mayor Bloomberg and
Commissioner Sadik-Khan during the “bike lane backlash” their Op/Ed pieces and coverage touched off
from Fall 2010 through Spring 2011 (Bramhall 2011).

Through the Fall and Winter of 2010-2011 as the papers’ coverage grew
increasingly sensational and mocking of the DOT’s pro-bike agenda, it became clear that
an essential growth machine player—the press—would turn coat almost universally against
their acts to facilitate distance-diminishing growth in streets. Whether reporters and editors
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understood it as such or they did not, the nature of their coverage suggested an assumption
that distance-diminishing growth or growth by shrinking streets would negatively affect
advertising sales or subscriptions, or was the eventual outcome of the “backlash” less
important than selling controversy on their pages? Whatever the case, by late winter, the
DOT’s lawyers and press liaisons had been run more ragged than what they’d signed on
for. Adding to the initial outcry by NBBL and SCS, Upper West Side residents and
business owners displeased about a protected lane through a well-traveled section of
Columbus Avenue claimed the lane was unwanted and harmed business (Haskell 2011). In
the media, City Councilmembers began to openly accuse the DOT and Sadik-Khan of
being uncollaborative and autocratic. New Yorkers who had lost familymembers to
reckless cyclists also got louder during this period, showing up to offer testimony and in
general to plea for regulation (Fieldnotes, 11/10/2010). The City Council held wellattended hearings on bike lane construction and entertained passage of new bike traffic
laws in the Fall and Winter, giving City Councilmembers the opportunity to weigh in and
hear from constituents about how change ought to come to New York’s streets (Fried
2010c).
The to-do even reached Albany, where State Assemblymember Michael
DenDekker, a Democrat from Queens, introduced two state bills aimed at regulating
cyclists. According to The New York Times, the Assemblyman was responding to complaints
and concerns voiced about reckless, lawless cyclists. The bills would have required cyclists
to register and receive licenses for their bicycles—a commercial cyclist would pay a fee of
$50 and all others would come with a $25 charge. The bills were condemned both by the
City’s cycling advocates and cyclists outside of the City who claimed their own cycling
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would be penalized because of a problem in the City. DenDekker withdrew both bills in
early March, citing the deluge of complaints they had provoked (Newman 2011).
For their part, the DOT acknowledged the increased visibility of law-violating
cyclists and launched a “Don’t be a Jerk” safety campaign targeting them. Posters warning
cyclists not to bike against traffic or on sidewalks, run red lights, or be an overall menace to
pedestrians appeared around town from early in 2011. In May the DOT released a series of
PSAs on YouTube, demonstrating the many opportunities for cyclists to abuse their
privileges on the City’s streets.45 But the Agency also withdrew plans for certain lanes; in
April, they announced that a planned bike lane in Bay Ridge, Brooklyn, where single family
homes and cars are dominant, would be scrapped (Gootman 2011). According to a Times
article, opposition from Brooklyn Community Boards 10 and 11, along with four Brooklyn
Councilmembers had declared the strip of Bay Ridge Parkway meant to connect cyclists to
the Shore bikeway too narrow and high volume for a bicycle lane, agreeing that it would
create dangerous conditions for all users. At the same time, City Hall became more vocal in
its defense of the controversial street interventions. Howard Wolfson, a senior adviser and
media strategist for the Mayor began to use his personal twitter account for punchy
citations of the streets’ successes. In late March he sent the following Memo around to the
local press:
MEMORANDUM
To: Interested Parties
From: Howard Wolfson
Subject: Bike Lanes
Date: March 21, 2011
In light of this week’s New York magazine article about bike lanes I thought you might find the
below useful.
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The “Don’t Be a Jerk” series can be viewed at: http://www.youtube.com/user/nycdot.
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The majority of New Yorkers support bike lanes. According to the most recent Quinnipiac
poll, 54 percent of New York City voters say more bike lanes are good “because it’s
greener and healthier for people to ride their bicycles,” while 39 percent say bike lanes are
bad “because it leaves less room for cars which increases traffic.”
Major bike lane installations have been approved by the local Community Board, including
the bike lanes on Prospect Park West and Flushing Avenue in Brooklyn and on Columbus
Avenue and Grand Street in Manhattan. In many cases, the project were specifically
requested by the community board, including the four projects mentioned above.
Over the last four years, bike lane projects were presented to Community Boards at 94
public meetings. There have been over 40 individual committee and full community board
votes and/or resolutions supporting bike projects.
Projects are constantly being changed post-installation, after the community provides input
and data about the conditions on the street. For example:
o The bike lane on Columbus Avenue was amended after installation to increase
parking at the community’s request.
o Bike lanes on Bedford Avenue in Williamsburg and on Father Capodanno Blvd. in
Staten Island were completely removed after listening to community input and
making other network enhancements.
255 miles of bike lanes have been added in the last four years. The City has 6,000 miles of
streets.
Bike lanes improve safety. Though cycling in the city has more than doubled in the last
four years, the number of fatal cycling crashes and serious injuries has declined due to the
safer bike network.
When protected bike lanes are installed, injury crashes for all road users (drivers,
pedestrians, cyclists), typically drop by 40 percent and by more than 50 percent in some
locations.
From 2001 through 2005, four pedestrians were killed in bike-pedestrian accidents. From
2006 through 2010, while cycling in the city doubled, three pedestrians were killed in bikepedestrian accidents.
66 percent of the bike lanes installed have had no effects on parking or on the number of
moving lanes (Wolfson 2011).

But the tide of cycling advocates had also swelled, multiplying in new lanes,
however contested, and the efforts of advocates—far from lulled by Sadik-Khan’s DOT—
remained firmly, demonstratively behind the bike network’s construction. Cyclists from
around the City turned out in droves at the Council hearings and showed up en masse to
demonstrations in support of their threatened turf, especially in Prospect Park (Fieldnotes,
10/20/2010; 12/9/2010; 01/20/2011). Prospect Park West redesign supporters from Park
Slope Neighbors (PSN), Park Slope Civic Council (PSCC), and TA outnumbered its
opponents more than 3 to one at an early morning demonstration at Grand Army Plaza in
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October (Fried 2010d). In November, cyclists and Councilmembers from the Upper East
Side to Harlem showed up for a press conference in front of City Hall, where they urged
completion of the protected lanes on First and Second Avenues that had been promised to
connect 125th Street with Houston, and at the time only extended to 34th (Goodman 2010).
Supporters of the Columbus Avenue bikes lanes also turned out en masse at a Community
Board 7 meeting on November 9 (Fieldnotes, 11/9/2010).
The case of Prospect Park West provided an excellent laboratory to view how
growth-in-reverse scuttled growth politics as usual where competing valuations of distance
divided communities over the very definition of use and exchange value. Hainline, Steisel,
Weinshall, NBBL, and SCS protested the road’s re-humanization in a way common to
NIMBY growth struggles. From these groups, the PPW redesign elicited reactions
common to growth projects of the gray growth era, where oppositional groups decried
property value threats brought by obstructed views, grid lock, increased noise and air
pollution, health threats, or infrastructure ill-equipped for population gain (see The growth
machine redux book). And in spite of the affluence of the community and the
demonstrated positive effect the redesign had on traffic flow and safety (NYCDOT 2011),
their allegations that the DOT’s community outreach process had been insufficient, or that
the Agency had manipulated data closely mimicked protest that resounded from lower
income urban communities—of inequitable distribution of noxious land uses (Pellow,
Fullilove, Brandes-Gratz). Simply put, these groups and individuals saw the deprioritization of at-will access to distance as a threat—to their on-street parking, but also to
their institutional influence in city politics and the planning bureaucracy. Distance, as we
have seen, was also no longer the driver of DOT decisions about street allocation.
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Since they had property values, quality of life issues, and environmental
considerations all in common, disagreement over distance-serving (fast and far) versus
people serving (slow and local) streets was ultimately a clash over values that principle
infrastructure more generally. Just as in 1930s Los Angeles, when curbing the threat of LA
River flooding had not included evaluation of secondary and tertiary problems caused by
concretization, or of the River as part of a regionally beneficial ecosystem and watershed,
fixing a dangerous street, in New York had not in recent memory included re-evaluating its
very purpose, asking it to clean air, promote healthy, active transportation, rear a
generation of kids with safe access to their neighborhood park. These sole-purpose
approaches to infrastructure planning had given way to patterns of development that
followed suit—distance dependent. Furthermore, it had raised up a planning technocracy
and politics that often circumvented broader community considerations. For as long as
PPW maintained cars at the top of the street hierarchy, Hainline, Steisel, Weinshall et al
had more political currency for barter and trade, along with more public subsidy for their
motorized personal property whether parked or fast-moving on this and surrounding
streets. Furthermore, they had familiarity on the line—a suddenly multi-functional street
could negatively affect the constancy offered by familiar infrastructure in daily life; an
expectation no doubt put in place by generations of gray growth. In the most basic sense,
redistributing street space would ensure that the speed differentials at which human
movers went—the slow walker, the fast runner, the weaving small child on a bike—would
increase unpredictability on old, familiar territory—whether it promised to improve their
personal health and property values or it did not. That fierce controversy arose over street
re-placement even where car ownership was lower than anywhere else in the country, and
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where a development pattern already supported slow and local streets forecasts fierce
growth in reverse politics in similar cases around the country.
Conflicts over post-automobilic street uses could unfold anywhere. Though the
personalities in these three cases of growth-in-reverse resistance are New York-specific, the
car mistaken for necessary beneficial infrastructure of everyday life, translated to local
politics as resistance to multi-functional, ecologically improved and people prioritizing
infrastructure. The car and the street, in their well-practiced collusion, are seen in each of
these cases to have duped a fairly diverse cross section of New Yorkers out of demanding
healthy localities with fiscal soundness for local transport provision, safe, slower streets for
their school children, the pleasure of living in their skin in one of the most livable New
York City neighborhoods. That streets ought to care most for cars is the most profound
assertion of US distance dependent urbanization. Making New York City streets more
sustainable under Mayor Bloomberg, Deputy Mayor Doctoroff and the DOT of Janette
Sadik-Khan ushered the first groans of transition from distance dependent streets to
distance-diminishing ones. And in this case, a wish by some to cling to their distancederived social status proved a more significant political barrier than the promise of current
and future economic loss and environmental degradation.

6.6. Conclusion: Revisiting the Power of Demonstration
“When you get rid of the cars, the whole world opens up,” said one participant in
New York City’s very first Summer Streets event in August 2008. At 10am that Sunday, an
elderly couple sat side-by-side in lawn chairs on the grassy median in the middle of Park
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Avenue in the 70s, quiet and human powered wheels and footsteps heading up and
downtown on either side of them.
“We’ve lived in that building 40 years,” said the man, gesturing up to his east. I had
stopped on my bike rickshaw to snap a photo of them, the only 2 painters I’d encountered
as .
“…And this is the first time we’ve been able to sit here and paint the outside of our
building!” he went on, holding up his water-colored portrait clipped to a small wooden
board.46
The various DOT-led re-allocation of New York City’s streets beginning in 2007
invited the City’s residents and visitors to re-examine the pavement they more regularly
rushed across. It challenged the values modern infrastructure had planted in their
pavement and that they accepted, perpetuated with each daily use. Madison Square and
Times Square had emerged from grid-locked intersections, a buffered bike and pedway
along formerly highway-shrouded Furman Street in Brooklyn was wearing a footpath,
completing with its use the two poles of an as-yet unfinished park. Each time a New
Yorker or resident chose to sit in the middle of a former danger zone, buffered only by
over-sized planters and painted epoxy gravel, they were bringing about a new, multifunctional form of “street,” demonstrating to doubters how delicious shad and rest can be
on a hot summer day, or how spectacular is the view of the Flatiron building from the
middle of Fifth Avenue at 23rd Street. Whether dancing through a Latin aerobics class held
mid-block somewhere in the 20s between Park and Madison, or settling a toddler into a

Both exclamations of Situationist-style city discovery were captured in Summer Streets 2008 film produced
by Streetfilms. It can be viewed at:
http://www.streetfilms.org/summer-streets-2008-nyc/. Accessed 15 March 2011.
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bike’s rear kid seat on a Monday morning before pedaling over the Manhattan Bridge,
people started to treat the City’s asphalt like it wasn’t set in stone.
But times are changing, and so are the meanings of movement. Political conflicts
that arose in response to the DOT’s projects illustrate versions of the various placeharming costumes worn by distance dependence. Together, these struggles were not
struggles over transportation, but powerful demonstrations of the formidable challenge in
auguring sustainability values through centrally planned infrastructural transformation. In
so far as it again changes the scale of thinking about urbanization, the transition from
distance-supportive infrastructure to streets that serve local circulation is one that
challenges socio-spatial norms and interrupts institutional practices that held automobility
in place long past its period of local or national profitability. Loss of freedom, the overreach of centralized planning, tropes about class discrimination, and the moral imposition
of city leadership were all on display in the points of resistance that arose to certain aspects
of Sustainable Streets—each in their way suggesting that car prioritization paved a valuesneutral infrastructure and streets for people are thus an ideologically imposition. These
experiences of infrastructure and the expectations and lives we accordingly hang on them
and wish for them to support make up the final micro-scale forces operating on
infrastructure.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion: Paving the Right to the City
This dissertation has explored the political and economic circumstances under
which New York City streets became a target for Mayor Bloomberg’s sustainable growth
aspirations, between 2007 and 2011. It is a study of what happened when infrastructural
adjustment became an overt political project aimed at stimulating growth from propinquity.
But this is nothing new; the relationship between infrastructure and growth is well studied,
a key shaper of urban politics in capitalist urbanization. What made this study exceptional
was the growth target itself—sustainable streets—meant to draw a city closer in, rather
than spread it out. The goal of a closer-knit street reversed a generations’ old trend of
planning streets that made it easier for automobiles than people to occupy them, both of
which had only resulted in further population dispersal and spatial economies of distance
instead of closeness. This kind of growth—gray growth—came to cities with a whole range
of unpleasant, place and people compromising externalities. And since the 1970s, awareness
of what these externalities cost has prompted certain forms of protective legislation.47 More

In many ways, the federal government’s 1970 passage
of the Clean Air Act, signaling its intention “to foster the growth of a strong American economy and industry
while improving human health and the environment,” (United States Environmental Protection Agency
2011) was a sharp turning point in what indicators infrastructure would be asked to furnish as evidence of its
relative success or limitations at serving the mobility demands. While observations of productivity’s
destructive tendencies for land and labor are older than Marx’s Kapital, the Clean Air Act was significant as an
admission of responsibility by the federal government for nation-scaled protections to mitigate environmental
and social degradation in the breathable commons. Embedded in the legislation was also an assertion that
natural and social resources regulation were not deterrents to capital accumulation, as has been popularly
claimed. The text of the legislation stopped just short of suggesting that sustained productivity in fact depended
on resources-protective regulation. While it imposed minimal national clean air standards, it also left a great
deal of interpretation up to states, whose responsibility it has been to formulate implementation plans that
articulate with place-specific urbanization patterns and according land uses that bear upon air quality. Due to
its density of mobile sources of pollution-- automobile use, ground freight operations, air traffic—but also its
stationary sources--forms of industrial development from manufacturing to farming, patterns of housing
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recently, and especially in post-industrial urban places experiencing re-population, rates of
traffic death, obesity, diabetes, general level of access to healthy life chances and especially
healthy food, green space, and physical activity on offer through them, are indicting the
pillars of gray growth. At least in New York, all of these prompted re-assessment—led by
Mayor Bloomberg but urged by a diverse cross section of the City’s “stakeholders”—of
how urban infrastructure would provide for the City’s future. Directives for change
traveled from the Mayor’s office to the Department of Transportation, but were mediated
by local social movements, international professional and advocacy networks. At the same
time, the ground level manifestations of “sustainable streets” were also influenced by userscaled knowledge and struggle. For those who counted street re-placing among a Mayor’s
disingenuous, global place marketing campaign strategies or with benefits meant to appeal
to the wealthy, some larger points were commonly missed.
Reversing growth with streets, pulling a population inward, involved active design
inviting active uses. More people bicycling and walking meant people would be drawn in
closer to their bodies in pursuit of their destinations, where gray growth had encouraged
movement by sitting idle in passive transport. Streets that prioritized people would also
continue to push down accident and fatality rates for all street users but especially for the
development—and the nature of their collision with the state’s varied topography, California has historically
imposed the most stringent Clean Air standards.
But while these have resulted in a nationally unparalleled market for low emission and hybrid vehicles, they
have not resulted in demands for land use reform that could gradually decrease automobile dependency.
Afterall, even if clean burning, widespread car use still drives markets for sprawled, high energy-consuming
models of housing and retail development. In addition to negative impacts on air quality, these economic
geographies reinforce social resource-depleting lifestyles that have been correlated with high rates of vehicular
death, crime and divorce, diminished civic participation, rising stress levels, obesity and diabetes (see Thad
Williamson, "Sprawl, Spatial Location, and Politics: How Ideological Identification Tracks the Built
Environment," American Politics Research 36 (2008): 903-933; and Howard Frumkin, "Urban Sprawl and Public
Health" National Institute of Health: Public Health Reports 117 (May-June 2002): 201-217). As such, while
“reading the air” offers indicators of the relative respiratory success of streets, it is an insufficient—even a red
herring—metric for assessing their net environmental or social success. The Clean Air Act leaves untouched
the undergirding problem of gray growth: profit margins that bank on distance.
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most vulnerable. And streets for pulling people in also meant cleaner air and more open
space, a fading line between park and green street. When Mayor Bloomberg introduced
PlaNYC and the DOT was asked to produce a plan for implementing its reverse growth
objectives, the City’s streets were enlisted into a new mobility system which, instead of
simply moving people, was reset to serve locality in all these ways.

7.2 Retracing the steps
My conceptualization of the research question called for examination of the multiscalar dynamics that set the City’s street sustainability agenda, how it was carried out, and
how it was received. As I explored the interconnections between the macro, meso, and
micro scalar influences on this transformation, I followed growth’s street reversal from its
origins as a political project to its specific designed forms. Here I noted the global portals
of their entry as well as the organizational receptivities and incompatibilities with which
they were met, along with the management strategies used to equip an old agency to replace street priorities. From the entrenched spatial and institutional tire tracks of its
predecessor distance-serving streets, to the competitiveness mandates of the global city and
its entrepreneur mayor; from the re-peopling of street planning through the power of
demonstration and melding of social movement with bureaucracy, to both uptake of and
resistance to an infrastructural redefinition, I have eschewed a story of simple causality.
Instead, in answer to the “How…?” I tried to portray the nature of a broad collision
between inherited national regulatory and spatial landscapes and global and local forces of
change, from the oblique angle of modernity to the acute sensations of human bodies
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proposing, confronted with, and proposing again daily pathways to accommodate their
lives.
Investigation of these three scales and the linkages between them involved
historical analysis, ethnology/participant observation, interviewing, and media research, but
above all a a selectively-modern approach to personal, daily mobility in the life of the
researcher. This translated into a choice to be slow in fast cities and professional tracks, to
be in harm’s way in un-tamed streets, to be unbuffered from weathery elements yearround, and to willfully adopt the classed disadvantages associated with each. As my
practices became rhythmanalytical, asphalt phrenology—reading the pavement and its
suggested ways and means for users of varying speed and girth—was nothing more than
daily survival through traffic. Wheeling through car-prioritizing streets, I began to require
streets to function for my bodily safety in ways they were not yet designed to. Simply being
there was a request for enough space to safely pedal a bicycle on fast streets: for protection
from impatient motorists eager to make a quick turn but less accustomed to anticipating a
differentially-sped cyclist that could be injured by the move; and for protection from
parked car doors opening directly in my path. Common to virtually every commute or
leisure ride, these threats meant only the daredevilish and very confident would take to the
streets in this way. But taking daily risks also positioned me to eye witness a city-led effort
to re-place the pavement, to train it with new esteem for the social, environmental, and
financial capital they could build.
Chapter 3 established a macro framework for understanding how New York City
streets could be deemed “unsustainable” in the generations leading up to the contemporary
“green growth” period. Once the meeting places, marketplaces, and auxiliary playgrounds
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of the pre-automobilic city, streets gradually became distance-driven growth conveyors,
and in the process ceased to be regulated and planned for how they served human needs
for social contact, physical movement, recreation, commerce. By increasing daily access to
distance, suburban housing developers who began by building rail to stimulate sales outside
of city centers prompted a gradual erosion of what multiple forms of value streets
generated when their course solely served locality. With the introduction of the automobile
and especially as its affordability improved, a growing, powerful array of individuals and
groups stood to gain from the city de-densification project that resulted. At first, even
central city business owners counted themselves among this cadre. Feeling the drag of car
traffic, they petitioned for plans to alleviate congestion on local streets. But by the end of
the 1920s, the first generation of traffic engineers had begun to deal with streets—from
their pavement composition to signals and inter-modal interface—as if the car’s speedy
movement was most important, central city commerce among other considertations be
damned. Before long the urban highway, as part of such planning, would be effective
enough to carry downtown business patrons away with it.
By the 1940s, suburban homebuilders, car manufacturers, tire, petroleum, and
insurance companies were the backbone of an economy and formed an increasingly
powerful political block that demanded—directly and indirectly—a scale of regulation and
infrastructure well beyond the capacity of local governments. The WPA kicked off several
generations’ worth of federal aid to distance at the expense of people-serving streets as
unemployed workers from industrial centers built the distance-promoting bridges and
highways that could foster new economic growth beyond the center—these were massive
investments in a future of distance dependent, or gray growth. Among the most important
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was the Interstate Highway system, begun in earnest in the 1950s; it was the single most
path dependency-ensuring federal investment that had ever been made in the US economy.
It cemented a scale and means of accumulation and an according regulatory regime that
disempowered localities from the governance of their own streets. Which is to say, even if
their economies were wholly or in large part dependent on what people and resources they
gathered together in small spaces, how they dealt with streets was made to prioritize what
came in to them from a distance—and this was more and more cars.
In New York City, Robert Moses was the chief architect of this suburb-serving city
vision, building both the physical and bureaucratic infrastructures of automobility during
his long tenure in the City’s Departments of Planning and Parks, and its Bridge and Tunnel
Authority. His gray growth-leading techniques dispersed into planning and transportation
departments nationally and internationally through his participation in federal policy
making and consulting. His vision was not, however, uncontested. As early as the late
1950s, New Yorkers like Jane Jacobs decried the distance-serving approach to urban
planning and development, citing the ways they actively undermined the delicate social
balances that could nurture mixed urban economies, and were executed with inattention to
local, bottom up visions of places. And though she used other language, Jacobs was
critiquing a model of building cities that would later be called “unsustainable.” This
language was widely adopted under the mayoralty of Michael Bloomberg, and it rapidly
gained currency not only among environmental and social movement groups, but also
many business leaders and elected officials whose eyes were adjusted to see the competitive
advantage in allowing global trends in infrastructure to find their local translation.
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In Chapter 4 I gave an analysis of the Bloomberg administration between 2003 and
2007, which established links between the macro and meso scale dynamics on view on City
streets. I highlighted aspects of the Mayor’s approach to governing that prompted him to
question what value distance was bringing and circulating—or not—in his streets. His
peculiar combination of financial and political independence, a CEO’s eye for cost
effectiveness and strategic planning-driven leadership, along with his penchant for hiring
independently-minded staff from all sectors, were among the most important practical
endowments that predicted street revival during the Bloomberg years. Surveying all aspects
of New York City’s economy for what strategic advantages the City offered over its
competitor cities across the globe, Bloomberg and Deputy Mayor Doctoroff fashioned a
recovery and growth agenda meant to attract and retain the brightest, most talented
workers in the world. Under their leadership, the City continued the MTA’s long-term
capital project, invested to an unexpected degree in housing, parks, and the City’s
waterfronts, ambitous public health campaigns, but also streets. By placing the DOT under
Doctoroff’s supervision after the Mayor’s first re-election, streets would also be scrutinized
for how they served a global headquarters. As part of the City’s economic development
portfolio, they were deemed losers; the sinkholes of distance-derived waste.
The “sustainable growth” plans subsequently laid in PlaNYC 2030 were a means
to secure New York’s position among cities seeking to lead in the most powerful global
industries. Unlike the gray growth that resulted from the previous century’s resourceprofligate expansion, this was a plan to attract wealth and investment from afar to a tiny,
notoriously crowded land mass, but to minimize the externalities in the City’s environment,
quality of life offerings, and the deep, unevenly-distributed toll it took on City social
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institutions. Hence, distance-diminishing growth. Anticipating their infrastructural
requirements was a key part of the Bloomberg plan. In the case of this growth strategy’s
mobility infrastructure, streets assumed multiple importance: they could either ease or
exacerbate congestion and air quality; generate revenue for badly-needed public transit
funds or remain uncultivated exceptions to real estate’s number one rule of highest and
best use; permit or inhibit active lifestyles in demand among people with choices; augment
or impede access to public space and its offerings of rest and human contact. The redirection of streets in this way was logical and justifiable both for many business and social
movement interests. But before any plans could be made concrete or implemented, an
agency still wired to prioritize distance needed some structural and cultural adjustment.
This necessity set up a pragmatic alliance between pre-existing social movement
organizations and the NYCDOT.
In Chapter 5, I dealt with these two entities, discussing mechanisms that linked all
three scales of action in the transition to Sustainable Streets. I provided an appended history
of Transportation Alternatives and the New York City Streets Renaissance, together with
the coalition-led efforts they could carry out as a result of the technological savvy and
strategic investment of social entrepreneur Mark Gorton. I recapped the media innovations
that came out of this resource infusion—the Streetsblog and Streetfilms—which were to
become global nodes of information exchange about streets. Their articles, films, and
discussion boards became a vital resource for street planning agencies and advocates all
over the world, and spread the words and images of New York’s changing streets. These
groups were incubating skilled staff—trained urban planners and dedicated advocates for
many years before 2006, when Deputy Mayor Doctoroff began pressuring the DOT to
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catch up with London by paving many many miles of bike lanes. He also began to lobby
Mayor Bloomberg to support a congestion charging scheme. Fashioning a locally
appropriate version of this levy would also become a project of DOT policy experts.
As it turned out, DOT had reproduced distance-serving streets for so long because
distance was lodged in their procedures. Any major projects they might undertake—
including striping bike lanes on the way to executing the City’s bicycle master plan—
required extensive review by multiple bodies and could stall projects long enough that they
lost funding or their staff champions. Separate environmental review, funding, design and
building processes had served as checks on the uneven effects of distance-serving
infrastructure. But when the objectives of street projects downshifted for closeness, these
processes only slowed the improved air quality, lower accident rate and incidents of
speeding, increased cycle commuting, augmentation of usable public space were meant to
bring about. What’s more, DOT lacked the leadership and organizational capacity to
execute a coherent plan with the speed and acumen demanded by Doctoroff. DOT’s
Giuliani-era Commissioner stepped down in the spring of 2007, just after Bloomberg’s
PlaNYC 2030 made its debut, featuring Doctoroff’s street ambitions.
Mayor Bloomberg appointed Janette Sadik-Khan to replace the outgoing Weinshall
and work PlaNYC’s priorities into the DOT. Sadik-Khan addressed the immediate
organizational impediments to moving in a coordinated way, filling her first advisory
positions and the new Office of Planning and Sustainability with reputable livable streets
policy planners and advocates. Pre-existing, sympathetic staffmembers were also promoted
during this period. Planning and Sustainability continued to advance the strategic planning
effort underway, developing Sustainable Streets. DOT “stepped on the gas” between Spring
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2007 and 2010, rolling out bike lanes, pedestrian plazas, signal timing and whimsical paint
on formerly gray hardscapes. They borrowed and experimented with models developed in
Copenhagen, Amsterdam, Bogota and London, hiring experts from these cities to weigh in
on different projects—like the award-winning cycle tracks put in place on 8th and 9th
Avenues in Manhattan. The Commissioner visited these cities with key staff, exposing
herself and her team to the power of demonstration that came from being different parts
of traffic. What they subsequently imported and modified for local conditions, though as
yet untested, could occur more speedily than ever. For high-profile, radical experiments like
Broadway Boulevard, DOT drew on operating funds and private donations instead of their
capital budget, avoiding lengthy review and delays that inhibited the power of
demonstration, which became their most important tool of all. More than any single factor,
it was DOT’s “play with the street” approach to putting people back in streets—their own
willingness not only to teach New Yorkers new ways of being in streets, but to teach
themselves by demonstration what they didn’t already know about people-serving streets—
that brought about the guerrilla bureaucracy.
In Chapter 6 I zoomed further in, to the micro scale, examining the forms of
resistance that coalesced around Sustainable Streets programs. These were a valuable part of
the study because they show at a level of idiosyncratic local politics what happens when the
pillars of automobility laid out in Chapter 3 were de-stabilized by the foregoing factors.
When streets overnight were re-designated for multiple purposes instead of what distance
dictated—drawing in instead of dispersing, serving the human body’s capacities rather than
the automobile’s, filling the gap between city parks and city streets, designed for active
instead of passive movement—those with most political, economic, and cultural
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investment in distance or gray growth were first to line up in protest. In the case of
congestion pricing, this was a constituency that had a classpirational relationship with freeas-possible automobile use. But it was also a group of state legislators whose constituents
in more distance dependent areas beyond the city limits still relied on infrastructure wired
thusly. Their support would be incredibly risky. Since congestion pricing revenue was
meant to further free the City from reliance on external funding for transit system
maintenance and improvement, resistance to a congestion charge was also emblematic of
other organizational structural impediments grew up with distance dependent politics.
Federal and state transportation revenue allocated to localities based on road volume; the
separation of returns on housing and commercial development from those generated by
the public transit service that had permitted it, and the reluctance of municipalities to
increase parking fees, reduce or eliminate parking requirements in new development each
were reproducing the expectation that maintenance of distance in City streets would be
cheap or free.
The cases of neighborhood-based protest of street re-design showed what
expectations about infrastructure in general that result from its naturalization in daily use.
Distance-serving streets had come to adopt the flow preferences of a very homogeneous
section of Williamsburg, Brooklyn, because they had long missed articulations to humanscaled movement, together with its cultural nuances. In that gap, Orthodox Jewish
residents had appropriated their streets for human-scaled function unique to their own
clocks, arrivals and destinations, and as expressions of their family compositions. These
were sometimes automobilic and other times not—selectively modern. The intrusion of a
bike lane and increased traffic in other gap-dwelling, selectively modern users from outside
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their community jeopardized the cultural monopoly that had come to informally dictate
their street’s currents. These bicyclists were received as a threat to the community, thought
to imperil school children even more than minivans. The streets that had been enlisted as
buffer for a community that knew itself in part through identification with exile, was now a
site of ethno-mobile mixing, an inviting place for too slow-moving outsiders. Unless
reclaimed for local choreography, Bedford could become a symbol of another protective
wall toppled around a community that saw its separateness as an essential element of its
survival.
Finally, the case of Prospect Park West brought to the fore the
organizational/political retrenchment of distance, threatening at-will access not only to
local streets for abundant free parking and fast car flow, but also the inside access to
DOT’s power over streets that had been enjoyed by elected officials. Senior Citizens for
Safety, Neighbors for Better Bike Lanes, Senator Charles Schumer, and Borough President
Marty Markowitz faced off with the Park Slope Civic Council, the Community Board, their
Councilmembers, and livable streets advocates over PPW’s redesign because it was an
infrastructural sign that Sustainable Streets would change their way of going and their power
to dictate to the Agency how it decided they would go. In the lowered speeds and improved
traffic flow, in fewer traffic accidents and re-opened sidewalk space for pedestrian use
where it had been taken to by cyclists trying to avoid cars, and in the blend of park with
surrounding neighborhood, these residents and leaders saw threatened political legacies and
immediate personal convenience. Primed by professional and personal lives grown up on
distance, they anticipated loss of access, not personal gain from streets patterned for
staying—despite how the redesign effectively extended the parks western border nearer to
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their front doors. Their use value for a car-serving Prospect Park West and a distancedriven DOT even appeared to trump what exchange value they had to gain from the
redesign. The oppositional groups were unfazed by statistics that showed the positive
correlation between park proximity and residential property values in New York had been
most lucrative around their very own park (New York City Economic Development
Corporation 2011). On August 15, New York State Supreme Court judge, the Honorable
Bert A. Bunyan dismissed the groups’ suit filed against the DOT earlier that year, finding
no way in which the DOT’s community outreach process had been deceitful or misleading,
nor the Agency’s data ascertained inaccurate (Bunyan 2011).
By July of 2011, the DOT reported that cycle commuting had increased by 62%
since 2008, and by 262% of the Weinshall years in 2000. Though bicycle use intensified
over that 8-year period as the City built over 390 miles of new bike lanes, accident rates
remained at record lows. The average risk of serious injury to cyclists declined 72% over
the same period (New York City Department of Transportation 2011). The air in targeted
areas was notably more inviting for humans, too. Prior to the pedestrianization of Times
Square, for instance, its traffic generated ground-level rates of nitrogen oxide and nitrogen
dioxide (NO and NO2) that were among the highest in the City. By Spring of 2011, an
annual report issued by the City’s Health Department noted 63% and 40% decreases in the
two chemicals, respectively (Office of the Mayor of the City of New York 2011). In his
press statement about the study’s findings, Mayor Bloomberg pointed out the multifunctionality of these formerly traffic-choked [and choking] streets of Midtown:
We created pedestrian plazas right in the heart of our City to straighten out some
of the chokepoints in our street grid and to help traffic flow more smoothly and
quickly through Midtown…We also expected that by reducing the numbers of
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vehicles in and around Times Square, we would also improve the area’s air quality,
and that’s exactly what the numbers now show. PlaNYC has laid the groundwork
for improving air quality for all New Yorkers – where they live, and where they
work – while also improving pedestrian safety and increasing public space (Office
of the Mayor of the City of New York 2011).

Commissioner Sadik-Khan also touted the triple win of her street experiments, fully aware
of the local, national, and global eyes on the professions of infrastructure for social,
environmental and economic gain:
The new Times Square is a showcase for New York’s vitality and energy, rather
than for congestion and pollution…The changes here have been big wins for
safety, mobility and business. Now we can see that they have delivered great
environmental gains as well (Ibid.).
Angry protest and lawsuits, increased cycling, fewer accidents, and cleaner air all
began to re-shape expectations about how streets worked for New York. Like their
predecessors made smooth, widened, signal timed, given “free” parking all to invite more
automobiles, so it became with Sustainable Streets projects. As more and more New Yorkers
and visitors filled Broadway Boulevard’s plazas at Times, Herald, Madison, and Union
Square, they began to spill over, pushing well past their protective planters, increasing the
demand for multi-functional mobility infrastructure that conveyed and retained them. By
Spring and Summer of 2011, traveling through this string of plazas 3-4 days per week at
any hour I would find pedestrians walking comfortably center street or in the bike lane.
People-pocked streets invited a tempered response from cars, which were slowed by the
presence of traffic-calming islands and bike lanes and plantings. But more than anything, it
was the unpredictable slow movers all these new fixtures invited—people in streets were a
self-fulfilling prophecy for the future functioning of streets.
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Physical redesign gave way to new, propinquity-demanding psycho-geographic
practices. New uses, instead of driving demand for more space for cars; distance between
people and their places of employment; distance between people and their own physical
health, these streets would stimulate demand for closeness and the remediation of gray
growth externalities. In turn, and by contrast to distance-serving gray growth, the more
intense the use of re-placed streets, the more expansively the statistics would speak of the
value in streets’ new values. More bodies in streets meant better air quality, more demand
for bike lanes and pedestrian plazas, sped up traffic by limiting and re-directing car volume,
better use of curbs and shoulders than car parking. Steadily re-populated with bodies,
streets would slowly be expected by users to improve qualities of staying, where they once
had been seen as passageways for leaving. And with safer walking and cycling environments
built into them, they would draw into their users a value for choices about how to go where
uni-modal streets had prompted assumptions about one, preferred way to go. This was the
ultimate influence of micro actions on infrastructural change in New York; everyone got
busy teaching themselves and each other, through the power of demonstration, what
streets could better sustain them. “I’m here tonight because you built this bikeway for me,”
said the gentleman to the Community Board 6 transportation committee and its
congregants. DOT staff had just concluded their report out on the first 6 months’ worth of
speed, crash, bike and pedestrian statistics on the Prospect Park West redesign, and many
in the church sanctuary were eager to comment and question. He continued:
I used to take my car to do errands in Park Slope, but now that it’s easy to go on
the bikeway from Kensington, I use my bike all the time. I’m your success story,
the guy whose doctor exhorted him for years to get more exercise, when all along
you could have just made it harder for me to park my car, painted the street
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different. I am so much happier on my bike. Did my doctor put you up to this?
(Fieldnotes, 1/20/2011)
The ultimate sign of local sovereignty and the simultaneous withering grasp of a national
automobility regime, streets for staying had begun to extend demand for locality-preserving
investment of many kinds.

7.3 Sustainable Streets and the growth machine hypothesis
New York’s Sustainable Streets bridged a classic schism between use and exchange
value-interested growth machine groups, whose differences have classically been
exacerbated by who prospers and loses from growth’s externalities. But because
infrastructural growth in this case meant dispensing with distance, who was actually set up
to gain and lose through use and exchange were confounded. Most US city growth
conflicts originally addressed by Logan and Molotch and many others (see esp. Jonas and
Wilson 1996) took place within a federally-legislated, distance-derived accumulation regime
where growth almost always took a toll on the quality of staying in dense localities,
exacerbating pre-existing uneven forms of development. Whether building a wider channel
for distance’s flows (highway, bridge, and tunnel widening); a megaproject promising to
lure enough place tourists to compensate for a locality drained by distance of other
industry (sports stadia, conference centers); or a parking-rich retail complex designed to
out-compete its suburban counterparts for citydwellers’ retails dollars, these growth
strategies each promised to intensify the local environmental, social, and economic costs of
gray growth and so to deepen the spatial inequities it had already cultivated. Whether
resisting increased traffic, noise, air, or water pollution, a threat to profits or property
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values, the introduction or intensified presence of distance that came with gray growth
played a lead role in maintaining the divide between use and exchange value. Growth of
this uneven sort has been a national phenomenon, on view even in dense New York City
over the long century of distance dependent growth. It is because of this common growth
heritage that the New York case finds its relevance, in spite of its many distinct features
among US cities.
As we have seen, infrastructure projects have been a state gesture in the direction
of desired growth, and the jobs they create used as a general economic spur in times of
widespread unemployment; the Works Projects Administration era and contemporary
federal stimulus programs are both instances of this. In this capacity, they have been
effective political tools, capable of amassing significant support among labor unions,
investors, and other classic pro-growth entities. And so by some interpretations, cheap
infrastructure of the reverse growth-inducing variety comes with higher up-front costs to
localities—namely political costs paid by supportive elected officials. Groups like
construction trades unions whose workers have been awarded large contracts for upscaling infrastructure projects past have alleged that pedestrian plazas and bike lanes create
fewer jobs and are assembled with cheaper materials than their up-scaling predecessors.
Such allegations are difficult to counter in a way that appeases the pocketbook concerns of
threatened workers, in large part because the projects are so new. But as they are carried
out more widely, their processes and short and long-term outcomes better understood, it
will be easier to demonstrate the relationship between more distance-diminishing
infrastructure and more resilient economic platform overall (Schwartz 2011). Though the
local conditions under which state-led human-scaling occurs is presented and experienced
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will no doubt vary based on the inheritances of distance it disrupts, traditional growth
machine dynamics are likely to be deconstructed and reconfigured, challenged by avenues
towards a new scale of accumulation priorities.
The story of New York’s Sustainable Streets’ origins and implementation, like the
City itself, is exceptional for various reasons. In the main, automobility’s edifice was already
spatially and institutionally fragile. The City’s tight urban grid and mixed-use, dense
development patterns it holds meant that unlike Los Angeles, distance was garnering less
profit in the relationship between home and work—and particularly since more and more
New York City workers began to choose residences within the five boroughs (U.S. Census
2010). New York’s high transit use and low car ownership rates meant that a pre-existing,
citywide constituency of pedestrians would easily, immediately benefit from enhanced
safety and accessibility brought by pedestrian plazas and tamed intersections. Mayor
Bloomberg’s financial and often political sovereignty, as well as his own entrepreneurial,
private sector career meant management expertise and market logic were brought to bear
on complicated policy matters, often with near complete disregard for what political
inroads of automobility they cut off. For similar reasons, under the shrewd leadership of a
private sector and policy-trained Transportation Commissioner who was also a cyclist,
efficiency-targeting organizational reform carried forth with activist fervor. In ironic
contrast to the days of car-sped street planning she changed, “Fast-moving transportation
agency” was no longer oxymoronic within the Sadik-Khan guerrilla technocracy. The
prominence of New York as a global city and its exposure to and value for models
developed elsewhere—whether in the name of competitiveness, livability, sustainability, or
health—was also quite exceptional among other US cities when this study picked up. The
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direct influence of European city streets, their “rockstar” champions, and the wider-spread
post-automobilic planning paradigm driving them were transmitted through professional
networks for which the City was an important node. As a result, who even counted as
‘local’ use and exchange value-interested groups—and what spatial matters were of interest
to them—was a much more fluid matter here than in the more typical US city. In spite of
all these New York specificities, it had not fully seceded from the same national regulatory
context that still underwrote infrastructures for distance in cities across the country. New
York City also suffered from the same city/suburb policy divide as other major US cities,
where distance-driving interests were over-represented in state-level transportation funding
allocations, overwhelming city appeals for locality-serving investments in transit
infrastructure and other density supports (Hendren and Niemeier 2006). Furthermore, the
active design strategies featured in New York’s changing streets were motivated by a
changing national take on health care and healthy living. Finally, the resistance to Sustainable
Streets found expression and arose in places that could easily occur elsewhere, as
fundamentally they were inseparable from the politics of distance preservation the City’s
transportation planning processes had upheld.

7.4 Sustainable Streets spread
As it turns out, the local institutional expressions of a nationally supported distance
dependent growth regime were being challenged around the country, particularly in the last
year or two under study here. Fiscal pressures were common to all, and in Phoenix to
Buffalo and Miami, city leaders were tapping into shared ideas about retrofitting their
infrastructure systems for post-industrial growth. Through groups like C40 Cities,
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municipalities worldwide were in fact taking the lead on changes that could lower their
contributions to greenhouse gases, addressing inefficient buildings and mobile sources
even as nations could not arrive at a global accord. The New York case showed the
importance of removing streets from the impregnable realm of expert engineers, and as
such began to indict an entrenched national paradigm of infrastructure system management
ill-suited to support transitions to multi-functional models. The case also offers an
innovative, replicable approach to vital infrastructural development on the cheap, opening
doors to ways of increasing municipal fiscal sovereignty. When weighed alongside the many
positive secondary and tertiary spillovers from Sustainable Streets, the New York case was
immediately offering evidence that increasing human-scaled fluidity served as an edifying
social, environmental, and fiscal investment. Such successes could indeed embolden elected
officials, advocates, and transportation agency planners and engineers in US cities of many
kinds.
Local political resistance to alterations in daily life flow not withstanding, in the
same Fall and Winter of NYC’s ‘bikes backlash,’ cities all over the country were in fact
laying plans to woo pedestrians, bicyclists, and human-scaled development back to their
streets. Two federal transportation funding packages passed in 2010 as part of the ‘TIGER
Discretionary Grant Program’48 designating significant sums to people-restorative street
planning and infrastructure alongside their enormous allocations for freight corridors,
highway, and bridge repair (US Department of Transportation , 2010a, 2010b). Applicants
were public agencies in large municipalities or rural jurisdictions, many with multiple local

Transportation Investment Generating Economic Recovery (TIGER) grants I and II were awarded in
February and October of 2010, allocating a combined $2.1 billion for “innovative transportation projects.”
Recovery from the nation’s recession was being co-defined with recovery from automobility.

48
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public and non-profit partners. A few projects were especially notable investments in postautomobilic growth, and a federal nod towards locality-driving development.
Among these, the most overt were projects targeting revitalization in municipalities
whose downtowns had been decimated by years of daily auto inflows from suburban
peripheries. Some cities that flourished precisely because of the automobile had no buried
tracks to unearth for reminders of an earlier footprint, let alone institutional memory of a
scale other than automobilic in the resulting built environment. For the likes of these,
federal investment in creating nice, slow-moving, places in central cities could be the first
switchman for growth in reverse:





$23 million for a downtown Dallas streetcar
$47 million for a long-stalled streetcar line in Atlanta
$63 million for a streetcar project in Tucson, AZ
$34.4 million for a Bus Rapid Transit project in Las Vegas

And in the grant program’s second funding cycle later that fall, highway removal
projects intending to connect and revive commercial and residential development in city
cores were given funding. Limited access Route 34 through New Haven, CT had long been
seen as a formidable barricade for buildings and street uses inviting to researchers traveling
between Yale University’s medical campus and nearby research facilities. Under TIGER II,
the highway’s conversion to a multi-modal boulevard received $16 million to kick-off a
larger project, at a scale comparable to Boston’s Big Dig (O'Leary, 2010a, 2010b). New
York City’s own mile and a quarter-long Sheridan Expressway, also viewed for years as a
direct cause of blight, pollution, and traffic in the South Bronx, received $1.5 million.
It seemed plausible that the mobility values of gray growth were being redefined from the
federal level. Behind these projects were values for propinquity, density, energy efficiency,
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healthy and active residents, integrated commercial and residential development. Both
planning and ‘shovel-ready’ proposals won funding, and some, particularly in the first
round, were a lifeline to cash-strapped local and state transportation budgets. But among
the diversity of projects—rural and city bike plans to local streetcar and light rail lines
linking airports and regional rail stations—the highway removal plans were by far the most
symbolic—“a battleground in a national fight to take urban spaces back from the
automobile,” as The New York Times summarized (Dolnick 2010).
Transportation and livability planner/advocates such as John Norquist, President
of the Congress for the New Urbanism, agreed that highway removal would have ripple
effects. As New York’s other bold projects were offered up for post-automoblic laboratory
lessons, the Sheridan’s removal would be “a big important example because it’s in New
York and it’s very visible,” (Norquist, as quoted in Dolnick, 2010). This was also the refrain
throughout Walk21’s Fall 2009 ‘walkshop’ and ‘workshop’ sessions held in New York City:
“If they can do it here, we can do it anywhere.” Irrespective of the outcome, “it would
inspire other people that are trying to do the same thing,” Norquist claimed, echoing
Streetsblog founder Aaron Naparstek’s summary of the Livable Streets Network’s power
to unseat “sad, lonely streets activism,” (Naparstek, Founding Editor, Streetsblog 2009).
Networks like those brought together by the CNU and through the global reach of
Streetsblog/Streetfilms had laid down the infrastructure to make it so.
The CNU in 2011 was foremost among the national professional organizations
urging the growth of ‘livable communities’. Through publications and downloadable
presentations, large conferences, and certification trainings, CNU spread a unified vision of
‘livability’ through its members. Whether interested in undertaking a ‘Sprawl Retrofit’ or
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‘Highways to Boulevards’ conversion, individual and organizational members of CNU
could take away common skillsets all rooted in the CNU’s Charter and core principles,
which begins:
The Congress for the New Urbanism views disinvestment in central cities, the
spread of placeless sprawl, increasing separation by race and income, environmental
deterioration, loss of agricultural lands and wilderness, and the erosion of society's
built heritage as one interrelated community-building challenge.
We stand for the restoration of existing urban centers and towns within coherent
metropolitan regions, the reconfiguration of sprawling suburbs into communities
of real neighborhoods and diverse districts, the conservation of natural
environments, and the preservation of our built legacy (Congress for the New
Urbanism 1996).
The principles espoused by the CNU and its growing ranks of public and private planners,
developers, advocates, scholars, and students were speeding up the pace at which the logic
of local investment in “placemaking” diffused into diverse urban fabrics. Increasingly, the
group worked as an intermediary between government and planning
professionals/agencies. The group’s 2010 Congress, for instance, had been a cooperative
effort with the federal Centers for Disease Control (CDC), whose special sessions
addressed the many value-added angles of planning healthy cities by design, toward
“making the "prescription" for healthy, walkable, vital communities an integral part of
government policy, community planning and development industry practice,” (CNU,
2010). Foreign streets were also beginning to migrate to other US cities. In Spring of 2011,
the City of Miami, for example, hired a team of Dutch transportation planners to consult
on its possimobilities, and Buffalo, New York had begun to look to what its streets could
do to stimulate growth at its core.
In early spring of 2011, Los Angeles-based transportation planner Ryan Snyder
convened a diverse group of street professionals from around the country. Engineers from
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the state DOTs of Florida and New Jersey, for example, were joined by undersung local
heroes of pedestrian safety and national advocates from Safe Routes to School. Experts in
community-based planning and placemaking, like the two Project for Public Spaces staff
members, were joined by the founder of Complete Streets USA, an executive from the
American Institute of Architects, a couple experts in integrated street drainage systems, one
“street sociologist” and many more, for two full days at a hotel in downtown Los Angeles.
Ryan had secured funding from the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health’s
PLACE (Policies for Livable, Active Communities and Environments) grant program
sponsored by the US CDC, and this group of paid consultants would spend the days
writing a “Model Streets” manual. Usually hired by municipalities to develop bicycle and
pedestrian master plans, Ryan had seen the results of his efforts repeatedly shelved or
otherwise impeded by his client cities’ reliance on the American Association of State
Highway Officials’ playbook of street engineering. By then, San Francisco, New York, and
a couple other well-resourced cities had rewritten local street design guidelines to reflect
‘people first’ goals—and they were rapidly putting people back in streets. But far more
municipalities lacked the resources to do this, and as a result, even if their states had
adopted Complete Streets legislation, its concrete translation presented a professional bind
for engineers trained in gray growth provisions. Some cities were more willing than others
to try out one or two new street features, but because they were also reluctant to assume
liability for radical, locally unproven features like physically separated bike lanes or green
paint, their efforts were very very limited. This, too, was where local elected officials, even
if generally supportive, had less latitude with their constituents, leaving them open not only
to political attack, but to legal allegations. To remedy these recurring symptoms of distance
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lodged in local institutions, Ryan submitted a proposal to the PLACE program managers
to curate this interdisciplinary team of professionals, and in groups organized by chapter
theme, to rewrite a national book of streets. In its edited, completed form, the book would
be made widely available, for free electronic download. It would be linked on national
planning professional groups’ websites many of which were represented among the
manual’s authors. Distributed to local transportation agencies, introduced in public forums,
and presented on at international conferences, from its conception, Ryan intended that the
manual serve as a template, adaptable for local specificity. As one of the manual’s coauthors, I still marvel at the contrast it and its production and distribution processes offer
when considered alongside early gatherings of traffic engineers, from which AASHTO and
its peer professional associations arose, and institutionalized their own brain trusts in
‘engineers only’ transportation agencies.
Embedded in the Model Street Manual are several infrastructure values that overtly
challenge those that spread and flourished through car-prioritizing planning handbooks.
First and before all, infrastructures’ brain trust is not the purview of engineers alone.
Supported by federal dollars channeled through a local public agency, the process and its
collaborators were affirmed for the deep and wide base of knowledge that ought to train
infrastructure attentive to public health. And so, through its promotion of active everyday
lifestyles, safe spatial adjudication between modes, and design features that serve a human
scale of movement, the manual reinforces the idea that infrastructure is a vector of public
health and rights of access. Second, the manual perpetuates the idea of multi-functional
mobility infrastructure. In acknowledgement of the public space function of streets, it
contains planning techniques to promote staying and going. Aspiring to support resource
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conservation and the thoughtful interaction of streets and sewerage, it outlines techniques
like the use of bioswales, for filtering and slowing run-off before it pours into underground
pipes and acquifers, adds pollution to local watersheds. An endorsement to local food
systems, it offers edible landscape design strategies. Third and related, because of the scale
of movement it targets, it is a practical guide to street planning that is inexpensive and
executable locally, even as transportation budgets shrink. Finally, it suggests that street
planning is a matter of local concern and offers practical supports for on the way to relearning how to make locality-serving streets. If adopted as City policy, as New York’s and
San Francisco’s have been, the Manual can also provide legal support, and ultimately enable
more city leaders to take the political risks associated with growth in reverse.

7.5 The risks of reverse growth
Re-wiring city circuitry—streets to sewers to power grids—under the guise of
“sustainability” thus begs questions not only of what the systems will do differently, but
how to structure planning processes that have political traction and elicit widespread
participation. If promoted properly, human-scaling streets for multi-functionality can set
the stage for growth in reverse in any locality—a more thickly social city garnering political
support among place preservationists, environmentalists, public health and safety
advocates, communities of business owners. But the forms of resistance to growth-inreverse that showed up in New York City neighborhoods could obstruct vital transitions to
distance-diminishing infrastructure in any US city. Because of what they upset at all scales
of distance’s local production and experience, the equalizing opportunities that ride in on
human-scaled streets can be mistaken for many things they are not. Furthermore, if
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executed with the same speed and extent as the Bloomberg administration and DOT’s
Sustainable Streets agenda, they could be mistaken for a sort of redacted urban renewal. Their
speedy implementation permitted the DOT use of what turned out to be their sharpest
tool: the power of demonstration. Only with it could their efforts so immediately coax
more people out into pedestrian plazas and onto bikes, a self-fulfilling prophecy of needed
slow spaces. One can only imagine what New Yorkers might have learned had the Mayor
been permitted to institute congestion charging on a pilot project basis, allowing them to
see into a future of increased transit revenue and eased congestion.
Remarkable as it was, swift intervention had its downside: the DOT’s inattention to
the systems of political favoritism, as old as Boss Tweed and planted deep in the status quo
streets they were reworking, cost them needed support. When it became plan-led, DOT
was effectively displacing the one form of multi-functionality distance-driven streets did
embody. For politicos present and past, DOT had been an agency valuable in part because
it was effectively reached via privileged inside lines. Prior to Sustainable Streets, these insiders
would dial in calls for a speed hump here, a curb cut there, new parking regulations over
there. These slight alterations, as we have seen in the case at hand, could make a salient
difference in the lives of constituencies, but in extremely localized ways. The DOT’s switch
to people prioritizing, plan-led projects alienated some potentially supportive leaders and
constituencies because it cut off one of the public works channels through which political
currency once freely flowed. While more extensive community processes around
implementation of projects might have supplanted the power of demonstration with
entropy, perhaps the guerrilla technocracy might have convinced more doubters had they
shared the power of demonstration up front. Streetfilms did its part to host public
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screenings, offering evidence and images of the triple win of people-prioritizing streets, and
Transportation Alternatives continued to organize bike tours that featured the new
infrastructure. But if the DOT and Mayor Bloomberg had broadcast early, often, and
forcefully from the bullpen the triple importance of street revisions; their low cost
compared with car-targeted street projects; how multi-functional infrastructure was a
matter of efficiency in fiscal scarcity, making New York freer from state and federal funds,
and preparation for the event of resource scarcity, they might also have silenced some
opposition before it coalesced. Then again, perhaps more messaging would have produced
the exact opposite approach. It seems unlikely that such actions would have changed the
perceptions and protest of Williamsburg Jews, nor salved the sting of lost inside lines of
influence experienced by Marty Markowitz, Senior Citizens for Safety, and Neighbors for
Better Bike Lanes. New York City’s growth in reverse street planning bridged use and
exchange value for those groups with immediate economic and political profit to be
garnered from distance-diminishing growth. Conversely, where opposition arose, it was
among constituencies with most political capital still tied up in the institutions of gray
growth, or whose organized ways and means had come to depend on the presence of
distance in their midst.

7.6 Re-Placing mobility rights
Growth’s expressions in a US city’s streets were the sites of this study, but they
harkened to places well beyond domestic borders. They expressed a global drive to cut
carbon emissions and consumption of a costly and dwindling petroleum supply. And
because they ran through a city seeking to retain its top seed in the world’s finance,
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insurance, real estate, entertainment and other cultural production economies, these streets
connect New York with a handful of its competitor cities, whose built environments were
sprouting similarities, despite geo-political distinctness. But at the same time that New
York’s variety of growth was paving “sustainable” streets, explosive growth in mega-cities
of the Global South was, for the most part, driven by a very different set of ambitions.
Rapid industrialization in China and India had induced a rush to purchase and pave for
automobiles, throwing wide open the doors to distance, at direct expense of human-scaled
pathways and more local lifestyles. Such cities were growing into ever more congested and
polluted, sprawling places whose pre-existing forms of race and class segregation only
intensified as the automobile ownership and land development feedback loop accelerated.
This uneven development, like the gray growth fed by US automobility, selected landscapes
of access and exclusion along the lines of at-will access to distance. Considering this
contrast, New York’s policy experiments in re-claiming street turf are of interest beyond
domestic borders because they challenge the indiscriminately unhealthful life patterning of
automobility, investing instead in infrastructure to trigger an opposite, human-scaled
growth loop. And yet, it remains to be seen whether the targeted projects of New York’s
Sustainable Streets can spur recovery for its own unevenly developed outer boroughs, still
cemented politically and physically in automobile infrastructure.
In this challenge to automobility, state-led planning of streets for humans in New
York City actively lauds the health benefits of dense urbanization, which is of interest for
two primary reasons. First, density has long been considered incompatible with the myth of
‘room to breathe’. Suburbanization was driven by political and fiscal endorsement of
private space and population dispersal from the early moments of automobile dominance
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in streets. If current metropolitan planning interest in transit oriented development and
Complete Streets are any indicator, then public and private investment in densifying cities
will slowly come at direct cost to subsidized sprawl that preceded them as priority
development landscapes. If the zones hardest hit by the current mortgage debacle are
indicative of future investment priorities, chances for high life quality will generally decline
as one travels further from dense nodes. But many suburban residents will be unable to
exit these inherently unhealthful peripheries. Similarly, as living costs increase in central
areas, significant displacement among lower income, pre-existing residents will continue to
occur, who will seek cheaper housing in suburban areas. The story of gentrification’s
backdoor is of course far more complicated than this. But the daily, fast and far personal
automobile travel that is a built-in requirement of suburban life, is in this sense
transformed from ‘freedom’ and ‘room to breathe’ to undesirable, unproductive and
unhealthy—and thus a massive problem of spatial equity—sentencing the most vulnerable
to unhealthful, car-dependent daily life patterning.
And so, the second reason density’s street-coaxed new sheen is study worthy is
because the built environment is being scrutinized by local, national and international
entities—public and private—for its possibilities as a vector for cheaper healthcare. The
rising costs of treating widespread, chronic illnesses of passivity among Americans—in
particular diabetes and obesity—are themselves crippling—for public and private health
provision. Legislation like Complete Streets has gained national popularity because the
public health community has come to apparent consensus about a higher standard of
healthfulness and safety in streets (Burden and Litman 2011). The underlying message for
streets in these policies is that they ought to function more like daily life-integrated parks
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and gyms, than habitats for fast and far automobile movement. Underlying the spreading
interest in ‘active transport’ opportunities, and a surrounding built environment inviting to
the human body is ultimately a call to urbanization fashioned for the human scale. And in
this embrace of locality for human health is a simultaneous, class-blind rejection of distance
dependent urbanization. The scale and nature of urban development fed by different street
uses are no longer simply the concern of fringe environmentalists. Street functions are an
economic development imperative, a political matter, and because of the myriad public
health issues that go behind and before them, how streets work is an urgent matter of
social justice.
Calls for infrastructural adjustment to support human-scaled urban life deepen the
importance of New York’s street experiments, ultimately urging a less-distant frontier for
what constitutes mobility justice. Behind New York’s downshift is open acknowledgement
of long-ignored economic, social and environmental costs of distance dependent growth
that have flowed freely through its streets. These costs spread as evenly as the street
network itself but as propinquity comes at a premium afforded only by those flourishing in
distance diminishing industries, the costs of distance will be more and more concentrated
in periphery than core. In the end, it appears that the non-negotiable core of mobility
rights, instead of freedom to leave, is reason to stay. Even among critical scholars of
mobility, distance dependence and the development patterns of long-term leaving have in
certain ways come to be seen as acceptable ends served by urban theory (Imbroscio 2011).
In order to be useful for building truly just, sustainable, equitable cities, however, I wish to
propose a post-automobilic theory of mobility justice.
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Even the purportedly critical ‘right to the city’ discussions seem to have missed the
preternatural impediment distance poses to the ends they espouse. Because they generally
fail to indict distance at the re/productive roots of spatial inequities they condemn, their
conceptualization of ‘rights’ and any politics they might support are severely limited (see
esp. Mitchell 2003; Low and Smith 2006; Brenner, Marcuse and Mayer 2009). Among their
framing of ‘rights,’ transportation is an important political statement, but under-examined
for what it gets people, transportation only legitimates the wedge distance has lodged
between people and the goods these authors wish to see evenly distributed. Similarly, when
public space is unsafe or otherwise fiscally unsupportable because of menacing streets or
hollowed tax bases, how can it be defended as a right? When “affordable” housing may
only be found via elaborate subsidies and the undermining of local fiscal sovereignty in
automobile-dependent exurbs, and this pattern of development also takes as collateral the
ability of humans to move themselves about; require so much hardscape as to cement
environmental degradation in “supportive” infrastructures, along with the risks they pose
to all living things; or that perpetuate belief in private space’s superiority over shared assets;
or generally reinforce political and civic isolation… is it worth defending? And yet, these
concepts have supported very harmful urban policy. As Imbroscio argues, the desirability
of moving people and goods across distance is the beating “heart of liberal urban policy,”
(Imbroscio 2011), but as I have demonstrated in this dissertation, this belief is in fact the
heart of automobility as a dis-placing regime. If we can agree that access to clean air;
infrastructure that facilitates opportunities to make ourselves healthier physically and
civically, and also to develop care for the places where we live and work, together with the
places that connect them, automobility as a liberal ideal (Rajan 2006) must be unmasked for
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the extreme liability it actually is (Kesselring 2008). Getting it right is the difference
between rights to a city worth staying in, versus rights to a city only worth leaving.
An emblem case among critical scholars is a Los Angeles-based civil discrimination
suit settled in federal court early this decade. In it, the Bus Rider’s Union, representing
thousands of central city bus riders, accused the County’s Metropolitan Transit Authority
of prioritizing such opportunities among a largely white commuting population, by
planning and budgeting for expansion of the system’s nascent light rail network while its
bus system, made up of aged, diesel-spewing buses serving central city, lower income
people of color, was allowed to worsen (see Cresswell 2006, Soja 2010). The case was
settled by federal consent decree, and the MTA was ordered to upgrade and increase its
fleet and improve service reliability over a 10-year period.
While both Cresswell’s and Soja’s interpretations laud the BRU case as a political
struggle for equalizing transportation conditions, their underlying concept of mobility
justice avoids engaging with the uneven spatial patterns that give rise to the need to
commute in the first place. As we have seen in the New York case of growth in reverse,
this belief arose from a structured political economy of automobility, but was reinforced in
the daily practices of its infrastructure’s users. As a consequence, how much distance one
could overcome became a marker, not of state-supported accumulation priorities, but of
liberty and justice. So though it was contingent upon an elaborately subsidized, imprudently
profligate base of environmental, social, and economic resources, the private wealth
accumulation it permitted was widely attributed to individual ingenuity. Rising social status
in this model became a result of speedy and at-will access to distance, irrespective of one’s
point of origin.
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Historically less likely to own expensive private automobiles, lower-income, nonwhite Americans have also been more likely to be transit-dependent (Pucher 2003). As
public goods and services and private employment bases shrunk in de-prioritized places,
locality-dependent residents lost a choice in the matter of whether to live locally drawn or
distance dependent lives, even as inhabitants of well-resourced areas retained this privilege
(Sugrue 2005). But once fully sewn into American fabric, the many costs of distance’s daily,
personal negotiation were well hidden for those stuck at city centers and those centrifugally
scattered in suburbs (Shoup 2005; Litman 2011a; Breuckner 2001). And so for much of the
last century, the dangerous American penchant for automobile ownership as a weapon of
daily space and time conquest was not regulated as either a spatial or social threat. Among
‘stuck’ central city dwellers who would only experience upward mobility with increased
access to distance, the automobile became a classpirational object, co-defined with
economic attainment (Raphael and Stoll 2001). And for those privileged in peripheries,
automobile owbership masqueraded as the ultimate health and wealth insurance. But in a
post-industrial, propinquity-predicated accumulation model that revalorizes dense
urbanization, automobile dependency could become most crippling.
The mobility justice perpetuated by Cresswell’s and Soja’s interpretation of the
BRU case targets availability of affordable, reliable public transportation as an “equitable”
way out, so that residents disadvantaged by decayed or underdeveloped urban zones may
“affordably” span distance to better productive and social reproductive opportunities. But
daily distance crossing is insupportable for all urban communities, not just for the
economically and politically marginal (Breuckner 2001). Above all, it is persistently locality
annihilating. For, the more one leaves a place—by choice or necessity—the less invested
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one becomes in its present and future quality of life offerings (Williamson 2008). And over
the last 40 years especially, entire communities—particularly in the American Sunbelt and
West—have been designed only for leaving: by the demand for cheap housing within
highway commutes of employment centers, and with the expectation that personal
investment in a place is only as valuable as its flippability on the real estate market. But the
financial profit obtained by a few from places built for leaving has given rise to a multitude
of political, economic, environmental, familial, and physical health problems in urban
places of all sorts (Frumkin 2002). And in the wake of the 2007 mortgage market
meltdown, the rising costs of such land uses promise finally to outweigh their narrow,
precarious economic value (Litman 2011b).
As has been demonstrated in public health research particularly over the last 30
years, distance’s daily navigation has engendered a passivity epidemic, where possibilities
for integrating physical activity in pursuit of daily life are also impossible (Bassett, et al.
2008). Rates of obesity and diabetes are highest in places whose public spaces are
undesirable or perceived as unsafe, and in car-dependent places (Dannenberg, et al. 2003).
Lengthy commute times by any mode—but particularly by the automobile-—also come at
direct cost to time spent with family members, neighbors, at work, and importantly, for a
range of locality-strengthening civic involvements, including political participation (Putnam
2000, Williamson 2002 and 2008). On an experiential level, speed and distance enjoyed in
the personal automobile has been an intoxicating cocktail, but in recent years has been
gradually unmasked for the risks it poses to a safe and healthy mobility environment for all
street users (Nader 1965, Vanderbilt 2008).
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In summary, mobility justice will not be served when we have achieved equal access
to far-flung lives. Accordingly, notions of mobility rights ought to support policies that
protect a dignified human scale of life for all—which includes the places of staying and the
modes of going. In many ways, Nussbaum’s human capabilities model of justice (2000) and
Young’s proposal that freedom from certain life-structuring forms of oppression each
make an argument similar to that which I have read in re-scaling streets. Can spatial justice
ever be served in urbanization attuned to the automobile’s scale? Inhabitants of those
places built by resource profligacy at the height of distance dependent growth will be no
better off socially or economically with a right to mobility that only promises lengthy
commutes and ultimately more distance dependence while their bodies and communities
fail. David Harvey’s ‘right to the city,’ described as “freedom to make and remake our cities
and ourselves,” (Harvey 2008), extends Nussbaum and Young to the aggregate, and is a
notion that can extend to the infrastructure that facilitates our self-making and city-making.
Human-centric notions of rights to the city can in turn support mobility policies that
empower people with placemaking rights (Imbroscio 2011).
Mobility justice rooted in a value for deepened investment in places would
advocate for access to mobile places and means that better balance the needs of individual
and civic bodies, supportive of local productive and social reproductive endeavors. Part of
the reason to pay attention to this moment in the re-valorization of New York’s and other
cities’ streetscapes is because they are opening these avenues. The pedestrian projects and
protected bikeways, signal adjustments, street furniture, bus-only lanes, bike share program,
cyclist/pedestrian education campaigns and attempts to repurpose traffic regulation are all
demonstrations in healthy and safe human mobility prioritization and inherently re288

emphasize the many forms of value generated by staying. Further study of air quality
improvements, physical activity catalyzed and lives saved by new mobility infrastructure,
and productivity rescued from time stuck in traffic congestion, is of incredible importance.
Findings from this type of research could equip mobility advocates and business
communities to bridge use and exchange value divides in other US cities, shifting their
assembled scalar demands for healthy places and healthy ways of going in them. Such
findings could in turn supply local elected officials with data to justify street re-placing as
an economic urgency, an investment in a more productive, reslient locality.
In a sense, a process-based idea of mobility rights conveys us back to the
Montgomery Bus Boycott begun in 1955. When Rosa Parks made her famous refusal to
relinquish her seat to a white passenger and move to the back of the bus, she asserted her
right to a certain equitable quality of passage. And while more recent struggles over quality of
human mobility in streets target the over-prioritization of automobiles rather than
segregated buses, the spirit and stakes are of similar urgency. In an ever smaller world,
movement across Euclidean space doesn’t necessarily equate to increased social mobility,
and in fact social mobility often occurs with very little movement (Urry and Sheller 2006).
The stakes of location will only continue to rise in a globe where accelerated urbanization
and resource scarcities produce two poles: increasingly investment-rich, residential and
commercial agglomeration landscapes in certain areas, and fiscally disadvantaged,
insupportably loose-knit vestiges of the short century of distance-based economic underdevelopment.
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Methodological Appendix
Fieldwork
Fieldwork for this project was conducted in a concerted way between 2006
and the mid-2011. I have divided it into categories that correlate with the
research tools afforded by each, as described in Chapter 2.
1.) Pedal Seeing/Rythmnalysis/Situationism
 Solo, quotidian cultivation of anti-modernity, slow and local rhythmic practices:
o New York and Los Angeles 10-45-mile bicycle or walking commutes daily,
approximately 345 days yearly, (2007 and ongoing)
o Seattle/San Juan Islands bike tour (August 2007)
o Portland, OR bicycle commutes between Beaverton and Central Portland, 5
days (June 2008)
o San Francisco [car-free] Sunday Streets (August 2008)
o The Big Parade [2-day, 40-mile walk across Los Angeles via its many
stairways] (June 2009)
o Mexico City walking-only 3-day visit (August 2009)
o Sao Paolo, Brazil walking-only 4-day visit (August 2009)
o Los AngelesSanta Barbara train/bike trips (repeatedly 2009-2010)
o New York (JFK & LaGuardia) and Los Angeles (LAX and Burbank) bike
ground transport (repeatedly 2007-2011), both when the bike flew and
when it was simply locked in long-term parking until my return
o New York 2-week experiment in walking-only, while healing from a
collarbone fracture (June 2010)
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o Long Island 3-day bike tour, north and south forks (July 2011)
 Organized group bicycle tours and other shared, human-scaling experiments in the
power of demonstration:
o 5 Borough Bicycle Tour (May 2007, 2008)
o Transportation Alternatives Century (2007-2009) [ride marshall (2007)]
o Birdbath Bakery rickshaw pedaler (Summer 2008)
o Summer Streets (2008, 2011)
o Brooklyn Half Marathon (2008)
o Transportation Alternatives (TA) Tour de Brooklyn [ride marshall] (2008)
o Park(ing) Day New York, 7th Haven park organizer, event blogger (20082009)
o TA Tour de Bronx (2008, 2009)
o Los Angeles Marathon (2010)
o TA Tour de Queens (2011)
o Park(ing) Day Los Angeles, Occidental College Urban and Environmental
Policy Institute “parker” (2009)
2.) Streets-themed Conferences, Exhibits, Special Events
 Opening for exhibit “Livable Streets: A New Vision for New York”
Municipal Art Society (MAS)
(January 2006)
 Exhibit: “Robert Moses and the Making of the Modern City: Remaking the
Metropolis”
Museum of the City of New York
(April 2007)
 Exhibit: “Robert Moses and the Modern City: The Road to Recreation”
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Queens Museum of Art
(April 2007)
 Exhibit: “Robert Moses and the Modern City: Slum Clearance and the Superblock
Solution”
Walach Gallery of Columbia University
(April 2007)
 Conference: Towards Car-Free Cities VIII
Rethinking Mobility, Rediscovering Proximity
Portland, Oregon
(June 16-20, 2008)
 Conference: Los Angeles Bike Summit
Los Angeles, CA
(March 4, 2009)
 Conference: Walk21
“More Footprints, Less Carbon”
New York City
(October 7-9, 2009)
 Conference: Los Angeles StreetSummit
“Biking Walking and Beyond”
Los Angeles, CA
(March 18-20, 2010)
 Countless film screenings and New York City Streets Renaissance social events
(2006-2009)
 Countless panel discussions and book talks at the American Institute of
Architecture’s Center for Architecture (2006-2011)
 Countless panel discussions and various events organized by the Center for Urban
Pedagogy (2006-2011)
 A least 3 New York City transportation-related panel discussions at each of:
o

NYU/Wagner Rudin Center for Transportation Research (2008-2010)

o CUNY/University Transportation Research Institute (2007-2011)
o Baruch College/Steven L. Newman Real Estate Institute (2006-2010)
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 Model Streets Design Manual Charrette
Los Angeles, CA
(March 14-15, 2011)
3.) Interviews—formal49
 Budnick, Noah—Deputy Director, Transportation Alternatives (1/25/2009)
 Gorton, Mark—Founder, The Open Planning Project (2/9/2009)
 Eckerson, Clarence—Chief of Production, Streetfilms (1/15/2009)
 Naparstek, Aaron—Founding Editor, Streetsblog (1/15/2009, 2/20/2009
 Russo, Ryan—Deputy Commissioner of Traffic Operations, NYCDOT
(1/30/2011, 2/10/2011)
 Steely-White, Paul—Executive Director, Transportation Alternatives (5/13/2009,
3/4/2011)
 Wiley-Schwartz, Andy—Assistant Commissioner of Planning and Sustainability,
NYCDOT (1/24/2009)
 Weber, Bruce—Asst. Deputy Commissioner of Planning and Sustainability,
NYCDOT (2/18/2009)
4.) Interviews--Informal50
 Lusher-Shute, Lindsey—Director of Environmental Campaigns (October 10, 2007)
 Schaller, Bruce—Asst. Commissioner of Planning and Sustainability, NYCDOT
(December 2007)
 Peñalosa, Guillermo—Executive Director, 8-80 Cities (June 17, 2008)

Formal interviews are those captured in an audio recording, where explicit, spoke permission was granted
to use the interview content in this resulting dissertation.
50 Informal interviews are those that began as casual conversations in person, via phone, or email, were not
captured in audio recording, but where the interviewee provided valuable insights into some aspect of the
research. Among other data, informal interviews have been treated as background knowledge and were not
cited directly in this dissertation.
49
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 De Cerreño, Allison—Director, NYU/Wagner Rudin Center for Transportation
Research (October 30, 2008)
 Gehl, Jan—Principal, Gehl Architects (October 8, 2009)
 Wade, Randy—Director, Pedestrian Projects Group, NYCDOT (October 9, 2009)
 Benson, Josh--Director of Bicycle and Pedestrian Programs, NYCDOT (October
9, 2009)
 Orcutt, Jon—Policy Director, NYCDOT (October 9, 2009)
 Sallaberry, Mike, Transportation Engineer, City and County of San Francisco
(October 9, 2009)
 Sadik-Khan, Janette—Commissioner, NYCDOT (March 17, 2010)
 Paaswell, Robert—Director Emeritus, CUNY/University Transportation Research
Center (phone, June 30, 2010)
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